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RIGHTS OFFERING AND GRANTING

RELATED APPLICATION DATA

[0001] This application claims benefit from U.S. provisional application Ser.

No. 60/296,113, filed in June 7, 2001 the disclosure of which is incorporated

herein by reference. This application also claims benefit from U.S. provisional

application, Serial No. 60/331,625 filed in November 20, 2001, the disclosure

of which is also incorporated herein by reference. This application also claims

benefit from U.S. provisional application Ser. No. 60/331,624 filed on

November 20, 2001, the disclosure of which is also incorporated herein by

reference. This application is also a continuation-in-part of copending

application Ser. No. 09/867,745 filed on May 31, 2001, the disclosure of which

is incorporated herein by reference.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE .

934%

[0002] A portion of the disclosure of this patent document contains material

which is subject to copyright protection. The copyright owner has no objection

to the facsimile reproduction by anyone of the patent document or the patent
disclosure, as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Office patent file or
records, but otherwise reserves all copyright rights whatsoever.

5.-an‘?-i"..,.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0003] The present invention relates to a method and system for digital

rights management and, more particularly, to a method and system for

automatically offering and granting rights over a communications network or

other channels.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0004] The digital age has greatly increased concerns about ownership,

access, and control of copyrighted information, restricted services and

1
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valuable resources. Rapid evolution and wide deployment has occurred for

computers, and other electronic devices such as cellular phones, pagers,

PDAS, and e-book readers, and these devices are interconnected through

communication links including the Internet, intranets and other networks.

These interconnected devices are especially conducive to publication of

content, offering of services and availability of resources electronically.

[0005] One of the most important issues impeding the widespread

distribution of digital works (i.e. documents or other content in forms readable

by computers), via electronic means, and the Internet in particular, is the

current lack of ability to enforce the intellectual property rights of content

owners during the distribution and use of digital works. Efforts to resolve this

problem have been termed “lnte|lectual Property Rights Management”
(“IPRM”), “Digital Property Rights Management” (“DPRM”), “lntel|ectual

Property Management” (“lPM”), “Rights Management” (“RM”), and “Electronic

Copyright Management” (“ECM”), collectively referred to as “Digital Rights 
Management (DRM)” herein. There are a number of issues to be considered

in effecting a DRM System. For example, authentication, authorization,

1‘ V '-1
§ ‘_3
35
:‘='7$.
‘am?
‘E3

accounting, payment and financial clearing, rights specification, rights?1'E_~,=3“.

verification, rights enforcement, and document protection issues should be

addressed. U.S. patents 5,530,235, 5,634,012, 5,715,403, 5,638,443, and

5,629,980, the disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference,

 
....1

disclose DRM systems addressing these issues.

[0006] Two basic DRM schemes have been employed, secure containers

and trusted systems. A “secure container” (or simply an encrypted document)

offers a way to keep document contents encrypted until a set of authorization

conditions are met and some copyright terms are honored (e.g., payment for

use). After the various conditions and terms are verified with the document

provider, the document is released to the user in clear form. Commercial

products such as CryptolopesT"" and DigiboxesT"' fall into this category.

Clearly, the secure container approach provides a solution to protecting the

N'VA77.64fiR 7
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document during delivery over insecure channels, but does not provide any

mechanism to prevent legitimate users from obtaining the clear document and

then using and redistributing it in violation of content owners’ intellectual

property.

[0007] In the “trusted system” approach, the entire system is responsible

for preventing unauthorized use and distribution of the document. Building a

‘ trusted system usually entails introducing new hardware such as a secure

processor, secure storage and secure rendering devices. This also requires

that all software applications that run on trusted systems be certified to be

trusted. While building tamper-proof trusted systems is a real challenge to

existing technologies, current market trends suggest that open and untrusted

systems, such as PC’s and workstations using browsers to access the Web,

will be the dominant systems used to access digital works. In this sense,

existing computing environments such as PC’ s and workstations equipped

with popular operating systems (e.g., WindowsT"", LinuxT"", and UNIX) and

rendering applications, such as browsers, are not trusted systems and cannot

be made trusted without significantly altering their architectures. Of course,

alteration of the architecture defeats a primary purpose of the Web, i.e.

flexibility and compatibility.
 

[0008] Some DRM systems allow content owners to specify usage rights

and conditions, and associate them with content. These usage rights control

how the recipient thereof can use the content. Usually after a content

distributor or consumer has completed selecting and ordering specific content,

the content is delivered either electronically from some content repository or

via a conventional distribution channel to the recipient, such as tangible media

sent via a common carrier. Corresponding DRM systems used by the

recipient, for example the distributor or consumer, will then interpret the rights

and conditions associated with the content, and use them to control how the

content is distributed and/or used. Examples of usage rights include view,

print and extract the content, and distribute, repackage and loan content.

NVA77.fi4fiR.’7.
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Associated conditions may include any term upon which the rights may be

contingent such as payment, identification, time period, or the like.

[0009] U.S. patent 5,634,012, discloses a system for controlling the

distribution of digital documents. Each rendering device has a repository

associated therewith. A predetermined set of usage transaction steps define

a protocol used by the repositories for enforcing usage rights associated with

a document. Usage rights persist with the document content. The usage

rights can permit various manners of use such as, viewing only, use once,

distribution, and the like. Usage rights can be contingent on payment or other

conditions.

[0010] However, there are limitations associated with the above-mentioned

paradigms wherein only usage rights and conditions associated with content

are specified by content owners or other grantors of rights. Once purchased

by an end user, a consumer, or a distributor, of content along with its

associated usage rights and conditions has no means to be legally passed on

to a next recipient in a distribution chain. Further the associated usage rights

have no provision for specifying rights to derive other rights, i.e. rights to

modify, transfer, offer, grant, obtain, transfer, delegate, track, surrender,

exchange, transport, exercise, revoke, or the like. Common content

 
distribution models often include a multi-tier distribution and usage chain.

Known DRM systems do not facilitate the ability to prescribe rights and

conditions for all participants along a content distribution and usage chain.

Therefore, it is difficult for a content owner to commercially exploit content

unless the owner has a relationship with each party in the distribution chain.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A first aspect of the invention is a method for transferring usage rights

adapted to be associated with items. The method comprises generating, by a

supplier, at least one first offer containing usage rights and meta-rights for the

item, said usage rights defining a manner of use for the items, said meta-

l\TVA77fi4fiR.7.
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rights specifying rights to derive usage rights or other meta-rights, presenting

said offer to a first consumer, receiving a selection from the first consumer

indicating desired usage rights and meta-rights, and generating a first license

granting the desired usage rights and meta-rights to the first consumer.

A second aspect of the invention is a system for transferring usage

rights adapted to be associated with an item to be licensed in multi-tier

channels of distribution with downstream rights and conditions assigned at

least one level. The system comprises a supplier component, comprising a

supplier user interface module, an offer generator module for generating an

offer containing at least usage rights and of meta-rights, a rights composer

module for composing a draft license, and a repository for suppliers rights, a

supplier management database. The system further comprises a consumer

component comprising a consumer user interface module, an offer-

consideration module configured to analyze the offers generated by the

supplier component and select offers based on the analysis, and a repository

for consumer’s rights, a consumer management database.
 

A third aspect of the invention is a method for generating a license to

W::a5,.;3I" digital content to be used within a system for at least one of managing use

and distribution of the digital content. The method comprises presenting a

consumer with an offer including meta-rights, receiving a selection by the 
consumer of at least one meta-right in the offer, generating a license based

on the selection, wherein the license permits the consumer to exercise the at

least one meta-right and permits the consumer to offer at least one derived

right derived from the at least one meta-right and generate a license including

the at least one derived right.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

[0011] Exemplary embodiments of this invention will be described in detail,

with reference to the attached drawing in which:

NVA7764fiR.7
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[0012] Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of a three-tier model for content

distribution;

[0013] Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating rights offering and granting

processes in the model of Fig. 1;

[0014] Fig. 3(a) is a schematic diagram of a simple supplier-consumer

push model for rights generating, issuing and exercising;

[0015] Fig. 3(b) is a schematic diagram of a simple supplier-consumer pull

model for rights generating, issuing and exercising;

[0016] Fig. 4 is a block diagram of a rights offering-granting architecture in

accordance with the preferred embodiment; 

[0017] Figs. 5a and 5b are workflow diagrams for examples of offering and  

 
granting rights between a rights supplier and a rights consumer with a push

.1-.

.am:‘Em;

and pull model respectively;

ii..:;i4.1.3?-iL..ii
§1,
a

i
1,2
I7?

[0018] Fig. 6 is a flow chart of a rights offer generation process in

accordance with the preferred embodiment;""“i:312”‘;«7""‘
[0019] Fig. 7 is a flow chart of a rights offer consideration process in

accordance with the preferred embodiment;

[0020] Fig. 8 is a flow chart of a rights offer customization process in

accordance with the preferred embodiment;

[0021] Fig. 9 is block diagram of a DRM system that may be utilized in

connection with the preferred embodiment;

[0022] Fig. 10 is a block diagram of an exemplary structure of a license

containing usage rights and meta-rights of the preferred embodiment; and

NVA9.7.64fiR,7
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[0023] Fig. 11 is a schematic illustration of a rights label of the preferred

embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0024] Prior to providing detailed description of the apparatus and method

for offering and granting rights, a description of a DRM system that can be

utilized to specify and enforce usage rights and meta-rights for specific

content, services, or other items is first described below.

[0025] Fig. 9 illustrates DRM System 10 that includes a user activation

component, in the form of activation server 20, that issues public and private

key pairs, or other identification mechanisms, to content users in a protected

fashion, as is well known. Typically, when a user uses DRM system 10 for

the first time, the user installs software that works with, or includes, a

rendering application for a particular content format. The software is installed

in client environment 30, a computer associated with the content recipient, for

 
example. The software is part of DRM 10 system and is used to enforce

usage rights for protected content. During the activation process, some

information is exchanged between activation server 20 and client environment 
30. Client component 60 preferably is tamper resistant and contains the set.51an 2

§'—..~§

of public and private keys issued by activation server 20 as well as other

components, such as rendering components for example.

[0026] Rights label 40 is associated with content 42 and specifies usage

L rights and meta-rights that are available to a recipient, i.e. a consumer of

rights, when corresponding conditions are satisfied. License Server 50

manages the encryption keys and issues licenses 52 for protected content 42.

Licenses 52 embody the actual granting of rights, including usage rights and

meta-rights, to an end user. For example, rights offer 40 may permit a user to

view content for a fee of five dollars and print content for a fee of ten dollars,

or it may permit a user to offer rights to another user, for example, by utilizing

the concept of meta-rights described below. License 52 can be issued for the

NVA?’).fiAfiR.’),
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view right when the five dollar fee has been paid. Client component 60

interprets and enforces the rights, including usage rights and meta—rights, that

have been specified in the license. Rights label 40 and license 52 are

described in detail below.

[0027] Fig. 11 illustrates rights label 40 in accordance with the preferred

embodiment. Rights label 40 includes plural rights options 44. Each rights

option 44 includes usage rights 44a, conditions 44b, and content specification

44c. Content specification 44c can include any mechanism for referencing,

calling, locating, or otherwise specifying content 42 associated with rights

offer 44.

[0028] As shown in Fig. 10, license 52 includes license 52a, grant 52b, and

digital signature 52c. Grant 52b includes granted usage rights and/or meta-

rights selected from label. The structure of the grant also includes one or

more principals, to whom the specified usage rights and/or meta-rights are

granted, a list of conditions, and state variables required to enforce the
 

license. Like usage rights, access and exercise of the granted meta-rights are

talc’

:2‘:
<:“*fi

controlled by the condition list and state variables as described below.4.;.1;‘.13‘$1,

[0029] Clear (unprotected) content can be prepared with document

preparation application 72 installed on computer 70 associated with a content

publisher, a content distributor, a content service provider, or any other party.

Preparation of content consists of specifying the usage rights, meta-rights,

and conditions under which content 42 can be used and distributed,

associating rights label 40 with content 42 and protecting content 42 with

some crypto algorithm. A rights language such as XrMLT"" can be used to

specify the rights and conditions. However, the usage rights and meta-rights

can be specified in any manner. Also, the rights can be in the form of a pre-

defined specification or template that is merely associated with the content.

Accordingly, the process of specifying rights refers to any process for

associating rights with content. Rights label 40 associated with content 42

T\TVA’),’)646R.’)
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and the encryption key used to encrypt the content can be transmitted to

license server 50.

[0030] Rights can specify transfer rights, such as distribution rights, and

can permit granting of rights to others or the derivation of rights. Such rights

are referred to as “meta-rights”. Meta-rights are the rights that one has to

manipulate, modify, or otherwise derive other meta-rights or usage rights.

Meta-rights can be thought of as usage rights to usage rights. Meta-rights

can include rights to offer, grant, obtain, transfer, delegate, track, surrender,

exchange, and revoke usage rights to/from others. Meta-rights can include the

rights to modify any of the conditions associated with other rights. For

example, a meta-right may be the right to extend or reduce the scope of a

particular right. A meta-right may also be the right to extend or reduce the

validation period of a right.

[0031] Often, conditions must be satisfied in order to exercise the manner

of use in a specified right. For, example a condition may be the payment of a

fee, submission of personal data, or any other requirement desired before

permitting exercise of a manner of use. Conditions can also be “access

conditions” for example, access conditions can apply to a particular group of

users, say students in a university, or members of a book club. in other

 
words, the condition is that the user is a particular person or member of a

particular group. Rights and conditions can exist as separate entities or can

be combined.

[0032] State variables track potentially dynamic states conditions. State

variables are variables having values that represent status of an item, usage

rights, license or other dynamic conditions. State variables can be tracked,

by clearinghouse 90 license or server 30 another device, based on

identification mechanisms in license 52. Further, the value of state variables

can be used in a condition. For example, a usage right can be the right to

print content 42 three times. Each time the usage right is exercised, the value

of the state variable “number of prints” is incremented. In this example, when

the value of the state variable is three, the condition is not longer satisfied and

NTVAJ’/"646R.7
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content 42 cannot be printed. Another example of a state variable is time. A

condition of license 52 may require that content 42 is printed within thirty

days. A state variable can be used to track the expiration of thirty days.

Further, the state of a right can be tracked as a collection of state variables.

The collection of the change is the state of a usage right represents the usage

history of that right.

[0033] A typical workflow for DRM system 10 is described below. A

recipient, such as a user, operating within client environment 30 is activated

for receiving content by activation server 20. This results in a public-private

key pair (and some user/machine specific information) being downloaded to

client environment 30 in the form of client software component 60 in a known

manner. This activation process can be accomplished at any time prior to the

issuing of a license.

[0034] When a user wishes to use protected content 42, the user makes a

request for the content 42. For example, a user might browse a Web site

running on Web server 80 associated with a grantor of rights such as a

content distributor, using a browser installed in client environment 30, and

attempt to download protected content 42. During this process, the user may

go through a series of steps possibly including a fee transaction (as in the

 
sale of content) or other transactions (such as collection of information).

When the appropriate conditions and other prerequisites, such as the

collection of a fee and verification that the user has been activated, are

satisfied, Web server 80 contacts license server 50 through a secure

communications channel, such as a channel using a Secure Sockets Layer

(SSL). License server 50 then generates license 52 for the content and Web

server 80 causes both protected content 42 and license 52 to be downloaded.

License 52 can be downloaded from license server 50 or an associated

device. Content 42 can be downloaded from computer 70 associated with a

publisher, distributor, or other party.

10
N'VA77646R.7
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[0035] Client component 60 in client environment 30 will then proceed to

interpret license 52 and allow use of content 42 based on the rights and

conditions specified in license 52. The interpretation and enforcement of

usage rights are well known generally. The steps above may take place

sequentially or approximately simultaneously or in various order.

[0036] DRM system 10 addresses security aspects of protecting content

42. In particular, DRM system 10 may authenticate license 52 that has been

issued by license server 50. One way to accomplish such authentication is for

application 60 to determine if the licenses can be trusted. In other words,

application 60 has the capability to verify and validate the cryptographic

signature of digital signature 52c, or other identifying characteristic of the

license. During the activation step described above, both client environment

30 and license server 50 receive a set of keys in a tamper-resistant software

“package" that also includes other components, such as the necessary

components for activated client environment 30 to verify signature 52 of

license 52 in a known manner. Of course, the example above is merely one

way to effect a DRM system. For example, the license and content can be
 

distributed from different entities. Also, rights offer 40 can be associated with

content by a party other than the party preparing the content. Also, 
clearinghouse 90 can be used to process payment transactions and verify

payment prior to issuing a license.

[0037] For any set of rights, there are two kinds of entities involved, the

”supplier” and the “consumer”. The function of the supplier is to offer , and

possibly grant, the rights, and the function of the consumer is to select, and

possibly exercise the rights. Both the supplier and consumer may actually

represent two or more entities. in general, multiple entities may collectively

make an offer and grant rights to multiple entities. The supplier and consumer

represent any two entities in the content value chain that have a direct

relationship with each other regarding the granting of rights. At the beginning

of the value chain, the supplier and consumer may be author and publisher.

11
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Going down along the value chain, the‘ supplier and consumer may be a

publisher and another publisher (for content aggregation), a publisher and

distributor (for content distribution), a distributor and another distributor (for

multi—tier content distribution), a distributor and a retailer (for content retailing),

a retailer and a consumer (for content consumption), and a consumer and

another consumer (for content supper-distribution or personal lending).

[0038] An “offer of rights” or “rights offer” expresses how a consumer (e.g.

a content distributor or user) can acquire a particular instance of content

together with its associated usage rights and/or meta-rights. An offer may or

may not contain financial terms. An offer is an expression of mere willingness

to commerce negotiation and also an expression of willingness to grant on

terms stated. An offer may be expressed in the form of a rights label. A

“consideration of rights” is a process as part of the rights granting in which the

rights consumer has examined the rights being offered and possibly

bargained them and associated terms and conditions. A “choice of rights” is a

selection of rights and their associated terms and conditions from a rights

offer. It indicates the intent of the consumer to accept these rights and the

corresponding terms and conditions. For example, selection can comprise

selecting one option 44 from label 40. “Customization of rights” is a process

 
as part of the rights granting in which the rights supplier assembles rights and

terms and conditions based on a choice of the rights consumer. The output of

this process can be a draft license to be accepted by the rights consumer. A

“license of rights” is an expression of rights and possibly conditions accepted

and agreed upon by the rights supplier and consumer. It is the output of the

rights offering and granting process. A license is a grant to exercise the rights

that govern the usage (possibly including further distribution) of content or

other items.

[0039] As described above, a rights label, such as rights label 40, may

contain a number of options 44 allowing the consumer to make a selection

and conduct negotiation (if permitted), while license 52 contains rights the

12
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consumer has selected and accepted. Note that the accepted rights may

include a right to present offers to others or make selections of offers.

[0040] An example of a distribution chain model is illustrated in Fig. 1. The

distribution chain includes a content provider 100, distributor 110, and end

user 120. Of course content may be prepared in the manner described

above. it is assumed that the content has already been prepared in the model

of Fig. 1. Fig. 1 is directed to the transfer of content and shows that, in this

example, provider 100 may publish content to distributor 110 or receive

content for reuse from distributor 110. Distributor 110 may in turn distribute

content to user 120 or receive returned content form user 120. User 100 can

use content. To further illustrate the potential complexities of multi-tier

distribution chains provider 100 can aggregate content from others, distributor

110, can receive content from other distributors for redistribution, and user..:.....51...}:2:”-=“ .~:l..,.....u!1;»11..:Iigr-
3

3:1:
ll

120 can share content with the other users. It is clear that there are plural

stages in the content life cycle and plural relationships between the various 

 
parties. A precise and consistent specification of rights at the different stages

of the life cycle and relationships is important and crucial to persistent

 ‘"ta..1:-:5«allmll..‘.:«..”
protection of content in multi-tier distribution and usage.

[0041] Fig. 2 illustrates the flow of rights in the same model, including'‘iiji
rights generating, aggregating, issuing, relinquishing, driving, granting,

surrendering, delegating and exercising. The model of Fig. 2 includes the

same entities, provider 100, distributor 110, and user 120. It can be seen

that, with respect to the flow of rights. each party can grant and accept rights.

User 120 can grant and accept rights from other users, a process called

“delegation”, in this example.

[0042] The model of Fig. 2 covers many specific content publishing,

distribution and use relationships. Other models can be derived from on this

model by a different consolidation or segregation of the parties. For example,

every provider can be a distributor. This is “direct publishing”, which allows

13
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individual authors to distribute/sell their content without any intermediate

publisher. Further, every consumer can be a potential distributor. This allows

consumers to pass content to each other. This includes supper-distribution,

gifting, and personal lending. In a “Web community” and everyone is able to

publish, distribute and consume content. “Content aggregation” allows

publishers to compose content from other publishers into composite works.

Site license and enterprise use allows sharing content among consumers.

[0043] In general, all the rights relationships shown in Figure 2 can be

captured by two generic supplier-consumer models, as shown in Figs. 3(a)

and 3(b). Fig 3(a) shows a “push” model and Fig. 3(b) shows a ‘‘pull’‘ model.

In the push model shown in Fig. 3(a), rights supplier 200 initiates the rights

offering and granting process by generating an offer and granting the rights to

the rights consumer 210. In the pull model shown in Figure 3(b), rights

consumer 210 initiates the process by requesting an offer and accepting the

rights from the rights supplier 200.

[0044] An architecture of the preferred embodiment for rights offering and

granting is shown in Fig. 4. Architecture 400 can be implemented as a

combination of computer hardware and software and includes rights supplier
 

component 402, rights consumer component 438 and communication channel

422 linking these two components. For example, communication channel 42

can be Internet, a direct computer to computer connection, a LAN, a wireless

connection or the like. Supplier component 402 is associated with the

supplier, i.e. the entity making rights available to a consumer who is the entity

going to exercise, i.e., consume the rights. The supplier could be the content

owner or provider, or could be a distributor or any “middIe-man,” such as a

retailer or operator of a web site. Consumer component 438 is associated

with the consumer who could be the ultimate user (i.e., content consumer) or

a “middle-man,” such as a retailer, whole-seller, or reseller. Keep in mind that

the consumer consumes rights and does not necessarily use (i.e. consume)

the content. Both supplier component 402 and consumer component 438 can
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embody any type of hardware devices, and or software modules, such as a

personal computer, a handheld computer, a mobile phone a server, a

network, or any combination of the same. Supplier component 402 generates

rights label 40 as offers, presents draft licenses and grants license 52 to the

consumer. Consumer component 438 issues requests, select choices of

options 44 from rights labels 40, generates counter offers, and accepts

licenses 52. Supplier component 402 and consumer component 438 can be

embodied in the same device(s) and communication channel 422 can be an

internal channel.

[0045] Supplier component 402 contains user interface module 404,

communication interface module 420 identity module 406 repository 412 for

supp|ier’s rights (e.g., in the form of issued licenses) and database 414 for

management related information. User interface 404 accomplishes

presentation to the user of the component functions and acceptance of user

interactions in a known manner. Communication interface 422 provides the 
proper formatting and protocols for messages between supplier component

402 and consumer component 438. Identity module 406 ensures that the

identity of supplier component 402 can be authenticated by consumer

component 438 and may contain authentication information like a password, 
cryptographic keys or biometric information of the user of supplier component

402. Rights repository 412 stores rights granted to the user of supplier

component 402 and may include functions for indexing, searching and

updating the rights stored within. Management database 414 is used to

archive information generated during the rights offering and granting

processes. Such information includes information related to initial offers,

consumer choices, possible counter-offers, agreements and final licenses.

[0046] Consumer component 438 includes user interface module 428,

communication interface module 424, identity module 426, repository 434 for

consumer’s rights (e.g., in the form of issued licenses), and database 436 for

management related information. User interface 424 deals handles
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presentation to the user of the component and acceptance of user

interactions. Communication interface 422 provides the proper formatting and

protocols for rights offering and granting messages between supplier

component 402 and consumer component 438. Identity module 426 ensures

that the identity of the consumer component 438 can be authenticated by

supplier component 402 and may contain authentication information like a

password, cryptographic keys or biometric information of the user. Rights

repository 434 stores rights granted to the user of consumer component 438

and may include functions for indexing, searching and updating the rights

stored within. Management database 436 is used to archive information

generated during the rights offering and granting process. The information

includes that related to offers 44, consumer choices, possible counter-offers,

agreements and licenses 52. Note that database 436 can store information

that is the same as or different from database 414 because the parties may  
interact with other parties and thus have different archived information.

4- __1-'32‘?.
[0047] Supplier component 402 also includes offer generator module 408

is
‘Tit

for generating offers, rights composer module 410 for composing licenses,

offer templates module 418 for providing templates for generating offers

based on previous transactions and common formality of offers, and

consumer profiles module 416 for customizing and granting rights based on 
past consumer characteristics and relationships.

[0048] Consumer component 438 also includes offer analyzer module 430

for understanding rights and their terms and conditions presented within

offers, a choice maker module 432 for selecting favorable options specified in

offers, a supplier preference module 438 for describing any preferred

suppliers based on past and existing supplier characteristics and

relationships, and choice patterns module 440 for providing patterns and

interests in selection options in offers. For example, the choice pattern

module 440 may include a list of preferred suppliers or a list of lowest prices
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for the item of interest to the consumer. Offer analyzer module 430 and

choice maker module 432, respectively, may be combined into one module.

[0049] The process of offering and granting rights within architecture 400 is

based on protocols followed by supplier component 402 and consumer

component 438. These protocols generally consist of an offer and

acceptance of that offer. Specifically, the protocols include an offering of

rights by one party to another and acceptance of that offer by the person to

whom it is made. An offer, once made, may be styled so that it may revoked

before acceptance or the offeror could styled it so that it cannot be revoked at

all or only under certain circumstances definable by the offeror. An offer can

also expire in various way, for example if a deadline for acceptance passes. If

there is no specified deadline, then the offer could expire in a predetermined

reasonable time, depending on the subject matter of the offer. For

periodically available content such as magazines, journals, and even

newspapers, a reasonable time could be accord to the period of the content

publication, for example. For dynamically generated or provided content such

 
as streaming content, a reasonable time could be any time before the

availability of the content. The rights supplier can dictate other terms of the

acceptance, to which the rights consumer is bound. For example, the offer

may require acceptance in sending back in a certain form via an email or
 

through a certain web page interface.

[0050] Fig. 5(a) illustrates the workflow of protocol 500 of a push model for

rights granting. Supplier component 402 generates an offer of rights in the

form of rights label 40 for example, with possibly many options 44, and sends

it to consumer component 438 (510). Consumer component 438 considers

the offer and its possible options, and responds to supplier component 402

with a choice of any of the optional rights offer 44 (512). Supplier component

402 customizes rights according to the consumers response, and issues the

rights the user of consumer component 432 (514) in the form of a draft

license.
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[0051] Consumer component 438 then accepts the draft license if it

corresponds to the choice made and is othenrvise acceptable (516). Upon

acceptance, supplier component 402 generates license 52 and transmits

license 52 to consumer component(518). Keep in mind that grant 52b of

license 52 can include usage rights and/or meta-rights. Therefore license 52

can permit the user of consumer component 438 to grant rights to others in a

similar fashion. However, the derivable rights are controlled by upstream

parties through the use of meta-rights. Additionally, the protocol can include

steps where supplier component 402 requests to make payment through a

credit card of the user of consumer component 438, and the user component

402 provides the information and authorizes the charge. Both supplier

component 402 and consumer component 438 can generate status reports on

success or failure of the process. Further, parties can authenticate each other

during the process and maintain authentication through the process.

[0052] Fig. 5(b) shows a protocol of pull model for rights granting. First,

consumer component 438 sends a request to supplier component 402 to

 
indicate an interest in obtaining certain rights in content (520). Supplier

.3. 1
{Eg-:::.‘5
5%

“.7!

‘I5
.

component 402 then responds with an offer, in the form of label 40 havingHa....._.’“M...
plural offer options 44, covering the rights requested by consumer component

438, and sends the offer to consumer component 438 (522).

[0053] Consumer component 438 then considers the offer and its options,

and responds to supplier component 402 with a choice of one of the offer

options (524). Supplier component 402 customizes rights according to the

response, and grant the rights to the consumer in the form of a draft license

(526). Consumer component 438 then accepts the draft license (528) and

supplier component 402 issues license 52 granting rights to consumer

component 438 (530). Once again the rights can include meta-rights.

[0054] Fig. 6 illustrates the offer generation process 600 performed by

offer generator module 408 in supplier component 402. In offer generation
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process 600, available rights are first collected in block 602. Rights may be

available from a previous supplier by being derived from meta-rights granted

to the supplier or may be originally created rights. In step 604 it is determined

whether supplier has a right to make an offer to the consumer. For example,

if the consumer is known to be a minor and the content is restricted to an

adult consumer or if the consumer is on a list of those prohibited from

receiving content, the supplier may not make an offer. In such case, the offer

generation process terminates in step 606. lf the supplier has the right to

make an offer, the process then determines all the rights that can be offered

to the consumer in step 608 by parsing the rights collected in step 602. Next,

in step 610, the process determines whether the consumer has requested any

specific rights. If a request has been received, the process further filters the

determined rights that can be offered, taking the received consumer

requested rights into consideration and comparing them to the available 
rights. Then, the process determines whether an offer template needs to be

applied in steps 614.

[0055] For example, the consumer might be offered standard rights

included in the template, such as printing right, archiving right, etc. of the

content. If an offer template is available and needed, the offer template is 
then applied in steps 616. In steps 618, human intervention may be provided

to further make adjustments to the offer template or to any of the rights that

are available for offering thus far in the process. Next, restrictions can be

applied, through conditions and/or state variables. For example, a time

restriction may be place on certain rights in step 620. Finally, a digital

signature or other authentication is provided with the collection of rights to be

offered in step 622 and an authenticated offer, in the form of rights label 40 is

made in step 624 and presented to consumer component 438 in step 624.

[0056] Fig. 8 illustrates rights customization process 800 which is

performed by rights composer module 410 in supplier component 402.

lnitially, consumer’s choices are received in step 802. Choices are rights and
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conditions of an option 44 selected label 40 of step 624 (Fig. 6). The process

then determines if supplier component 402 has the right to grant rights to

consumer component 438 in step 804. For example, if the consumer fails to

meet a certain requirement, such as minimum age or proof of residence in a

locale where content may be licensed, for example, granting a license may

not be proper, and the rights customization process 800 terminates in step

806. Otherwise, consumer selected choices are analyzed in step 808 to

ascertain if they are an discernible by supplier component 402. For example,

the choices can be parsed to see if they are understandable.

[0057] Next, the process determines if consumer information is available in

step 810. For example, consumer profiles may be stored in database 414

(Fig. 4). if available, the consumer information is taken into consideration in

step 812 for further analysis of consumer choices. in step 812, dynamic

information can also considered as described below. For example, the profile

may include a trust rating or address of the consumer that renders it desirable

of undesirable to provide certain rights. The process then determines if the

choices are reasonable in step 814. This determination may be carried out,

for example, computationally or with human intervention. If the customer’s

choices are deemed unreasonable, re—negotiation of the customer’s choices is
 

then performed in block 816. In this re—negotiation process, the customer is

presented with a new proposed offer based on the previously analyzed

choices, the customer is given an opportunity to submit new choices offered,

and the right customization process 800 begins again in step 802. Otherwise,

a license including the selected rights is created in step 818.

[0058] After a license is created, if consumer acceptance is necessary

(step 820), it is presented to the consumer for review in step 822. If the

consumer does not agree with the terms in the license in step 824, re-

negotiation is then initiated in step 816, which re-starts the rights

customization process 800 again in step 802. In step 820, if a review by the

consumer is not required, then the license is authenticated in step 826 to
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create a completed license 52 in step 828 which is to be issued and

associated with content 42.

[0059] Fig. 7 illustrates offer consideration process 700 which is performed

by offer analyzer module‘ 430 and choice maker module 432 of consumer

component 438. Available offers are first collected in step 702. In step 704,

process 700 determines whether it has a right to accept offers from the

supplier. For example, if the consumer certain restrictions on the purchase of

content, such as an age restriction or a restriction against accepting content

from outside an enterprise, the consumer may not accept an offer. In such a

case, the offer consideration process terminates in step 706. If the consumer

has the right to accept offers from the supplier, the offers are then analyzed in

step 708 to ascertain if they are discernible. If it is determined that supplier

preferences are available in step 710, the offers are filtered in step 712 based

on the preferences. For example, the consumer may trust a specific supplier,

or otherwise prefer transactions with that supplier, more that other suppliers.

Next, step 714 determines if consumer preferences are available and, if so,

they are applied in step 716 to the offers. Once all the offers are analyzed, by

applying the logic of steps 708-714 and any other desired logic, the consumer

then selects options in block 718 and specifies contingencies in block 720. 
The selection of options can be done automatically. If human intervention is

desired, the customer can intervene and further specify additional choices or

conditions desired. Any preferences, rules, or other logic can be used to

analyze offers.

[0060] Overall, as can be seen in the description of Figures 6, 7, and 8

above, the consumer sends a request, and then a license is constructed.

Either the supplier or the consumer could draft the content of the license, but

in the example above the supplier does so. The request is a subset of an

offer and the offer has one or more options. The supplier makes the offer

available to the consumer sending the request (and to other consumers if that

is the desire), and the consumer (including other consumers, if applicable)
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makes choices. Then, the supplier analyzes the choices, and constructs the

license (i.e. a grant of rights). Note that the request can also be rejected, or a

counter proposal could be made and the same process could then repeat for

the counter proposal.

[0061] Also, when the supplier analyzes the request, the analysis may be

done automatically, or with human intervention. When the consumer

considers the offer, the choice or acceptance may be done automatically, or

with human intervention. Either the offer or a license, or both, may be

generated based on the dynamic information, the consumer’s information, and

the consumer’s request, such as described above.

[0062] The dynamic information may include many kinds of information

including information related to pricing, status of the network, the traffic of a

  web site at each moment of time, discounts given, coupons given, the habits

of the consumer, how many times the content has been used, for how long

the content was used, where it was used, or the like. The dynamic

sf; information can be tracked as state variables and the values of the state

variables can be checked and updated as necessary.

[0063] Dynamic information is information capable of being (although, it
need not actually be) changed or created by or by reference to a non—static

element. For example, the dynamic information can be obtained based on a

formula, database, curve, predetermined table, percentage of a value, a

function, reference to other data, such as the prime rate of interest or the

change in a stock market index, and/or by a human intervention of the user or

distributor, and/or consumer’s input.

[0064] The consumer’s information may include information such as the

age of the consumer, the credit history of the consumer, the credit limit of the

consumer, income of the consumer, what kind of rights or licenses obtained,

the password of the consumer, the key assigned to the consumer, club
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membership for access or discount, the class of the consumer based on a

predetermined criteria, or any other data, identification characteristics and

information. The supplier’s information may include some or all of the

subjects of information as the consumer’s information, and may also include,

for example, available options or variations, suppliers, shipping information,

and other information.

[0065] The system and processes disclosed in this invention support multi-

tier and super distributions of content. The following is a use case that shows

how this can be modeled and supported. It illustrates the process of offering

and granting rights by showing the process of transforming offered rights to a

rights supplier (the content distributor in this case) to granted rights to a rights

consumer (the end user in this case). It specifically shows how an offer is'§L..}ibu
 55..

generated from an existing license, how this offer is considered with a choice,

and how a final license is issued. Meta—rights provide a mechanism for

permitting the transfer of rights from one party to the next party in a content

distribution chain.

[0066] Suppose that a content provider P of some content C wants to

specify that a distributor D may sell, to any end user within the region of the

United States (US), the “play” right at a flat rate of $1 and the “print” right at a

cost of $4 per copy (both are paid by D to P). The provider also allows the

 
content distributor to add its own conditions to the “play” and “print” rights it

issues to end users.

[0067] A license from the content provider to the distributor may resemble

LTMthe following using the XrM rights language.

 

 
 

 

<license>

<grant>
<forAll varName="user"/>

<forAll varName="distributorConditionForPlay"/>

<principal id="distributor"/>
<issue/>

<grant>
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<principal varRef="user"/>

<pIay/>

<digita|Resource |icensePartid="book"/>
<allCondition>

<region regionCode="US"/>

<condition varRef="distributorConditionForP|ay"/>
</a|lCondition>

</grant>
<fee>

<flat cu rrencycode="USD">1 </flat>

<to licensePartEd="provider"/>
<fiee>

</grant>

<grant>
<forAll varName="user"/>

<forAll varName="distributorConditionForPrint"/>

<principal id="distributor"/>
<issue/>

<grant>

<principal varRef="user"/>

<pIay/>

<digitalResource IicensePartld="book"/>
<allCondition>

<region regionCode="US"/>
<condition varRef="distributorConditionForPrint"/>

</a|lCondition>

</grant>
<fee>

<perUse regionCode="USD">5</perUse>

<to 1icensePartld="provider"/>
</fee>

</grant>

<issuer id="provider"/>
</license>

  
[0068] The distributor may make an offer to the end user based on the

rights it has as expressed in the license above. Note that usage rights and

conditions of each option are set forth as XMLTM elements between <grant>

tags. In the following offer, note that the distributor adds a fee condition for

getting the “play” right, charging the end user $2 ($1 more than it pays to the

provider), and another fee condition for the “print" right, charging the end user

$6 per print copy ($1 more than it pays to the provider). The distributor also

limits the offer to an acceptance time period (up to December 31, 2002).
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Meta rights granted to the distributor permit the distributor to modify the grant

in the license, as described above, and make the offer.

<offer>

<grant>
<forA|| varName="user"/>

<principai varRef="user"/>
<obtain/>

<grant>

<principai varRef="user"/>

<p|ay/>

<digitalResource |icensePartid="book"/>

<region regionCode="US"/>

</grant>
<fee>

<fiat currencyCode="USD">2</flat>
<to IicensePartld="distributor"/>

</fee>

</grant>

<grant>
<forA|i varName="user"/>

<principai varRef=“user"/>
<obtain/>

<grant>

<principai varRef="user"/>

<print/>

<digitalResource |icensePartid="book"/>
<a|lCondition>

<region regionCode="US"/>
<fee>

<perUse currencyCode="USD">6</perUse>
<to iicensePartid="distributor"/>

</fee>

</a|lCondition>

</grant>

</grant>
<issuer id="distributor">

<validity|nterval>
<untii>2002:12:31</unti|>

</validity|nterva|>
</issuer>

</offer>

  
[0069] When the offer is presented to an end user, the end user may

choose to get only the right to ‘‘play’’ for the flat fee of $2 and responds to the
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distributor with a choice set forth as an XMLTM element between <choice>

tags as follows.

<choice>

<grant>

<principal id="anEndUser"/>
<obtain/>

<g rant>

<principal id="anEndUser"/>

<pIay/>

<digitalResource |EcensePartld="book"/>
<region regionCode="US"/>

</grant>
<fee>

<flat currencyCode="USD">2</fiat>
<to licensePartld="distributor"/>

</fee>

</g rant>
<issuer Ed="anEndUser">

<validity|nterva|>
<until>2002:12:31</unti|>

</validitylnterval>
</issuer>

</choice>

[0070] Note that the request can also be rejected. Note also that a

response can also be constructed as a counter offer for rights not originally

offered by the distributor. When the distributor receives the choice from the
 

end user, it then issues a license to the user as shown below.

<license>

<grant>

<principal id="anEndUser"/>
<obtain/>

<grant>

<principal id="anEndUser"/>

<pIay/>

<digita|Resou rce |icensePartld="book"/>

<region regionCode="US“/>

</g rant>
<fee>

<flat cu rrencyCode="USD">2</flat>
<to licensePartld="distributor"/>

</fee>

</grant>
<issuer Ed="distributor">
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<issuedTime>

2002205206

</issuedTime>

</issuer>

</license>
 

[0071] Note that in all the XML documents above, the issuers may choose

to digitally sign the documents using some digital signature algorithms. The

recipients of these documents have options to verify the validity of these

documents by checking the validity of the attached digital signatures. Access

to the various documents, and elements thereof, can be controlled using

known techniques.

[0072] in some situations offering and granting result in a license with a

fresh state for content usage. As one starts to exercise the rights, derived

rights, obtained as a result of meta—rights, may inherit and/or share the state 
variable values associated with the rights. For example, when one is granted

with the right to print 5 times and make 4 copies of some document, all new 
copies may have the same set of rights but share the state (or remaining

rights) with the original. After the original has been printed 2 times and a new

copy was then made, the copy and original can all together print 3 times and

make 2 more new copies. 
[0073] The preferred embodiment can utilize various devices, such as a

personal computers, servers, workstations, PDA’s, thin clients and the like.

For example, the client environment can be a handheld device such as a

mobile phone or a PDA. Various channels for communication can be used.

Further, the various functions can be integrated in one device. For example,

the license server function can be accomplished by software within the client

environment. Further, the function of the license server or other modules for

making offers, selecting rights and granting licenses can be accomplished in

the same device. The disclosed functional modules are segregated by

function for clarity. However, the various functions can be combined or

segregated as hardware and/or software modules in any manner. The

various functions can be useful separately or in combination.
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[0074] The various elements and portions thereof can be stored on the

same device or on different devices. For example, a license can be stored

together with, or separate from, content. Further, the various elements of a

license can be stored on separate devices. For example the values of state

variables can be stored in a state variable repository of a system that tracks

the current value of state variables. Various links, references, specifications,

V and the like can be used to associate the elements.

[0075] The invention has been described through a preferred embodiment

and examples. However, various modifications can be made without

departing from the scope of the invention as define by the appended claims

and legal equivalents.

  .35
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What we claim is:

1. A method for transferring usage rights adapted to be associated with

items, said method comprising:

generating, by a supplier, at least one first offer containing usage rights

and meta-rights for the item, said usage rights defining a manner of use for

the items, said meta-rights specifying rights to derive usage rights or other

meta-rights;

presenting said offer to a first consumer;

receiving a selection from the first consumer indicating desired usage

rights and meta-rights; and,

generating a first license granting the desired usage rights and meta-

rights to the first consumer.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said license specifies one or more 
conditions which must be satisfied in order for said usage right to be

exercised and one or more conditions which must be satisfied in order for said

meta-rights to be exercised.
Z3
*1

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of receiving a
request for a license from the first consumer.

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving a request generated by a second consumer for a license

containing at least one of usage rights and meta-rights for the items;

generating, by a second supplier, a second offer containing rights

derived from said meta-rights contained in the second offer, wherein the

second supplier is the firs consumer; and

generating, by a second supplier, a second license containing rights

derived from said meta-rights contained in the second offer, wherein the

second supplier is the first consumer.
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5. The method of claim 1, wherein the item comprises digital content.

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of:

providing said first license as a customized draft license to the first

consumer;

accepting a confirmation of said customized draft license from the first

consumer; and

authenticating said draft license to create an authenticated license.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein said first license comprises a license

identification, a digital signature, and at least one grant, said at least one grant

including usage rights, meta-rights, a named principal designating the first

consumer to whom rights are granted, and a condition list.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the first supplier is at lest one of a

provider, distributor, retailer, consumer, or a user.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the first consumer is at least one of a

provider, distributor, retailer, consumer, or a user.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of generating at least one

offer comprises the steps of:

collecting usage rights and meta-rights available to be offered;

determining if the supplier has a right to offer the available usage rights

and meta-rights;

terminating the generating of a set of offers, if a right to offer other

usage and meta rights does not exist;

composing an offer based on available rights if the supplier has the

right to offer other usage and meta rights; and

authenticating said offer.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein said composing step comprises:
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determining if a consumer has requested an offer including specific

usage rights and meta-rights;

applying the specific usage rights and meta-rights to the offer as a

filter; and

determining if an offer template corresponds to the filtered offer and if

so applying said offer template as an offer,

12. The method of claim 1, wherein said step of generating a first license

further comprises the steps/of:

determining if the suppler has the right to grant the rights;

terminating the step of customizing a draft license, if the supplier does

not have the right to grant the rights;

analyzing one or more choices received from the consumer;‘;...a Emilfin

determining if the choices are acceptable; and

creating a draft license based on the choices if the choices are33+
acceptable.

i2
fin

13. The method of claim 12, wherein said step of generating further

comprises;

presenting the draft license to the consumer; 
re—negotiating a license if the first license if not approved by the

consumer; and

authenticating the draft license if the first consumer approves the draft

license.

14. The method of claim 1, wherein said usage rights specify rights to

copy, transfer, loan, play, print, back-up, restore, delete, extract, embed, edit,

authorize, install, or un-install the item.

15. A system for transferring usage rights adapted to be associated with an

item, to be licensed in multi—tier channels of distribution with downstream

rights and conditions assigned at least one level, said system comprising:
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a supplier component, comprising:

a supplier user interface module;

an offer generator module for generating an offer containing at

least usage rights and of meta-rights;

a rights composer module for composing a draft license;

a repository for supplier's rights;

a supplier management database; and

a consumer component comprising:

a consumer user interface module;

an offer—consideration module configured to analyze the offers

generated by the supplier component and select offers based on the analysis;

a repository for consumer’s rights;

a consumer management database; and

a communication link coupling said supplier component and said

consumer component. 
16. A system as recited in claim 15, wherein the supplier component

further comprises offer-templates and consumer profile information, wherein

said offer-template contains one or more predetermined usage rights and

meta-rights, and wherein said consumer profile information comprises at least 
one of consumer identity information, account information, purchase history

information, consumer preferences information, and credit rating information.

17. A system as recited in claim 15, wherein said consumer component

further comprises a supplier-preference module for providing supplier

information.

18. The system of claim 15, wherein said offer—consideration module

comprises:

means for determining if the consumer can accept an offer;

means for applying selection logic to the offer;

means for specifying contingencies; and
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means for authenticating choices and providing the choices to said

supplier component.

19. The system of claim 18, wherein said means for applying comprises:

means for parsing the offer and selecting preferred usage rights and

meta-rights in the offer;

means for filtering offers based on supplier preferences;

means for applying consumer preferences; and

means for selecting options based on the output of said means for

parsing, said means for filtering, and said means for applying consumer

preferences.

20. A method for generating a license to digital content to be used within a

system for at least one of managing use and distribution of the digital content,

‘Iiiti,‘-7‘:“'”“ ‘HZ;‘-‘i said method comprising:
  

 presenting a consumer with an offer including meta-rights;

receiving a selection by the consumer of at least one meta-right in the

as

'53.

offer;

generating a license based on the selection, wherein the license

permits the consumer to exercise the at least one meta-right and permits the 
consumer to offer at least one derived right derived from the at least one

meta-right and generate a license including the at least one derived right.

21. A method as recited in claim 15, wherein the at least one derived right

in the license for the second party includes usage rights to be exercised by

the second party and meta-rights permitting derived rights to be offere to a

third party.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

Processes and systems for offering and granting digital rights that

govern distribution and usage of content, services and resources. The

processes and systems provide a basis for flexible business models and

negotiation transactions between content providers and users. The concept

of meta-rights, which permit digital rights to be derived, permits upstream

parties in a content distribution chain to dictate rights granted and received by

downstream parties. Therefore, each transaction can be considered as a two

party transaction between a rights supplier and a rights consumer.
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Application or Docket Number

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK Omcrs COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

. VAsHINcToN. D.C. 2023i
www.uspto.gov 

I ‘ APPLICATION NUMBER FILING/RECEIPT DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ' ATTORNEY DOCKET NUMBER

10/162,212 06/05/2002 Xin Wang 111325-104

CONFIRMATION NO. 3700

i‘2|§g4N PEABODY LLP FORMALITIES LETTER
g,U,m:0ENsBO§o WE llllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
MCLEAN, VA 22102

Date Mailed: O6/28/2002

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER 37 CFR 1.53(b)

Filing Date Granted

Items Required To Avoid Abandonment:

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The item(s) indicated below,
however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within which to file all
required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by
filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

o The statutory basic filing fee is missing.
Applicant must submit $ 740 to complete the basic filing fee for a non-small entity. If appropriate, applicant
may make a written assertion of entitlement to small entity status and pay the small entity filing fee (37
CFR 1.27).

o The oath or declaration is missing.

A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the
above Application Number and Filing Date, is required.

e To avoid abandonment, a late filing fee or oath or declaration surcharge as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(l) of
$130 for a non-small entity, must be submitted with the missing items identified in this letter.

Items Reguired To Avoid Processing Delays:

The item(s) indicated below are also required and should be submitted with any reply to this notice to avoid
further processing delays.

o Additional claim fees of $18 as a non-small entity, including any required multiple dependent claim fee, are
required. Applicant must submit the additional claim fees or cancel the additional claims for which fees are
due.

SUMMARY OF FEES DUE:

Total additional fee(s) required for this application is $888 for a Large Entity
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o $740 Statutory basic filing fee.

o $130 Late oath or declaration Surcharge.
o Total additional claim fee(s) for this application is $18

- $18 for 1 total claims over 20.

 

A copy ofthis notice MUST be returned with the reply.
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Initial Patent Examination Division (703) 308-1202
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. W &L-’ . .kpplication No/10/162,212? (/0
Docket No. 1 1’1325/000104

» M
IN THE UNITED STATESTATENT AND ‘TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re Patent Application of: Xin WANG ) Examiner: Unassigned

Serial No. 10/162,212 ) Group Art Unit:

Filed: 06/05/2002 )

F01‘: RIGHTS OFFERING AND GRANTING

xaxzsz /

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT -2/‘ "

Commissioner of Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

In accordance with the duty of disclosure as set forth in 37 C.F.R. §1.56, Applicants

hereby submit the following information in conformance with 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.97 and 1.98.

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.98, a copy of each of the documents cited is enclosed.

The documents are being submitted within three (3) months of the filing of this

application or entry into the national stage of this application, or before the first Office Action on

the merits, whichever is later, therefore no fee or certification is required under 37 C.F.R §

1.97(b).

It is requested that the accompanying information disclosure statement be considered and

made of record in the above-captioned application. To assist the Examiner, the documents are

listed on the attached form PTO-1449. It is respectfully requested that an Examiner initialed

copy of this form be returned to the undersigned.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees connected with this filing

which may be required now, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 19-2380.

Respectful ubmitted,

By: Marc S. Kaufman, Esq.

Registration No. 35,212

NIXON PEABODY LLP

8180 Greensboro Drive, Suite 800

McLean, Virginia 22102

Telephone: (703) 770-9300

NVA235507.l
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F°"“ "T°'““° Serial No. 10/162,212>0-$ 0-$ ‘< CO9CD F0 26A

Applicants: Xin WANG

Filing Date: June 05, 2002

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Group Art Unit:

Filing Date
(if appropriate)

Examiner Document Number
Initial

4,713,753 Beobert et al.

5,052,040

5,301,231

5,502,766

5,649,013

5,737,413

5,737,416

5,757,907

6,253,193

6,301,660

6,327,652

6,330,670

12/15/1987

09/24/1991

04/05/1994

03/26/1996 Boebert etal.

07/15/1997

04/07/1998

04/07/1998 Cooperetal.

05/26/1998 Cooperetal.

06/26/2001

10/09/2001

12/04/2001

12/11/2001

Preston et al.

Abraham et al.

Stuckey et al.

Akiyama et al.

Ginter et al.

Benson

England et al.

England et al.

‘EXAMINER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in confomiance with MPEP 609; Draw line through citation if
not in conformance and not considered. Include co o of this formwith next communication to a . n licant.

O8/03/2002
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__ 1 ,

. ' X ‘Application No. 10/162,212
‘ I DocketNo.111325/000104

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
In re Patent Application of: Xin WANG ) Examiner: Unassigned

Serial No. 10/162,212 ) Group Art Unit:

Filed: 06/05/2002 )

F01‘: RIGHTS OFFERING AND GRANTING

\/\/\/
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Commissioner ofPatents

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

In accordance with the duty of disclosure as set forth in 37 C.F.R. §1.56, Applicants hereby

submit the following information in conformance with 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.97 and 1.98. Pursuant to 37 C.F.R.

§ 1.98, a copy of each of the documents cited is enclosed.

The documents are being submitted within three (3) months of the filing of this application or

entry into the national stage of this application, or before the first Office Action on the merits, whichever

is later, therefore no fee or certification is required under 37 C.F.R § 1.97(b).

The submitted documents are patents issued to a company known to be developing»-related

technology.

It is requested that the accompanying information disclosure statement be considered and made of

record in the above-captioned application. To assist the Examiner, the documents are listed on the

attached form PTO-1449. It is respectfully requested that an Examiner initialed copy of this form be

returned to the undersigned.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees connected with this filing which may *—'

be required now, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 19-2380.

Respect bmitted,

By: Marc S. Kaufman, Esq.

Registration No. 35,212

NIXON PEABODY LLP

8180 Greensboro Drive, Suite 800

McLean, Virginia 22102

Telephone: (703) 770-9300

NVA235943.l
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/’ 1‘
A A ‘J, , \\ Sheet 1

I .' ii I ' ‘ \ ‘Form PTO-1449 LL/.S.Department of Commeice ~ _(Rev. 8-83) Patent and Trademark Offi%e Atty Docket 1 11325'1M\ , N Sena‘ N0’ 10/162212 \\.

fir. - ON DISCLOSURE STATEMENT Applicants: Xin WANG \ V \
 F‘, K \ /

Filing Date: June 05, 2002. \ Group Art Unit: \1”, . II If __

-H u.s. PATENT DOCUMENTS
Examiner , VInitial

Class Subclass Filing Date
(if appropriate)I

IIIIE
i,

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
L. ._~

4,827,508

4,977,594

5,050,213

5,410,598

5,892,900

5,910,987

5,915,019

5,917,912

5,920,861

5,940,504

5,943,422

5,949,876

5,982,891

5,999,949

6,1 12,181

6,138,1 19

6,157,721

6,185,683

6,237,786

6,240,185

6,253,193

6,292,569

6,363,488

6,389,402

05/02/1989 Shear

12/11/1990 Shear

09/17/1991 Shear

04/25/1995 Shear

04/06/1999 Ginter et al.

06/08/1999 Ginter et al.

06/22/1999 Ginter et al.

06/29/1999

07/06/1999

08/17/1999 Griswold

08/24/1999 Van Wie et al.

09/07/1999 Ginter et al.

11/09/1999 Ginter et al.

12/07/1999 Crandall

08/29/2000 Shear et al.

10/24/2000

12/05/2000 Shear et al.

02/06/2001

05/29/2001

05/29/2001

06/26/2001

09/18/2001 Shear et al.

05/26/2002 Ginter et al.

05/14/2002

Ginter et al.

Hall et al.

Hall et al.

Ginter et al.

Ginter et al.

Van Wie et al.

Ginter et al.

Ginter et al.

/
d/Z

‘EXAMINER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609, Draw line through citation if
not in conformance and not considered. Include co o of this forrnwith next communication to a o licant.

08/09/2002
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AUG 2 8 2001

Please typ a plus sign (+) inside box -—> [+] PTO/SB/0l (12-97)
Approved for use through 9/30/00. OMB 0651-0032

Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

‘“325'1°“
X‘“WANG°”"

(37 CFR 1-63)
’ ‘°’162=m

[ ] Declaration . [X] Declaration Submitted afier Initial J““° 5’ 2002
Submitted With OR Filing (surcharge (37 CFR 3521Initial Filing l.16(d)) required _

Nowemssngnea

As in below named inventor, I herebygdeclare that:

My residence, post office address, and citizenship are as stated below next to my name.

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (if only one name is listed below) or an original, first and Joint.inventor (if plural names are
listed below) of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled:

IG F ERI ING
(Title ofthe Invention)

the specification of which

[ ] is attached hereto
OR

[X] was filed on (MMmD As United States Application Number or PCT lntemational Application Number 10[162,2l2And was amended on (MM/DD (If applicable).

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above identified specification, including the claims, as amended by any
amendment specifically referred to above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose infonnation which is material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR l.56.

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under 35 U.S.C. ll9(a)-(d) or 365(b) of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor’s certificate,
or 365(a) ofany PCT intemational application which designated at least one country other than the United States of America, listed below and
have also identified below, by checking the box, any foreign application for patent or inventor’s certificate, or of any PCT international
application having a filing date before that of the application on which priority is claimed.

Prior Foreign Country Foreign Filing Date Priority No Certied Copy
Application Number(s) ’ (MM/DD/YYYY) Attached

[ ]'Additional foreign application numbers are listed on a supplemental priority data sheet PTO/SB/02B attached hereto

I hereby claim the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119(e) of any United States provisional application(s) listed below.

Application Number(s) Filing Date (MM/DD/YVYY) ' [ ] Additional provisional application

6°/296>113" _- June 7,2001 '.5,‘§3'2r‘’t§'ZifJli‘§t“p‘¥‘&§E’}S£°é“§3§i'red ‘
60/331,625 November 20, 2001 hmta
60/331,624 November 20, 2001

[Page lof3]

Burden Hour Statement: This fonn is estimated to take 0.4 hours to complete. Time will vary depending upon the needs of the individual
case. Any comments on the amount of time you are required to complete this form should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, Patent
and Trademark Office, Washington, DC 2023 I. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO:
Commissions for Patents, Washington, DC 20231. . - »
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I \
ED‘. l’l'O/SB/01 (12-97)
5 Approved for use through 9/30/00. OMB 0651-0032

\ . tent and Trademark Ofiice; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid

Please type a plus sign (+) inside this box —> +] M13 2 B 2001

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no _ are rgfl)
OBM control number. " ,

DECLARATION — Utility or Desin Patent Application
I hereby claim the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 120 of any United States application(s), or 365© of any Fl‘ international application designating the
United States of America, listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of each of the claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior
United States or PCT Intemational application in the manner provided by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. l 12, I acknowledge the duty to disclose
information which is material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56 which became available between the filing date of the prior application
and the national or PCT intemational filing date of this application.

  
  
 
 

   
 

This Application is ‘a CIP of US Serial No.

09/867,745 -"' May 31, 2001
 

 

.2’.

[ ] Additional U.S. or PCT international application are listed on a supplemental priority date sheet PTO/SB/02B attached hereto.

As a named inventor, I hereby appoint the following registered pr_aetitioner(s) to prosecute this application and to transact all business in the
Patent and Trademark Ofiice connected therewith: [X] Customer Number 22204

OR

[X] Registered practitioner(s) name/registration number listed below.

7 Registration Number - Registration Number
Eric J. Robinson
Daniel S. Song
Marc S. Kaufman
Corinne R. Gorski
Jason H. Vick
Luan C. Do

  
  

 
  
 
 

 

 
  

 
 

  

Stuart J. Friedman
Charles M. Leedom, Jr.
David S. Safran
Thomas W. Cole
Donald R. Studebaker

Jeffrey L. Costellia
Tim L. Brackett. Jr.

Direct all conespondence to: DC] Customer Number 22204
Name: Marc S. Kaufman

Finn: NIXON PEABODY LLP

Address: 8180 Greensboro Drive, Suite 800

 
 
 

    
  
  

ZIP: 22102

FAX: (703) 9400
 City: McLean 

  Country: United States Telephone: (703)770-9300
  
  

I hereby declare that all statemen ade herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and belief are
believed to be true; ;and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willfirl false statements and the like so made are
punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under 18 U.S.C. 1001 and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the
application or any patent issued thereon.

Name of Sole or Fist Inventor: [ ] A petition has been filed for this unsigned inventor.

Given Name (first and middle [if any]) Family Name or Surname

  
  
  
  

 
 

 
 

 

Xin WANG

Inventor’s Signature: Q *~ M Date: r ,3’ 1/0 6 3/.
Mailing Address (Street or P. I . Box): 3720 Emerald Street #V2

State: CA ZIP: 90503 Country: USACity: Torrance
   

 

  
Residence: City: Torrance State: ’ Country:

Citizenship: USA ‘ '

[ ] Additional inventors are bein named on the Supplemental Additional Inventor(s) sheet(s) PTO/SB/02A attached hereto.

[Page 2 of 3]
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PTO/SB/02A (l0—00)
Approved for use through 10/31/2002. OMB 065i-0032

nt and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
a collection of information unless it contains a valid OBM control number.

ADDITIONAL lNVENTOR(S)
Supplemental Sheet

Page _ of__

 
 quired to resp.
  

Under e Paperwork Reduction Act of l995, no person

 
 
 

   

 

 
 
 DECLARATION
 

  Name of Additional Joint Inventor’ “any: U A petition has been filed for this unsigned inventor
Given Family Na me

Name Bijan ~ Or Surname TADAYON
lnventor’s

Signature ' page

Mailing Address (Street or E0. Bo3;.)‘:r 20920 Scottsbury Dr.

City: Germantown '' State: MD ’ zrr: 20876 Country: USA

Residence: City: Gennantown

Citizenship: USA

Name “Additional Joint Inventor’ if any: U A petition has been filed for this unsigned inventor
Given Family Name
Name . Or Surname

lnventor’s
Signature

Mailing Address (Street or P.0. Box):

City.

Residence: City:

Citizenship:

Name of Addition al Joint Inventor’ if any: D A petition has been filed for this unsigned inventor

Family Name
Or Surname

lnventor’s
Signature

Mailing Address (Street or P.O. Box):

C.

Residence: City:

Citizenship:

Burden Hour Statement: This fonn is estimated to take 21 minutes to complete. Time will vary depending upon the needs of the individual
case. Any comments on the amount of time you are required to complete this fonn should be sent to the Chief lnfonnation Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, Washington, DC 2023 I. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND
TO: Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 20231.

[Page 3 of3]

Please type a plus Sign (+) inside this box —» [+1 I , ‘ PTO/SB/02A (I0-00)
' Approved for use through l0/310002. OMB 0651-0032
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' Page 1 of2

COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTs
UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

/as r-“'- ‘ W\sHINoToN. D.C. 20231

UNITED ‘STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE  
www.usp1o.gov

llllllfiiiifiifiififiiifiiifififiIIIIIIIIIIIHfiiifiifiiiiifiiiiiiiillllllIIIIIiHiilifiififiilfiiililfiiflllllIIIIHiiififiiiilifiiiifiifiifiliiilll
10/162,212 ‘ 06/05/2002 Xin Wang 111325—104

CONFIRMATION NO. 3700

PE. BODY LLP FORMALITIES LETTER
8,80 GREETTNSBO-R0 DRNE lllllllilllollllllllilllllfllflllllllllllllllllllllllllll
SUITE 800 ..

MCLEAN, VA 22102

Date Mailed: 06/28/2002

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER 37 CFR 1.53(b)

Filing Date Granted

Items Requ_ired To Avoid Abandonment:

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The item(s) indicated below,
however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within which to file all
required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by
filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

o The statutory basic filing fee is missing.
Applicant must submit $ 740 to complete the basic filing fee for a non-small entity. If appropriate, applicant
may make a written assertion of entitlement to small entity status and pay the small entity filing fee (37
CFR 1.27).

o The oath or declaration is missing.

A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the
above Application Number and Filing Date, is required.

a To avoid abandonment, a late filing fee or oath or declaration surcharge as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(|) of
$130 for a non-small entity, must be submitted with the missing items identified in this letter.

Items Required To Avoid Processinggelays:

The item(s) indicated below are also required and should be submitted with any reply to this notice to avoid
further processing delays.

o Additional claim fees of $18 as a non-small entity, including any required multiple dependent claim fee, are
required. Applicant must submit the additional claim fees or cancel the additional claims for which fees are
due.

SUMMARY OF FEES DUE:

Total additional fee(s) required for this application is $888 for a Large Entity

oa/3o/2oo2 nasnns oooooo91 10152212

01 FC:101 74°-°° °"

33 E33133 ‘$233 33 .
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_ -. h ‘ Page2of2
a $740 Statutory basic filing fee.

' a $130 Late oath or declaration Surcharge.
c Total additional claim fee(s) for this application is $18

  
Custome SrviceCenter
Initial Patent Examination Division (703) 308-1202 ,

PART 2 - COPY TO BE RETURNED WITH RESPONSE
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u\.. sign (+) inside this box —> [+] V_ PTO/SB/2l 8-00)
Approved for use ibugh lQ{3l/2002. OMB 065, 0031U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COM CE

 
\.

TRANSMITTAL
FORM '

(to be usedfor all correspondence after initialfiling)

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

ENCLOSURES (check all that apply)

Assignment Papers
0'or an Application)

D Drawing(s)

’ Declaration and Power of Attorney

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

D After Allowance Communication to Group
Cl Other

Fee Transmittal Form

Fee Attached

D Amendment / Reply

D After Final /
 
 Licensing-related PapersI

 
 

 

 
 

D Affidavits/declaration(s) Pam‘-on

 
 

Petition to Convert to a Provisional

D Extension of Time Request Application
D Express Abandonment Request Power of Attorney, Revocation

Change of Correspondence Address

Terminal Disclaimer
 
 

D Infom1ation Disclosure Statement
 

 
D Certified Copy of Priority Request for Refund

Document(s)
CD, Number of CD(s)
 
 
 

 

 
 

Response to Missing Partsl
Incomplete Application  
 

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees
required or credit any overpayments to Deposit Account No. 19-2380 for the. .- Response to Mlssmg Pans above identified docket number.under 37 CFR 1.52 or 1.53

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT, ATTORNEY, OR AGENT

Firm Nixon Peabody LLP
°' A 8180 Greensboro Drive
Individual name ‘ suite 800

McLean, VA 22102

 
X

BAugust
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

  
  
 

 
 

 
 I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service with sufficient postage as first class mail in an

envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 20231 on this date: |::
Teor rinted W  

Burden Hour Statement: This form is estimated to take 0.2 hours to complete. Time will vary depending upon the needs of the individual case.
Any comments on the amount of time you are required to complete this fonn should be sent to the Chief lnfonnation Officer, US. Patent and
Trademark Office, Washington, DC 20231. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO:
Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 20231.

 
 

   

NVA238206.l
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D PTO/SB/17 (1 1-00)
A roved for use through 10/31/2002. OMB 0651-0032

Camletei Known

Xin WANG et al.

111325-104

METHOD OF PAYMENT FEE CALCULATION continued

1. The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge indicated 3' ADDITIONAL FEES

  

  
 
 

  
   

 
  

 

  

  
  

 
 
 

   

fees and credit any overpayments to: Large Small
Entity Entity

Deposit Fee Fee Fee Fee

Account 19-23 80 (1 1 1325-104) Code (5) Code (5) Fee Description Fee PaidNumber

 
     

 

105 130 205 65 Surcharge — late filing fee or oath
 
  

  
 
 

Deposit _ 127 50 227 25 Surcharge — late provisional filing fee or cover sheet
Account Nixon Peabody LLP , _Name 139 130 139 130 Non-English transaction  

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

147 2,520 147 2,520 For filing a request for exparle reexamination

Charge Any Addimnal Fee Required 112 920‘ 1 12 920’ Requesting publication of SIR prior to Examiner actionUnder37CFR 1.16 and 1.17   

  113 1,840‘ 113 1,840‘ Requesting publication of SIR afler Examiner action
  
  Applicant claims small entity status.

See 37 CFR 1.27
El

2. Payment Enclosed:

Check D CreditCard D MoneyOrder

FEE CALCULATION

1: BASIC FILING FEE

Large Entity Small Entity

  115 110 215 55 Extension for reply within first month

  116 400 216 200 Extension for reply within second month

  D other 117 920 217 460 Extension for reply within third month
118 1,440 218 720 Extension for reply within fourth month

128 1,960 228 980 Extension for reply within fitlh month

119 320 219 160 Notice ofAppea1
120 320 220 160 Filing a brief in support of an appeal

  

  
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Fee Fee Fee Fee Fee Description .

code (5) Code (5) Fee Paid 121 280 221 140 Request for oral hearing

i0] 740 20] 370 U"-my filing fee $740 138 1,510 138 1,510 Petition to institute a public use proceeding
 

Petition to revive — unavoidable

141 1,280 241 640 Petition to revive — unintentional

142 1,280 242 640 Utility issue fee (or reissue)
143 460 243 230 Design issue fee

144 620 244 310 Plant issue fee
Petitions to the Commissioner

106 330 206 165 Design filing fee

107 510 207 255 Plant filing fee

108 740 208 370 Reissue filing fee

114 160 214 80 Provisional filing fee

 
  
 

 
  

 

 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

SUBTOTAL (1)
2. EXTRA CLAIM FEES

$740.00

123 50 I23 50 Processing fee under 37 CR 1.l7(q)
Fee from Submission of Information Disclosure Strnt

Extra Claims below Fee Paid

Totalclaims 111 -20'*= 11 X =
  

   581 40 581 40 Recording each patent assignment per property (times

 
   

 
 

 
 

  

number of properties)

Independent -3“ = 1:] X = [:1 146 740 246 370 Filing a submission after final rejection (37 CFRClaims [5 l.129(a))

Multiple Dependent $280 = |:] 149 740 249 370 For each additional invention to be examined (37 CFR§ 1.29(b))
   
  
 
 

Large Entity Small Entity 179 740 279 370 Request forcontinued Examination (RCE)
Fee Fee Fee Fee Fee Description
Code (5) Code (5)
    
 

 
169 900 169 900 Request for expedited examination of a design

application
      
 
    

103 203 9

102 84 202 42 Independent claims in excess of 3
104 280 204 140 Multiple dependentclaim, if not paid

Claims in excess of 20 other fee (specify)
  

 

  

   ‘ Reduced by Basic Filing Fee Paid

  109 84 209 42 “ Reissue independent claims over

  

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
     

 
 

original patent 5
110 18 210 9 “ Reissue claims in excess of20 and - , ,., ‘~

over original patent , _ 3 J ‘
S‘“"°”L ‘Z’ gziinoiioi em 3AI909«I uou pm om SILL

“or number reviousl aid, if - ater, For Reissues, see above .~

SUBMITTED BY Comlete i a Iicnble

  Vick _.., 45285 (470-‘W0-930°
 Au st 28, 2002  
 NVA238207.1
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. ox " - O .3 do
. -‘implication No. 10/ 1 62,2 12

 
" Docket No. 111325/000104

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

re Patent Application of: Xin WANG ) Examiner: Unassigned

Serial No. 10/162,212 . ) Group A11 Unit:

Filed: 06/05/2002 ) 1

F01‘: RIGHTS OFFERING AND GRANTING

xaxaxa
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Commissioner of Patents

Washington, D.C. p 20231

Sir:

In accordance with the duty of disclosure as set forth in 37 C.F.R. §1.56, Applicants hereby

submit the following information in conformance with 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.97 and 1.98. Pursuant to 37 C.F.R.

§ 1.98, a copy of each of the documents cited is enclosed.

The documents are being submitted within three (3) months of the filing of this application or

entry into the national stage of this application, or before the first Office Action on the merits, whichever

is later, therefore no fee or certification is required under 37 C.F.R § 1.97(b).

It is requested that the accompanying information disclosure statement be considered and made of

record in the above-captioned application. To assist the Examiner, the documents are listed on the

attached form PTO-1449. It is respectfully requested that an Examiner initialed copy of this form be

returned to the undersigned. H

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees connected with this filing which may

be required now, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 19-2380.

Respectfully submitted,

?&
By: Marc S. Kaufman

Registration No. 35,212

NIXON PEABODY LLP

8180 Greensboro Drive, Suite 800

McLean, Virginia 22102

Telephone: (703) 770-9300

NVA238405.]
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/3? Sheet 1 of6

Form PTO-1449 epartment of Commerce [ , .
dtent and Trademark Office Atty Docket 11132 4 Serial No. 10/162,212

DISCLOSURE STATEMENT APP“°*"“S= Xi“ WANG

Filing Date: June 05, 2002 Group Art Unit:
\\

B u.s. PATENT DOCUMENTS0 '.

Examiner ‘ £ mAuE ' ocument Number Nameinitial
Class Subclass Filing Date

(if appropriate)
1

3,263,158

3,609,697

3,790,700

3,798,605

4,159,468

4,220,991

4,278,837

4,323,921

4,442,486

4,529,870

4,558,176

4,593,376

4,614,861

4,644,493

4,658,093

4,817,140

4,868,376

4,891,838

4,924,378

4,932,054

4,937,863

4,949,187

4,953,209

4,961,142

4,975,647

4,999,806

5,010,571

5,014,234

5,023,907

5,047,928

5,058,164

07/01/1966 Janis

09/28/1 971

02/05/1974 Callais et al.

03/19/1974

06/26/1979

09/02/1980 Hamano et al.

07/14/1981 Best

04/06/1982 Guillou

04/10/1984 Mayer

07/16/1985 Chaum

12/10/1985 Arnold et al.

06/03/1986 Volk

09/30/1986

02/17/1987

04/14/1987

03/28/1989 Chandra et al.

09/19/1989

01/02/1990 Faber

05/08/1990

06/05/1990 Chou et al.

06/26/1990 Robert et al.

08/14/1990

08/28/1990 Ryder, Sr. et al.

10/02/1990 Elliott et al.

12/04/1990 Downer et al.

03/1 2/1 991

04/23/1 991

05/07/1 991

06/1 1/1991

09/10/1991

10/1 5/1991

Blevins et al.

Feistel

Barnes et al.

Pavlov et al.

Chandra et al.

Hellman

Lessin et al.

Hershey et al.

Cohen

Chernow et al.

Kalznelson

Edwards, Jr.

Johnson et al.

Wiedemer

Elmer et al.

*EXAMINER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609; Draw line through citation if
not in conformance and not considered. Include co o of this formwith next communication to a u licant.
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Sheet 2 of 6

Atty Docket 11132 4 Serial No. 10/162,212

Applicants: Xin WANG

 

   epartment of Commerce
atent and Trademark Office

Form PTO-1449
 

  
 

  Filing Date: June 05, 2002 Group Art Unit:

Class SubclassDocument Number Filing Date
(if appropriate)

Examiner
Initial

04/07/1992 Waite et al.

05/12/1992

08/04/1992 Fischer

08/11/1992 Corbin

09/08/1992 Geffrotin

09/15/1992 Abraham et al.

10/27/1992

02/02/1993 Aldous et al.

03/02/1993

04/20/1993 Wyman

06/22/1993 Waite et al.

08/10/1993 Wobber et al.

09/21/1993

10/19/1993

11/09/1993 Wyman

11/16/1993

11/16/1993 Janis

01/04/1994 McNair

01/04/1994 Boebert et al.

03/01/1994 Mita

05/10/1994

06/07/1994 Halter et al.

08/09/1994 Chou et al.

08/16/1994 Yamazaki et al.

08/23/1994

09/13/1994 Blandford

01/10/1995

02/28/1995 Nagel et al.

05/02/1995

06/27/1995 Moskowitz

07/1 1/1995

5,103,476

5,113,519

5,136,643

5,138,712

5,146,499

5,148,481

5,159,182

5,183,404

5,191,193

5,204,897

5,222,134

5,235,642

5,247,575

5,255,106

5,260,999

5,263,157

5,263,158

5,276,444

5,276,735

5,291,596

5,311,591

5,319,705

5,337,357

5,339,091

5,341,429

5,347,579

5,381,526

5,394,469

5,412,717

5,428,606

5,432,849

Johnson et al.

Le Roux

Sprague et al.

Castro

Janis

Fischer

Stringer et al.

Fischer

Johnson et al.
 

    

*EXAMINER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in confonnance with MPEP 609; Draw line through citation if
not in conformance and not considered. Include co of this formwith next communication to a licant.
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Sheet 3 of 6

 

   Department of Commerce
atent and Trademark Office

Form PTO-1449
 Atty Docket 1113 to Serial No. 10/162,212

  
1 Applicants: Xin WANG    

 

Filing Date: June 05, 2002

u.s. PATENT DOCUMENTS
Examiner ' Document Number
Initial

Group Art Unit:
 

Class Subclass Filing Date
(if appropriate)

5,438,508

5,444,779

5,453,601

5,455,953

5,457,746

5,473,687

5,473,692

5,499,298

5,504,814

5,504,818

5,504,837

5,509,070

5,530,235

5,532,920

5,534,975

5,539,735

5,563,946

5,568,552

5,621,797

5,629,980

5,633,932

5,634,012

5,638,443

5,655,077

’ 5,708,717

5,734,823

5,734,891

5,745,569

5,748,783

5,761,686

5,765,152

08/01/1995 Wyman

08/22/1995

09/26/1995

10/03/1995

10/10/1995

12/05/1995

12/05/1995

03/12/1996

04/02/1996

04/02/1996

04/02/1996

04/16/1996

06/25/1996

07/02/1996

07/09/1996

07/23/1996

10/08/1996

10/22/1996

04/15/1997

05/13/1997

05/27/1997

05/27/1997

06/10/1997

08/05/1997

01/13/1998

03/31/1998 Saigh et al.

03/31/1998 Saigh

04/28/1998 Moskowitz et al.

05/05/1998 Rhoads

06/02/1998 Bloomberg

06/09/1998

Daniele

Dolphin

Lipscomb et al.

Davis

Narasimhalu et al.

Miyahara

Okano

Griffeth et al.

Schuil

Stefik et al.

Hartrick et al.

Stefik et al.

Moskowitz

Cooper et al.

Davis

Stefik et al.

Davis et al.

Stefik et al.

Stefik et al.

Jones et al.

Alasia

Erickson

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ill1||||||||i||||||||||||
 

    

*EXAMINER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in confomtance with MPEP 609; Draw line through citation if
not in conformance and not considered. Include co o of this forrnwith next communication to a . licant.
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Sheet 4 of 6

Form PTo.1449 I epartment of Commerce

(Rev. 8-83) ..tent and Trademark Office Atty Docket 1 I 132 4 Serial No’ 10/162312

. T.» o P - T , DISCLOSURE STATEMENT APP“¢amS= Xi" WANG
‘Tb

Group Art Unit:“B 3 0 1001 5 Filing Date: June 05, 2002
E u.s. PATENT DOCUMENTSJ
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indelible memory (15) associated with a microprocessor (14) for storing identifying data, and
transmitting means (14) for sending stored identifying data to the computer. When a match is
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@ Method and apparatus for the protection of proprietary computer software.

@ Apparatus for protecting proprietary computer software
against unauthorized use comprises a store (11) for selected
data, means (10) for comparing data successively communi-
cated by a program running on a computerliiwith data front
the storage means, means such as an indelible memory (15)
associated with a microprocessor (14) for storing identifying
data. and transmitting means (14! for sending stored iden-
tifying data to the computer. When a match is detected by

the comparator, the identifying data are sent to the compu-
tar, which requires this date forcontinuad normal running. A
copy of the software cannot run on a computer without
associated protection apparatus and unauthorised. copies
will therefore be unusable unless the protection apparatus
can be obtained. For a great degree of protection, a sequence
of matches and identifying data messages may be required
to allow continued normal running of a program.
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Method and

Apparatus for the Protection of Proprietary Computer Software

The present invention relates to apparatus for the

protection of proprietary computer software, and in particular

for protecting such software against unauthorised use.

The large amount of time and skill which is frequently

involved in the writing of computer programs means that software

is very often expensive. When a hardware and software package

is sold to users of computer systems, a significant part of the

cost will be attributable to the software. Currently, hardware

costs are falling as the number of users increases and mass

production techniques can be used. For software, reproduction

costs are low, but initial development costs remain high. The

market has become very competitive and the unscrupulous, instead

of commissioning their own programs, may be tempted to take the0-

much cheaper alternative of copying without authority the programs

of others. For sophisticated computer systems which are tailored

to the particular user's requirements it is relatively straight-

forward to monitor the system and avoid unauthorised adoption

by others of the associated software. For standard systems, on

the other hand, software products are frequently shipped in volume,

often through distributors, to a large buying public, giving the

opportunity for copying.

One proposal for protecting software is for the software

package to be sold with a hardware key. The key could, for

example, be physically connected to the computer data bus. With
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such an arrangement, the software would be written to read a code,

such as the serial number of the particular software package,

embedded in the hardware. Provided this code matched counterparts

held at suitable places in the software, the running of the program

would be allowed to continue, but if there was no match, the

program would be stopped from running. A person who copied the

program and attempted to use it with a different hardware key

or with no key at all would not be able to do so.

The above proposal has two disadvantages: one is that the

key is very simple and can quite easily be copied and the other is

that the key is specific to each type of hardware. Software is

often written in a form which allows it to be easily transferred

from one basic hardware system to another. This enables the user

to upgrade his hardware without having to invest in new software

at the same time and also enables the supplier to offer his soft-

ware for use on the latest equipment at little extra expense to

him. lhe simple key proposed would not therefore be of much value.

The present invention provides apparatus for protecting

software which is adaptable for use on all kinds of computer

hardware conforming to certain standards and which cannot easily

be copied.

Accordingly, the invention provides apparatus capable of

protecting proprietary compter software against unauthorised use,

comprising storage means for storing selected data, comparison

means for comparing data successively communicated by a program
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running on a computer with data from the storage means, means £6:

storing identifying data and transmitting means for sending stored

identifying data to the computer, whereby on detection of a match

‘in use, the transmitting means send said identifying data to the

computer, said data being require for continued normal running of

a proprietary program.

If the program were to be run on a computer without

associated protection apparatus, the program would cease running

normally as it would not. receive the required identifying data.

The apparatus may be provided with comunications means

which enable data to be transferred to and from a computer

associated with the apparatus. The apparatus may also be adapted

for communication with a peripheral device. The comunications

means can consist of simple and standard comunications hardware,

making the apparatus very versatile and usable with many kinds of

comuter hardware.

In one form, the apparatus comprises blocking means to

prevent transfer of data to the peripheral device after detection

of a match and until after said identifying data has been

transmitted by said transmitting means. It may'also include

switching means for preventing actuation of the blocking means,

to allow the running of a non-proprietary program without

interruption by the blocking means.

In a preferred form of the apparatus which provides

particularly effective protection, said selected data comprises

a code of data bits and said identifying data comprises a nmssage
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of data bits and a plurality of the data codes and data messages

are stored in said respective storage means for the data codes

to be successively compared and said data messages to be

successively transmitted, whereby a proprietary program on an

associated computer will cease running normally unless a

predetermined sequence of identifying data messages is received

by the program from the apparatus. The apparatus can be

programmed to alter in a predeteremined manner the selected

group of data bits which are to be matched and to send a

sequence of messages to the computer, these being required by

the computer in order to allow continued normal running of the

program.

Ihe invention will now be described, by way of example,

with reference to the accompanying drawing which is designated

Figure l. -

The Figure shows, in block schematic form, particular

protection apparatus constructed in accordance with the invention,

in combination with other apparatus.

Referring to the Figure, a programmed computer l_is

connected to a peripheral device b, which could be for example a

printer, a visual display unit, or another computer. Connected

between the computer 1 and peripheral device 6 is protection

apparatus 5 according to the invention. Comunications means

2, 3 and 7, 8 are standard RS-223rC interfaces for transmission of

data to and from the computer and peripheral device.
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Protection apparatus 5 comprises a shift register 9 which

receives groups of data bits from the computer 1 via line 2. A

further register 11 stores data in the form of an eight digit code

number for example the particular code of the proprietor of the

software, and is under the control of a microprocessor 14 which

can, via lines 24, alter the data stored in the register 11 if

required. Registers 9 and 11 are connected respectively via

lines 18 and 19 to a comparator 10. The output of the comparator

is connected via line 20 to a bistable 12 which is also controlled

by a switch 17 and a line 33 from microprocessor 14. The output

of the bistable 12 is connected via line 21 to the microprocessor

14 and line 34 to an AND-gate 13. The output of shift register 9

is directly connected with the AND-gate 13 via line 22 and also

has a line 32 to the microprocessor 14. Data from gate 13 passes

via line 7 to peripheral device 6 and data from device 6 may be

transmitted to the computer 1 via line 8, OR-gate 16 and line 3.

The microprocessor 14 is also connected to OR-gate 16 via line 23.

It will be apparent from the foregoing that microprocessor

14 receives data from and supplies data to various components of

the protection apparatus 5. The microprocessor is associated with

a non-volatile memory 15 which stores the multi-digit serial

number of the software, or other identifying data such as a

serialised message of coded characters. A program running on the

computer requires transmission of the serial number (or identifying

data) from the protection apparatus 5 in order to continue running.
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The operation of the apparatus 5 is as follows. A program

running on computer 1 sends data via line 2 as a sequence of bits

to the shift register 3, where the bits are held a byte (8 bits)

at a time for the purposes of comparison with the 8 digit code in

register ll. Bits are successively passed to register 9 for

comparison and, in the absence of a match with the code in register

11, the data passes via line 22 to AND-gate l3. As long as there

is no match between the contents of registers 9 and ll, bistable

12 continues to enable AND-gate 13 and the data passes via line

7 to the peripheral device 6. All data passing via line 22 to the

peripheral device 6 can be read by microprocessor 14 which is

connected to the output of register 9 via line 32.

The bistable 12 and AND-gate 13 function as a temporary

blocking mans. If the comparator l0 detects a match, the state

of bistable 12 is changed and the AND-gate 13 is disabled. This

prevents peripheral 6, which may for example be a VDU or a printer,

from displaying or printing data which is part of the checking

operation and in unrelated to the purpose of the program. Bistable

12 is connected via line 21 to the microprocessor 14 and the

' bistable 12 prompts the microprocessor to ‘transmit the serial

number stored in memory 15 to the computer via line 23, OR-egate

16 and line 3.

The proprietary program running on the computer is so

written as to require transmission of the serial number to keep

on running normally, that is to say to continue to run and perform

its intended tasks instead of carrying out checks. The program
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receives and checks the serial number from apparatus 5. If the

number is incorrect, the program will cease running. In an

alternative form, the program may be compiled to send appropriate

messages to the peripheral device 6 if the correct serial number

is not received, telling the user to check that the correct apparatus

and program are being used in conjunction, or warning that the

program in use is an unauthorised copy.

If the serial nuber is found to be correct, the program

is allowed to continue running normally and data passes to the

apparatus via line 2, and register 9. The data is read by the

microprocessor 14 via line 32, the microprocessor causes a signal

to be sent to bistable 12 via line 33 which enables AND-gate 13,

previously disabled on detection of a match, allowing data to pass

via line 7 to peripheral device 6 which can resume its display or

printing of relevant data.

If it is desired to run a non-proprietary program on

computer 1, the apparatus 5 need not be disconnected as the program

is permitted to run and is unaffected by the apparatus. Data from

.the computer 1 passes via line 2 to register 9. It is unlikely

that a match will be detected by comparator 10 but to prevent a

spurious match disabling gate 13, switch 17 may be closed to

cause bistable 12 to keep the gate 13 enabled, allowing data to

pass directly from the register 9 to gate 13 via line 22 and thence

to peripheral device 6 via line 7. Data from the peripheral device

may pass via line 8 through the protection apparatus, emerging
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from gate 16 on line 3 to reach computer 1.

A producer of proprietary computer software can protect

the software from unauthorised copying by selling the software

together with apparatus according to the invention, suitably a

piece of hardware in a "black box". The program is compiled so

as to require specific data for continued normal running and the

apparatus of the present invention provides that data. In the

embodiment described above, the program is written to include

the code required by register 11 of apparatus 5 to provide a match,

and the match causes microprocessor 14 to send the serial number

of the program to the computer 1, this being the data required to

cause the program to continue running. An unauthorised person who

has copied the program but has not been supplied with the apparatus

5 cannot run the program past a certain point because the serial

number will not be transmitted, thus causing the running to cease.

A manufacturer need not go to considerable trouble and expense, as

has been necessary in the past, to stop his programs from falling

into the hands of the unscrupulous because copies of proprietary

programs are unusable without associated protection apparatus

according to the invention.

The apparatus described and illustrated is one example of

an embodiment of the invention, which has been shown for convenience

as comprising a number of hardware components. It will be

appreciated that these could be replaced by fixed firmware in a

dedicated microcomputer to perform similar functions. The code or
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other data store which in the embodiment described above was

register 11 could comprise a PROM. The incoming data from the

computer could be stored for comparison purposes in a memory

register and the comparison carried out by the firmware through a

sequence of logical operations under the instructions of the

microcomputer.

The apparatus of Figure l is a particularly simple example,

and more sophisticated forms could provide a greater degree of

software protection. For example, microprocessor 14, which can

control register 11 via lines 24, may be programed to modify the

contents of the register once or several times after comparator 10

has detected a first match, the program running on the computer

being programmed to supply the appropriate codes via line 2.

Memory 15 may store a sequence of serial numbers or messages to be

released in turn, after detection of successive matches by

comparator 10, to the program which requires these numbers for the

performance of a sequence of tasks or checks, necessary to allow

continued running of the program and for the sending of a message

via line 2 for the enabling of gate 13.

Gate 13, or an equivalent device, is optional and may be

included if a peripheral device is running in.series with the

protection apparatus. If a peripheral device is running on a

different line or there is no such device, lines 2 and 3 will

comunicate solely with apparatus 5, and gate 13, which serves to

prevent data present purely for the purpose of checking from
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reaching the peripheral device, would be redundant.

The versatility of the apparatus may be increased by

carrying out the initial comparison on an arbitrary time base

with repeated sampling so as to determine the baud rate of the

data prior to checking the pattern of bits for a match. Once

a match has been detected the apparatus may allow all data

unconnected with the checking operation to be transnutted to a

peripheral device running on the computer.

Where the apparatus is connected in an-on-line mode on

a comunications port on a computer, it may act as a terminal

concentrator for more than one output channel. The apparatus

would then be provided with-several interfaces such as interface

7, 8 with associated logic in the microprocessor. The apparatus

is versatile because it is connected via a standard. interface to

the particular user's hardware and can still be used if the

hardware is updated, in association with suitably modified software.
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CLAIMS:

1. Apparatus capable of protecting proprietary computer

software against unauthorised use, comprising storage means for

storing selected data, comparison means for comparing data

successively communicated by a program running on a computer with

data from the storage means, means for storing identifying data

and transmitting means for sending stored identifying data to the

computer, whereby an detection of a match in use, the transmitting

means send said identifying data to the computer, said data being

required for continued normal running of a proprietary program.

2. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein said selected

data comprises a code of data bits and said identifying data

comprises a message of data bits and a plurality of the data codes

and data messages are stored in said respective storage means for

the data codes to be successively compared and said data messages

to be successively transmitted, whereby a proprietary program on an

associated computer will cease running normally uless a

predetermined sequence of identifying data messages is receiyed by

the program from the apparatus.

3. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1 or claim 2, including a

combined storage means for storing said selected data and said

identifying data.

4. Apparatus as claimed in any preceding claim, including

communications means for the transfer of data to and from a computer

associated with the apparatus.
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5. Apparatus as claimed in any preceding claim wherein the

apparatus is adapted for communication with a peripheral device.

6. Apparatus as claimed in claim 5, comprising blocking means

to prevent transfer of data to the peripheral device after detection

of a match and until after said identifying data has been

transmitted by said transmitting means.

7. Apparatus as claimed in claim 6, including switching means

for preventing actuation of the blocking means, to allow the running

of a non-proprietary program without interruption by the blocking

means.

8. Apparatus as claimed in any preceding claim comprising a

programmed microcomputer, wherein the storage means for the selected

data and the identifying data comprise programmable read only

memories and the comparison means is adapted to operate under the

instructions’ of the programmed microcomputer by carrying out a

sequence of logical operations to detect a match.

9. A method for protecting proprietary computer software

against unauthorised use, comprising storing selected data and

identifying data in protection apparatus associated with a

progranmed computer, successively communicating data from the

computer to the apparatus, comparing said communicated data with

said selected data and, on detection of a match, transmitting

said identifying data to the computer, the identifying data being

required by a proprietary program for continued normal running.
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ABSTRACT:

A decoder for a pay television system incorporates a receiver for receiving scrambled
programming and control data transmitted from a remote location, with the control data including
data corresponding to the program fee and the program status, and a manual switch for

selectively descrambling the program data when the program status is a pay-per-view program.
The decoder has a storage unit for storing a credit value, transmitted from the remote location,"
and the decoder has timer apparatus for measuring the time during which a pay-per-view
program is being received and for subtracting a program fee periodically from the value stored in
the storage unit, during the time of reception of the selected program, provided the switch is
operated to descramble the program.
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® Dooodentorpeytelevlolonoystema.

® A decoder control circuit for a pay television system in-
cludes a descrambler (22, 24) for descrambling a selected
video programme transmitted from a broadcast centre (9). a
decoder l21l for receiving and decoding control data transmit-
ted from the centre (9), the control data including at least pro-
gramme feed date and programme status data, an advance
money memory (28) for storing money data transmitted from
the centre l9). and a central processing unit (23) for subtract-
ing a programme lee from the money data stored in the ad-
vance money memory (28) upon reception of the selected pro-gramme.  
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DECODERS PAY TELEVISION SYSTEMS.__..._..______.._______________._.

This invention relates to decoders for pay television systems.

Broadcasting systems include cable television (CATV) systems and
direct—broadcasting satellite. (DB5) systems. These are frequently used for
pay television systems, using an appropriate converter.

In a pay television system of this type, a conventional decoder for

decoding a programme of a ‘desired channel has two main status modes; a
free mode and a pay mode. Ihe free mode allows free reception of a
television programme, and the. pay mode represents a status mode in
which a subscriber is charged for reception of a television programme.

More particularly, the pay mode is further classified into a flat fee

mode, 3 tier level pay mode -and a pay-per-view mode. In the tier level pay
mode, a tier level representing the rank of programmes to be received by
the decoder is predetermined. A user" subscribes to a desired tier level and

pays fees to a broadcast station or centre, corresponding to the subscribed

tier level. In the pay-per-view mode, the user reserves desired programmes,
and pays the programme fee "only for the reserved programmes to a
broadcast centre.

In the pay-per-view mode, user procedures are cumbersome. When

the user wishes to watchua pay programme in the pay-per-view mode
according to a first known procedure, the broadcast centre posts a
programme schedule to each‘ user. The user telephones the broadcast centre
by a predetermined date before '5; desired programme is to be broadcast (say
a week or a day beforehand) so as to reserve the desired programme. At
this time, the user pays the fee for the programme. When the desired

programme is on the air, the broadcast centre sends a reservation

confirmation signal, hereinafter referred to as an identification (ID) signal,
to a user who has reserved the corresponding programme. When a user's

receiver or a decoder in the receiver receives the ID signal, a scrambled

programme signal is descrambledfiby the decoder, so that the user can watch
the programme.
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In the pay-per-view system described above;

(A) the user must telephone the broadcast centre to reserve the

desired programme, which is time-consuming and may be inconvenient,

(B) each programme has a reservation due date, so that the user

cannot reserve the" desired programme when the reservation due date has

passed,‘ V
(C) fees cannot be refunded even if the user does not watch the

reserved programme, and

(D) an idle time is required to send the ID signal to all reserved users

at the beginning of every reserved programme.

' 1 According to a second, improved. procedure, a pay-per—view statue
signal__i_s sent from the broadcast centre to each user. When the user wishes

touwatch a programme represented by the pay-per—view station signal, he
depresses a pay-per—view switch located on his tuner.

programme is then descrambled, and the user can watch the programme.
When the user actually watches the programme, charge data transmitted

with the subscribed programme is stored in an account memory of the
decoder. The centre periodically checks the contents of the account

memory of each decoder, using a telephone line, and collects fees or bills
the applicable charge.

This effectively solves the drawbacks of the first procedure.

However, since the broadcast centre must periodically check the account

memories of all users, the checking system is complicated. Moreover, since
fee collection is performed by use of a telephone line, an auto—dial unit and
a modern (modulator/demodulator) are required, so that the required user
unit and centre unit are complex and expensive.

According to the present invention there is provided a decoder

control circuit for a pay television system, the decoder control circuit

comprising:

means for descrambling a selected video programme transmitted from a
centre at a remote location;

characterised by:

means for receiving and decoding control data transmitted from said centre,

said control data including at least programme feed data and programme
status data;
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an advance money memory for storing money data transmitted from said
centre; and

control means for subtracting a. programme fee from the money data stored

in said advance money memory upon reception of said selected programme.

According to the presentlinvention there is also provided a decoder
for a pay television system, thefdecoder comprising an advance account

,memory for storing deposit data sent from a broadcast centre, means for

subtracting programme fees from the contents of the advance account,

memory for every reception of a pay programme, and means for displaying a
warning display when the contents of the advance account memory equals
less than a predetermined value.

The pay-per-view mode may be classified into two sub-modes to

prevent unreasonable payment. A first sub-mode constitutes a time pay-
per—view for determining the " charge per unit of time, and the second sub-

mode constitutes a programme pay-per-view mode for determining a charge
per programme. The tuner decodes a programme status code signal sent
from the broadcast centre aundfselects either the time pay-per-view sub-
mode or the programme pay-per-view sub-mode.

The broadcast centre can determine which sub-mode applies to

programmes of different sorts, without interfering with the user's ability to
view programmes. For instance, the programme pay-per-view mode may be
employed for a special sports programme such as a boxing match
programme, while other programming employs the other sub-mode. In this

way a reasonable charge for any programme can be made.

The invention will now be described by way of example with
reference to the accompanying drawings, throughout which like parts are
referred to by like references, and in which:

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a pay—per-view system applied to
a DB5 utilizing a broadcast satellite;

Figure 2 is an illustration of a data format of a pulse code modulation

(PCM) data signal used in the DB5; I

Figure 3 is a block diagram of a tuner unit shown in Figure 1;
Figure 4 is a flow chart illustrating the operational mode of the tuner

shown in Figure 1; '
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Figure 5 is a "flow chart illustrating the pay-per-view mode of the

tuner shown in Figure 1; and

Figure 6 is a flow chart illustrating a control programme continuously

executed by the central processing unit (CPU) of the tuner.

’ In the system of Figure 1, a broadcast wave from a broadcast

satellite 1} is directly received by a receiving parabolic antenna 2 and

supplied to a DB5 tuner 1. Audio and video signals reproduced by the DB5

tuner 1 are supplied to a television monitor 14. An unscrambled broadcast

signal is reproduced by a decoder in the tuner 1 in the free mode. However,

in the pay mode or the pay-per-view mode, a scrambled broadcast signal is

descrambled and reproduced on the television screen.

When the pay-per-view mode is utilized by the user, the user deposits

funds using a cash card 8 or the like, to advance money from an account

within a bank 6 to a broadcast_centre 9. The cash card 8 is conveniently

used with an automatic teller machine (ATM) (not shown). The deposit data

is transmitted from a computer 7 of the bank 6 to a computer 10 of the

broadcast centre 9. The desired programme is transmitted from the
broadcast centre 9 to the user through a satellite broadcast link. The

deposit data is inserted in the data coded in a PCM data signal transmitted

during a vertical blanking period of the video signal. The deposit data is

transmitted from a transmitter 11 to the antenna 2 of each user through a

broadcast parabolic antenna 12 by way of the satellite 1}.

The tuner 1 of each user has an advance money memory, and the

deposit data is stored therein. The content of the storage can be displayed

at any time on a display 5.

The broadcast centre 9 transmits a television signal having a.PCM

data signal PCMAD with the format shown in Figure 2, during a vertical

The PCM audio signal PCMAD

incorporates a plurality of data slots for data of different types. Two slots

blanking period of the video signal.

correspond to two (alternately used) channels of audio data DAD1 and
DAD2.

(representing the amount of the deposited fees) and a slot for address data

DADD, including the user identification (ID) code-. A data code field DDCD

is added to the above data string, and an error check code field DBCH is

also added to the end of the data string.

Also included are a slot for the deposit money data DCIN
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The date code slot DDCfiI.__contains a frame sync code FSYN as the
initial data thereof. The following data consist of the mode data word
MODE, a programme status code word PROM, a channel code CHCD

representing a broadcast channel number, first and second range bits REGI

and REG2 used to expand the compressed audio data, a scramble sync code
SCRM used for decrambling the signal, a charge code CHAG representing
the programme fees, a data code DATE, and user bits USBT.

The programme status code PROM comprises a 4-bit code signal»
representing the pay mode assigned to the current broadcast programme.
For example, in one embodiment the programme status code PROM is set to

be "0000" in the free mode and "0001" in the pay mode.

The pay—per-view mode is further classified into a time pay—per-view

mode represented by a code "0101" and a programme pay—per-view mode
represented by a code "D110".

The free and pay mode are, respectively, a mode for allowing free
reception of programmes and a mode for subscription programmes on a

monthly basis in the same manner as in the known system. The time pay-
per-view sub-mode is set to charge for the length of listening time, and the

programme pay—per-view sub-mode is set to charge predetermined fees for

the programme regardless of reception time.

The broadcast centre 9 transmits with each programme the

programme status code PROM added to the data code DDCD. A proper pay

mode is predetermined in accordance with the contents of the programme
by the broadcast centre 9, so that the appropriate programme status code

PROM is added to the data code DDCD, and the resulting broadcast signal is
transmitted to the user. Thus, fees can be charged in accordance with
charging levels suitable for the respective programmes.

In the tuner 1 which receives the broadcast signal, the PCM data

signal PCMAD is supplied to a PCM decoder 21 (Figure 3), located within
the tuner 1 (Figure 1). The PCM decoder 21 decodes the PCM audio signal
PCMAD to extract the first and second channel audio data DADl and DAD2
(Figure 2) which are supplied. to an audio processor 22. The other data

DATA are supplied to a central processing unit (CPU) 23 which is preferably
a microcomputer. A video signal VDIN (which may be scrambled) in the

broadcast signal is supplied to the input of a video processor 24, which is
arranged to unscrambie the video signal if necessary.
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As shown in Figure 4, a step SP1 inspects the code word PROM and

controls the subsequent operation accordingly. When the programme status

code PROM represents the time pay-per-view mode or the programme pay-
per_—view mode (step SP1) a pay-per—view programme SP2 runs under the

control of the CPU 23 to perform a processing step SP3.

However, when the programme status code PROM represents the free

mode, a free mode programme SP4 is executed. In this case, the CPU 23

causes the audio processor 22 to decode the audio data DAD1 and DAD2 and

the video processor 24 to decode the video irput signal VDIN.

When the programme status code PRDM represents the pay mode, a

pay programme _SP5 is executed under control of the CPU 23. The CPU 23

determines in a step SP6 whether or not the user ID signal included in the

data DATA is the same as a unique user ID assigned to the tuner 1. If YES

in the step SP6, the CPU 23 supplies the scramble sync code SCRM to the

audio and video processors 22 and 24, so as to cause them to perform

descrambling of the audio data DAD1 and DAD2 in a step SP7. Therefore,
the audio and video signals are both reproduced. However, if the result is

NO in the step SP6, the CPU 23 does not supply the scramble sync code

SCRM to the audio and video processors 22 and 24, so as not to cause them

to perform descrambling of the audio and data DAD1 and DAD2.

The audio signal reproduced by the audio processor 22 is supplied to a

digital-to-analog (D/A) converter 25. The D/A converter 25 generates an

audio output signal AUDIO. The video signal reproduced by the video

processor 24 is supplied to a buffer amplifier 26. A video output signal
VIDEO is generated as the sum output of an adder 27.

- In the pay-per—view mode, the CPU 23 performs the processing step
SP3, as shown in Figure 5. When the processing step SP3 is started, the CPU

23 checks in a step SP1l whether or not a pay-per-view switch 4 is turned
on.

As shown in Figure 1, the pay-per-view switch 4 is mounted on the

operation panel of the tuner 1. After the user has entered a desired channel

with a ten-key "pad 3, he depresses the pay-per-view switch 4, if the

programme is a pay-per—view programme,Awhich sets the tuner 1 in the pay-

per-view mode. The reception channel number is displayed on the display 5.
The above sequential operations are performed under the control of the CPU
2}.
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7.

if the result of the step: SP11 is NO (Figure 5), the CPU 23

determines that the user has to set the tuner 1 in the pay-per-view mode.

Control then advances to a step SP12, and no descrambling is performed.

Thereafter, the flow returns repeatedly to the step SP11. The CPU 23 thus

waits until the user turns on the pay-per-view switch 4.

When the pay-per-view switch 4 is turned on by the user, the result of

the step SP11 is YES. The CPU _23 then supplies the scramble sync code

SCRM to the audio and video processors 22 and 24 for descrambling. The
CPU 23 thus controls the generation of both the audio and video output
signals AUDIO and VIDEO.

When the content of thelprogramme status code PROM represents

the time pay-per-view mode, the CPU 23 fetches this data in a step SPl4,

and the flow advances to a step SPIS.

The ‘CPU 23 checks in the step SPl5 the length of viewing time in the

time pay—per-view mode. More specifically, the CPU 23 checks whether or

not a unit time has been counted by a timer incorporated in the CPU 23. If

the result is NO in the step SP15, the control flow returns to the step SP11.

The CPU 23 waits until counting of the unit time by the timer is completed
by a loop of the steps SP11, SP13, SPl4, SPIS and SP11.

When the unit time has elapsed, the result of the step SPl5 is YES.

The control flow then advances to a charge step SPl6, in which one unit

time fee is subtracted from the contents of an advance money memory 28

(Figure 3). This may be a fixed quantity, or a quantity designated by the
CHAG field of the PCM data. The control flow returns to the step SP11

again to reset the timer. The CPU 23 waits for the predetermined unit time

to elapse by the loop of steps SP11, SPl3, SPl4, SPl5 and SP11. '

In the same manner as described above, the CPU 23 sends out the

audio and video output signals AUDIO and VIDEO which are descrambled and

reproduced by the audio and video processors 22 and 24 while the time pay-
A fee

corresponding to the viewing time of the programme is subtracted from the

per-view mode programme. _is "being received by the user.

contents of the advance money memory 28 in the step SP16.

When the user wishes to stop receiving the programme in the time

pay-per-view mode, he merely turns off the pay-per-view switch 4. In this

case, the step SP11 is determined by the CPU 23 to be NO, and the CPU 23

then causes the audio and video processors 22 and 24 to disable descrambling
by the loops of steps SP11, SPl2, SP11 , etc.
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:When. the user wishes to watch programmes in the programme pay-
per-viewimode, the user simply turns on the time pay-per-view switch 4 of
the tuner 1 in the same manner as in the time pay-per-view mode. In this

case, after the step SPll has been determined by the CPU 23 to be YES, the
CPU 23 controls the audio and video processors 22 and 24 to perform

_ descrambling. in the step SP1}.
_ In this case, the programme status code PROM included in the data

D_ATA represents the programme pay-per-view mode detected by the CPU

, 23 inla step SPZl. The control flow advances to a decision step SP22. The

CPU 23 determines in the step SP22 whether the current programme being

received is the same as the programme being received when the step SP22
last had control or whether the programme being received has been changed.
If the result is NO in the step SP22, the CPU 23 determines that the same

programme is being received. Then the control flow returns to the step

_SPl1. The user can continuously watch the programme in the programme

pay-per-view mode by a loop of the steps SPl1, SP13, SPZl, SP22 and SPl1.

‘When the user wishes to change the programme being received, the
step SP22 is determined by the CPU 23 to be YES.

subtracted from the contents of the advance money memory 28 at the step

SP2}, and the flow returns to the step SP1l.

Then a charge is

Once the programme _has changed, the mode is set to continue the

changed programme. The CPU 23 monitors this programme_by the loop, of

the steps SP11, SP1}, SP21, SP22 and SPl1.

Every time one programme has been completed or finished, the CPU

23 performs charge processing, so that the user is charged per programme,
irrespective of the elapsed time.

When the user operates the pay-per-view switch 4, the mode of the

tuner 1 is set to be either the time pay-per-view mode or the programme
pay-per-view mode. The CPU 23 supplies to an input of the adder 27 (Figure

3) a display signal, DES representing that the current programme is set in the

time or programme pay-per-view mode. For example, numerical value "1"

value "2"

representing the programme pay-per-view mode is displayed on the screen

representing the time pay-per-view mode or numerical

of the monitor 14. The user can easily see the charging mode being used for

the current programme. _
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Figure 6 illustrates a flowchart of operations continuously checked
by the CPU 23. Normally, control. stays in one of the loops illustrated in
Figure 5. These loops are represented in Figure 6 by a fetch charge code
step SP31, which passes control through a return step SP3B. The return step
SPBB returns control to a step SP30 which normally passes control to the

fetch charge code step SP3l, to define the loop of Figure 5 which" is active

(for the appropriate sub-mode). Periodically, the check routine step SP3!)
sends control to two other paths illustrated in Figure 5. Preferably this is .
accomplished by a signal from a timer of the CPU 23 which interrupts the
normal control loop, to check the balance data maintained in the advance

money memory 23 at periodic intervals, or to update the data stored in the

advance money memory 23 in response to detection of data within the DCIN

slot of PCMAD (Figure 2). In the loops represented by the step SP3l, the
charge code data CHA_G superimposed on the programme by PCMAD is

detected by the CPU 23, and, _as previously described, when the programme
or channel is changed, the step SP3l executed.

A step SP32 receives Acontr'ol—' periodically by a timer interrupt.
Alternatively, execution of the charge step 5P16 or SP23 (Figure 5) may
include the setting of a flag which causes the step SP30 to pass control to
the step SP32. In the step SP32, the CPU 23 compares the balance of the

advance money memory 28 with the charge code CHAG fetched by the step
SP31. When the CPU 23 determines that the balance of the advance money
memory 28 is smaller than the data represented by the charge code CHAG,
the CPU 23 causes the monitor 14 to display a message representing a
request for deposit in a step .SP37. In this case, the CPU 23 inhibits the

SCRM signal, so that the programme cannot be watched. The deposit data
is checked in a step SP3}. The step SP30 passes control to the step SP3}
periodically, by a timer interrupt, so that the control data PCMAD may be
checked for deposit information. Alternatively, the step SP30 may check
each incoming control word PCMAD for deposit data and branch to the
deposit routine step SP3} whenever. data is detected within the DCIN field.
When deposit money data DCIN is detected as present in the step SP3}
(Figure 6), the CPU 23 checks the (ID code included in the address data

DADD. in this case, if the result is YES in a step SP3li, the deposit money
data DCIN is added to the content of the advance money memory 28 in a
step 36. When all the routines have been completed in Figure 6, the flow
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returns from the step SP38. Preferably, the advance money memory 38

comprises a non-volatile memory device such as an MNOS semiconductor

RAM. '

With the above arrangement, the pay-per-view mode for designating

a pay programme is classified into time and programme pay-per-view sub-

modes. Charging is determined in units of time or programmes. Therefore,

a reasonable charging system suitable for the purposes of users can be

established.

A desired programme need not be reserved by telephone, and the user

can conveniently enjoy the DBS system. If the user does not watch a

reserved programme, no charge is made. Moreover, when the pay-per-view

switch 4 is depressed, the user can watch any programme at any time,

provided the sum stored in the advance money memory 28 is enough.

Since the user is not charged through a telephone line (bidirectional

communication system), the configuration of the user's receiver and the

broadcast centre system can be simplified and made less expensive. The

user simply receives a message via the step SP37 representing a request for

a deposit when the value of the advance account memory is less than the

predetermined value which is needed for viewing a particular programme.

The user pays a fee in accordance with the message, or else has it

automatically deducted from the advance money memory 28, so that ‘a

simple efficient system can be provided. In the pay-per-view system of this

embodiment, the transmission line from each user to the centre comprises a
link through a bank or the like.

home, or a public link may be used such as the link of a bank's ATM.

Such a link may be located at the user's

Programme fee data, deposit amount data, and the like are sent from the

broadcast centre 9 to the user through a transmission line using the regular

broadcast channel as shown in Figure 1. Shortage of a deposit amount is

automatically displayed by the user's monitor 14. Therefore, a

conversational two-way communication between the user and the broadcast‘

9 is provided, although only a one—way line terminating at the user's home is

actually used.

The broadcast centre 9 may, but need not, send the ID signal to all

users when payment data is obtained. Many control words relative to

payment date can be sent to users within a limited time, and additional

information such as a text or message can be sent, if desired.
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The above embodiment exemplifies a DBS system. However, the

present invention can be applied to other pay broadcast systems such as a

CATV system. The invention can also be applied to an audio pay broadcast
system.

Alternatively, in the above embodiment, the fee corresponding to the

actual viewing time_ detected by the timer incorporated in the CPU23 can

be subtracted from the A contents of the advance account memory
periodically, by means of a.timer interrupt procedure, which is enabled

during the course of a pay mode.
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CLAIMS

1. A decoder control circuit for a pay television system, the decoder‘

control circuit comprising: _

means (22,211) for descrambling a selected video programme transmitted

from a centre (9) at a remote location;

5 characterised by:

means (21) for receiving and decoding control data transmitted from said

centre (9), said control data including at least programme feed data and

programme status data;

an advance money memory (28) for storing money data transmitted from

10 said centre (9); and

control means (23) for subtracting a programme fee from the money data

stored in said advance money memory (28) upon reception of said selected

programme.

'15 2. A decoder control circuit according to claim 1 wherein said control

means (23) includes a manual switch (it) for selectively allowing

descrambling of said programme when said programme is a pay-per-view

programme, as represented by pay-per-view status data in said control data.

20 3. A decoder control circuit according to claim 1 wherein said control

means (23) includes means to inhibit the reception of said programme when

said programme fee data exceeds the money data stored in said advance

money memory (28).

25 4. A decoder control circuit according to claim 3 wherein said control

means (23) further includes display means (14) for displaying a message
giving reasons for inhibiting the reception of said programme.

5. A decoder control circuit according to claim 1 wherein said advance

30 money memory (28)_i_ncludes means for verifying an identification code

transmitted with said control data and for selectively prohibiting the storing
of said money data when said identification data transmitted in association

with said money data does not coincide with the individual identification’

code of the decoder with which said control circuit is associated.
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6. A decoder control circuit according to claim 2 wherein said control

means (23) includes timer means arranged to measure the time during which

said programme is received, and for controlling said subtraction based on

the measure of reception time.

7. A decoder control circuit according to claim 6 including means for

activating said timer means when said manual switch (4) is turned on, and '

for deactivating said scrambling when said manual switch (ls) is turned off

during the period of reception of a time pay—per-view programme.
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Description

Technical Field

This invention relates to a data processing system.
More particularly this invention relates to a data

processing system which is capable of easy and effi-
cient retrieval of data.

This invention also relates to an editing apparatus
aided by the data processing system. More particularly
this invention relates to an editing apparatus possessing
protective functions controlled by Security No. and en-
abling handling manuals such as for automobiles and

electric appliances, books in general, magazines, and
newspapers (hereinafter referred to collectively as
'books') to be edited quickly and easily.

Background An

in recent years, the practice of performing the work
of editing a book by the use of a personal computer or
a work station (editing device) has been disseminated.

in this case, the work of editing a book is carried out by
newly feeding complete data on documents, illustra-

tions, etc. for each of the pages, with the whole informa-
tion of an edited book memorized as separated in units
of page. With the conventional editing apparatus, how-
ever, those documents, illustrations, etc. which appear
in two or more places cannot be utilized in common but
must be repeatedly fed in all over. The conventional ed-

iting apparatus, therefore, takes up much time and labor
in the production of a book. The production of a book,
accordingly, is very expensive.

An editing apparatus may be characterized by at-
taching an element data key possessing a format com-
mon to various kinds of element data such as docu-

ments, illustrations, and photographs which jointly form
one page of the book, to each of the various kinds of

element data thereby enabling the data concerning the
elements to be handled as common data, causing data
of an edited book to be decomposed into data concern-

ing layout and other data concerning elements for stor-
age, and composing data for one page with the data

concerning the layout and the other data concerning de-
sired elements.

When an editing apparatus is so constructed as to
operate on the principle just described, since the data

for one edited page are enabled to be again decom-
posed into data concerning the layout and other data

concerning the elements and put to storage. By again
composing data for one page with the data concerning
the layout and those concerning desired elements,

therefore, the element data common to the plural pages
can be used in common without requiring these data to
be introduced newly or repeatedly.

When the editing of a book is enabled to be easily
carried out as described above, however, there arises

the possibility that an operator not authorized pertorms
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the work of editing a book or revises the contents of an

already edited book. Further, since the various kinds of
data forming a book are not only retained in the edited
book but also memorized as element data, there ensues

the possibility that the element data not yet disclosed to
the public will be laid open to the public inspection with-
out leave or even will be altered.

From Smart Textverarbeitung, Smartware from in-
ovative Software, copyright 1984/1985/1986/1987, pag-
es 'passwort-1' to 'passwort-2", page 'Kapitel 1-3' to
'Kapitel 1-4', a word processor is known in which a

password can be allocated to a document. This pass-
word will always be requested by the program if an at-
tempt is made to access a file through the commands
of LOAD, PFllNT, or READ.

From the Encyclopedia of Computer Science and
Engineering, copyright 1983, editor Anthony Ralston,
page 496 and pages 786-787, it is known that private
files may be labelled with the name and the system iden-
tification number of a user and may even contain in their

labels a password that must be matched against one
provided by the user at the time of issuing the access
request. Furthermore, a log-in procedure is described
in which the system will request that the user enter an
ID and a non-printing password.

Disclosure of invention

This invention aims to solve the problem of altera-
tion mentioned above.

This object is achieved by an editing apparatus hav-

ing the features described in claim 1. An advantageous
embodiment is given in the subclaim. ‘

The security of a book and element data can be war-

ranted by checking the security No. of an operator seek-
ing access to the editing apparatus against the memo-
rized security Nos. to determine whether this operator
should be allowed to do so.

This description further provides processing means
capable of efficient retrieval of data necessary for a new
book from an already accumulated data base.

Generally, in the retrieval of data by a data process-
ing apparatus, the wanted data are obtained by assign-
ing titles (items) corresponding to various kinds of data
registered in advance and, at the time of actual retrieval,

introducing an item corresponding to a specific kind of
data (hereinafter referred to as ‘data item‘) wanted into
the data processing apparatus.

in a typical conventional data retrieval means, the
items mentioned above are registered in advance in a
hierarchical structure, the concepts of the items are se-
quentially defined by the use of input means for data
items, and a particular data item which conforms to the

item finally defined from a major concept is singled out
to permit retrieval of the data required.

To be specific, when the retrieval of data is started,

the items as major headlines appear on such a display
as CRT. When the operator selects from among the dis-
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played items one having the contents of a pertinent data
item, the second items resulting from further division of
the contents of the selected item appear as medial
headlines on the display.

When the operator selects from among the newly
displayed items one specific item having the contents of
the data item, the third items resulting from further divi-
sion of the contents of the selected item are exhibited
as minor headlines.

Thereafter, the processing described above is re-
peated until the item defined sequentially from the major
concept conlonns to the data item and the item so con-

forming is selected and used for the retrieval of neces-
sary data.

Another typical conventional data retrieval means

permits direct introduction of a pertinent data item to be
used for retrieval of necessary data. To be specific, in-
dexes are allocated one each to all the species of data
registered in the data processing apparatus. Thus, the
data processing apparatus permits retrieval of neces-

sary data by exhibiting all the items and corresponding

indexes on the display and consequently enabling the
operator to inject the index corresponding to the neces-
sary data through such input means as a keyboard.

Now, the various conventional techniques will be
described further in detail as applied to the retrieval of
such inlonnation as population, area, etc. of the cities
in Japan.

For example, the use of the conventional technique
in finding the population of Shinjuku Ward, Tokyo will be
explained. -

(1) In the typical conventional data retrieval means

which defines the major concept sequentially until
conformity with a pertinent data item, when the data

processing is started, the names of 47 prefectures
(including Metropolis and Hokkaido) are exhibited
as items ol major headlines on the display. At this
point the operator selects from the 47 names Tokyo
Metropolis as an item embracing Shinjuku Ward be-
ing sought.

Subsequently, on the display, the names of 23

wards, cities, towns, and villages forming Tokyo Me-
tropolis are exhibited as a medial headline. At this

point, the operator selects from the displayed
names Shinjuku Ward as an item being sought.

Then, the inlormation on population, area, and
number of households is exhibited as a minor head-

line on the display. At this point, the population in
the items obtained bythe sequential definition of the
major concept and exhibited as a minor headline

conforms to the population of Shinjuku Ward as the
desireddata item. By singling out the population
from the minor headline mentioned above, there-

fore, the data on the population of Shinjuku Ward
are obtained.

(2) In the other typical conventional data retrieval
means which has indexes allocated one each to all
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the species of data, when the data processing is ex-
ecuted, all the items and corresponding indexes are
exhibited on the display and, at the same time, a

message announcing that the index corresponding
to the percinent data item should be introduced is

exhibited. At this point, the operator is able to get
the data on the population of Shinjuku Ward by in-
troducing the index corresponding to the population
of Shinjuku Ward. Where the desired item of data

happens to be the population of Shibuya Ward, the
operator is allowed to take the data on the popula-
tion of Shibuya Ward by introducing the index cor-
responding to the population of Shibuya Ward.

The conventional techniques described above,
however, have the following problems.

(1) In the conventional data processing apparatus
which sequentially define the major concept until
conformity with the pertient data item, the retrieval

of data is invariably started with the display of the
item of the most significant concept. Where the
number of steps to be taken until the major concept
sequentially defined confon'ns to the pertinent data
item is large, the efficiency of the operation of the
apparatus is diluted because the time and labor

spent for these steps is increased. Moreover, since

the items to be selected are exhibited on the display
in all steps to be involved, an operator of small ex-
perience is readily accustomed to the operation of

the apparatus but an operator of large experience
finds only a small part to manifest the outcome of
his learning. An increase in the accumulation of the

operator's experience, therefore, cannot be expect-
ed to bring about any improvement in the efficiency
of the operation of the apparatus.

(2) In the second typical conventional data process-
ing apparatus mentioned above, since indexes are

allocated one each to all the species of data, the
retrieval of data compels the operator to introduce
the pertinent index corresponding to the panicular
species of data. The search for the pertinent item in
the items exhibited on the display is an irksome
task. Where the data are so voluminous as to re-

quire the items and indexes to be exhibited as split
into a plurality of sections the size of the screen of

the display, the operator is compelled to scroll the

screen of the display. Thus, there arises the possi-

bility that the necessary data are not obtained very
easily.

To overcome the problems mentioned above, a data
processing apparatus is contemplated which is charac-

terized by comprising data retrieval table memory
means for memorizing titles and indexes in a hierarchi-

cal structure therein, n'th rank index input means for the
introduction of the n'th rank index, data selection means

for reading out of the data retrieval table memory means
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the (n+1)'th rank data corresponding to the n'th rank in-

dex, data existence discrimination means for making a
judgment as to the presence or absence of the (n+1)'th
rank data in the data retrieval table memory means. and
element data reading means for reading pertinent data
out of the element data memory means when the ab-
sence of the (n +1)'th rank data is confirmed.

As the result, when the n'th rank index is introduced

through the index input means, the (n+1)'th rank data
are exhibited when the presence of the (n+1)‘th rank da-
ta in the data retrieval table memory means is confirmed
and. to the contrary, the data corresponding to the n'th

rank index memorized in the element data memory
means are displayed on the display means when the
absence of the (n+1)'th rank data mentioned above is
confirmed.

The introduction of the n'th rank index, therefore,

brings about an operational effect of permitting the start
of the retrieval of data from a desired rank.

Brief Description of Drawing

Fig. 1 is a functional block diagram for illustrating a
basic arrangement of an embodiment ;
Fig. 2 is a schematic block diagram of the first em-
bodiment:

Fig. 3 is a flowchart for representing a first editing
method according to the first embodiment ;

Fig. 4 illustrates a format of the basic layout code;
Fig. 5 represents a data fonnat of one data element

when image data or document data is newly en-
tered;

Fig. 6 illustrates a data format of one specinforma-
tion element among machine sort information;
Fig. 7 illustrates a data format of one data element

of service data information among machine sort in-
formation; '

Fig. 8 indicates a data format of one torque infor-
mation element among machine sort information;
Fig. 9 illustrates a data format of one image infor-
mation element which is converted during the edit-
ing operation;

Fig. 10 represents only element data in one element

data of the service data information shown in Fig. 7;
Fig. 11 represents a file for editing a new book;
Fig. 12 illustrates how the convened layout code is
produced from the basic layout code;

Fig. 13 is an illustration of one example of a display
screen of the basic layout;

Fig. 14 is an illustration of one example of a display
screen during the editing operation;

Fig. 15 is an illustration for illustrating how a tempo-
rary key of one element data of newly input image
information is converted into an element data key;
Fig. 16 is an illustration for illustrating how a tempo-
rary key of one element data of newly entered doc-
ument information is converted into an element data
key;
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Fig. 17 is an illustration for illustrating a data fonnat
of one document information element which is con-

verted during the editing operation;

Fig. 18 is an illustration for showing a data format
of one page which is edited by the editing machine;
Fig. 19 is an illustration for representing a data for-
mat of one page which is converted by the host
computer so as to be registered into the layout D/B
11; ‘

Fig. 20 is a flowchart for representing a second ed-
iting method according to the first embodiment ;
Fig. 21 is an illustration for explaining how the data
rewriting at the step S104 of Fig. 20 is performed;
Fig. 22 is a schematic diagram for showing a portion
of a table for retrieving document data set in the
document D/B 12:

Fig. 23 is a schematic diagram for representing a
hierarchical structure of a document retrieval table:

Fig. 24 is a flowchart for illustrating a retrival method
according to an embodiment ;

Fig. 25 is a graphic representation for showing re-
lationships of a conversion section, an image sec-
tion and service data on a CRT;

Fig. 26 is a functional block diagram of the first em-
bodiment;

Fig. 27 is a flow chart illustrating a second proce-
dure of editing.

Fig. 28 is a functional block diagram of an embodi-
ment of the present invention.

Fig. 29 is a flow chart illustrating the first procedure

of editing according to the embodiment of Fig. 28.
Fig. 30 is a flow chart illustrating the second proce-

dure of editing according to the embodiment of Fig.28.

Fig. 31 is a model diagram illustrating the condition
of data controlled within the data control No. mem-
ory means.

Fig. 32, 33, and 34 are functional diagrams of an-
other embodiment of this invention, respectively.
Fig. 35 is a flow chart illustrating a procedure of data
retrieval.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the invention

Now, the present invention will be described in de-

tail below with reference to the accompanying drawings.
Preparatory to the detailed description, the general con-
struction and operation of the editing apparatus embod-
ying the present invention will be described.

In figure 2, a plurality of editing apparatus (work sta-
tions) 3-1 to 3-N for inputing/outputing document, pho-
tographs, illustrations and the like are connected in an

on-line mode to a system controller 2 for controlling
these editing apparatus. These editing apparatus re-
ceive various information such as document, photo-
graphs and illustrations by way of the vector conversion.

A CRT (cathode-ray tube) 6 is connected to the ed-

iting apparatus 3-1 , a printer 7 is connected to the editing
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apparatus 3-2. a scanner 8 is connected to the editing
apparatus 3-3, and a personal computer 9 and another

CRT 10 are connectedto the editing apparatus 3-N. Fur-
thermore, keyboards 5-1 to 5-N are connected to the
respective editing apparatus 3-1 to 3-N.

The system controller (a medium-scale relay com-
puter) 2 is furthermore connected to a host computer 1.

A book data base (D/B) 21, an element data base
22 and a layout basic data base 23 are connected to the
system controller 2.

The system controller 2 controls these editing ap-
paratus 3-1 to 3-N. and transfers/receives the informa-

tion in a page unit or an element (document, photo-
graph. illustration) unit constituting one page toand from
the respective editing apparatus.

The host computer 1 is a large-scale general pur-
pose computer such as the IBM's computer, IBM 3090
or equivalent. The system controller 2. personal com-
puters 4-1 to 4-N. layout D/B 11, document D/B 12. im-
age D/B 13 and machine sort information D/B 14 are

respectively connected to the host computer 1.
it should be noted that the personal computers 4-1

to 4-N may be exclusively used for the editing appara-
tus, or for the general purpose other than the editing
work, which is similar to personal computers 31-1 to
31 -N (will be discussed later).

In case that the editing apparatus 3-1 to 3-N pos-
sess a function capable of inputting a language (referred
to as 'a specific language‘) other than the language in-
put by the personal computers 4-1 to 4-N, a software for

inputting and processing the specific language by the
personal computers 4-1 to 4-N is provided with, for in-
stance, the system controller 2.

in addition, another software is provided with the
system controller 2, by which the document input by the
personal computers 4-1 to 4-N is vector-converted, as

is similarto the document input by the respective editing
apparatus 3-1 to 3-N.

The personalcomputers 31-1 to 31-N which are em-

ployed to carry out the work other than the editing work
effected by the editing apparatus, are connected to the

host computer 1. in other words, the machines or parts
surrounded by a dot line shown in Fig. 2 do not constitute
the editing apparatus of this invention.

The host computer 1 constitutes the data of one
booklrom the information which have been stored in the

data bases 11 to 14. and transfers this data to the sys-
tem controller 2. The system controller 2 transfers the
information of one page which has been edited in the
editing apparatus to the host computer 1.

An operation of the data processing apparatus ac-
cording to a preferred embodiment of the invention will
now be described.

Basically, the editing apparatus employing the con-
structions as illustrated in Fig. 2 can produce, or edit a
new book by way of two editing methods as follows.
(A) When anew book is newly produced at all, all of doc-

uments or sentences, illustrations, and photographs etc.
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to be written on each page of the new book must be
newly input.

This will be referred as 'a first editing method‘.
(B) When a new book is produced by utilizing other
books which have previously been edited or produced
in the editing apparatus, the necessary portions of other
books are utilized for the new book and only the mini-
mum portions required to produce the new book are

newly input. This will be referred to as 'a second editing
method‘.

Referring now to Figs. 3 to 19. a description is made
that a service manual (simply referred to as 'a book‘
hereinafter) for a bike (auto-bicycle) is produced in ac-
cordance with the above-defined first editing method.

Fig. 3 is aflowchartfor indicatinga first editing meth-
od.

In Fig. 3, first as a step $1, a basic layout code is
input into the editing apparatus to which CRT is connect-

ed (for instance. the editing apparatus 3-1) by the key-
board 5-1. The basic layout code is to set a size of a
book to be newly produced, namely, a size, the number

of character. a column number and a column space in
one page of the new book.

Fig. 4 illustrates one example of the format of the
basic layout code.

The basic layout code is constructed of a layout
code having, for example, a 6-byte code length, layout
data. and another data representing the data length of
the layout data.

it should be noted that the data representing a data
length of certain data is simply referred to as a ‘LEN’ in
the following description.

The layout code is constructed of the data for rep-
resenting which product classification a book to be pro-
duced belongs to; the data for indicating which location
(country) the new book is designated; the data repre-
sentative of the sort of the new book. e.g., service man-
ual, or shop manual; and the data representative of the
layout of each page of the new book, e.g., a single frame
or a double frame.

The layout data is constructed of the data repre-
senting a size of each page of the book, i.e., A6 vertical,
A6 horizontal and so on: and the data indicative of a line

number. a line space, the number of character, a point.
style. presence of a ruled line.

The data concerning a concrete layout of a page on
a screen of CRT is set in the layout data, and the layout
code is merely an identification code of the layout data.
The layout code is converted into a document identifi-

cation number and a page number which correspond to
the identification data of the new book. as will be de-

scribed later in connection with the steps S29 and 830.
When entry of the layout data is accomplished, LEN

of the layout data is added in front of the layout data.

As previously described in detail, the basic layout
code is produced from the layout code, LEN of layout
data, and layout data.

Referring back to Fig. 3. when the basic layout code
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is generated, as illustrated in a step 82, the editing ap—
paratus 3-1 transfers the basic layout code to the system
controller 2 which registers the basic layout code in the
layout basic D/B 23.

Upon completion of registering the basic layout
code, in the next steps S3 to 824, entry of such infor-
mation of illustrations, photographs, document and the
like which are to be arranged in each page of the book
is carried out.

It should be noted that both illustrations and photo-
graphs are referred to as an image in the following de-
scription.

In the step 83, a judgement is made whether or not

the infonnation to be input corresponds to the image.
When the image is entered, as indicated in the step 84,
a temporary key having, for instance. a 6-byte length is
entered in the editing apparatus 3-3 by the keyboard
5-3. The temporary key corresponds to an identification
code of image data to be entered which is determined

by an operator himself. “D” indicating that this temporary
key relates to the image data is entered into the head
byte of the temporary key.

In the next step 85, the image is read out by the
scanner 8.

In a step 823, the temporary key, LEN of the readout
image data, and the image data are registered into the
element D/B 22 as one element data.

If a judgement is made in the previous step 83 that
no image is entered, another judgement is made in a
step 86 whether or not document or sentence is en-

tered. When the document (sentence) is entered, as in-
dicated in a step 87, the temporary key is input in the
editing apparatus 3-1 by the keyboard 5-1 or in any of
the personal computer 4-1 to 4-N. As previously ex-
plained in the step 84, the temporary key is constructed
of, for instance, a 6-byte length, and corresponds to an
identificatin code of the document to be input which is
determined by the operator himself. In this case, 'T' in-
dicating that the temporary key relates to the document

key is input into the head byte of the temporary key.
In the subsequent step 88, the document or sen-

tence is entered in the keyboard 5-1 or any one of per-
sonal computers 4-1 to 4-N.

Then, in the step 823, the temporary key entered in
the previous step S7, LEN of the document entered in

the step S8, and this document are registered as one
element data in the element D/B 22.

In Fig. 5, there is shown one element data regis-
tered in the step 823.

In the step S6, if a judgement is made that no doc-
ument is entered, it is decided that said input is related
to the machine sort information.

The machine sort information includes the data on

the repairing data, tools to be used and the like for a

bike. In accordance with the preferred embodiment of
this embodiment, the machine sort information includes

the specification, service data and torque, which will be
described in detail hereinafter.
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(A) Specification is, for instance, the reparing data
on the bike, and the data representative of the
reparing items and details which are entered into a

list indicating the data of the tool to be used, and is
constructed of alphanumerical data and KANJI

characters. In other words, this specification repre-
sents a type of an engine oil, a name of a tool to be
used, and repairing items such as an inner diameter

of a cylinder, and an outer diameter of a piston di-
ameter, and the like.

(B) Service data is numerical data representative
of, for instance, maintenance data which is entered
into a list of the maintenance data, and constructed

of three different data, i.e., a maximum value, a min-
imum value, and a limit value of usage (or a center
value).

That is, as the maintenance data relating to the in-
ner diameter of the cylinder, there are the typical maxi-
mum value and minimum value, and the usable maxi-

mum value. Also, as the maintenance data concerning
the outer diameter of the piston, there are the typical
maximum value and minimum value, and the usable

minimum value. As to the data of a capacity of an engine
oil tank, a capacity of a coolant and the like which has

no discrimination in the maximum and minimum values,
the same values as these maximum and minimum val-

ues are input, by which these data are registered.
(C) Torgue is numerical data indicative of fasten torque
of fastening screws for the bike (maximum value, mini-

mum value, and center value), a diameter of a screw,
the number of the required screws. That is to say, the
torque information is constructed of five pieces of nu-
meral data containing the maximum value, minimum

value, center value (orthe limit value for usage) and oth-
er two informations.

When the judgement is made that the input data
corresponds to the machine sort information, the ma-
chine sort code is entered which represents that the ma-
chine sort information to be input is related to which sort

of the bike, as indicated in the step 89, by utilizing any
one ofthe personal computers 4-1 to 4-N (e.g., personal
computer 4-1) connected to the host computer 1. This
machine sort code is constructed of, for instance, 8
bytes, and "K" for representing that the machine sort

code is related to the machine sort information is input
into the head byte of the machine sort code.

In a step 810, a judgement is made whether or not

the machine sort information to be input is the specifi-
cation. ’

If a judgement is affirmative in the step 810, then,
an information identification code having, for instant, a
4-byte length is input in a step S11. At this time, 'A' for
indicating that the information identification code is re-

lated to the specification is input at the head byte of the
identification code.

In a next step 812, an item having, for example, a
3-byte length is entered.
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In a subsequent step 813, an image classification

or sort having, for instance, a 2-byte length is input. Data
representing a language sort of the specification infor-

mation (for example, the language is Japanese, or Eng-
fish) is entered into this image classification.

In a step S21, specification information is entered

by the personal computer 4-1.
In a subsequent step S22, the machine sort code.

information identification code, item and image classifi-
cation which have been input by the previous steps S9.
S11, S12, and S13, the data status (which is automati-

cally set in the host computer 1) for indicating the history
of the specification information entered in the step S21,
and the specification information are registered as one
element data in the machine sort D/B 14 by means of
the host computer 1.

A data format of the one element data is illustrated

in Fig. 6. As is shown in Fig. 6, the data consisting of
the machine sort code, information identification code,
item, image classification, and data status will be re-

ferred to as an element data key in the following descrip-tion.

If no specification is input in the previous step S10.
another judgement is made whether or not the service

data is entered in a step S14.
If the service data is entered, the information iden-

tification code is input in a step S15, which is similarly
done in the preceding step 811. In this case, 'B' is input
into the head byte of this code.

In the next step S16, the item is input. which is sim-

ilarly executed in the previous step 812.
In the subsequent step S17, the image section is

entered. The function of the image classification infor-
mation entered at entry of the service data will be dis-
cussed later with reference to a step S42.

In the step 21, the service data information is input
by means of the personal computer 4-1.

The service data information is constructed of three
different data, i.e., the maximum value, minimum value

and a limit value of usage (or a central value). When
these three data are input in a specific unit in the editing
apparatus according to the preferred embodiment,
these data are stored and also converted into other units
to be stored thereafter.

Fig. 7 illustrates a format of 1-element data (ele-
ment data key and service data) which is registered in
the machine sort information D/B 14 in the step 322.

As illustrated in Fig. 7, the service data is so con-

structed as to be set in a first data section through a third
data section. In the step S21, when the three data are

input in the preselected specific unit (for example "mm'),
these data are set in the first data section. Although it is
not shown in Figs. 3 and 7, just before entry of the serv-
ice data information, a conversion classification (for ex-
ample, 2-byte length data) for indicating what other unit
three data set in the first data section should be convert-
ed into, with the result that the three data entered in the
millimeter unit into the first data section are converted
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into other units (e_g., an inch unit) than millimeter unit,
which are designated by the conversion classification,
and thereafter stored in the second data section.

Then the three data in millimeter unit stored in the
first data section are converted into still other unit des-

ignated by the conversion classification and the result-
ant convened data are transferred to the third data sec-
tion.

Referring to Fig. 10, the above-mentioned condi-

tions will now be described more in detail. Fig. 10 illus-
trates only the service data (element data) among the
data shown in Fig. 7.

When the information on the inner diameter of the

cylinder of the bike is entered as the service data, the
minimum value of 56.003, the maximum value of

56.018, and the limit value of usage of 56.08 (illustrated
in Fig. 10 as the service limit) are input in the millimeter
unit. These numerical data are set in the first data sec-
tion.

if the conversion classification set before entry of
the service data is designated to convert the millimeter
unit into the inch unit, each of the data set in the first
data section is converted into 2.2048; 2.2054; and 2.207
inches, respectively and the converted data are set in
the second data section.

Also in the third data section, each of the data set
in the first data section is converted into still other unit

in accordance with the designation of the conversion
classification.

In other words, the function of the conversion clas-

sification is to automatically convert the service data into
a certain unit other than the originally input unit when
the service data is entered in the certain specific unit,
and thereafter to set these converted data into the sec-
ond and third data sections.

Next, in the step S22 as shown in Fig. 7, the ma-
chine sort code, information identification code, item
and image classification which have been entered in the
previous steps S9, 815, S16 and 817, the data status

(which is automatically fixed in the host computer 1) for
representing a history of the service data information en-
tered in the step S21, and the service data information

consisting of the first to third data sections are registered
as the 1-element data in the machine sort information

D/B 14 under the control of the host computer 1.
Then, if no service data is entered the judgement of

the step S14 is negative and shows that the torque in-
formation is entered.

When the entry of the torque information is judged,
the information identification code is entered in the step
S18, which is similarly executed in the preceding steps
S11 and S15. At this time, ‘C’ is input in the head byte
of the information identification code.

in the subsequent step 819, the item is input, which
is similarly performed in the steps S12 and 816.

In the step S20, the image classification is entered.
The function of the image classification which is entered
during entry of the torgue information is similar to a func-
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tion of an image classification which will be described
later relating to a step 342.

In the next step S21, the torque information is input
into the personal computer 4-1.

The torque information is constructed of five pieces
of data containing the maximum value, minimum value,

and center value (or a limit value of usage), and also
two pieces of data representative of other information.

in the editing apparatus, when these five pieces of data
are input in the specific unit similar to the above-men-
tioned entry method of the service data, these data are
stored, and at least three pieces of data other than two
pieces of data to represent the other information are

firstly convened into other units and secondly stored.
Fig. 8 illustrates a format of 1-element data (ele-

ment data key and torque) which is registered in the ma-
chine sort information D/B 14 in the step S22.

As illustrated in Fig. 8, the torque data is so ar-
ranged as to be set in the first to third data sections. In

the step S21, when the torque data is entered in some
particular unit (for example, 'kg'), this torque data is set

in the first data section. Although not shown in Figs. 3
and 8, the conversion classification is input, just before
entry of the torque information, so as to instruct that five
pieces of data set in the first data section should be con-

verted into a certain different unit. As a result, at least

three pieces of data input in the 'kg" unit into the first
data section (i.e., three pieces of data other than two
pieces of data representative of the other information

among five pieces of data to indicate the torque infor-

mation) are converted into a different unit (e.g.,'|b' unit)
designated by the conversion classification except the
'kg" unit. Then, the converted data is set in the second
data section.

in addition, at least three pieces of data entered into
the first data section in the 'kg" unit are convened into
still other unit which are designated by the conversion
classification, and thereafter the converted data are set
in the third data section.

In other words, the conversion classification is to

automatically convert thetorque data into the unit other

than the above-described unit when the torque data is
input in the certain specific unit, and also to set these
converted data into the second and third data sections,
in a manner similar to the case of the service data.

Since the data concerning the diameter and the
number are not required to be converted by the unit, no
unit conversion is needed for these two pieces of data.
it may be possible, of course, to perform the similar unit
conversion on these two data as same as in other three

data. In this case, however, it is necessary to prohibit
from using the converted two data.

In the 1-element data as illustrated in Figs. 6 to 8,
a byte length of the respective element data key is iden-
tical to each other.

In the step S22, as shown in Fig. 8, the machine
sort code, information code, item and image classifica-
tion which have been input in the steps S9, S18, S19
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and S20, the data status (which is automatically set in
the host computer 1) representative of the history of the
torque data which has been input in the step S21, and
the torque data information consisting of the first to third
data sections are registered as 1-element data by the
host computer 1 into the machine sort information D/B
14.

In the steps S22 or S23, when entry of one-image,
one-document, or one piece of the machine sort infor-
mation (these are referred to as ‘element data‘ herein-

after) is accomplished, a judgement is made whether or
not the entry of the element data is continued in the next

step S24. If the entry of the element data is continued,

the control process is returned to the previous step 83.
If the entry of the element data is not continued. the ed-

iting work of the book is commenced from a step S25.
The editing work is performed by one page unit.

in the step $25, a new book producing file is read
out from the host computer 1 by any one of the personal
computers 4-1 to 4-N connected tothe host computer 1.

Fig. 11 illustrates an arrangement of the new book

producing file. As shown in Fig. 11, the new book pro-
ducing file is constructed of material supervision or ID
No. infonnation, staff-in-charge information, and start-
ing page information.

The material supervision No. is a title of a book to

be newly produced or the supervising number. The staff-
in-charge information is the data representative of a staff

who is qualified to produce the new book. The starting
page information indicates what page the book to be

produced is commenced from. in other words, the page
information indicates the first page of the new book for

the starting page. For instance, the second page corre-
sponds to the starting page of a book distributed in Ja-
pan, whereas the eleventh page corresponds to the
starting page of a book distributed in U.S.A.

The staff-in-charge information is able to be applied
to the security supervision of a newly edited book, for

example. That is to say, the information relating to a staff
who is permitted to produce a new book is previously
registered in the host computer 1, and the new book is

edited by the staff only when he has been registered in
the new book producing file in the host computer 1. Un-
der this security supervision, it can prevent that the book

which is not allowed to be edited is mistakenly edited or
the previously edited book is unnecessarily and mistak-
enly revised by the editing apparatus.

In this case, the stafl-in-charge information may be
preferably encrypted or stored in a magnetic card.

When the new book producing file is read out, pre-
determined data is input into this file at a step S26. When

the predetermined data is entered, as shown in a step
S27, the new book producing file is transferred from the

host computer 1 to the system controller 2 and then reg-
istered in the book D/B 21.

in the next step $28, the layout code (see Fig. 4) is
entered by the keyboard 5-1, so that the basic layout
code previously registered in the layout basic D/B 23 is
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called up to CRT 6.

When the basic layout code is called up in the edit-
ing apparatus, both the document supervision No. and
the page number to be edited are input. The document
supervision number is a title or the supervision or ID
number of the new book, which is similar to the docu-

ment supervision No. of the new book producing file
shown in Fig. 11.

After the document supervision No. and the page
number to be edited are input in a step S29, the editing
apparatus 3-1 converts the layout code among the basic
layout code read in the step S28 into the document su-
pervision No. and the page number which have been
input in the step S29, as illustrated in a step 530 and
Fig. 12.

Upon completion of the code conversion, the editing
apparatus 3-1 stores the document supervision No., the

number of page, LEN and layout data in the editing ap-
paratus 3-1 in a step S31. These document supervision
No., the number of page, LEN and layout data will be

referred as 'a converted layout code‘ in the following
description.

In a step S32, the basic layout is displayed on CRT
6 by employing the converted layout code. As illustrated
in Fig. 13, the basic layout is basically constructed of a

contour 101 of a page to be edited and a document entry
region 102. The basic layout shown in Fig. 13 is a double
frame.

In a subsequent step S33, a judgement is made
whether or not the image is displayed on CRT 6.

To display the image, the temporary key (see Fig.
5) is entered by the keyboard 5-1 in a step S34 so as to
call up one element data, i.e., temporary key, LEN of the
image data to be called up, and the image data from the
element D/B 22, and display the image data called up
on CRT 6.

In a step 535, by a mouse (not shown) connected
to the keyboard 5-1, the image displayed on CRT 6 is
moved to a desirable position on the basic layout.

Fig. 14 illustrates an image of the screen of CRT 6

at that moment, which is similarto the illustration of Fig.
13. As shown in Fig. 14, when the image is moved to
the region denoted by ‘P’, the upper left coordinates and

lower right coordinates of the image are (X1, Y1) and
(X2, Y2), respectively.

When the image is transferred in this way, the upper
left coordinates (X1, Y1) and lower right coordinates

(X2. Y2) on the basic layout are entered into the editing
apparatus 3-1.

It should be noted that while the image is moved,
the size of the image may be enlarged or reduced in
accordance with the capability of editing apparatus. On-

ly the image can be moved over the document input re-
gion 102.

In a step S36, as illustrated in Fig. 15, the temporary
key among the 1-element data consisting of the tempo-
rary key, LEN of image data to be called up, and image
data is converted into the element data key.
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As illustrated in Fig. 9, the element data key is con-
structed of the machine sort code, infonnation identifi-

cation code, item, image classification. and also data

status (which is automatically input in the host computer
1) representative of a history of image data, which is

similar to the machine sort information including the
specification information, service data information, and
torque information.

The conversion operation of the temporary key into
the element data key in the step S36, is practically per-
lormed when an editor has entered the element data key
excepting for the data status. 'D' is input in the head

byte of the information identification code. A byte length
of the element data key shown in Fig. 9 is identical to
the respective byte lengths shown in Figs. 6 to 8.

In a step S37, both the 1-element data consisting
of the element data key, LEN of the image data corre-
sponding to the element data key and the image data,
and the coordinates (X1, Y1), (X2, Y2) are registered in
the editing apparatus 3-1.

In a step S45, another judgement is made whether

or not the edition of one page is accomplished. If not yet
accomplished, then the control process is returned to
the step S33.

If it is judged in the step S33, that the image is not
displayed on CRT 6, another judgement is made wheth-
er or not the document or sentence is displayed in a step
S38.

When the document or sentence is displayed, in a
step S39, the temporary key (see Fig. 5) is entered by

the keyboard 5-1, and the one element data consisting
of the temporary key, LEN of the document data to be
called up, and the document data themselves is called
up from the element D/B 22, and the document data are
displayed on CRT 6.

By employing the mouse (not shown) connected to
the keyboard 5-1, the document displayed on CRT 6 is
moved to the desired position on the basic layout in a
step S40.

When the document is moved to the position indi-
cated by the symbol ‘Q’ on the basic layout shown in

Fig. 14, the upper left coordinates and the lower right
coordinates of the document are (X3, Y3) and (X4, Y4),
respectively.

After the document has been moved, both the upper
left coordinates (X3, Y3) and the lower right coordinates
(X4, Y4) of the document on the basic layout are input
into the editing apparatus 3-1 (540).

In a step S41 , as illustrated in Fig.16, the temporary
key in the 1-element data consisting of the temporary
key, LEN of the called up document, and document data
is converted into the element key data. Formats of these
element data key, LEN of the called up document data
and document data are illustrated in Fig. 17.

As shown in Fig. 17, the element data key corre-
sponding to the document data is constructed of the

sentence supervision No. having a length of, for in-

stance, 8 bytes; the detailed item code having a length
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of, for example, 6 bytes; the language information hav-
ing a length of, for example. 2 bytes; and the data status

(which is automatically added by the host computer 1)
indicative of a history of the sentence or document data.

The sentence supervision No. is the data to specify
each document, and in the head byte of which ‘B’ is
input. The language information indicates what lan-
guage the document data has been produced in, for ex-
ample, Japanese or English. The detailed item code is
a classification code of the document or sentence.

It should be noted that after the data status of the

1-element data shown in Fig. 17, appropriate number of
blanks are added to make the byte length of the element
data key equal to that of the respective element data
keys as f shown in Figs. 6 to 9. In other words, each byte
length of the element data keys corresponding to the
document data, image data and machine sort informa-
tion data is set to be identical with each other.

With employing the detailed item code, the editing
apparatus can retrieve the document or sentence. This

document retrieval operation will be discussed later in
a step S114.

In a step S37, the element data key, LEN ofthe doc-
ument data corresponding to the element data key. and
document data are registered as the 1-element data to-

gether with the coordinates (X3, Y3), (X4, Y4) into the
editing apparatus 3-1.

In a step 538, if a judgement is made that no docu-
ment is displayed on CRT 6, it can be recognized that
the machine sort information is to be displayed.

In a step 542, the element data key of the machine
sort information to be called up (see Figs. 6 through 8)
is input by the keyboard 5-1, whereby the machine sort
information having 1-element data, i.e., element data
key, specification information, service data information

or torque information is called up from the machine sort
information D/B 14 to the editing apparatus 3-1, and
then the specification information, service data informa-

tion or torque information is displayed on CRT 6.
In an another embodiment, the element data key is

entered by the keyboard 5-1, and the machine sort in-

formation is directly called up via the host computer 1
and system controller 2 from the machine sort informa-

tion D/B 14 to the editing apparatus 3-1 . However, alter-

natively, employing any one of the personal computers
4-1 to 4-N, the machine son information may be called
up from the machine sort information D/B 14 to be tem-

porarily registered into the element DB 22. Thereafter,

the element data key may be input by the keyboard 5-1.
and the machine sort infonnation may be called up via
the system controller 2 from the element D/B 22 to the
editing apparatus 3-1.

It should be noted that display conditions or modes
of the service data information and torque information
among the machine sort information data are deter-

mined in accordance with the image classification infor-
mation in'the element data key and the conversion clas-
sification (not shown) described with reference to the
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10

step 821.

As to the service data, for instance, as illustrated in
Fig. 10. when the data set in the first data section is au-
tomatically converted to be set within the second and
third data sections in accordance with the conversion

classification information previously set, the service da-

ta is displayed on CRT 6 in the illustration format of Fig.
25 in accordance with the conversion classification and
image classification infonnation.

Fig. 25 is a table for representing one example of a
relationship between the conversion classification. im-

age classification and service data, which is displayed
on the CRT.

In Fig. 25, if the conversion classification is '10‘ and

the image classification is '10‘, only the data set in the
first data section (see Fig. 10) is displayed on CRT 6 in
the millimeter unit.

If the conversion classification is '10‘ and image
classification is '20‘, the data set in the first data section

is displayed in the millimeter unit, and subsequently, the
data set in the second data unit is displayed within a
parenthesis in the inch unit.

If the conversion classification is '20‘ and image
classification is '1 0', only the data set in the second data
is displayed in the inch unit.

When the conversion classification is '20‘ and im-
age classification is '20“, the data set in the second data

is displayed in the inch unit. and subsequently. the data
set in the first data unit is displayed within a parenthesis
in the millimeter unit.

When the conversion classification is '40‘, the
same data and unit display as in the conversion classi-

fication being "10' is performed, and its decimal point is
not a period, but a comma. '

As is similar to the steps S35 and 840, the data on

the machine information is positioned on the basic lay-
out and the coordinates thereof is input in a step $43.

In a subsequent step 844, the element data key and
its coordinates information selected from the 1-element

data, as illustrated in Figs. 6 to 8. are registered into the
editing apparatus 3-1.

Not only the element data key, but also the respec-
tive element data together with the coordinates informa-

tion thereof may be of course registered.
When a judgement is made that the editing work for

one page is accomplished in the step 845, the format of
one page data is converted into another format shown
in Fig. 18 in a step $46. This conversion is executed in

the editing apparatus for performing the editing work
(the editing apparatus 3-1 in this case).

Fig. 18 illustrates a format of the data having one
page information converted in the editing apparatus. In
Fig. 18, the one page data converted in the editing ap-
paratus is constructed of the following data:

(A) The converted layout data which has been con-

verted in the step S30 (see Fig. 12)

(B) The coordinates entered in the previous steps
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S35, S40 or S43, and the element data key of the

1-element data arranged in the region designated
by said coordinates. when a plurality of element da-
ta (image data, document data. or machine sort in-
formation data) are arranged within one page, plural
sets of the coordinates and element data key should
be storaged for one page.

The coordinates and element data key are set sub-
sequent to the converted layout data. A set of coordi-
nates and element data key will be referred to as ‘a lay-
out for the editing work‘ in the following description.
(C) The element data key of the element data arranged
within one page, LEN of the element data, and the ele-
ment data. When a plurality of element data are inserted

in one page, plural sets of the element data key, LEN,
and element data should be arranged for one page.

In other words, the number of the .1-element data

constituted of the element data key, LEN and element
data is same as that of a pair of the coordinates and

element data key contained in the layout for the editing
work.

Subsequent to the layout for the editing work, the
element data key, LEN and element data are set.

When the element data is the machine sort informa-

tion, as apparent from Figs. 6 to 8, since no LEN is

present in front of the element data, of course, only the
element data key and element data are set.

These data arranged behind the layout for the edit-
ing work will be referred to an element data group in the
following description (see Fig. 18).

Although not shown in Fig. 18, an and code for in-

dicating that one page data is completed is added at the
end of the final element data.

When one page data is convened as illustrated in

Fig. 18. the resultant converted one page data is regis-
tered via the system controller 2 in the book D/B 21 in
the step 547.

In the next step 848, one page data which has been
converted in the previous step S46 is transferred to the
host computer 1.

In a step 549, the above-described one page data
is duplicated and the format thereof is converted into

that illustrated in Fig. 19 in the host computer 1. Fig. 19
illustrates one page layout information which is convert-

ed in the host computer 1 so as to be registered in the
layout D/B 11.

The one page data transferred to the host computer
1 is distributed and stored in the respective D/B (i.e..
layout D/B 11, document D/B 12, image D/B 13 and ma-
chine sort information D/B 14) connected to the host

computer 1. The data conversion executed in the step
S49 is performed so as to store in the layout D/B 11,
only the information relating to the layout among the one
page data.

As is obvious from the comparison between Figs.
18 and 19, in the step 849, both LEN and the element

data have been removed from the element data group
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20

of the 1-page data which is set subsequent to the layout
for the editing work.

In a next step $50, the data converted in the previ-
ous step S49 is registered in the D/B 11.

In a step 851, the element data group is copied by
employing the 1-page data which has been transferred

to the host computer 1 in the previous step S48.
- In a step 852. the data relating to the document

data among the element data group is registered in the
document D/B 12.

In a step 853, the data relating to the image data
among the element data group is registered in the image
D/B 13.

In a subsequent step 854, a judgement is made
whether or not the edited 1-page data is to be printed
out. If no printing operation is to be carried out, the con-

trol process is advanced to a step S57. If the printing
operation should be performed, the control process is
advanced to a step S55.

In a step 855, both the reference supervision No.
and page are entered by using of the keyboard 5-2. so
that the 1-page data registered in the book D/B 21 is
called up into the editing apparatus 3-2.

In a step 856, the 1-page data is printed out by the
printer 7.

In a step $57, a judgement is made whether or not

the next page is produced. When the next page is pro-
duced, the control process is returned to the step S28.
Conversely if the next page is not produced, the control
process is accomplished.

In accordance with above-mentioned process (first
editing method), a new book is newly produced or edit-
ed.

Referring now to Figs. 20 to 24, as is similar to the

description on the first editing method, a description will
be made of the second editing method applied to pro-
duce a service manual of a bike or the like.

Fig. 20 is a flowchart illustrating the second editingmethod

In the respective steps shown in Fig. 20. the same
reference numerals as those in Fig. 3 indicate the same
or similar processing operations.

According to the second editing method, in a step
S25, a new book producing file is first called up which
has been registered in the host computer 1, by employ-
ing any one of the personal computers 4-1 to 4-N (for
instance. the personal computer 4-1) connected to the
host computer 1. Since the arrangement of this new

book producing file is identical to that shown in Fig. 11,
the description thereof is omitted.

After the new book producing file is called up, pre-
determined data, ie., the material supervision No. infor-

mation, staff-in-charge information and starting page in-
formation are entered into the new book producing file
in a step 826.

Next, as illustrated in a step 827, the new book pro-
ducing file is transferred by the host computer 1 to the
system controller 2 and registered in the book D/B 21.
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in a step S101, referring to a book which has been
produced in the editing apparatus (referred to as ‘an
original book‘), a selection is made that the pages of this
original book are utilized to produce a new book. That
is to say, the following page selection is carried out, as

one example. The 21st to 30th pages of the first original
book are available to producethe 1st to 10th pages of
the new book, the 46th to 50th pages of the second orig-
inal book are utilized to produce the subsequent 11th to
15th pages of the new book, and furthermore, the 31st

to 40th pages of the first original book are usable to pro-
duce the succeeding 16th to 25th pages thereof.

Such a process is performed while an operator ac-
tually observes the original books

in a next step S102, the material supervision No.
and the page number of the original book are input by
way of the personal computer 4-1 , and 1-page data (see
Fig. 19) is copied in the host computer 1 from the layout
D/B 11.

In a step S103, a new material supervision No. and
a new page number of a book to be newly edited are
input into the personal computer 4-1.

In a step S104, both the document supervision No.
and the page number in the 1-page data copied in the
previous step 8102 are rewritten by the new material
supervision No. and page number of the new book input
in the previous step S103.

Fig. 21 illustrates the data rewriting operation exe-
cuted in the step 8104.

The 1-page data of the original book which has
been called up and copied in the step S102 is as shown
in the upper portion of Fig. 21. In the step S104. as il-
lustrated in the lower portion of Fig. 21, only the material
supervision No. and page number among the above-de-
scribed data are rewritten by those of the new book.

In the step $105, the 1 -page data produced in such
a way is stored in the host computer 1.

In a step S106, a judgement is made whether or not
the rewriting operation of the material supervision No.
and the page number is accomplished for the new book.
In accordance with the previous example, a judgement
is made whether or not all of the 21st to 30th pages of
the first original book, the 46th to 50th pages of the sec-
ond original book, and the 31 st to 40th pages of the first
original book have been converted into the 1st to 25th
pages of the new book.

if one book is not yet rewritten, the control process

is returned toa step S1 02. To the contrary. if the rewriting
operation is accomplished, the control process is ad-
vanced to a step 8107.

In the step S107. the element data or both LEN of

the element data and element data corresponding to the
element data key, among the 1-page data convened in
the step S104 are called up from the respective D/B 12
to 14. These data are added after the respective ele-

ment data keys of the 1-page data which are arranged
in the rear of the layout for the editing work. That is to
say, the 1-page data convened in the stepS104 is rear-
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ranged in a complete form as shown in Fig. 18.
in a step S108, a judgement is made whether or not

all pages of the new book have been rearranged in a
complete form. if all pages of the new complete book
are not yet rearranged, the control process is returned
to step S107. lfall pages are convened. the control proc-
ess is advanced to a step S109.

In the step S109, the data of the new complete book
is transferred from the host computer 1 to the system
controller 2.

in a step S110, all pages of one complete book are
registered in the book D/B 21 by the system controller 2.

in a subsequent step S111, the new material super-
vision No. and page number of the new book are entered
by the keyboard 5-1 into the editing machine 3-1.

In a step S112, the input page data of the new book
is read out from the book D/B 21 to be registered in the
editing apparatus 3-1.

Then, in a next step S113. the page called up from
the book D/B 21 is displayed on CRT 6.

In a step S130, a judgement is carried out whether

or not the editing operation of the 1-page data displayed
on CRT 6 is executed. That is to say, a judgement is
made whether or not the pages which have been copied
from the original books for the new book in the steps
S102 to S104 can be merely utilized without any further
edition. If no editing work is required, the control process
is advanced to a step 546. If the editing work is required,
the control process is advanced to a step $114.

In the step S114, a retrieval operation by any one
of the personal computers 4-1 to 4-N is pertormed
whether or not the elements of the original book (includ-
ing the original book selected in the previous step 8101)
can be utilized for editing the page of the new book dis-
played on CRT 6. The retrieval method will be discussed

later with reference to Figs. 22 to 24.
in a step S115, a judgement is made whetheror not

the element usable in the new book editing operation is
found in the above-described retrieval operation.

if some relevant elements are found, the element

data key of the retrieved relevant elements are input in
the personalcomputer (for example, 4-1) in a step S116.

In a step 8117, the 1-element data called up by the
above retrieval operation is transferred to the system
controller 2, and is registered in the element D/B 22 un-
der the control of the system controller.

In a step S118, a judgement is made whether or not

the retrieval operation is continued. if yes, then the con-
trol step is returned to the step 8114.

if the element usable for editing the new book is not
' found in the step S115, the 1-element data retrieved in

the step S144 is cleared in a step 8132. It is, of course,
not to clear the data stored in the D/B 12 to 14 at this
stage.

in the step S119. a judgement is made whether or
not the image data, document data or machine informa-

tion data, namely element is newly input. If the element

is not newly input, the control step is returned to the step
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S118.

When the element is newly input, the control proc-
ess is advanced to the step S3. Since the processes
effected in the steps 83 to 523 are same as those de-

noted by the same reference numerals in Fig. 3, the de-
scriptions thereof are omitted.

If the control process defined by the step 522 or 823
is completed. the control step is returned to the step
S119.

In the step S118, if the retrieval operation is not con-
tinued, another judgement is made whether or not the

image is displayed on CRT 6 in the step S33. if the im-

age is displayed, the temporary key or element data key
of the image to be displayed is input by the keyboard
5-1 in the step S120, and the predetermined image is
read out from the element D/B 22 and then displayed
on CRT 6.

in the next step 835, the image is moved to the de-
sired position and the coordinates thereof are input.

in the step S121, ajudgement is judged whether or
not the temporary key is input in the previous step S120.

When the temporary key is input, it is converted into
the element data key in the step 536. The data conver-
sion has been described with reference to Fig. 3, so that
no further description is made here.

If a judgement is done that no temporary key was
entered in the step S121 , or after the process of the step
S36 is accomplished, the element data key, LEN of the
image data corresponding to the element data key and
the image data itself are registered as one element data

into the editing apparatus 3-1 together with the coordi-
nates input in the previous step S35.

in the step 833, if a judgement is made that the im-
age is not displayed, another judgement is done wheth-
er or not the document or sentence is displayed in the
step S38.

when the document is displayed on CRT 6, the tem-
porary key or element data key to be displayed is en-
tered by the keyboard 5-1 in a step S122. and the pre-
determined document is called up from the element D/
B 22 to be displayed on CRT 6.

In a subsequent step S40, the above document is
moved to the desired position and the coordinates there-
of are entered.

In a step 8123, a judgement is made whether or not

the temporary key was input in the previous step 8122.
When the temporary key is input. it is converted into the

element data key in the step $41. This key conversion
is carried out as same as in the conversion effected in

the preceding step S36.

If a judgement is done-that no temporary key was
input in the step S123, or after the process effected in

the step S41 is accomplished, the element data key, and
both LEN and the sentence data of the document data

corresponding to the element data key, are registered
as one element data into the editing apparatus 3-1 to-
gether with the coordinates input in the preceding stepS35.
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If a judgement is made that no sentence was dis-

played in the preceding step S38, it is judged that the
machine sort information is displayed, and the control
process is advanced to a step $131.

In the step S131, the element data key of the ma-
chine sort information to be displayed is entered by the
keyboard 5-1 and the predetermined machine sort in-
formation is called up from the element D/B 22 to be
displayed on CRT 6.

in the next step S43, the above machine sort infor-
mation is moved to the desired position and the coordi-
nates thereof are input.

In a step S44. the element data key is registered
together with the coordinates entered in the step S43 in
the editing apparatus 3-1.

When the process in the step 837 or 844 is com-

pleted, a judgement is made whether or not the 1-page
data displayed on CRT 6 has been edited. it not yet. the
process is returned to the step S33. If completed, then
the process is advanced to a step 846.

In a step S46, the edited one page data is convened

in the form as illustrated in Fig. 18 in the editing appa-
ratus 3-1.

In the next step S124, the converted one page data
is updated in the book D/B 21.

Since the processes defined in the steps S48
through S57 are the same as those denoted by the same
reference numerals of Fig. 3, the explanations thereof

will be omitted. if in the step S57, the judgement is per-
formed to edit the next page, the control process is re-
turned to the step S111.

it is obvious that although in the explanations with

reference to Fig. 20, the retrieval operation was previ-
ously executed before the 1-page data was edited in the
steps S33 and thereafter, the necessary data were read
out of the D/B 12 through 14 to be registered in D/B 22,

these processes may be performed during the editingwork. -

A detailed description will now be made in that the

process of the above-described step S114 is carried out
for the document data retrieval operation. The retrieval

operation of the step S114 is performed by employing
any one of the personal computers 4-1 to 4-N.

Fig. 22 is a schematic diagram showing a portion of
a table for the document data retrieval which has been

previously set in the document D/B 12. A symbol '0" in-
dicated in the respective tables of Fig. 22 represents
‘null’, or that no data is entered.

in the document D/B 12. as illustrated in Fig. 22, a
plurality of document data retrieval tables each consist-

ing of an index (referred to as an 'ID' simply) and a title
have been input and set. A byte length of the ID is set
to be equal to that of the detailed item code (6 bytes in
the preferred embodiment) in order to correspond to the
detailed item code of the element data key which in turn
corresponds to the document or sentence data shown
in Fig. 17

in an a-table of Fig. 22, the different data such as
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A, B, C, and so on, are respectively input only in the
head byte (first byte) of ID each having a 6-byte length.

In a b-table of Fig. 22, the common data of 'A‘ is
input in the first byte of each ID, and the diflerent data

of ‘A. B, C‘ are respectively input in the second byte
thereof.

In a c-table of Fig. 22, the common data of 'B‘ is
entered in the first byte of each ID and the diflerent data

of ‘A, B. C‘ are entered, respectively, in the second byte
thereof.

In a d-table of Fig. 22, the common data of ‘AA‘ is
input in the first and second bytes of each ID, and also

the different data of ‘A, B, C‘ are entered. respectively
in the third byte.

_ In an e-table of Fig. 22, the common data of ‘AB’ is
input in the first and second bytes of each ID, and the
different data of ‘A, B, C‘ are entered. respectively, in
the third byte thereof.

Similarly, in an f-table of Fig. 22. the common data
of ‘AAA‘ is input in the first to third bytes of each ID. and

the different data of ‘A, B. C‘ are entered, respectively,
in the fourth byte thereof.

In a g-table of Fig. 22, the common data of ‘AAB‘
is input in the first to third bytes of each ID. and the dif-

ferent data of ‘A, B, C‘ are entered, respectively, in the
fourth byte.

Thus, the respective tables for the document data
retrieval operation set in the document DB 12 are

formed in a hierarchical structure as illustrated in Fig. 23.
In practice, each of the tables for the document data

retrieval operation are formed in the following method.
That is to say, in correspondence to the respective lD's
in the table (a-table) of the first hierarchy or rank where
the data has been input in only the first byte of each ID,
each title (auto-bike, automobile. or special-purpose car
etc.) representative of the first highest concept of the
document data is input. Also, in correspondenceto each
of lD's in the tables (b and c-tables) of the second hier-
archy or order where the data has been input in only the
first and second bytes of each ID, another title (expla-
nation, or notice etc.) representative of the second high-
est concept is input. Similarly, still other title (structure
explanation, operating or handling manual etc.) repre-
sentative of the third rank concept is input in the tables
(d and e-tables) of the third hierarchy, and further title
(twelfth month maintenance. or sixth month mainte-

nance, etc.) indicative of the fourth rank concept is input
in the tables (I and g-tables) of the fourth hierarchy. Also
the data same as the ID representative of the lowest
concept is previously input in the detailed item code of
the element data key shown in Fig. 17. And then the
retrieval operation of the document data is performed
as illustrated in Fig. 24.

It should be noted that the lowest hierarchy data
need not be set in the table of the sixth hierarchy. but
may be set in the table higher than the sixth hierarchy.

Fig. 24 is a flowchart for illustrating the retrieval
method indicated in the step 8114. As previously de-
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scribed. the retrieval operation is carried out by any one
of the personal computers 4-1 to 4-N.

In a step $150 of Fig. 24, first 'n' is set to be 1.
In a step 8151, ID of the n-th hierarchy or rank is

input by. for instance, the personal computer 4-1.
In a step 8152, the (n+1)th hierarchy data contain-

ing the n-th hierarchy ID in ID thereof is selected from
the table for the document data retrieval operation.

In a step S1 53. a judgement is made whether or not

the (n+1)th hierarchy data is present, namely, the (n+1)
th hierarchy data is selected in the step $152.

If yes, then all titles of the (n+1)th hierarchy are dis-
played in the step 8154. Then, after 1 is added to 'n' in

a step $155, the control process is returned to the step
$151.

When a judgement is made that the (n+1)th hierar-
chy data is not present in the step S153. the control proc-
ess is transferred to the step 8155.

In a step 8156, the 1-element data containing the
n-th hierarchy ID in the datailed item code thereof (i.e.,
1-document or 1-sentence data shown in Fig. 17) is
called up via the host computer 1 from the document or

sentence DB 12 and displayed in the personal compu-
ter 4-1.

Consequently, when the table for the document da-

ta retrieval operation is constructed as in Fig. 22, and
'A‘ is input as ID only to the first byte, the b-table of the

second hierarchy or rank where 'A‘ is set in the first byte
is selected and displayed, as indicated by an arrow ‘P‘.

Then, when ‘AA‘ is input in the first and second

bytes as ID. the d-table of the third hierarchy where ‘AA‘
is set in the first and second bytes is displayed, as de-
noted by an arrow 0.

Similarly, when ‘AAA‘ is entered as ID in the first to

third bytes, the I-table of the fourth hierarchy where
‘AAA‘ is set in the first to third bytes is displayed, as
shown by an arrow Fl.

According to the above-mentioned method, such a
retrieval operation can be done to show that such doc-
uments or sentences as a twelfth month maintenance

manual are registered with respect to the document of

the structure explanation on, for example. the auto-bike.
Furthermore, when 'AAAA' is input as ID into the

first to fourth bytes for the retrieval operation, the list of
the fifth hierarchy (not shown) where 'AAAA' is set in

the first to fourth bytes is displayed as denoted by an
arrow 8.

When such a retrieval process is performed for the
list of the lowest hierarchy, a judgement can be made
whether or not therequired document data is registered
in the document D/B 12.

When the necessary data is retrieved, the retrieved
data can be utilized to edit a new book if the retrieved

data is registered in the element D/B 22 as previously
described with regards to the step 8117.

Although the above explanation was made on the

retrieval operation of the document data, the image data
or machine sort information may be similarly retrieved.
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That is to say, if a plurality of retrieval tables as illustrated

in Fig. 22, are set in the image D/B 13 and machine sort
information D/B 14, and if ID's of the retrieval tables are

input into the items (3-byte length; see Figs. 6 to 9) in
the element data key of the image data and machine
sort information, the above-described retrieval opera-
tion may be performed.

Although in the preceding description, the machine
sort information and image were registered into the re-
spective different D/B (i.e., the machine sort information

D/B 14 and image D/B 13). they may be registered in a
common D/B since the data of the machine sort infor-

mation shown in Figs. 6 to 8 has the same format as
that of the image data shown in Fig. 9.

Also when the image and document data were input
in the previous embodiment, the temporary key was in-
put first and converted into the element data key in the
actual editing operation. However, the temporary key
may not be input in advance but the element data key
may be input at the beginning, which is similar to the
entry of the machine sort information data.

According to the embodiment described above,

since a new book can be formed by making use of an
original book formed by the editing apparatus, the new
book is produced efficiently. ~

Where a service manual or a shop manual covering
a machine similar to what is covered in an already edited
manual is to be newly produced, since the greater pan
of the former manual is available for the new production,
the new manual can be produced very quickly and in-
expensively.

Of course, the editing apparatus of the embodiment

can be used for editing books in general, magazines,
and newspapers as well as for producing service man-
uals and shopmanuals.

Incidentally, the second procedure of editing illus-
trated in Fig. 20 has been depicted as what requires per-
tinent data to be introduced and registered in the file for
the production of a new book at the step 825 to 827.

Said procedure, however, does not always require in-
troduction of the material ID No. or the starting page of
the file for the production of the new book, because the
editing apparatus is so constructed that the data of such

particulars are to be introduced at the step 8103.

The processing at the step S150 illustrated in fig.
24 may be omitted. The retrieval of data can be started
by the introduction of ID of a lower rank than the first
rank.

Now, the construction of the first embodiment of this

invention will be described. Fig. 32 is a functional block
diagram illustrating the construction of this invention. In

Fig. 32, the reference numerals which have equals in
Fig. 2 denote identical or similar parts.

In Fig. 32, a keyboard 106 and 106A are similar in

function to the keyboards 5-1 to 5-N and the keyboards
of the personal computers 4-1 to 4-N illustrated in Fig.
2 and a scanner 107 to the scanner 8 illustrated in the
dame drawing.
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Similarly, second element memory means 110 is
similar in function to the element D/B 22 of Fig. 2, second
layout memory means 111 to the basic layout D/B 23.
and page memory means 112 to the book D/B 21 of the
same drawing.

in Fig. 32, the keyboard 106 is connected to basic
layout code setting means 101, element input means

102, element data key setting means 103, and layout
code conversion means 114.

The basic layout code setting means 101 sets the

basic layout code (referto Fig. 4) to be fed in at the step
S1 of Fig. 3.

The element data key setting means 103 sets the

element data key illustrated in Figs. 6 to 9 and Fig. 17.
The element input means 102 receives conven the

document data fed in through the keyboard 106 and the
image data fed in through the scanner 107.

The layout code conversion means 114 convens

the ‘layout code‘ pan of the basic layout code intro-
duced through the basic layout code setting means 101
into the material ID No. and page.

The basic layout code setting means 101 is con-
nected to the second layout memory means 111 in the
memory means 111. The second layout memory means
111 is connected to the layout code conversion means
114. The element input means 102 and the element data
key setting means 103 are connected to the second el-

ement memory means 110 in the memory means 113.
The second element memory means 110 is con-

nected to coordinates setting means 104, first page data

setting means 105, and second page data setting
means 133. The coordinates setting means 104 fulfills
the role of feeding the element data key supplies from
the second element memory means 110 and the ele-
ment data corresponding to the element data key to dis-
play means 109 and, at the same time, setting the co-
ordinates of the element data to be moved by the of ma-
nipulation of a mouse 108, and feeding the information
of the coordinates to the display means 109, the first

page data setting means 105, and the second page data
setting means 133.

The layout code conversion means 114 calls out a

desired one of the basic layout codes stores in the sec-

ond layout memory means 111, convens the basic lay-
out code intosuch a convened layout code as illustrated
in the lower part of Fig. 12, and supplies the convened
layout code to the first page data setting means 105 and
the display means 109.

The first page data setting means 105 which is ac-

tuated when a new book is to be produced wholely new-
ly, serves to prepare such data for one page as illustrat-
ed in Fig. 18 by using the element data key and the el-
ement data supplied from the second element memory
means 110, the convened layout code supplied from the
layout code conversion means 114, and the information

on the coordinates supplied from the coordinates setting
means 104. and supply the produced data for one page
to the page memory means 112 in the memory means
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The element input means 102 is connected with a

broken line to the display means 109, indicating that the
data concerning documents, for example, are exhibited
on the display means 109 when such documents as let-

ters and sentences are to be introduced through the key-
board 106.

The page memory means 112 is connected to lay-
out conversion means 121 and element conversion
means 122.

The layout conversion means 121 prepares such
information on layout as illustrated in Fig. 19 by remov-
ing the LEN and element data from the group of element
data in the one page data (Fig. 18) memorized in the
page memory means 112. The layout conversion means
121 is connected to first layout memory means 125

which is in turn connected to information processing
means 124. The first layout memory means 125 is a de-
vice for memory which corresponds to the layout D/B 11
illustrated in Fig. 2.

The element conversion means 122 copies a group
of element data from the data for one page memorized
in the page memory means 112 to decompose into units
of element. The element conversion means 122 is con-

nected to the first element memory means 123 which is

connected to the information processing means 124.
The first element memory means 123 is provided with a
document D/B 12, an image D/B 13, and a machine sort
D/B 14.

The first layout memory means 125 is further con-
nected to page discrimination data alteration means
131. The_ page discrimination data alteration means

131, when a book is to be produced by utilizing the in-
formation on another book already edited by the present
editing apparatus and memorized in the first layout
memory means 125 and the first element memory
means 123, reads necessary part of the layout informa-
tion memorized in the first layout memory means 125
and converts the material ID No. and page number in
the layout information (namely, the page discrimination
data for identifying the page of the layout information)
into the material ID No. and page number of the new
book to be produced. The data necessary for said con-
version are introduced through the keyboard 106A.

The page discrimination data alteration means 131
and the first element memory means 123 are connected
to element data addition means 132. The element data

addition means 132 reads out of thelfirst element mem-
ory means 123 the element data corresponding to the
element data key being set after the layout on editing in
the layout information (Fig. 19) which is supplied from
the page discrimination data alteration means 131 and

adds the element data to the element data key.
The element data addition means 132 is connected

to the page memory means 112 which is further con-

nected to the second page data setting means 133 and
the display means 109.

The second page data setting means 133 which is
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actuated when a new book similar to an already edited
book is to be produced based on the edited book, effects

modification of a part of the information for one page
supplied from the second element memory means 112,
based on the data in the element unit supplied from the
second element memory means 110 and the positional
coordinates of the element data supplied from the coor-
dinates setting means 104. Thereafter, it feeds back the

modified information for one page to the page memory
means 112. The second page data setting means 133,
when the data in element units are not supplied from the
second element memory means 110, causes the infor-

mation for one page conveyed from the page memory
means 112 to be returned in their unmodified form to the
page memory means 112.

The first element memory means 1 23 is further con-
nected to the second element memory means 110.

The basic layout code setting means 101. the ele-

ment input means 102, the element data key setting
means 103, the coordinates setting means 104, the first
page data setting means 105, the second page data set-
ting means 133, and the layout code conversion means
114 are severally provided for the editing devices 3-1 to

3-N or the system controller 2 illustrated in Fig. 2. The
layout conversion means 121, the element conversion

means 122, the page discrimination data alteration
means 131, and the element data addition means 132

are provided severally for the host computer 1, the sys-
tem controller 2, or the personal computers 4-1 to 4-N
illustrated in the same drawing.

The embodiment of Fig. 32 has a function to be ful-
filled in wholely new production of a new book and a
function to be fulfilled in the production of a book similar
to an already edited book, based on that edited book.

First, the operation of the editing apparatus for the
wholely new production of a book will be described in
detail below.

In the first place, information for designating a basic
layout for one page is introduced through the keyboard
106. In the basic layout code setting means 101, the in-
formation is recomposed in such a basic layout code as
illustrated in Fig. 4. The basic layout code is memorized
in the second layout memory means 111.

The introduction and memorization of the basic lay-
out may be carried out a plurality of times when neces-
sary.

Then, the element data key corresponding to the
element data to be introduced is fed in through the key-
board 106. In the element data key setting means 103,
the element data key is set in such a form as illustrated
in Figs. 6 to 9 and Fig. 17.

After the introduction of the element data key, infor-

mation on documents or machine sort is fed in through
the keyboard 106 or images are taken in through the
scanner 107. The data thus introduced are fed out to the

element input means 102. In the element input means
102, an LEN for the element data is attached when nec-
essary to the element data. The LEN-attached element
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data are led out to and memorized in the second ele-
ment memory means 110 in combination with the ele-
ment data key. The introduction and memorization of the

element data key and element data may be carried out
a plurality of times as occasion demands.

Then, the necessary pan of the basic layout code

memorized within the second layout memory means
111, namely the basic layout code in which the layout
data for a page to be edited are set, is read out of the

second layout memory means 111 by the introduction of
the layout code through the keyboard 106 and then led
out to the layout code conversion means 114.

In the layout code conversion means 114, the ‘lay-
out code' part of the basic layout code is converted into

the material ID No. and page introduced through the
keyboard 106. As the result, a converted layout code
(as illustrated in the lower part of Fig. 12) is produced.
The converted layout code is fed out to the first page
data setting means 105 and the display means 109.

From the second element memory means 110, ei-
ther the element data to be used for editing a page or
the LEN and the element data are led out in conjunction
with the element data key corresponding to the element
data, to the first page data setting means 105 and the
coordinates setting means 104. The coordinates setting
means 104 supplies the element data to the display
means 109.

When the element data exhibited on the display
means 109 are moved by the mouse 108. the coordi-

nates corresponding to the position assumed by the

movement are set by the coordinates setting means
104. The coordinates are transferred to the first page
data setting means 105.

Optionally, a plurality of sets of such element data

are displayed at pertinent positions on the basic layout,
to effect the editing of a page.

When the work of editing one page is completed,
such data for one page as illustrated in Fig. 18 are pro-
duced in the first page data setting means 105, based
on the output signals of the layout code conversion
means 114, the second element memory means 110,

and the coordinates setting means 104. To be more spe-
cific, the data for one page are composed of the con-
vened layout code led out of the layout code conversion
means 114, the layout on editing consisting of the posi-
tional coordinates led out of the coordinates setting
means 104 and the element data key of the element da-
ta corresponding to the positional coordinates, and the

group of element data consisting of the element data
key forming the layout on editing and the element data
corresponding the element data key.

The one page data produced in the first page data
setting means 105 are memorized in the page memory
means 112. in the page memory means 112, as many
pages of edited data as are required for completing the
book are memorized. The data are led out to hard copy
forming means (not shown).

The data for one page memorized in the page mem-
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ory means 112 are transmitted to the layout conversion
means 121. In the layout conversion means 121, such

layout information as illustrated in Fig. 19 is produced
from the data for one page. The layout information is
transmitted to and memorized in the first layout memory
means 125.

The data for one page memorized in the page mem-
ory means 112 are transmitted to the element conver-

sion means 122. In the element conversion means 122,
the group of element data is copied from the data for
one page, decomposed into units of element, and trans-

mitted to the first element memory means 123. Of the

decomposed group of element data, those concerning
the element of document are memorized in the docu-

ment D/B 12 in the first element memory means 123,
those concerning the image element in the image D/B
13, and those concerning the element of machine sort
information in the machine sort information D/B 14, re-
spectively.

The element information memorized in the first el-

ement memory means 123 and the layout information
memorized in the first layout memory means 125 are
called out, when necessary, by the information process-
ing means 124 to be utilized for the various information

processing and retrieval to be executed by the informa-
tion processing means 124.

As the result, a new book is completed. The data

on the new book are decomposed into those concerning
layout and those concerning element and memorized.

Now, the operation of the editing apparatus in the
production ol a book similar to the book edited as de-
scribed above, based on the edited book, will be de-
scribed below.

The operator personally examines the already ed-
ited books to find which books and which pages of the
books are available for a new book, feeds the material

ID Nos. and pages (page identification data) of the
books to be utilized, and reads out the data of the se-

lected pages from the first layout memory means 125.
The data thus read out are transmitted to the page dis-
crimination data alteration means 131.

When the material ID No. and pages of the book to
be produced are fed in through the keyboard 106, the
material ID No. and pages of the data so read out are
converted in the page discrimination data alteration

means 13 into the material ID No. and pages so intro-
duced.

The element data addition means 132 reads out of

the first element memory means 123 the ‘element data“

corresponding to the element data key set after the lay-
out of editing in the converted data for one page and
suffixes them to the element data key. This step com-

. plete the data for one page.

The data for one page are memorized in the page
memory means 112, then transmitted to the display
means 109 for display thereon, and also transmitted to
the page data setting means 133

The operator examines the data for one page ex-
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hibited on the display means 109 to find whether the da-
ta are in need of anyalteration or not. When the absence
of necessity for data alteration is confirmed, the infor-
mation announcing this fact is led out from suitable
means (not shown) and the data are transmitted to the

page memory means 112. tn the layout conversion
_ means 121 and the element conversion means 122, the

data are decomposed into those concerning the ele-
ments and those conceming the layout. In this case.
since the data concerning'the elements have been al-
ready memorized in the first element memory means
123, only the data concerning the layout are led out to
and memorized in the first layout memory means 125.

When the desired ‘element data‘ pan of the data
for one page exhibited on the display means 109 is to
be altered, namely when the data for one page exhibited
on the display means 109 are to be revised, the element

information comprisingthe element data key and the el-
ement data is read out of the first element memory
means 123 and registered in the second element mem-

ory means 110 by introducing the element data key cor-
responding to the required element data.

When the element data required for a new book to
be edited are not found in the first element memory
means 123, the element data key and the element data
are newly introduced and registered in the second mem-
ory means 110.

The second element memory means 110 is urged
by means (not shown) to supply necessary element data
and element data key to the coordinates setting means
104 and the second page data setting means 133. The
coordinates setting means 104 supplies the element da-
ta to the display means 109, sets the coordinates of the

element data fixed by the manipulation of the mouse

108, and supplies the coordinates to the second page
data setting means 133.

The operations described above are repeated when
necessary. When the one page data exhibited on the
display means 109 have been altered (edited). the sec-
ond page data setting means 133 causes the data for

one page transmitted from the page memory means 112
to be reset into edited data for one page. To be more
specific, the second page data setting means 133 eras-

es from the data for one page transmitted from the page
memory means 112, the element data superposed with
the element data set newly on the layout by editing, the
element data key corresponding to the element data,
and the positional coordinates thereof and, at the same

time, supplements the data for one page with the ele-
ment data set newly onthe layout by editing, the element
data key corresponding to the element data, and the po-
sitional coordinates of the element data.

The data for one page altered as described above

are supplied from the second page data setting means
133 to the page memory means 112 and memorized

therein. The data for one page are supplied in unit of
page or book to the layout conversion means 121 and

the element conversion means 122. The layout conver-
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sion means 121 and the element conversion means 122

decompose the supplied data into those conceming the

3 elements and those conceming the layout to memory.
respectively, in the first layout memory means 125 and
the first element memory means 123. In this case, those
of the data concerning the elements which have been
already memorized in the first element memory means
123 are not doubly memorized.

When the operation described above is perlormed
in the production of a book similar to an already edited
book, since common element data can be utilized in

their unmodified form in the production of the new book,
there is obtained a generous saving in the time required
for the production of the book.

The embodiment of Fig. 32 has been depicted as
so constructed thatthe basic layout code is preparatorily
set in the basic layout code setting means 101, the basic
layout code in which the page layout for the page to be

edited is set is called out by the use of the layout code,
before the editing work is started. and the ‘layout code‘
part of the basic layout code is converted into the ma-
terial ID No. and page in the layout code conversion
means 114. This construction is convenient because the

layout of a page to be edited (namely the layout data
illustrated in Fig. 4) is not required to be set each time
a new page is edited.

The embodiment described above is not specifically
restricted to those construction. Optionally, the con-
struction may be moditied so that the converted layout
code illustrated in the lower part of Fig. 12 may be di-

rectly set by introducing the material ID No. and page
during the introduction of the layout data. In this case,

since the converted layout code fixes the layout of only
the page to be edited, the converted layout code is not
required to be memorized in the second layout memory
means 111. The modified construction is not very suita-
ble for the work of editing a book of a large number of
pages because the layout code must be set each time

a new page is to be edited. It is nevertheless simple as
compared with the construction of the embodiment illus-
trated in Fig. 32.

The embodiment illustrated in Fig. 32 has been de-
picted as so constructed that, of the data on the ele-
ments decomposed by the element conversion means

122, those concerning the image are memorized in the
image D/B 13 and those concerning the information on
the machine sort in the machine sort information D/B 14.

The present embodiment is not required to be specifi-
cally restricted to those construction. The construction

may be modified so that either of the image D/B 13 and
the machine sort information D/B 14 is installed and the

data concerning the image and the data concerning the
machine sort are both memorized therein. Since the da-

ta concerning the image and the data concerning the
machine son are each furnished with element data keys
of one and the same format as illustrated in Fig. 9 and
Figs. 6 to 8, these data can be handled in the common
identical form.
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Further, when the element data key of the data con-
cerningthe documents illustrated in Fig. 17 is written in
the same format as that of the data concerning the im-
age and the machine sort inlorrnation, the data concern-
ing the documents can be memorized in the D/B intend-

ed for the memorization of the data concerning the im-
age and the machine sort information.

Further the embodiment mentioned above has
been depicted as so constructed that the data for one

page produced by the first page data setting means 105,
the second page data setting means 133, and the ele-
ment data addition means 132 are memorized in the

page memory means 112. When the page memory
means 112 is so adapted as to permit memorization of

the data for a plurality of pages and the host computer
1 in Fig. 2 is endowed with the functions of the layout
conversion means 121 , the element conversion means

122, the page discrimination data alteration means 131,
and the elementdata addition means 132, theiotherwise

inevitable temporary concentration of load upon the host
computer 1 is precluded as mentioned below.

When the editing apparatus is not provided with the
page memory means 112, since the host computer 1 is
required to call out and preserve data each time the data

for one page are led out for the purpose of editing and
printing, for example, or after the editing of one page is
completed, it must supply data rather frequently to the
first element memory means 123 and the first layout
memory means 125. As the result, there are times when

the host computer 1 is exposed to temporary concen-
tration of load.

in contrast, when the editing apparatus is provided
with the page memory means 112, since the data for all

the pages of one book can be memorized wholely in the
page memory means 112 preparatorily to the editing of
the book by virtue of the page discrimination data alter-
ation means 131 and the element data addition means

132, the host computer 1 can be used for processing all
the data introduced from the various devices (such as
the personal computers 31-1 to 31 -N of Fig. 2) connect-
ed to the host computer 1 and installed for the purpose
other than the editing by the editing apparatus until the

processing of the data for the whole book such as editing
and printing is completed. As the result, the operation

of the host computer 1 with respect to the processing
for the editing apparatus is appreciably decreased and.
consequently, the load on the host computer 1 is dis-
persed and alleviated.

When the page memory means 112 has the data of
pages of the book to be edited memorized therein, the
work of editing the book can be performed even when

the office is closed as on a holiday and the operation of
the host computer 1 is stopped.

On the condition that inconveniences of the nature

suggested above are tolerated, it may be naturally per-
missible to so modify the present embodiment that the

data for one page output from the first and second page
data setting means 105 and 133 are directly supplied to
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the layout conversion means 121 and the element con-

version means 122 and the data for one page fed out of

the element data addition means 132 are directly sup-
plied to the second page data setting means 133 and
the display means 109.

Further. the embodiment has been dipicted as so
constructed that the element data key and the element
data newly set by the element input means 102 and the
element data key setting means 103 and the element
data key and the element data supplied from the first
element memory means 123 are memorized in the sec-

ond element memory means 110. The otherwise possi-
ble concentration of load upon the host computer 1 can

be precluded by installing the second element memory
means 110 as described above and consequently allow-
ing the data concerning the elements to be called out

abundantly in advance from the first element memory
means 123. When the inconveniences are tolerated, the

installation of the second element memory means 110
may be omitted.

Further, the installation of the data processing
means 124 illustrated in Fig. 32 is not critical.

As is clear from the description given above, the
present embodiment brings about the following effect
because it is so constructed that the data of a book ed-

ited by the editing apparatus itself are decomposed into
data concerning the layout and data concerning the el-
ements for storage therein and these data are then uti-

lized forthe formation of data for one page. For example,
when a new book is to be produced and the new book

and a book already edited by the editing apparatus have
common documents and illustrations, for example,
these common documents and illustrations are not re-

quired to be newly fed in and these data may be utilized
for the production of the new book. Thus, the production
of the new books is simplified and the operation is per-
formed quickly.

With reference to Fig. 1, element memory means
161 memorizes the element data representing such im-
ages as documents, photographs, and illustrations and

the element data key corresponding to the element data.

Layout memory means 162 memorizes the layout
data. the LEN. and the layout code corresponding tothe
layout data.

Page memory means 163 memorizes the page data
composed of material ID No. page, layout data, coordi-
nates, and element data key as illustrated in Fig. 19.

Data memory means 169 which comprises the ele-
ment memory means 161, the layout means 162, and

the page memory means 163 is connected to editingmeans 160.

Editing information input means 167 is for introduc-
ing information necessary for the execution of the edit-

ing work. The editing means 160 carries out the editing
work in accordance with the information fed in through
the editing information input means 167.

The information required by the operator in execut-

ing the work of editing is supplied from the editing means
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160 tothe display means 168.

Security No. input means 166 is used by the oper-
ator ready for the operation of the editing means 160 to
feed in his own security No.

The security No. memory means 165 memorizes
the security Nos. of the operators who are authorized to
operate the editing means 160.

Security No. discrimination means 164 examines

the security No. fed in through the security No. input
means 166 to determine whether said particular security
No. is found among the security Nos. memorized in the
security No. memory means 165.

Incidentally, the security No. discrimination means

164 and the security No. memory means 165 may be
provided indiscriminatingly for any of the host computer
1, the system controller 2, and the editing devices 3-1
to 3-N.

Now, the operation of the second embodiment will

be described more specifically with reference to Fig. 1,
Fig. 26, and Fig. 27.

Fig. 26 is a flow chart of the second embodiment

applied to the first procedure of editing mentioned
above.

With reference to Fig. 1 and Fig. 26, when the op-
erator wishes to produce a new book by the first proce-
dure of editing, he is required to feed in the data on el-

ements to register in the element memory means 161
at the step S201, and then input pertinent information

serving as his own security No. through the security No.
input means 166 such as a keyboard or a magnetic
reader at the step S202. The pertinent information may
be the data of a staff in charge who is responsible for
the formation of a new book illustrated in Fig. 11.

When the security No. is fed in, the security No. dis-
crimination means 164 examines the security No. at the
step S203 to define whether said particular security No.
is memorized in the security No. memory means 165 as
the security No. of the operator authorized to product
the new book by the editing apparatus.

When the absence of the security No. in the memory
is confirmed, the security No. discriminating means 164
exhibits a message announcing that the operator is not
authorized to operate the editing means 160 on the dis-

play means 168 formed of CRT, for example, at the step
8204. At this point, the processing is immediately termi-nated.

Conversely when the presence of the security No.
in the memory is confirmed, the protection lock control-

led by the security No. is released and the operator is
allowed to proceed to produce the new book.

When the protection lock is released, the operator
begins to produce the new book by feeding in various
kinds of data through the editing data input means 167.

The operatorfeeds in the material ID No. of the book

to be newly produced at the step S205. and the page
number intended to produced at the step S206.

Subsequently, the operator, for the purpose of set-
ting the layout of the page designated, feeds in the lay-
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out code at the step S207.

When the layout code is fed in, the layout informa-
tion designated by said particular layout code is called
out of the layout memory means 162. At the step S208,
the basic layout corresponding to the layout information
is exhibited on the display as illustrated in Fig. 13.

Then, at the step 5209, the operator feeds in the

element data key corresponding to the image he wishes
to insert and consequently calls the image from the el-
ement memory means 161.

The image. at the step S210, is exhibited on the dis-

play. At this time, in which position on the basic layout
the image is to be inserted is designated by the use of
a mouse (not shown), for example, connected to the ed-
iting means 160.

When the position for the insertion of the image is
fixed with the mouse, the coordinates (X1, Y1) of the
upper left corner of the image and the coordinates (X2,

Y2) of the bottom right comer of the image on the_ basic
layout are fed into the editing means 160.

At the step S212, a decision is made as to whether

the editing of one page has been completed or not.
When the image to be inserted on the same page still
remains, the processing returns to the step 209.

When the editing of one page is completed, such
page data as illustrated in Fig. 19 are formed and mem-

orized in the page memory means 163 at the step S213.
Thereafter, the processing is moved to the step S214.

At the step S14, a decision is made as to whether

the editing of one book has been completed or not.
When one or more pages to be edited still remain, the

processing returns to the step S207. When the editing
of one book is completed, the processing is automati-
cally terminated.

Next, the operation of the second embodiment

which the operator performes in the production of a new
book by the second procedure of editing will be de-
scribed below. Fig. 27 is a flow chart illustrating the ed-
iting operation. In Fig. 27, the reference numerals which

have equals in Fig. 26 denote identical of similar parts.
The explanation of these pans, therefore, will be omitted
here.

With reference to Fig. 1 and Fig. 27, when a new
book is to be produce by the second procedure men-
tioned above. after the processing in the step S203 has
been completed, material ID No. of the original book is
fed at the step S220 and the page number desired to be

copies out of the original book at the step S221, respec-
tively_

At the step S222, the data for one page correspond-
ing to the material ID No. and page number are called
out of the page memory means 163 to be supplied to
the editing means 160.

Subsequently the material ID No. of the new book

is fed in at the step S223 and the page number of the
new book at the step 5224, respectively.

At the step S225, the material ID No. and page of
the data for one page of the original book memorized in
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the editing means 160 at the step 5222 are rewritten into
those of the new book fed in at the steps S223 and $224
as illustrated in Fig. 21.

At the step S226, the element data of photographs.

illustrations, etc. inserted in the copied page are exam-
ined to determine whether they should be replaced with
other element data or not. When the absence of neces-

sity for the replacement is confirmed, the processing is
moved to the step S213.

Conversely, when the necessity forthe replacement
is present, the element data are newly fed in at the step
3227 and/or the editing processing similar to that in the
first procedure of editing at the steps S209 - S212 is
executed.

At thestep $213, the data for one page rewritten at
the step $225 or the data for one page edited at the step
S227 are memorized in the page memory means 163
and, at the same time, the necessary part of the data
concerning the elements is memorized in the element
memory means.

As noted clearly from the description given above,
in the second embodiment, the security control is effect-
ed by means of the operator's security No.

Now, the third embodiment which permits further

elaboration of security control by the secret level of the
memorized data and the security No. of the operator will
be described below.

Fig. 28 is a functional block diagram illustrating the
construction of an embodiment in accordance with the

invention. In Fig. 28, the reference numerals which have

equals in Fig. 1 denote identical or similar pans, The
explanation of these parts, therefore, will be omitted
here.

Editing information input means 172 serves for

feeding in information necessary for executing the work
of editing. Data ID No. input means 173 receives the
material ID No. for the control or supervision of books
to be edited or the element data key for the control of
images such as photographs (hereinafter, the material

ID No. and the element data key will be collectively re-
ferred to as ‘data ID No.‘). '

Data ID No. memory means 170 memorizes the se-
curity No. of the operator and the data ID No. corre-

sponding to the ng security No. as illustrated in Fig. 31.
The operator owning the particular security No. is au-
thorized to utilize the editing apparatus for the work of
editing.

The editing means 160 is connected to the editing
information input means 1 72 and adapted to performthe
editing work in accordance with the information supplied
from the editing information input means 172.

Data ID No. discrimination means 171 examines the

data ID No. fed in through the data ID No. means 173
to determine whether it is memorized in the data ID No.

memory means 170 as the data ID No-. authorizing the
operator owning the security No. fed in through the se-
curity No. input means or not.

Optionally, the data ID No. memory means 170 and
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the data ID No. discrimination means 171 may be pro-
vided indiscriminatingly in any of the host computer 1,
the system controller 2, and the various editing devices
3-1 to 3-N.

Now, the operation of the embodiment will be de-

scribed in detail below with reference to Fig. 28, Fig. 29,
and Fig. 30. Fig. 29 is a flow chart illustrating the em-
bodiment as applied to the first procedure of editing. In
Fig. 29, the reference numerals which have equals in
Fig. 26 denote identical or similar pans. The explanation
of these parts will be omitted here.

With reference to Fig. 28 and Fig. 29, when a new

book is to be produced by the first procedure of editing
mentioned above, the operator at the step S202 feeds
in his own security No. and the security No. discriminat-

ing means 164, at the step S230 in responsetothe input,
examines whether or not said particular security No. is
memorized in the data ID No. memory means 170 as
the security No. for the control of the data ID No. When

the absence of the particular security No. is confirmed,
the processing is terminated at the end of the step S204.

When the presence of the security No. is confirmed,
all of the data ID Nos. controlled by the particular secu-
rity No., namely the group of data ID Nos. of the books

which the operator is authorized to edit and inspect, are
selected from among the data ID Nos. memorized in the
data ID No. memory means 170 at the step $231.

When ‘A1234‘ is fed in as a security No., for exam-
ple, the data ID No. discriminating means 171 selects

the group of a total of five data ID Nos., specifically "B10‘

to 'B16' and ‘NEW‘ as the data ID Nos. controlled by
‘A1234‘ as shown in Table 2 of Fig. 31.

The term ‘NEW‘ as used herein refers to the data

ID No. which is assigned to the operator authorized to

produce the new book by the use of the editing appara-
tus. It does not mean the presence of any data with the
data ID No. ‘NEW’.

At the step S205, the material ID No. of the book to
be newly produced is fed in as the data ID No. thereof.

At the step $232, the decision is made as to whether

or not the ‘NEW’ is present among the group of data ID
Nos. mentioned above and the material ID No. is

present nowhere in the data ID No. memory means 170.
When the result of the decision is in the affirmative, the
operator is judged as authorized to produce the new
book by the editing apparatus.

Conversely, when the ‘NEW‘ is not present in the

data ID Nos. or when it is present and the corresponding
material ID No. is present somewhere in the data ID No.

memory means 170, the operator is judged as unauthor-
ized to use the editing apparatus for the production of
the new book.

At the step $232, when the operator is not judged
as authorized to use the editing apparatus for the pro-
duction of the new book, the processing is terminated
at the end of the step S204 similarly to the second em-
bodiment.

When the operator is judged as authorized, the
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processing is carried through the steps S206 to S209,
similarly to the first procedure of editing in the second
embodiment.

At the step S233, the decision is made as to whether I
or not the element data key fed in as the data ID No. at

the step S209 is found among the group of data ID Nos.
selected at the step 8231.

when ‘A1234’ is fed in as the security No. and
‘B12’ as the element data key in the case mentioned
above, for example, it is judged that ‘B12’ is memorized

in the group of data ID Nos. as the element data key
corresponding to the security No. 'A1234' as shown in
Table a of Fig. 31.

Conversely, when ‘B14’ is fed in as the element da-
ta key, for example, it is judged that this particular ele-
ment data key is not memorized in the group of data ID
Nos. corresponding to ‘A1234’.

When the absence of the element data key from the
group of data ID Nos. is confirmed, the processing is
terminated at the end of the step 5204. When the pres-
ence of the element data key is confirmed, the process-

ing is carried through the steps S210 to 8214, similarly
to the first procedure of editing in the second embodi-
ment.

Optionally, the procedure may be modified so that
when the absence from the memory is confirmed at the
step 8233. the processing is returned to the step 8207.

Now, the operation of the embodiment to be per-
formed by the operator in the production of a new book

in accordance with the second procedure of editing will
be described below. Fig. 30 is a flow chart of the oper-
ation of the third embodiment applied to the second pro-
cedure of editing. In Fig. 30, the reference numerals
which have equals in Fig. 27 and Fig. 29 denote identical
or similar parts. The explanation of these parts, there-
fore, is omitted here.

In the production of a new book by the second pro-
cedure of editing, substantially the same processing as
that of the second procedure of editing in the second
embodiment is carried out as illustrated in Fig. 28 and
Fig, 30. Similarly to the first procedure of editing in the
third embodiment illustrated in Fig. 29, after the judg-
ment of the step 5230, the group of data ID Nos. corre-

sponding to the security No. are selected at the step
S231 and the judgment as to the introduced data ID No.

is carried out at the step S232 and the step S233.
It is clear from the description given above that

when the secret level of the data ID No. ‘B10’ is higher
than that of ‘B12’, 'B15", or 'B16', namely when the

books controlled by 'B15' are more important in Fig. 31,
the operator whose security No. is 'A1234' is authorized

to edit or revise all the books controlled by the four data
ID Nos., ‘B10’ to 'B16" and produce a new book as il-

lustrated in Table a of Fig. 31. The operator assigned
the security No. of ‘A1235’ is authorized only to edit the
books controlled by the three data ID Nos. ‘B12’, ‘B15’.
and “B16' as illustrated in Table b and is not authorized

to produce a new book. The present embodiment, there-
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fore, permits security control conforming to the secret
level of the data.

The classification of data according to the secret
level may be easily supplemented by the classification
according to the contents of data to make the security
control more effective.

Where the data ID Nos. 'B10' and ‘B14’ cover the
data on illustrations and the other data ID Nos. that on

documents, for example, the operator whose security
No. is ‘A1236’ is authorizedto edit indiscriminatingly the
data concerning the illustrations without reference to the

secret level. Thus, the eflective control is easily accom-
plished.

This arrangement proves to be advantageous when
the editing system of this invention is used not exclu-

sively by the employees of the owner‘ company but is
used additionally by the employees of the related com-

painies including contractors for the purpose of inspec-
tion of necessary data.

The security control involved in the use of the edit-
ing apparatus for the editing work has been described.
Optionally, this system may be modified so that the se-

curity control is effected when the editing apparatus is

started. As the result, that access to the system for the
inspection of books and element data can be controlled.

Fig. 33 is a functional block diagram of a data
processing device adapted to permit efficient and quick
retrieval of accumulated data to be used for editing.

With reference to Fig. 33. the data processing de-
vice comprised n'th rank ID input means 200 for the ad-

mission of an n'th rank ID, data retrieval table memory
means 202 for memorizing tables illustrated in Fig. 22,
namely the (n+1)'th rank data (ID and title) correspond-
ing to the n'th rank ID. data selection means 201 for se-
lecting the (n+1 )'th rank data from the data retrieval table

memory means 202, display means 206, element data
memory means 205. data existence discrimination

means 203 for making a decision as to whether or not

the (n+1)'th rank data are selected by the data selection
means 201, namely the data are memorized in the data

discrimination table memory means 202 and exhibiting
the (n+1)'th rank data on the display means 206 when
the presence of the data in the memory means 202 is
confirmed or supplying the n'th rank ID to element data

read (out) means 204 (which will be described specifi-
cally hereinafter) when the absence of the data from the
memory means 202 is confirmed, element data read out

means 204 for reading the element data corresponding
to the n'th rank|Dfromthe element data memory means
205 to supply to the display means 206 and information

processing means 207, and information processing
means 207 for performing data processing other than
retrieval.

First, the data selection means 201 decodes the n'th

rank ID fed in through the n'th rank ID input means 200

and calls out of the data retrieval table memory means
202 the (n+1)'th rank data corresponding to the input
n'th rank ID, namely the table comprising of the (n+1)'th
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rank ID including the n'th rank ID in the ID thereof and

the title corresponding to the (n+1)'th rank ID as shown
in Figs. 22 and 23.

When the second rank ID 'AA' is fed in as an n'th

rank ID through the n'th rank ID input means 200, for
example, the data selection means 201 reads the table

d, shown in Fig. 22, which comprises the third rank ID's
'AAB", 'AAC',... each including the second rank

ID 'AA' and titles corresponding one to one to said third
rank ID's out of the data retrieval memory means 202
as (n+1)'th rank data.

The data existence discrimination means 203 per-
forms thejudgment as to whether or not the (n+1 )‘th rank
data are present in the data retrieval table memory
means 202.

In other words, the data existence discrimination

means 203 perlorms the judgment as to whether or not

the data selection means 201 has called out the (n+1)
'th rank ID and the titles corresponding to the (n+1)'th
rank ID. When the third rank ID, namelythe (n+1 )'th rank
ID, is called out, the corresponding table d is exhibited
on the display means 206.

Conversely when the absence of the ID is con-
firmed, namely when the absence of the third rank ID is
confirmed, the second rank ID which is an n'th rank ID
in this case is led out to the element data read means
204.

The element data read means 204 decodes the n'th
rank ID led out of the data existence discrimination

means 203, reads the element data corresponding to
the n'th rank ID from the element data memory means
205 to supply to the display means 206 and the infor-
mation processing means 207.

When the third rank ID which is an (n+1)'th rank ID
in this case is absent, namely when the data constituting
the table d illustrated in Fig. 22 are absent from the data

retrieval table memory means 202, for example, the da-
ta existence discrimination means 203 supplies 'AA' as
the second rank ID tothe element data read means 204.

The element data read means 204 decodes the sec-

ond rank ID reads out of the element data memory
means 205 such element data of sentences, illustra-

tions, etc. as defined by the title ‘explanation’ corre-
sponding to the second rank ID 'AA', and supplies the
element data to the display means 206 and the informa-
tion processing means 207.

As described above, the present embodiment per-
mits the data retrieval to be carried out efficiently be-
cause the data retrieval can be started by the introduc-
tion of a lower ID than the first rank ID.

Now, another version of the data-processing appa-
ratus which allowed further enhancement of the efficien-
cy of data retrieval will be described below with refer-

ence to Fig. 2, Fig. 34, and Fig. 35.

Fig. 35 is a flow chart of another typical system of
data retrieval according to the present invention. In Fig.
35, the steps with S-numerals which have equals in Fig.
24 denote identical or similar steps of processing.
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The n'th rank ID is fed in through the personal com-
puter 4-1, for example, at the step 5151. At the step
S152, the (n+1)'th rank data including the n'th rank ID
in the ID thereof are selected from the data retrieval ta-

ble by the host computer.
At the step 8153, the decision is made as to whether

or not the (n+1)'th rankdata are present. namely wheth-
er or not the (n+1)'th rank data are selected at the step
S152. by the host computer 1.

When the presence of the data is confirmed at the

step S152, the processing moves to the step S157.
When the absence of the data is confirmed. the element

data corresponding to the n'th rank ID are called out of
the document D/B 12 via the host computer 1 and ex-
hibited on the personal computer 4-1 at the step S156.

At the step S157, the decision is made as to whether

or not a plurality of sets each comprising of the (n+1)'th
rank ID and the title corresponding to the (n+1)'th rank
ID are present in the (n+1)'th rank data.

When the presence of the plurality of the sets men-
tioned above is conformed, the processing moves to the
step S154. When the absence of the plurality of sets is
confirmed, the processing moves to the step S158.

At the step S158. the ‘element data" part of the only
one set of data corresponding to the (n+1)'th rank ID is
called out of the document D/B 12 via the host computer
1 and exhibited on the personal computer 4-1.

At the step 5154, all of the (n+1)'th rank data are
displayed. At the step 3155, n is increased by 1. Then
the processing returns to the step S151.

Now, the procedure for data retrieval will be de-

scribed more specifically with reference to Fig. 34.
Fig. 34 is a functional block diagram of still another

embodiment of the present invention. In Fig. 34, the ref-
erence numerals which have equals in Fig. 1 denote
identical or similar pans.

The data processing apparatus comprises:

(A) n'th rank ID input means 200 for introducing an
n'th rank ID,

(B) data retrieval quality table memory means 202,
(C) data selection means 201 for selecting the (n+1)
'th rank data from the data retrieval quality table’
memory means 202.

(D) display means 206,
(E) element data memory means 205,
(F) data existence discrimination means 203 for

making the decision as to whether or not the (n+1)
'th rank data are selected by the data selection
means 201, namely whether or not the data are

present in said data retrieval table memory means
202 and suplying said (n+1)'th rank data to data

number discrimination means 208 (being described
specifically hereinafter) when the presence of the
data is confirmed or supplying the n'th rank ID to
first element data read means 209 (being described
specifically hereinafter) when the absence of the
data is confirmed,
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(G) first element data read means 209 for reading
element data corresponding to the n‘th rank ID from

the element data memory means 205 to supply to
display means 206 and information processing
means 207,

(H) data number discrimination means 208 for mak-

ing the decision as to whether or not a plurality of
sets of data are present in the (n+1)'th rank data led

out of the data existence discrimination means 203
and exhibiting the (n+1)'th rank data on display
means 206 when the presence of the plurality of
sets of data is confirmed or supplying the (n+1)‘th
rank ID in only one set oi data to second element

data read means 210 (being described specifically
hereinafter) when the absence oi the plurality oi
sets oi data is confirmed,

(I) second element data read means 21 O for reading
element data corresponding to the (n+1)'th rank ID
from the element data memory means 205 to supply
to the display means 206 and the information
processing means 207, and
(J) information processing means 207 for perform-
ing information processing.

The first element data read means 209 has the
same function as the element data read means 204 ll-

lustrated in Fig. 33.
In Fig. 34, the data selection means 201 decodes

the n'th rank ID fed in through the n'th rank ID input
means 200 and calls out of the data retrieval table mem-

ory means 202 the (n+1)'th rank data corresponding to
the n'th rank ID, namely, a table composed of the (n+1)
'th rank ID including the n'th rank ID in the ID thereof
and the title corresponding to the (n+1)'th rank ID as il-
lustrated in Fig. 22 and Fig. 23.

When the second rank ID ‘AA‘ is fed in as an n'th

rank ID through the ID input means 200 such as a key-
board, for example, the data selection means 201 reads

out of the data retrieval table memory means 202 a table
composed of the third rank ID's ‘AAA", 'AAB', 'AAC',
including the second rank ID ‘AA‘ and the titles corre-
sponding to the third rank ID's as illustrated in Table d
oi Fig. 22.

The data existence discrimination means 203 per-
forms the decision as to whether or not the (n+1 )'th rank
data are present in the data retrieval table memorymeans 202.

To be more specific, the data existence discrimina-
tion means 203 performs the decision as to whether or

not the table composed of the (n+1)'th rank ID and the
titles corresponding one to one to the (n+1 )'th rank ID is
called out by the data selection means 201 and supplies
the table called out, the table d in this case, to the data

number discrimination means 208 when the presence
of the calling of the third rank ID corresponding to the
(n+1)'th rank ID as described above is confirmed.

Conversely when the absence of the third rank ID
is confirmed, the second rank ID ‘AA‘ as an n'th rank ID
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is supplied to the first element data reading means 209.
The data number discrimination means 208 per-

forms the decision as to whether or not a plurality sets
of data are present in the (n+1)‘th rank data led out of
the data existence discrimination means 203 and exhib-

its the (n+1 )'th rank data on the display means 206 when
the presence of the plurality of sets of data is confirmed
or supplies the (n+1)‘th rank ID to the second element

data reading means 210 when the absence of the plu-
rality sets of data is confirmed.

To be more specific, the data number discrimination
means 208 performs the decision as to whether or not

a plurality sets of data each composed of the (n+1)'th
rank ID and the titles corresponding one to one to the
(n+1)'th ID are present in the table d whose presence
has been confirmed by the data existence discrimination
means 203.

Since three sets of third rank ID's ‘AAA', ‘AAB‘, and

‘AAC‘ including the second rank ID ‘AA‘ are present
when the second rank ID ‘AA‘ is fed in as the n'th rank

ID through the ID input means 200, in this example, the
table d composed of the three sets of ID's and the titles
corresponding to the three ID's is exhibited on the dis-
play means 206.

Conversely, when only one set ‘AAA' is present, the

‘AAA' is supplied to the second element data reading
means 210.

The first element data reading means 209 decodes
the second rank ID ‘AA‘ as an n'th rank ID fed from the

data existence discrimination means 203, calls out of
the element data memory means 205 the element data

corresponding to the second rank ID ‘AA‘ to supply to
the display means 206 and the information processing
means 207.

The second element data reading means 210 de-
codes the third rank ID ‘AAA' as an (n+1)'th rank ID fed
from the data number discrimination means 208, calls
out of the element data memory means 205 the element

data corresponding to the third rank ID ‘AAA' to supply
to the display means 206 and the information process-
ing means 207.

The data processing apparatus of the present em-
bodiment constructed as described above permits the
data retrieval to be carried out more easily because the
element data corresponding to the relevant ID are fed

out of the element data memory means and displayed
when the data selection means 201 selects only one set
of (n+1)'th rank data.

Though the present embodiment has been depicted
as applied to an editing apparatus, it is naturally appli-
cable to various data processing apparatuses of the or-
dinary run.

As clearly noted from the description given above,
the embodiment of Fig. 33 enables the data retrieval to
be made at a desired rank by the introduction of the n'th

rank ID. In the case of the data whose index is perfectly
remembered by the operator on account of high fre-
quency of use, for example, a necessary part of the data
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can be promptly retrieved by the injection of the index

in its complete form. Where the index for the necessary
pan of the data is not completely known, the data can

be retrieved from a desired rank by feeding in only the
pan of the index clearly known to the operator and then

keeping under close inspection the titles on the displaymeans.

Thus, the data processing apparatus allows the da-
ta retrieval to be carried out very efficiently when the in-
dex is perfectly known and even when the index is
known only imperfectly.

Funher in the case of the embodiment illustrated in

Fig. 34 which is provided with the data number discrim-

ination means, the first element data reading means,
and the second element data reading means, the ele-
ment data corresponding to the (n+1)'th rank ID are au-
tomatically displayed when there exists only one (n+1)
'th rank data. The introduction of the (n+1)'th rank ID
through the input means. therefore, is not required to be
repeated for display. Thus, the data processing appara-
tus enjoys improved efficiency.

Industrial Applicability

As clear from the description given above, the first
embodiment of the present invention attains the follow-
ing effect because it enables the data of the book edited

with the editing apparatus to be decomposed into data
concerning layout and data concerning elements for
storage in the D/B and allows data for one page to be
composed by using the decomposed and memorized
data.

When a new book to be produced and a book al-
ready edited with the editing apparatus have common
documents, illustrations, etc, the production of the new
book can be attained by utilizing such common data
without requiring new introduction of the documents, if-
lustrations, etc. Thus, the production of the new book
can be accomplished simply and quickly.

In accordance with the second embodiment, the se-

curity control can be attained with high reliability be-
cause the protect function is manifested not only on
such materials as books and pages which have been
already edited but also on element data forming such
materials. In accordance with the embodiment of the in-

vention, the security control can be carried out more

elaborately, depending on the position of the operator
or the contents of data. Thus, the security control is at-
tained with high efficiency.

The data processing apparatus permits the data re-
trieval to be carried out very efficiently when the index
of data is perfectly known or even when the index is

known imperfectly. The application of the data process-
ing apparatus of this invention to the data retrieval from

the data base in the editing apparatus, therefore, war-
rants highly efficient editing of a new book.
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Claims

1. An editing apparatus comprising editing means
(160) for editing books, editing information input
means (172) for introducing information necessary
for the performance of editing, data memory means

(169) for memorizing data for editing. and display
means (168), which editing apparatus is provided
with

data ID number memory means (170) for mem-
orizing the security numbers of operators and

of data ID number groups corresponding to
each panicular security number, which data ID

number groups indicate books which the oper-
ator having the panicular security number is au-
thorized to edit,

security number input means (1 66) for introduc-
ing the security numbers,

security number discrimination means (1 64) for
penorming the decision as to whether or not the
security number introduced through the securi-
ty number input means (166) is memorized in
the data ID number memory means as a secu-
rity number corresponding to a data ID number
group,

data ID number input means (173) for introduc-
ing the data ID number of a book to be edited,
and

data ID number discrimination means (171) for
performing the decision as to whether or not the

data ID number introduced through the data ID

number input means (173) is registered in the
data ID number memory means (170) as being
of the data ID number group corresponding to
the security number introduced through the se-
curity number input means (166).

and the editing means is adapted so that the
editing operation thereof is controlled accord-

ing to the result of the decision performed by
the security number discrimination means
(1 64) and the data reading out of the data mem-

ory means (169) is controlled depending on the
result of the decision penormed by the data ID
number discrimination means (171).

2. An editing apparatus according to claim 1, charac-
terized by a specific predetermined data ID number

(NEW) being assigned tothe security number of the
operator authorized to produce a new book.
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Patentansprfiche

1.
Eine Ftedigiervorrichtung, umtassend eine Redi-
giereinrichtung (160) zum Fiedigieren von Bflchern,
eine Ftedigierinformations-Eingabevorrichtung
(172) zur Eingabe vontflr die Durchtflhrung des Re-
digierens notwendigen Informationen, eine Daten-

speichervorrichtung (169) zur Speicherung von Da-

ten for das Ftedigieren und eine Anzeigevorrichtung
(168), wobei die Redigiervorrichtung ausgestattet
ist mit:

- einer Daten-ID-Nummer-Speichervorrichtung
(170) zur Speicherung der Sicherheitsnum-
mem von Bedienem und von Daten-|D-Num-

mer-Gruppen, welche jeder bestimmten Si-
cherheitsnummer entsprechen. wobei die Da-

ten-ID-Nummer-Gruppen Bflcher angeben, zu
deren Ftedaktion der Bediener mit der bestimm-

ten Sicherheitsnummer berechtigt ist,

- einer Sicherheitsnummer—Eingabevorrichtung
(166) zur Eingabe der Sichemeitsnummem,

-' einer Sicherheitsnummer-Unterscheidungs-
vorrichtung (164) zur Entscheidung, ob oder ob
nicht die durch die Sicherheitsnummer-Einga-
bevorrichtung (166) eingegebene Sicherheits-
nummer in der Daten-ID—Nummer-Speicher-
vorrichtung als eine Sicherheitnummer gespei—
chert ist, welche einer Daten-|D-Nummer-

Gruppe entspricht,

- eine Daten-ID-Nummer-Eingabevorrichtung
(173)zurEingabe derDaten-ID-Nummereines
zu redigierenden Buches, und

- einerDaten-ID-Nurnmer-Unterscheidungsvor-
richtung (171) zur Entscheidung, ob oder ob
nicht die durch die Daten-ID-Nummer-Einga-
bevorrichtung (173) eingegebene Daten-|D-

Nummer in der Daten-ID-Nummer-Speichep
vorrichtung (170) als aus der Daten-ID-Num-
mer-Gruppe registriert ist, welche der durch die

Sicherheitsnummer~Eingabevorrichtung (166)
eingegebenen Sicherheitsnummer entspricht,

- und wobei die Redigiereinrichtung so ausge-
Iegt ist. dat3 deren Ftedigierbetrieb gesteuert
wird entsprechend dem Ergebnis der Entschei-
dung, welche durch die Sicherheitsnummer-

Unterscheidungsvorrichtung (164) durchge-
fflhrt wird, und daI3 das Auslesen der Daten aus

der Datenspeichervorrichtung (169) in Abhan-
gigkeit von dem Ergebnis der durch die Daten-

ID-Nummer-Unterscheidungsvorrichtung
(171) durchgetflhrten Entscheidung gesteuert
wird.
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2. Ftedigiervorrichtung nach Anspruch 1,
gekennzetchnet durch das Zuordnen einer spezi-
fischen. vorbestimmten Daten-ID-Nummer (NEW)
zurder Sicherheitsnummer des Bedieners, welcher

zur Erzeugung eines neuen Buches berechtigt ist.

Ftevendications

1.
Appareit d'édition comprenant un moyen d'édition
(160) pour éditer des Iivres. un moyen d'entre‘e d'in-
formations d'édition (172) pour introduire les infor-
mations nécessaires pour eftectuer I’édition. un
moyen de mémoire de données (169) pour mémo-
riser les données pour I'édition, et un moyen d'aIfi-
chage (168), Iequel appareil d'édition est muni de

un moyen de mémoire de numéro ID de don-

nées (170) pour mémoriser les numéros de sé-

curité des opérateurs et des gnoupes de numé-
ros ID de données correspondant a chaque nu-
méro de sécurité paniculier, Iesquels groupes
de numéros ID de données indiquent des Iivres
que I'opérateur ayant Ie numéro de sécurité
particulier est autorisé a éditer,

un moyen d'entrée de numéro desécurité (166)
pour introduire Ies numéros de securité,
un moyen de discrimination de numéro de se-
curité (164) pour décidersi oui ou non Ie numé-
ro de sécurité introduit par I'inten'nédiaire du

moyen d'entrée du numéro de sécurité (166)
est mémorisé dans Ie moyen de mémoire de
numéros ID de données comme un numéro de

sécurité correspondant a un groupe de numé-
ros ID de données,
un moyen d'entrée de numéro ID de données
(173) pour introduire Ie numéro ID de données
d'un Iivre qui doit étre édité, et
un moyen de discrimination de numéro ID de
données (1 71 ) pour decider si ouiou non le nu-

méro ID de données introduit par I'intermédiai-
re du moyen d'entrée du numéro ID de données

(173) est enregistré dans Ie moyen de mémoire
de numéro ID de données (170) comme étant
du groupe de numéros ID de données corres-

pondant au numéro de sécurité introduit par
I'intermédiaire du moyen d'entrée de numéro
de sécurité (166).
et Ie moyen d‘édition est prévu d'une maniere
telle que son opération d'édition est contrélée

conformement au résuttat de la décision prise
par le moyen de discrimination de numéro de
sécurité (164) et les données extraites du

moyen de mémoire de données (169) sont con-

trolées en fonction du résultat de la décision pri-
se par Ie moyen de discrimination du numéro
ID de données (171).
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Appareil d'édition selon la revendication 1, caracté-

risé par un numéro ID de données prédéterminé
spécifique (NOUVEAU) étant aflecté au numéro de

sécurite’ de |'opérateur autorisé a produire un nou-
veau Iivre.
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watennarks from selected image components
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watenrlark removal component. The method
employs the encryption of the watermark re-
moval component. and decryption with a spe-
cial key, or password during authorized
retrieval..This technique allows users of a distri-

buted system the convenience of providing the
entire image hierarchy on a single storage
medium permitting images containing water-
marks to be accessed without restriction for
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removal requires knowledge and us of a con-
trolled code.
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Cross-reference to Related Application:

The present application is related to U.S. Patent
Application Serial No. 08/026,726, entitled "Method

and Apparatus for Controlling Access to Selected Im-

age Components In An Image Storage and Retrieval

System‘ filed March 5, 1993, by P. W. Melnychuck
and assigned to Kodak, the assignee of the present
application.

Technical field Of The Invention 

The present invention is related tothe field of dig-
ital image processing and more particularly to meth-
ods and associated apparatuses for adding and re-
moving a digital watermark to and from a selected im-

age resolution and the preventing of unauthorized

use of associated higher resolution digital image com-
ponents.

Background OfThe Invention 

A number of hierarchical techniques for image
coding have been described in the open technical lit-
erature and in various patents. Of particular rele-

vance to the present invention are the following pub-
lications:

P. J. Burt and E. H. Adelson, ‘The Laplacian Pyr-
amid As A Compact Code," IEEE Trans. Comm.,
COM-31, 532-540 (1983).

J. Seberry and J. Pieprzyk, "CRYPTOGRAPHY:

An introduction to Computer Security" Prentice Hall,
1988 and the following patents:

U.S. Pat No,4.969,204 entitled ‘Hybrid Residual-

Based Hierarchical Storage And Display Method For
High Resolution Digital Images In A Multiuse Environ-

merit," by Paul W. Melnychuck and Paul W. Jones,
1990.

U.S. Pat No, 5,048,111 entitled "Hybrid Subband-

Based Hierarchical Storage And Display Method For
High Resolution Digital Images In A Multiuse Environ-

merit," by Paul W. Jones and Paul W. Melnychuck,
1991.

The publication by Burt, et al. teaches an encod-

ing method for images termed the Laplacian pyramid,
the Burt pyramid.,or the residual pyramid. In thistech-
nique, the original image is lowpass filtered. and this

lowpass image is subsampled to take advantage of its
reduced bandwidth to provide an image of reduced di-

mension. This process of lowpass filtering and sub-
sampling is repeated three times to generate a hier-

archical structure, or pyramid of images of succes-
sively smaller dimensions. The total number of reso-

lution levels are created depending on the applica-
tion. Each lowpass image in this pyramid is then ex-

panded to the dimensions ofthe next higher level by
upsampling (inserting zeros) and filtering to form a-

prediction image for that level. This prediction image
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is subtracted from its corresponding lowpass image
in a subtractor to generate difference, or residual. im-

ages. The residual images corresponding to the lev-

els of the lowpass pyramid fonn another pyramid

which is termed the Laplacian. Burt, or residual pyra-
mid. This technique is motivated by the fact that the

residual images have a reduced variance and entropy
compared to the original or lowpass images and may
be quantized and entropy encoded to provide effi-

cient storage of the data. Reconstruction is per-

formed by interpolating the decoded lowpass image
at the bottom of the lowpass pyramid and adding in
the corresponding decoded residual to generate the
next level in the lowpass pyramid. This process is it-

erated until the original image size is reached. A pro-

gressive improvement in reconstructed image quality
and resolution can thus be obtained by displaying the
reconstmcted lowpass filtered image at each level of
the pyramid. Note that errors introduced in the encod-

ing process are propagated from one level to the next

higher level in the decoding process.

The patent to Melnychuck and Jones (U. S. Pat.

No. 4,969,204) teaches a modification of the Burt pyr-
amid scheme by extending the lowpass pyramid
structure to include one or more lowpass filtered im-

ages of successively smaller dimensions beyond the
set described by Burt, et al. The advancement in the
method of Melnychuck and Jones is that the residual

pyramid isnnot extended to include these correspond-
ing extended smaller dimensions. Hence. the Melny-
chuck and Jones pyramid contains the Burt pyramid
plus additional lowpass filtered images of smaller di-
mensions. In a hierarchical image storage and retriev-

al system, the additional lowpass filtered images of
smaller dimension can be retrieved directly, without
interpolation and addition of residual components. In

the context of the present invention. the Melnychuck
and Jones pyramid provides forlow resolution images
that can be used for browsing or proofing. The use of

these additional low resolution images for browsing
and proofing means that the customer may use a sim-
ple retrieval mechanism and need not possess a more
complex and hence. more expensive retrieval device

that would be used to decode the higher resolution

components of the pyramid. Of course, higher reso-
lution images requiring interpolation and residual ad-

dition may be used for browsing and proofing as well.
A hierarchical image processing method will be

described for the addition and removal of digital wa-
tennarks in selected image components, and for the

restriction of selected high resolution image compo-

nents from unauthorized use. An image hierarchy is
constructed in the context of a multi-resolution envir-

onment whereby the user has the option of selecting
the type of display medium and the desired resolution

of this display medium. In particular. two types of dis-
play media are considered: video monitors and color

hard copies, although photographic, thermal imaging,
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and other types are also of interest. In Fig. 1 a prior

art techniquefor decomposing, storing, recomposing,
and displaying, a digital image using a hierarchical

process is shown. An original digital image is decom-
posed to provide image versions at various resolu-

tions to allowfor the display of an HDTV quality image
on video, an NTSC quality image with PALISECAM

compatibility on video, one or more sub-NTSC quality
images on video for overviews and browsing. and a
very high quality image on color hard copy. Intermedi-

ate to the decomposition and reoomposition steps,

generally are inserted an encoding step, to compress

the data for storage which in turn requires a decoding
step when the data is read from storage.

Summary Of The lnve ntion 

The present invention places a digital watermark
in a selected image resolution component and the
means to remove it in an add itional image component

termed a watermark removal component. Encryption
of the watermark removal component is used to pre-
vent use of the image for the generation of unautho-

rized high quality color hard copy. A watermark is a

form of graphic overlay that may contain a copyright
notice or information regarding the restricted use of
the image. In adistributed image system it is common

to deliver an image of compromised image quality for
purposes of browsing or proofing. A compromised

rendition of the image is commonly distributed to pre-

ventfull utility orfulfillmentof the image without prop-
er payment for the service that generated the image.
The tenn browsing refers to the process of image se-
lection from a plurality of images based on some
user-defined criterion. Such is the case when a user

may select an image from a catalog of images depict-
ing a particular object. The term proofing refers to the
process of image selection based on the degree of
desirability of a given image from a plurality of im-
ages. Such is the case when a professional portrait

photographer distributes a plurality of images to a
customer for selection and approval. The terms wa-

termark. browsing and proofing described herein are
not limited to the examples described above.

Upon selection of the desired image by the cus-
tomer, the professional delivers a high quality rendi-

tion of the image. most often in thefonn ofa high qual-
ity color hard copy. At all times the professional pos-

sesses the sole means of generating the high quality
hard copy. In a conventional photographic system the
means would be the original negatives of the images;

in a digital hierarchical system according to the pres-
ent invention, the means are higher resolution resid-
ual components.

In a digital imaging system, and in particular one

that includes a hierarchical form of digital storage and
retrieval, the professional may use a suitable digital
storage medium such as a CD for the distribution of
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proofs. In an unrestricted environment. the customer

may choose a desired image resolution from the hi-

erarchy for the purposes of browsing, proofing. or
hard copy fulfillment. In those instances where it is

desirable for the professional to deliver the digital
storage medium containing the entire image hierar-
chy to the customer; it is also most economical to re-

cord the entire image hierarchy once onto the digital
storage medium and avoid having to make a second

copy containing only low resolution components for
distribution. However. it is also desirable to restrict

the use of selected high resolution components for

the purpose of full image quality fulfillment until pay-

ment has been received. The professional may
choose to provide low resolution image components

for browsing or proofing, while maintaining restriction

of the higher resolution components. Alternatively. he
may be required to deliver a proof of high resolution.
Such is the case when the image content contains in-
formation of small detail and the rendition of this de-

tail is subject to approval via the proof. With tradition-

al photographic prints, the professional may place a
stamp, or watermark on a strategic location on the
print, so as to render the print useless from a fulfill-

ment point of view. Note with digital images that ful-
fillment may mean high quality video at

NTSC/PAL/SECAM, HDTV, or hard copy. In the pres-

ent invention, the professional places a digital rendi-
tion of the watermark on a selected image compo-

nent. The removal of the watermark is done through
an additional image component containing the re-
verse of the watermark. The customer. having pos-
session of the digital storage medium CD would pos-

sess the means for generating his own high quality
hard copy when authorized by the professional. Upon
payment to the professional. the professional or his
agent provides to the customer the information nec-

essary to remove the watermark for full image quality
fulfillment. In the present invention, that information

would be an authorization code, key. or password that

would be inputted to the image processing system ac-
cessing the storage medium. to unlock the restricted

high resolution components. An advantage of this
technique is that the customer may possess all infor-

mation pertinent to generating high quality hard copy
without the need to physically return to the professio-
nal for additional image components.

It may additionally be desirable to use some fonn

of hierarchical image representation for the purpose
of browsing or proofing in a distributed system be-

cause the hierarchy naturally provides a plurality of
resolutions. and hence levels of image quality, from
which to choose_the proof image. No additional oper-

ation of compromising the image is necessary; the
professional simply chooses at what resolution lev-
el(s) he wants to restrict access.

Systems that use a hierarchical structuring ofthe
image data have not been employed in the past for
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distribution purposes because of the lack of means to

simultaneously provide low resolution components

for browsing and proofing. while offering restricted
access to the remaining hierarchical components for

full quality image copy. Additionally, the means to
generate and remove a digital watennark in a hier-

archical image structure had not been previously con-
sidered.

The present invention permits the. advantages of
hierarchical image decomposition to create a series

of residual components, direct retrieval of the addi-

tional low resolution images according to the Melny-
chuck and Jones pyramid, the addition and removal

of a digital watennark in a selected image resolution
component, and prior art encryption methods applied
to the watennark removal component and the resid-

uals, to provide fora system of browsing, proofing and
restriction of the high resolution image components
suitable in a distributed image system. It is assumed
that the residual components and the watermark re-

moval component are symbol encoded using the en-
coder box 20 in Figures 2 and 4 into a binary string
of 1's and 0's either via fixed-length coding techni-
ques (where a binary code word of a fixed-length is
assigned to each symbol) or variable-length encoding
techniques such as Huffman coding or arithmetic

coding. The residual data may also be quantized prior
to encoding, or it may be encoded in a lossless man-

ner, i.e., without quantization. Data encryption box 26
is applied to the watermark removal component and

if desired, also to the encoded quantized (or non-
quantized) residual data. It is assumed that the en-

cryption process is reversible. Hence, the decryption

box 28 provides the exact data prior to data encryp-
tion.

In one embodiment of the invention a storage me-
dium is called for having stored therein at least one

low resolution digital image and at least one high re-
solution digital image, with said high resolution digital
image encoded with a watermark that requires an au-
thorization code for removal.

From the foregoing, it can be seen that it is a pri-
mary object of the present invention to provide a

method and associated apparatus for storing and
controllably retrieving digital images stored in a hier-

archical format on a suitable digital storage distribu-
tion medium that allows the originator of the distribu-

tion medium to distribute the medium containing the
entire image hierarchy and a controllably removable
watermark for the purpose of retrieving low resolution

images for browsing or proofing without compromis-
ing the originator’s need to withhold the means for

creating hard copies of the images without the water-
mark.

It is another object of the present invention to pro-

vide the means for controllably inserting and remov-
ing a watermark for a digital image.

It is another object of the present invention to pro-
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vide the means for compromising a selected image

component of a hierarchical formatted digital image
by adding a digital watennark to the selected image
component, and recording the selected image corn-

ponentcontaining the watennark as part of the image
hierarchy on a digital storage distribution medium.

In association with a digital image. it is another
object of the present invention to provide a means for

creating a watennark removal component, and for
controllably restricting access to the watennark re-
moval component.

It is another object of the present invention to pro-

vide a means for affixing a watermark to a digital im-
age and for controllably removing the watennark.

The above and other objects of the present inven-
tion will become more apparent when taken in con-

junction with the following description and drawings
wherein like characters indicate like parts and which

drawings form a part of the present description.

Brief Description Of The Drawings

Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the prior art

Melnychuck and Jones hierarchical storage and dis-
play method.

Fig. 2 is a functional block diagram illustrating a
hierarchical image decomposition technique incor-

porating a watermark insertion into an image compo-
nent

Fig. 3 is a functional block diagram illustrating a
reconstruction technique for reconstructing the im-
ages decomposed by the system of Fig. 2.

Fig. 4 is a functional block diagram of another hi-
erarchical image decomposition technique incorpor-

ating a watermark insertion into an image compo-
nent

Fig. 5 is a functional block diagram illustrating a
reconstruction technique for reconstructing the im-

ages decomposed by the system of Fig. 4.

Detailed Description ofthe Invention 

In the following description of the preferred em-

bodiments, it will be assumed that the highest reso-
lution of the image hierarchy is composed of 3072 x

2048 pixels and that this resolution is adequate to pro-

duce photographic quality originals on an appropriate
digital output device. It is also assumed that a moder-

ately high resolution level of the hierarchy composed

of 1536 x 1024 pixels is adequate to generate a high
quality HDTV display, or a small-sized photographic
quality print on an appropriate digital output device. It

is also assumed that the lowest resolution levels of
1 92 x 128 pixels. 384 x 256 pixels, _and 768 x 512 pix-
els are generated and stored onto a digital storage
medium such as a CD. These resolution levels are

provided to give the reader an insight as to the oper-
ation of one or more embodiments of the invention
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with the understanding that other resolutions or ar-

rangements may be chosen to suit specific needs

without detracting from the teachings of the present
invention.

Referring now to Fig. 2. a hierarchical residual de-

composition technique, for decomposing a 16BASE
original image to form a 16BASE residual, a 4BASE

residual, a BASE, a BASE/4, and a BASE/16 image,
incorporating the teachings found substantially in Fig.
7 of the patent to Melnychuck and Jones (U. S. Pat.
No. 4,969,204), in combination with the present in-
vention is shown. The BASE image is processed in
box 34 to incorporate a watennark and to provide a
watermarked BASE image.

An example of a watermark insertion box 34 is

given by the watennark insertion unit 22 whereby a
watermark image Wis combined with the input image
I to create a watermarked image lw. in this example.
it is assumed thatthe input image I and the watennark

image Ware of the same size and the same bit-depth.
For example, if the input image I is an 8-bit image rep-
resenting the luminance component of a color image,

the watermark image Wwould also be an 8-bit image.
Similarly, the watermarked image lw would have the
same size and each pixel value would be represented
with 8 bits. An example of a watermark insertion unit

22 is one where the input image land the watermark

image W are combined according to the following
equation to create the watermarked image lw

/w(i./) = 10.1) + a W(i./)
Where (i,/) denotes the two-dimensional location

of the pixels in the image and the operation is per-
formed for all the pixels in the input image. The wa-
termark image Wis prepared by the originator of the

storage medium and may contain the logo of the orig-

inator or any other pattern that the originator may
wish to use as a watermark. The parameter (1, which

can be either positive or negative, controls the water-

mark contrast and is also selected by the originator

and can vary from one image to another. Larger mag-
nitudes of a would, in general, create a higher con-
trast watermark. Also, to guarantee that the water-

marked image lw has the same bit-depth as the input
image I, the watermarked image lw is clipped to the
same range as the input image. For example. for an

8-bit image with pixel values in the range of 0 to 255,

for every pixel location (i,1), the value of lw(i,/) is clip-
ped to 255 if the resultofthe above equation exceeds
255 and is set to zero if that result is less than zero.

It should be noted that this example illustrates only
one method of implementing the watermark insertion

box 34 and the originator of the storage medium may
incorporate any other method to generate a water-

mark that creates the desired effect of inhibiting the
use of the image.

The BASE/16. BASE/4. and watermarked BASE

images are stored on the digital storage medium 10

in direct(unencrypted) form. The BASE image, which
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in this case serves as the watennark removal record.

is encrypted in the data encryption unit 26. The data

encryption unit 26 consists of either a private-key
data encryption algorithm (also referred to as sym-
metric data encryption algorithm) or a public-key data
encryption algorithm (also referred to as asymmetric
data encryption algorithm) both of which have been

explained in the prior art and in the reference book by
Seberry and Pieprzyk cited before. Examples of pri-
vate-key encryption algorithms that can be used in

the data encryption unit 26 are either block ciphers
such as the Data Encryption Standard (DES) which
uses a 56-bit key and operates on blocks of data of

length 64 bits at a time, or a stream cipher algorithm

such as RC-4, a commercially available encryption
software that uses a 40-bit key component. The en-

crypted BASE image is also stored on the storage
medium 10. The 4BASE and 16BASE residual corn-

ponents are also stored on the digital storage medium

10 either in direct (unencrypted) form or in encrypted
fonn depending on the level of security desired by the
application. In the case that the encryption of any or
all of the residual data are needed. either the same

key used in encrypting the BASE image is used or a

separate key is used. The use of multiple encryption
keys provides the originator of the storage medium
with more flexibility in controlling the access to the

various resolutions of the image hierarchy.
For browsing or proof ing, a procedure illustrated

by Fig. 3 is employed. A user retrieves the BASE/16,

BASE/4, or watermarked BASE image directly with-
out decryption from the digital storage medium 10.

Upon authorization, the user inputs a decryption
key(s) to the data decryption unit 28 to allow the de-

cryption of the original BASE image (and the resid-

uals) to be performed. An example of a data decryp-

tion unit 28 is a software implementation of a decryp-
tion algorithm corresponding to the reverse operation
of the encryption algorithm employed in the data en-

cryption unit 26. One example of a set of encryp-
tion/decryption algorithms is the Data Encryption
Standard (DES) which has been explained in full de-

tail in the reference book by Seberry el al mentioned

before. Note that the decryption key(s) must be pro-

vided by the originator of the storage medium. Upon
the decryption of the BASE image and the residual
components,thesecomponents can be used to ar-

rive at full image quality fulfillment.

in a second embodiment, illustrated in Fig. 4. the

16BASE image is decomposed by decomposition ap-
paratus 101 into a residual pyramid consisting of the

16BASE, 4BASE. and BASE. The BASE image is fur-
therdecomposed to create the BASE/4 and BASE/16

images, through low pass filtering and subsampling.
BASE /4 and BASE/16 are not part of the residual pyr-

amid and hence they are available directlyfor display
on a monitor.

A watermark. as described in the previous em-
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bodiment in Fig. 2. is inserted in the BASE image in
box 34 to arrive at a watermarked BASE image. This
watermarked BASE image is then interpolated to the

size of the 4BASE image using linear interpolation as
indicated by the interpolator box 24. A difference is

formed in subtractor 32 between the original 4BASE
image and the interpolated watermarked BASE im-
age to form a modified 4BASE residual that serves as

the watermark removal record. The difference in this

embodiment versus the first embodiment is that the
watermark removal record is the modified 4BASE re-

sidual instead of the BASE image. This modified

4BASE residual is encrypted using the data encryp-
tion unit 26 as described before and is then stored on

the storage media 10 along with the BASE/16,

BASEJ4, and watemarked BASE image in direct (un-
encrypted) fonn. Finally, the 16BASE residual data is

stored on the digital storage medium either in direct

or encrypted form depending on the application.

For browsing or proofing, the system of Fig. 5 is
employed. The user retrieves the BASE/16, BASE/4,

or watermarked BASE image directly without decryp-
tion from the digital storage medium 10. Upon author-

ization, the user in puts the decryption key to the data

decryption unit 28 to allow the decryption to be per-
formed to generate the modified 4BASE residual. The

watermarked BASE image is interpolated using linear
interpolation and is added to the decrypted modified
4BASE residual in the reconstruction apparatus 210
to recover the original 4BASE image. If the residuals

have not been quantized, the 4BASE image can be
exactly recovered. In the case where the residuals

have been quantized, some discrepancy between the

original 4BASE image and the 4BASE image recov-
ered according to the above scheme would exist. The
degree of this discrepancy would depend on the

coarseness of the quantizer employed in the quanti-
zation of the residual components. Note that the de-

cryption key must be provided by the originator of the
storage medium.

it is to be understood that in some instances it

may be desirable to place a watermark upon the low
resolution images to control their access.

While there has been shown what are considered

to be the preferred embodiments of the invention, it
will be manifestthat many changes and modifications

may be made therein without departing from the es-
sential spirit of the invention. It is intended, therefore,

in the annexed claims, to cover all such changes and
modifications as may fall within the scope of the in-
vention.

Parts List:

10 ‘ Digital storage medium (CD-Disc)

20 Encoder

22 Watermark insertion unit
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24 1 interpolator
26 Data encryption unit
28 Date decryption unit

30 Decoder

32 Subtractor

34 Watermark insertion box

101 Decomposition apparatus

201 Reconstruction apparatus

Claims

1. A storage medium having stored therein at
least one low resolution dig ital image and at least one

high resolution digital image, with said high resolution
digital image encoded with a watennark that requires
an authorization code for removal.

2. The storage medium according to claim 1 and
further having stored thereon at least one additional

high resolution digital image that is not encoded with
a watermark and is accessed with the authorization

code in place of the high resolution digital image en-
coded with the watermark.

3. A storage medium having stored therein at
least one low resolution dig ital image and at least one
high resolution digital imagein the form ofa BASE im-
age, residual image components and a watemiark

component, with said low resolution digital image,

said BASE image or said high resolution image
formed by the combination of the BASE image with
said residual image components and a watermark
component being accessible without an authorization
code.

4. The storage medium of claim 3 in combination
with an authorization code to remove the watermark

component from an accessed high resolution image.
5. A system for oontrolling the uncompromised

use ofa high resolution digital image stored on a stor-
age medium as BASE and residual components,
comprising:

means for encrypting the residual components

stored on said storage medium using a watermark

code; .
means for accessing the BASE and encrypted

residual components;

means for combining the accessed BASE and

residual components to reconstruct the high resolu-
tion digital image with the watermark code; and

means for authorizing the removal of the wa-
termark code.

6. A system for controlling the uncompromised

use of a high resolution digital image comprising:
means for forming a hierarchy of lower resolu-

tion digital images from the high resolution digital im-
age;
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means for forming residual images that are a
function of differences between adjacent images in
the hierarchy of lower resolution digital images;

means for encrypting at least one of the

formed residual images with a watennark code;

storage means for storing the fonned hierarchy
of lower resolution images and the at least one en-
crypted residual image;

means for reconstructing high resolution im-

ages by accessing and combining a lower resolution
image with'a residual image;

means for displaying of the at least one en-
crypted residual image with the watermark; and

means for controllably removing the water-
mark code to permit an uncompromised use of the

high resolution digital image.

7. A recording medium having stored thereon a

plurality of digital images with each of the digital im-
ages being comprised of a low resolution digital im-

age componentand atleast one residual digital image
component which is combinable with the low resolu-

tion digital image component to form a higher resolu-
tion digital image incorporating a watermark which is
removable with an authorization code.

8. A method for controlling the use of a digital im-
age stored on a storage medium in a hierarchical form

comprised of a BASE image and at least one residual

image component, comprising the steps of:
a) associating a watermark with said at least one
residual image component;

b) permitting access to the BASE image for low
resolution viewing of the digital image;
c) combining the BASE image with the at least
one residual image component and an associat-

ed watermark to fon'n the digital image for view-
ing, printing andlor storing; and
d) controllably providing a watermark removal
code to remove the watermark from the fonned

digital image of step c.

9) A storage medium having stored thereon at
Ieastone digital image encoded with a watermark that
requires an authorization code for removal.
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ABSTRACT:

In a reproduction apparatus, for reproducing an original signal conveyed as main data by a data
medium such as a recording disk or broadcasting system, with medium protection data which are

specific to the data medium being conveyed together with the main data, the apparatus includes
a section (12) for generating apparatus protection data which are specific to the reproduction
apparatus, a section (13) for combining the apparatus protection data with the medium
protection data to define a protection level, and a section (14) for applying the protection level to
restrict reproduction of of the original signal, with stepwise variations in restriction occurring in
accordance with changes in protection level. The medium protection data may include
information for specifying restricted reproduction of portions of the original signal, such as by
producing degraded resolution within specified regions of specified frames of a video signal.
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@ Method for restricting data reproduction.

@ In a reproduction apparatus. for reproducing
an original signal conveyed as main data by a
data medium such as a recording disk or broad-
casting system, with medium protection data
which are specific to the data medium being
conveyed together with the main data, the ap-
paratus includes a section (12) for generating
apparatus protection data which are specific to
the reproduction apparatus, a section (13) for
combining the apparatus protection data with
the medium protection data to define a protec-
tion level, and a section (14) for applying the
protection level to restrict reproduction of of
the original signal, with stepwise variations in
restriction occurring in accordance with
changes in protection level. The medium pro-
tection data may include information for speci-
fying restricted reproduction of portions of me
original signal, such as by producing degraded
resolution within specified regions of specified
frames of a video signal.
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BACKGROUND Q THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a data reproduc-

tion protection method, and a data reproduction ap-

paratus for implementing such a protection method,
whereby reproduction of a signal represented by dig-
ital data such as a recorded digital video signal can be
selectively restricted.

Description of the Prior Art

in the following, the term "data medium" is to be
understood in a very general sense, as applying for

example to broadcasting systems which transmit data
such as video and/or audio data, in which case the re-

ceived data may be the object of reproduction protec-
tion, and as applying alsoto anytype of recording me-

dium such as recording disks or tapes, etc., in which

case playback data derived from the recording me-

dium may be the object of reproduction protection.
The reproduction protection may serve to selectively
restrictviewing, hearing or copying of the data.

in the prior art, various types of reproduction pro-
tection method have been applied in fields such as

CATV (cable television) and satellite television broad-
casting. One method is to execute scrambling proc-

essing of transmitted video and audio data. and to in-
sert a copyright code into the data, for thereby divid-

ing the data into portions which can be freely repro-
duced and portions for which a fee must be paid in or-
der to reproduce the data. When a program for which

payment of a fee is necessary is received by a receiv-
ing apparatus, the program can be unscrambled and
reproduced only if specified payment conditions are
satisified.

in the case of recorded media, one method of re-

production protection which is applicable to the DAT

(digital audio tape recorder) recording system is the
SCMS (serial copy management system). With that
method, the playback DAT signal from a DAT play-
back apparatus has a main ID (identification) number
which includes a copy inhibit code. whereby a single

[copy enable - copy inhibit] sequence is ensured, so
that a user can only make a single copy of a pre-re-
corded digital audio tape.

However with such prior art methods ofreproduc-

tion protection there are only two control possibilities.
i.e. reproduction is made either possible or impossi-
ble. It has not been possible hitherto to provide a grad-

ually varying degree of restriction of reproduction of
a signal conveyed by a data medium. Thus, such a re-
production protection method can only be used for a

single purpose, e. g. for management of paymentfees,
orfor copyright protection. Moreover with such a prior
art reproduction protection method, since the data

which are to be protected exist only in a transmitting
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medium or recording medium prior to being repro-

duced, it has not been possible to provide a varying

degree of limitation of reproduction capability in ac-
cordance with some condition of the reproduction ap-

paratus. Thus in some cases, the degree of protection

may be excessively severe, or excessively lax. so that
it is difficult to achieve an effective degree of protec-

tion. For example. certain types of scenes recorded
on a video tape may be pemiitted to be viewed in a

certain country, such as the U.S.A., but may not be
permissible in other countries. It would be thus advan-

tageous to ensure that when that video tape is played
on a reproduction apparatus which is sold to the pub-
lie in such other countries, reproduction protection is

automatically applied such that the aforementioned
scenes will not be reproduced. or will not be clearly

reproduced. However in the prior art, such a feature
has not been possible.

SUMMARY QE THE INVENTION

It is an objective of the present invention to over-
come the problems of the prior art set out above, by

providing a reproduction protection method and appa-

ratus whereby information specifying a degree of re-
striction of reproduction of an original signal is con-

veyed (e.g. by a recording medium or signal transmis-
sion medium) together with data expressing the orig-

inal signal, whereby information specifying a degree
of restriction of reproduction of the original signal are

generated by a reproduction apparatus which oper-
ates on the conveyed data, and whereby infonnation

specifying a degree of restriction which is actually ap-
plied to reproduction of the original signal is derived
based on a combination of the restriction infonnation

conveyed by the data medium and the restriction in-
formation generated by the reproduction apparatus.

More specifically, the invention provides a repro-
duction protection method comprising:

attaching medium protection data to main data
which are conveyed by a data medium, said main data
representing an original signal;

supplying the main data and medium protecr
tion data, via the data medium, to a reproduction ap-

paratus;

generating apparatus protection data by the
reproduction apparatus;

determining a protection level by combining
the medium protection data and the apparatus pro-
tection data; and

controlling the reproduction apparatus to util-
ize the main data to reproduce the original signal in

accordance with the protection level.

It is a further objective of the invention to over-
come the above problems by providing a reproduction

apparatus providing reproduction protection, for oper-

ating on main data representing an original signal and
medium protection data expressing a medium protec-
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tion level. said main data and medium protection be-

ing conveyed by a data medium, the apparatus com-
prising:

means for detecting said medium protection
data to obtain a medium protection signal expressing

said medium protection level;

means for generating an apparatus protection

signal expressing an apparatus protection level which
has been assigned to said reproduction apparatus;

means responsive to said medium protection

signal and apparatus protection signal for detennin-
ing a final protection level in accordance with a com-
bination of said medium protection level and appara-

tus protection level;

means for executing reproduction of said orig-

inal signal by utilizing said main data, including
means for selectively restricting said reproduction in
accordance with said final protection level.

With such a method and apparatus for reproduc-

tion protection, the protection level can detennined in
accordance with the medium protection data, and
hence can be detennined in accordance with the
wishes of the manufacturer of the data medium, or of

the copyright owner ofthe main data. In addition, the
protection level which is actually applied (i.e. the final
protection level) is also determined in accordance
with the apparatus protection data, which can be spe-

cified by the manufacturer or the seller of the repro-
duction apparatus. As a result. when the main data
are to be reproduced (for example, during playback of

a recording disk or tape), a graduated degree of lim-
itation of reproduction is implemented. with that de-

gree of limitation being determined by thefinal protec-
tion level, i.e. being determined in accordance with a
combination of the requirements of the data medium

manufacturer or the copyright owner of the main data

and the requirements of the manufacturer or seller of
the reproduction apparatus. In that way, considerable

flexibility can be ensured in selectively restricting re-
production of signals which are conveyed for example

by recording disks or tapes or by broadcasting sys-
tems.

In particular, the invention enables such repro-
duction restriction to be applied to specific frames or

sequences of frames of a video signal, or to specific

regions within each of a sequence of frames.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION Q THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a general system block diagram of a first
embodiment of the invention, which is a CD play-

er providing reproduction protection in accor-
dance with the present invention, for use in de-

scribing the basic principles of the invention;
Fig. 2 is a matrix diagram showing an example of
how final protection levels are determined in a re-

production apparatus according to the present in-
vention;
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Fig. 3 shows specific examples of how medium
protection levels can be assigned;

Fig. 4 shows specific examples of how apparatus
protection levels can be assigned;

Fig. 5 is a general system block diagram of a sec-
ond embodiment, which is a specific configura-

tion for the apparatus of Fig. 1, wherein protec-
tion control is applied to a data decompression
section;

Fig. 6 shows examples of relationships between
final protection level values and video picture vis-

ibility grades, for three different methods of pro-
tection control of a video signal;

Fig. 7 is a general system block diagram of a third
embodiment, which is a specific configuration for

the apparatus of Fig. 1. wherein protection con-
trol is applied to a video reproduction control sec-
tion;

Fig. 8 is a conceptual diagram for describing how
time-axis protection and spatial-domain protec-
tion control can be applied to a video signal with

the present invention;

Fig. 9 is a diagramfordescribing how video, audio
and protection data can be conveyed in a data
stream in accordance with the MPEG1 stan-

dards;

Fig. 10 is a block diagram of an example of the in-
ternal configuration of a video reproduction con-
trol section in the embodiment of Fig. 7;

Fig. 11 is a general system block diagram of a
fourth embodiment. which is a specific configur-

ation for the apparatus of Fig. 1, wherein protec-

tion control is applied to a video reproduction
control section and also to an audio reproduction
control section;

Fig. 12 shows examples of relationships between
final protection level values and audio signal au-

dibility grades, for three different methods of pro-
tection control;

Fig. 13 is a block diagram of an example of the in-
tern al configuration of an audio reproduction con-
trol section in the embodiment of Fig. 11;

Fig. 14 is a matrix diagram for illustrating how va-
riable ranges can be defined for final protection
level values, by a fifth embodiment of the inven-
tion;

Fig. 15 is a general system block diagram of the
fifth embodiment, wherein a final protection level

can be modified by operation of a switch provided
on the reproduction apparatus; and

Fig. 16 shows relationships between medium
protection level values and settings of a modifi-
cation switch in the embodiment of Fig. 15, for

each of respective values of the apparatus pro-
tection level.
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DESCRIPTION fiPREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Embodiments of the invention will now be descri-

bed. in which the data medium is assumed to be a re-

cording medium. specifically a CD (compact disk).
having video and audio signal data recorded thereon.
In the following. such data representing original sig-
nals which are to be reproduced from the data me-

dium will be referred to in general as the main data,

to distinguish these from protection data. which are
also conveyed by the data medium as described here-
inafter. It will further be assumed that the original vid-

eo and audio signals have been encoded by high-

efficiency compression encoding using the MPEG1
algorithm, prior to recording. The MPEG1 algorithm is
described for example in "International Standards for

Multimedia Encoding‘, edited by Yasuda, published

by the Maruzen company in Japan. Fig. 1 is a diagram
for describing the general features of the reproduction
protection method and reproduction protection appa-
ratus.

The concept of medium protection data will first

be described. referring to Fig. 1. in which data record-

ed on a CD (compact disk) 1 are read outfrom the disk
to obtain an input signal fora demultiplexer 10 of a CD

player 2. which is shown in block diagram form and
which is configured to provide reproduction protection
control in accordance with the present invention. The
CD 1 has video and audio signals recorded thereon

as digital data (referred to in the following as the main
data). using MPEG1 compression encoding. Protec-
tion data, which are predetennined in accordance
with the contents of the main data and will be referred

to as the medium protection data. are also recorded
on the CD 1. The medium protection data consist of

information to be used in selectively restricting repro-
duction of the main data. as described hereinafter.

The medium protection data can for example be re-
corded within the main code and sub-code header re-

gions of the CD 1, or in the user region of the com-

pressed data. The medium protection data expresses
a protection level. referred to as the medium protec-
tion level, which can for example take values which

successively increase in five steps. from 1 to 5. as
shown in Fig. 2 and described hereinafter. in that
case. the medium protection data can express the

medium protection level by 3 bits. Ifseparate medium
protection levels are provided for the recorded video
and audio data. then these can be expressed by two

sets of 3 bits. The higher the number of the medium
protection level. the greater is the degree of protec-

tion (i.e. the greater becomes the degree ofrestriction
of reproduction of the recorded video or audio signal).
The limitation of reproduction can for example by ef-
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fected, in the case of video data, by operating on the

playback data obtained from the CD1 such as to pro-
duce an output video signal, from the apparatus of

Fig. 1 which will result in a mosaic pattern being pro-
duced within all or a specific region of a resultant dis-

played picture. as described hereinafter.
The medium protection level which is expressed

by the medium protection data is predetermined in ac-
cordance with the wishes of the manufacturer or sell-

er of the data medium (CD 1), or of the owner of the

copyright for the main data. Fig. 3 shows two exam-
ples of medium protection data. each expressing 5
values of medium protection level. In the first exam-

ple. limitation of reproduction is based upon the film
classification system (i.e. movie ratings system)
which is used in the U.S.A. in the case of a film which

is rated "free". no restriction on reproduction is im-

posed by the medium protection data. If the movie is
rated "PG' (i.e. parental guidance). then a moderate

degree of restriction -(protection level 1) is applied.
and so on with increasing degrees of restriction for
the "R' and 'X" ratings. In the second example. limit-
ation of reproduction is based on the rights of the

copyright owner. providing successively increasing
degrees of restriction of reproduction as the protec-
tion level increases from 1 to 5.

The medium protection data is a combination of

data for expressing at least one medium protection
level as described above, and protection position in-
fonnation which specifies the position (within the en-

coded main data) at which the protection is to be ap-
plied. It is an essential feature of the present invention
that the medium protection data can assign the me-

dium protection level in units of frames of the video

signal. That is to say. limitation of reproduction of in-
dividual frames can be controlled. In addition. limita-

tion of reproduction of one or more specific regions
within a specific frame (or sequence of specific

frames) can also be predetennined by the medium
protection data. in that case. for example, a region
fonned of a number of fixed-size blocks of pixels can

be converted to a blank region. orfilled with a mosaic

pattern. in the final display picture that is obtained
from the output video signal from the apparatus of

Fig. 1. That is to say. the protection position informa-
tion can be used to specify not only a specific frame.

but also to specify one or more specific regions within
a frame.

Alternatively. the protection position infonnation

can specify an identical medium protection level for
the entirety of each of a succession of video signal
frames, or specify an identical medium protection lev-

el for one or more specific regions within each of a
succession of frames.

The term "protection position infonnation' is used

here, since it may not be necessary to record explicit
data constituting the protection position infonnation
on the CD1. Instead, that information can be inherent-
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ly constituted by the positions atwhich respective me-

dium protection data are located within the stream of
compressed encoded main data that have been re-
corded on the CD 1. For example. the apparatus may

be configured such that if the encoded data for a vid-
eo signal frame are immediately preceded by a por-
tion of medium protection data, then that indicates
that the medium protection data portion is to be ap-

plied to that frame. If the medium protection data por-
tion is to be applied to one or more regions within that
frame, rather than the entire frame, then the medium

protection data portion which immediately precedes
the compressed encoded frame in the recorded data
can include at least two values for each of these re-

gions, for specifying the respective positions of the
regions. In that case, explicit protection position infor-
mation mustbe recorded as data on the CD 1, as part

of the medium protection data. ‘

Protection Information Generated b_y Reproduction
Apparatus

With the method and apparatus of the present in-

vention, a reproduction apparatus can be configured
to produce predetennined protection data which are

specific to that reproduction apparatus. For example,
the CD 1 in Fig. 1 is played by a reproduction appa-
ratus 2 which is provided with a presettable memory
device which will be assumed to be a ROM (read-only

memory) which generates apparatus protection data
expressing a protection level refen'ed to in the follow-

ing as an apparatus protection level. The apparatus
protection level is specified beforehand by the man-
ufacturer or the seller of the reproduction apparatus.

In the same way as for the medium protection data de-
scribed above, the apparatus protection level can

take a plurality of values, corresponding to respec-

tively different degrees of limitation of reproduction of
main data which are obtained from a data medium. It

will be assumed that the number of apparatus protec-
tion level values is 4, i.e. from 1 to 4, so that the ap-

paratus protection data can be consist of two bits.
The higher the apparatus protection level number, the

greater becomes the degree of protection, i.e. the

greater becomes the degree of reproduction limita-
tion.

The contents of the apparatus protection data
ROM cannot be rewritten by the user. In the embodi-

ment of Fig. 1, each time that power to the apparatus
is switched on, the apparatus protection data are read
outfrom the ROM, and thereafter reproduction is exe-
cuted in accordance with a combination of the appa-

ratus protection level specified by the apparatus pro-
tection data and the medium protection level which is

specified by the medium protection data.

Fig. 4 shows three examples of how the appara-
tus protection level can be assigned. In the first ex-
ample, the apparatus protection level is preset in ac-
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cordance with the country in which the reproduction

apparatus is to be used. If the reproduction apparatus
is to be used in the U.S.A for example, then it is pos-

sible that the apparatus protection level could beset
to a low value such as 1. In the case of a reproduction

apparatus which is to be used in other parts of the
world, such as Europe, Japan and Taiwan, which

have varying degrees of restrictions on video soft-
ware, the apparatus protection level could be set to

higher values. as illustrated. in that way. video
scenes which are not permissible in one country can

be automatically eliminated (partially or completely).

e.g. by insertion of mosaic pattern regions in the re-
sultantdisplay picture, by using the apparatus protec-
tion level and medium protection level in combination
as described hereinafter.

With the second example in Fig. 4, the apparatus

protection level is predetermined in accordance with

the type of person who is expected to use the repro-
duction apparatus. lf the reproduction apparatus is to

be used only by adults. for example, then the appa-
ratus protection level can be set at a low value such

‘ as 1. If the reproduction apparatus will be used by
children, the apparatus protection level can be set to

a high value such as 4. In that way, video scenes or
audio content which are considered unsuitable for

children can be partially or completely restricted from
being reproduced.

With the third example in Fig. 4, the protection

level that is set by the apparatus protection data is

predetermined in accordance with the applications for
which the reproduction apparatus will be used. For
example if the reproduction apparatus is to be sold to

the public, then the apparatus protection level can be
set to a value such as 1 or 2, whereas if the reproduc-

tion apparatus is intended to be used for demonstra-
tion purposes in a shop. then the apparatus protec-
tion level can be set to a different value, i.e. 3 or 4,

and the apparatus of Fig. 1 controlled such that only
certain scenes which should be of interest to possible

customers of the shop will be displayed. In that way,

the apparatus protection level can be set in accor-
dance with the application objectives of the reproduc-

‘tion apparatus.
The overall features of reproduction protection

will now be described, referring to Fig. 1. Firstly, data
recorded on the CD 1 are read out, as an input signal

to the demultiplexer 1 O. The recorded data on the CD
1 consist of the compressed encoded main data (i.e.

compressed encoded video and audio data) which
are multiplexed with the medium protection data. The
demultiplexer 10 separates the compressed encoded
main data from the medium protection data, and sup-

plies the medium protection data to a medium protec-

tion signal detection section 11 while supplying the
compressed encoded main data to a video decoder
section 15. As described hereinabove, the medium

protection data may inherently specify protection
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position information, or may include explicit protec-

tion position information. The medium protection sig-
nal detection section 11 serves to detect the protec-

tion position infomiation. and generates a corre-

sponding protection position signal, which indicates
those portions of the main data to which the medium

protection data applies (e.g. specific video signal
frames. and/or block regions within specific frames).

The protection position signal is supplied to a protec-

tion control signal generating section 14. The medium

protection signal detection section 11 is further re-
sponsive to the medium protection data for generat-

ing a corresponding medium protection signal. which
expresses the medium protection level and is sup-
plied to afinal protection level determining section 13.

The final protection level determining section 13

basically consists of a matrix ROM in this embodi-
ment, i.e. a ROM which stores a pattern of relation-

ships between respective combinations of medium

protection levels and apparatus protection levels and
resultantfinal protection levels. The operation of the
matrix ROM will be described referring to the matrix

diagram of Fig. 2, which shows an example of how the
contents ofthat ROM are read out in response to com-

binations of medium protection level and apparatus

protection level values. There are five possible values

(designated as A to E respectively) for the final pro-
tection level, successively increasing in degree of re-

production limitation in the sequence A, B, C, D. E.
Fig. 2 shows an example of various values of the final
protection level which are determined by respective
combinations of values of the medium protection level

_ and apparatus protection level, i.e. the values in the
range Ato E which are located at respective intersec-
tions between rows and columns of the matrix in Fig.

2. Thus for example if the medium protection level is

4 and the apparatus protection level is 2, then the fi-
nal protection level will be B.

It is necessary to clearly distinguish between the
ROM of the apparatus protection signal generating
section 12 and the matrix ROM of the final protection

level determining section 13. The contents of the
ROM of the apparatus protection signal generating
section 12 can be set in accordance with the require-

ments fora particular reproduction apparatus, where-
as the contents of the matrix ROM of the final protec-

tion level determining section 13 will in general be
common to a large number of reproduction apparatus
units.

The final protection level determining section 13

generates an output signal, referred to as the final
protection level signal. which expresses thefinal pro-
tection level that has been determined, and supplies

that signal to the protection control signal generating
section 14. In response to that signal, and the protec-

tion position signal. the protection control signal gen-
erating section 14 generates a signal referred to as
the protection control signal, which is supplied to con-
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trol a section which will be referred to as the video de-

coder section 15. For simplicity of description, only

video signal reproduction will be considered at this

stage. and the video decoder section 15 should be un-
derstood as a section which converts the com-

pressed encoded video data (main data) from the de-
multiplexer 10 to a standard (analog) video signal. As
the stream of compressed encoded main data flows
into the video decoder section 15 from the demulti-

plexer 10, the protection control signal controls the
video decoder section 15 such as to apply reproduc-

tion protection in accordance with the final protection
level values. at the respective positions within that

data flow which are specified by the protection posi-
tion information. The video decoder section 15 there-

by produces an output video signal which will result
in video pictures in which reproduction of the main

(video) data is limited in accordance with the final pro-
tection level values. As will be understood from the

above, the final protection level values may change
from frame to frame of the video signal, in accor-

dance with changes in the medium protection level.
Afirst example of limitation of reproduction in ac-

cordance with the final protection level will be descri-

bed, which is implemented by controlling the expan-

sion and decoding of the main data by the video de-
coder section 15. The example will be described re

fening to the embodiment of Fig. 5, in which the re-
production apparatus is again a CD playback appa-
ratus, designated by numeral 3. Only the operation

with regard to the video dataof the main data from the
CD 1 will be described. In Fig. 5. a specific configur-
ation for the video decoder section 15 of Fig. 1 is

shown, made up of a variable-length decoding sec-
tion 15a, a dequantizer section 15b. an inverse trans-
form section 15c and a video reproduction control

section 1 5d. with the compressed encoded video data

being supplied from the demultiplexer 10 to the vari-
able-length decoding section 15a and with the final

output (analog) video signal being produced from the
video reproduction control section 15d. In this em-
bodiment. the video data have been recorded on the

CD 1 after being subjected to compression by dis-
crete cosine transform processing, and reproduction

limitation is controlled by controlling the accuracy of

inverse DCT (discrete cosine transform) processing
which is effected by the inverse transform section
15c. The protection control signal which is produced

from a protection control signal generating section
14a and supplied to control the inverse transform
section 15c is derived based on the medium protec-

tion data and apparatus protection data, in combina-
tion. as described above for section 14 in Fig. 1, i.e.

the protection control signal applies control in accor-
dance with the final protection level.

The demultiplexed compressed encoded video
data read from the CD 1 are subjected to variable-

length decoding in the variable-length decoding sec-
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tion 15a, and then to dequantization in the dequantiz-
er section 15b. The resultant compressed data are

then subjected to inverse DCT processing in the in-
verse transform section 15c, with the transform proc-

essing being selectively modified in accordance with
the protection control signal. The resultant decom-
pressed data are then processed in the video repro-
duction control section 15d to obtain the final output

video signal. The effect of reproduction limitation con-
trolled by the protection control signal acting on the
inverse transform section 15c is to selectively pro-

duce a degree of blurring orfonnation of a mosaic pat-
tern within the pictures which are displayed using the

final output video sig nal. Such a degree of blurring will
be refened to as the visibility grade. An example of

the relationship between the visibility grade and the
final protection level values A to E (which are deter-

mined by the protection control signal generating sec-
tion 14a as described hereinabove, and are ex-

pressed by the protection control signal) is shown in
the leftmost column of Fig. 6. If the protection level is
A, i.e. minimum limitation of reproduction of the video

data, then the protection control signal is set to a state

whereby it does not affect the operation of the inverse
transform section 15c. If the protection level is B. then

the protection control signal controls the inverse
transform section 15c such as to operate on a block

size of 8 x 8 picture elements (i.e. the same block size
which was utilized in the original DCT processing), us-

ing the DC component value for each block, but using

only two of the AC transform coefficients, with the
values of all of the other transform coefficients being

forcibly set to zero. Th is will result in a substantial low-
ering of resolution ofa display picture that is produced
based on the outputvideo signal. If the protection lev-
el is C, then the protection control signal controls the
inverse transform section 15c such as to operate on

a block size of 8 x 8 picture elements of a video signal

frame, using only the DC component for each block,

(i.e. the DC component is the only transfonn coeffi-
cient used). In this case, since all of the picture ele-
ments within an 8 x 8 picture element block will have

identical video signal values, this will result in a mo-
saic pattern being fomied in the finally obtained pic-
ture. If the protection level is D, then the protection

control signal controls the inverse transform section
15c such as to operate on a block size of 16 x 16 pic-

ture elements, using only the DC component values.

This will again result in a mosaic pattern being
formed, in which the blocks of the pattern are of larger

size then for the case of protection level C, i.e. a mo-

saic pattern of macroblocks is formed, thereby further

degrading the degree of visibility of the resultant pic-
ture. If the protection level is E, then the video data
obtained from the inverse transform section 15c are

replaced by different video data (produced from a
source notshown in the drawing), which are produced
from the video reproduction control section 15d as
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the final video signal. and which will produce a pre-

determined picture or pictures. Such a predetermined
picture might for example display a warning message
concerning copyright protection.

With the MPEG1 algorithm, a block size of 8 x 8

picture elements is used in the DCT processing. The
transformed block is expressed by a DC component

(i.e. DC coefficient) and a plurality of coefficients (the
AC coefficients) which represent signal level values
at respectively different successively increasing fre-

quencies. Thus if for example the inverse transform
section 15c is controlled such that only the DC coef-
ficient and the two lowest-frequency AC coefficients

are used, in the inverse DCT operation for each block,

then a specific reduction in resolution of all (or a spe-

cific part) of the resultant display picture can be ach-
ieved in a very simple manner.

Similarly if only the DC component for a block is
used in the inverse DCT processing, with all of the AC

coefficients set to zero. then all of the signal level val-
ues for the picture elements of a block will be set to
an identical value, in the resultant video signal ob-
tained from the inverse DCT operation. Hence, a mo-

saic pattern can very easily be formed in the resultant
picture that is obtained using the final output video

signal. Moreover if, for each of respective 16 x 16 ele-
ment macroblocks (i.e. each consisting of four 8 x 8
picture element blocks), only the DC coefficient for a

specific one of the 8 x 8 element blocks is used (for
example, the DC coefficient for the upper leftmost
one of the 8 x 8 element blocks) in the inverse DCT

processing for all of the four 8 x 8 element blocks con-
stituting the 16 x 16 element macroblock. with all of
the AC coefficients set to zero, then a mosaic pattern

will be formed which is substantially coarser than the

mosaic pattern which is formed by using the 8 x 8 ele-
ment blocks. '

It can thus be understood that with the above em-

bodiment of the invention, applied to video data which

have been subjected to high-efficiency compression
encoding using a data transform operation, stepwise

changes in a degree of restriction of reproduction of
the video data can easily accomplished by effecting
stepwise changes in a degree of resolution of a finally
obtained picture, or in a portion of that picture, and
that such stepwise changes in resolution can be easi-

ly controlled in accordance with the final protection
level which has been established based on the rne—

dium protection data and apparatus protection data.
In particular, when such control is applied to the in-
verse DCT processing, it is possible to easily effect

stepwise changes in the visibility grade, i.e. in the pic-
ture resolution. through use of unit blocks of picture
elementvalues which are basic to the transform proc-

essing. Such a type of control of the visibility grade,

operating within each frame of the video signal. can
be considered as applying protection in a (2-dimen-
sional) spatial domain.
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With a video data encoding method such as the

DCT method, the outputdigital signal that is produced
from the inverse DCT circuit consists of sequential

sets of data, each consisting of successive picture
element values for the respective picture elements of

a unit block (e.g. a block of 8 x 8 picture elements) of

a video signal frame. in order to convert such a digital

signal into a normal digital video signal, it is neces-

sary to first temporarily store the data produced from
the inverse DCT circuit in a video memory (e.g. a

frame memory). then to read out the video data in the
conect sequence (i.e. as successive picture element
values in successive picture scanning line intervals).

That operation is the basic function of the video repro-
duction control section 15d in Fig. 5. Fig. 7 shows an-
other embodiment of the invention. in which control

for reproduction protection is applied to the video data
which have been produced from the inverse trans-
form section 15c, i.e. in which control by the protec-

tion control signal in accordance with the final protec-
tion level is applied lo a video reproduction control
section which is configured such as to respond appro-

priately to the protection control signal, and is desig-
nated as 15d’. Apart from this feature, the configura-
tion and operation of this embodiment is identical to

that of Fig. 5 described above. The video reproduction
control section 15d’ includes a frame memory, into

which output data from the inverse transform section

15c are temporarily written. and then read out in the

appropriate sequence as described above. to obtain
the final output video signal.

In this embodiment, the degree of reproduction
limitation is controlled by 'th inning out‘ frames of the
video data that are used to fonn the final output video

signal, with the degree of ‘thinning out‘ being deter-
mined by the final protection level. That is illustrated

by the central column in Fig. 6, in which such a type
of control is referred to as time domain protection. In

the example of Fig. 6, when the final protection level
is A, then all of the frames ofvideo data which are suc-

cessively written into the frame memory of the video
reproduction control section 15d’ are used toform the

final output video signal. lfthe final protection level is
B. then the protection control signal from the protec-

tion control signal generating section 14b controls the
video reproduction control section 15d’ such that only
one out of every 15 frames of video data supplied
from the inverse transfonn section 15c is used to form

the final output video signal. Specifically, one out of

every fifteen frames of video data from the inverse
transform section 15c is held stored in the frame

memory of the video reproduction control section
15d’ for fifteen successive frame periods, and is re-

petitively read out during that time, to form the final
output video signal. Thus a type sample-and-hold op-
eration is performed using the frame memory in the
video reproduction control section 15d’. whereby the

finally obtained picture will change once in every 0.5
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seconds. If the final protection level is C. then the vid-

eo reproduction control section 15d’ is controlled
such that the contents of the frame memory are up-

dated only once in every 60 frame periods, i.e. the fi-
nally obtained picture will change only once in every
2 seconds. If the final protection level is D, then only
the video data of certain specific frames (or one spe-

cific frame) are written into the frame memory of the
video reproduction control section 15d’ and read out
to obtain the finaloutput video signal. In that way, for

example, only a portion of the video data (e.g. a por-
tion which is not subject to copyright protection) will

be displayed. If the protection level is E, then the vid-
eo data for a predetennlned picture are written into

the frame memory of the video reproduction control
section 15d’ and repetitively read out. to display only

that predetermined picture, which can be for example
a warning message concerning copyright protection.

Alternatively, control of the degree of reproduc-
tion limitation can be perfonned by arranging that the

protection control signal from the protection control
signal generating section 14b acts on the video repro-
duction control section 15d’ such as to vary (in accor-
dance with the final protection level) the number of

gradations provided by each video data sample, i.e.
to vary the number of amplitude levels that can be ex-
pressed by each sample. That can be performed by

setting one or more low-order bits of each data sam-

ple to a fixed value, e.g. 0. For example if the LS3 is
always set to 0, then the number of possible grada-
tions is reduced by half, and a conesponding lowering
of resolution of the finally obtained display picture is
achieved. The bits in each digital data sample which

are not fixed in that way will be referred to in the fol-

lowing as the effective bits of the sample. Such gra-
dation control based on the numbers of effective data

bits is illustrated by the right-side column in Fig. 6. In
that example, ifthe final protection level is A, then the

protection control signal from the protection control

signal generating section 14b has no effect on the op-
eration of the video reproduction control section 15d‘,
so that each video data sample used to fonn the out-

put video signal has the standardnumber of effective
bits. i.e. 8 bits. If the final protection level is B, then

the protection control signal controls the video repro-
duction control section 15d’ such that the number of

effective bits/sample of the output video signal is re-

duced to 4 (i.e. by rounding-off the low-order4 bits to

zero). If the final protection level is C, then the protec-

tion control signal controls the video reproduction
control section 1 5d’ such that the number of effective

bits/sample is 2 (i.e. all except the two high-order bits

are set to zero), so that the picture resolution is fur-
ther degraded. Similarly, if the final protection level
is D, then the video reproduction control section
15d’ is controlled such that the number of effective

bits is reduced to 1. If the protection level is E, then
the video data for a predetermined picture are written
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into the frame memory of the video reproduction con-
trol section 15d’ and repetitively read out as the final

output video signal, to display only that predeter-
mined picture.

It would be equally possible, as indicated by the
broken-line connection from the protection control

signal generating section 14b to the dequantizer sec-
tion 15b in Fig. 7, to arrange that the protection con-

trol signal from the protection control signal generat-

ing section 14b acts on the dequantizer section 15b
such as to vary (in accordance with the final protec-

tion level) the number of effective bits of each output
datum from the dequantizer section 15b. That will

provide a similar effect to that described above for the
case in which control is effected through the video re-

production control section 15d’.
Another method which may be used to control the

degree of reproduction limitation is to apply the pro-
tection control signal from the protection control sig-

nal generating section 14b such as to control the va-
riable-length decoding section 15a. In that case, the
protection control signal is arranged to act on the va-

riable-length decoding section 15a such that, as the
protection level is increased from Ato E. data having
a long code length are set to zero, i.e. are ignored.
This will result in a lowering of resolution in the final

picture that is obtained from the output video signal.
It should be noted that reproduction limitation

control can be executed by a combination of control

acting along the time axis and control acting in a spa-
tial domain (i.e. within individual frames). That point
is illustrated conceptually in Fig. 8, in which succes-
sive vertical lines 20 represent sequential frames of

the video signal that is recorded on the CD 1. (For
simplicity of description, it will be assumed that the fi-
nal protection level is identical to the medium protec-

tion level). Togetherwith each video signal frame data
portion on the CD 1, a medium protection data portion
is recorded, which may include position information

specifying a region within the frame within which dis-
play resolution is to be lowered, to a degree that is in
accordance with the final protection level. In this ex-

ample there are two possible basic display conditions
for each frame, i.e. non-display or display (with one

or more degraded resolution regions possibly being

formed). To achieve this, the medium protection data

assigned to each frame includes a 1-bit flag, whose
1 or 0 logic slate designates either display or non-dis-
play for the frame. If that flag bit indicates that none

of the frame is to be displayed, the condition is indi-
cated by a "x" symbol in Fig. 8, while if the flag bitin-
dicates that the frame is to be completely or partially

displayed, that condition is indicated by a 'o' symbol
in Fig. 8. In the example of Fig. 8, a "o" condition is
specified for each of the ten consecutive frames des-

ignated as FA, indicating that each frame is to be dis-
played. in addition, the medium protection data of
each of these frames includes position information for
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a degraded resolution region. The resultant display
picture is designated by numeral 21, containing a de-

graded resolution region 22, which is rectangular and
is shown as a hatched-line region. The degraded re

solution region 22 is formed by a plurality of 16 x 16
element macroblocks, and for each of the frames FA,

the corresponding position information in the medium
protection data specifies two addresses of macro-
blocks (designated as 22a and 22b. located at the up-

per left-side and lower right-side corners of the mo-

saic region 22) within the frame, to thereby specify
the position and size of a rectangular region which is
the degraded resolution region 22.

Similarly, a set of four successive frames F3 is
each to be displayed, but with a degraded resolution

region formed in the final display picture, as indicated

by numeral 24. In this case the degraded resolution
region is fonned of two adjoining rectangular regions.
so that it is necessary for the position information in
the medium protection data to specify the positions of

two pairs of macroblocks within the frame. i.e. the pair
of addresses of macroblocks 24a, 24b and the pair of

addresses of macroblocks 24c. 24d in Fig. 8.
It can thus be understood that in this case, repro-

duction protection is applied by a combination of con-
trol with respect to the time axis, and control with re-

spect to (2-dimensional) space within each frame. It
can be further understood that the invention enables

extremely precise control of reproduction limitation,
which is determined in accordance with the final pro-
tection level.

With data transmission in accordance with the

MPEG1 system (i.e. based on the ISO-11172-3 stan-

dards), data are transmitted as successive packs of
data, which are time-division multiplexed, as illustrat-

ed by the data flow 40 shown in Fig. 9. Each pack is
made up ofa leading portion such as the portion 41,
which contains information including a pack start

code and a stream identifier which distinguishes the

data conveyed by that pack from that of other packs
(e.g. to distinguish between video, audio or other

data), and a main data portion such as portion 42. In
this example each main portion consists of either
compressed encoded video data such as portion 42,
encoded audio data such as portion 43, or protection

data such as portion 44. In this example it will as-

sumed that protection of the form shown in Fig. 8 is

applied to the video data, so an individual protection
data portion may be assigned to each of a plurality of

video signal frames, i.e. video data frames can be
conveyed by respective packs, each preceded by a
protection data pack. In that case, each protection
data pack in the example of Fig. 9 consists of a 3-bit

portion which specifies the medium protection level,
a 1-bit frame flag specifying whether or notthe frame
is to be displayed (as described above for Fig. 8), a

portion which specifies the number of macroblock
start/end address pairs (to be utilized when at least
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one degraded resolution region is to be formed within
the frame, e.g. as for each of the frames FA and F3 in

Fig. 8). followed by the pairs of macroblock start/end
addresses (e.g. the pair of addresses of macroblocks
24a, 24b, then the pair of addresses of macroblocks

24c, 24d, for each of the frames F3 in the example of

Fig. 8).

Fig. 10 shows a specific internal configuration for
the video reproduction control section 15d’ of the em-
bodimentof Fig. 7. In Fig. 10, the outputdata from the
inverse transform section 15c are supplied via a line

50 to a gradation control section 51 , which is control-
led by one of two protection control signals that are
generated from the protection control signal generat-

ing section 14b, and resultant output data from the
gradation control section 51 are transferred through
a switch 52, which is controlled by the other one of the

protection control signals. Data transferred through
the switch 52 are written into a frame memory 53. and

are subsequently read outfrom the frame memory 53

in the appropriate sequence to constitute successive
frames of the original video signal. The digital video

signal thereby produced from the frame memory 53
is supplied to a digitallanalog converter 54, to obtain
an analog video signal as the final output signal.

So long as the switch 52 is held closed. the con-
tents of the frame memory 53 will be completely up-
dated once in each frame period of the video signal.
so that data of a new frame will be sequentially read

out from the frame memory 53. However if the switch
52 is held closed during an integral number of frame
intervals, then the most recently stored contents of

the frame memory 53 will be repetitively read out dur-

ing each of these frame intervals, i.e. the last frame
will be continuously outputted. It will thus be apparent
that this circuit can implement the time-axis protec-

tion operation described above on successive
frames. if the switch 52 is controlled in accordance
with the status of the frame bit that is contained in the

medium protection data.

The gradation control section 51 operates on

each digital video signal sample (in general, each 8-
bit datum) that is supplied from the inverse transform
section 15c, to set the low-order bits of each sample
in accordance with the final protection level. For ex-

ample referring to the right-side column in Fig. 6, if the
final protection level is B, then the gradation control
section 51 sets all of the four low-order bits of each

sample to a predetermined value. e.g. 0. If the protec-
tion level is D, then all of the seven low-order bits of

each sample are set to 0.

If reproduction restriaion is to be applied within

a video signal frame. then the protection control sig-

nal generating section 14b responds to the protection
position signal such as to apply the above-mentioned
protection control signal to the gradation control sec- -
tion 51 during one or more specific time intervals
within the corresponding frame interval, with each of
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these specific time intervals being determined based
on one of the rnacroblock start/end address pairs

which are shown in Fig. 9, described above. In that

way, reproduction limitation can be applied within
specific regions of a frame. as illustrated in Fig. 8, i.e.
the spatial-domain protection operation described
above can be applied.

It will be understood that in practical terms. each
"start address‘ will define a time-axis position, within

a frame period, of the data sample corresponding to

an uppermost left-side pixel of a rectangular region
within the frame. while the "end address" similarly de-

fines the position of a data sample corresponding to
a lowermost right-side pixel of that region. Such time

relationships can be readily established by well-
known techniques for operating on a digital video sig-
nal, so that detailed description is omitted.

In the above embodiments, only reproduction

protection of video data has been described. Fig. 11
shows another embodiment of the invention. in which

reproduction protection of both audio and video data
is applied. Only the points of difference between this
embodiment and previous embodiments will be de-
scribed. A CD reproduction apparatus 5 of this em-
bodiment differs from that of Fig. 7 by including cir-

cuits for decoding and dequantizing an encoded dig-

ital audio signal that has been recorded on the CD 1.

by an audio decoding section made up of a variable-

length decoding section 16a. a dequantizer section
16b, a sub-band combining section 16c and an audio

reproduction control section 16d. The compressed
encoded audio data are separated from the video and

protection data contained in the input data stream, by
the demultiplexer 10. and are supplied as input data
to the variable-length decoding section 16a, with an
output audio signal being produced from the audio re-

production control section 16d. This embodimentfur-
ther differs from that of Fig. 7 in that the protection

control signal generating section 14c of this embodi-
ment produces not only a first protection control sig-
nal which acts on either the video reproduction con-

trol section 15d’ or dequantizer section 15b to apply

video signal reproduction protection by varying the
number of bits per datum, as described hereinabove

for the protection control signal of the embodiment of

Fig. 7, but also a second protection control signal
which acts on the audio reproduction control section

16d or dequantizer section 16b to apply audio signal

reproduction protection. as described in the following.
For simplicity of description, it will be assumed that
the second protection control signal is produced in
accordance with the final protection level that is de-

rived for reproduction protection of the the video data,
as described hereinabove. However in general, sep-

arate medium protection levels and separate appara-

tus protection levels would be‘ specified for the video
and audio data, i.e. to obtain separate final protection
levels for video and audio data.
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Fig. 12 is a table illustrating three possible meth-
ods of applying audio signal reproduction protection
with the embodiment of Fig. 11. With each of the three

examples shown in Fig. 12, five different audibility

grades can be selected for the output audio signal
produced from the audio reproduction control section
16d, in accordance with the final protection level. to

effect audio signal reproduction protection. Firstly,
the method illustrated by the leftmost column in Fig.
12 will be described. In this case, audio signal repro-

duction protection is applied by selectively restricting
the bandwidth of the output audio signal produced

from the audio reproduction control section 16d in ac-
cordance with the final protection level. If MPEG1 au-

dio signal compression is used. then assuming a sam-

pling frequency of 48 KHz, a bandwidth of 24 KHz is
available for the output audio signal. In this example.

ifthe final protection level is A, then no bandwidth re-
striction is applied, i.e. the audio bandwidth is 24 KHz.

If the final protection level is B, then the audio signal
bandwidth is restricted to 18 KHz. if the protection lev-
el is C the bandwidth is restricted to 12 KHz, if the pro-
tection level is D the bandwidth is restricted to 6 KHz,

and if the protection level is E then no audio output
signal is produced.

Since MPEG1 audio compression utilizes sub-

band encoding with 32 bands, such bandwidth restric-
tions can be effected by causing the second protec-

tion control signal to act on the dequantizer section
16b such as to set the inverse quantization values

corresponding to certain high-frequency bands to
zero. Thus, audio reproduction protection by band-

width control can be easily implemented.
A second method of audio signal reproduction

protection will be described referring to the central
column in Fig. 12. in this case, time-axis protection is

applied, by 'thinning—out' of audio signal sample val-

ues that are supplied from the sub-band combining
section 16c and used in the audio reproduction con-
trol section 16d to obtain the output audio signal. In

this example, if the final protection level is A, then all
of the audio sample values are used in deriving the

output audio signal. if the final protection level is B,
then one in every two samples is held for two consec-

‘utive sample periods, by a sample-and-hold circuit,

i.e. only half of the total samples are used in deriving
the output audio signal. if the protection level is C,
then only one in every three samples is used in de-
riving the output audio signal. i.e. one in every three
successive samples is held for three consecutive

sample periods. lfthe protection level is D, then only
samples which occur during a specified interval are

used in producing the output audio signal. For exam-
ple. this operation could be performed when only a
specified part of the recorded audio signal is to be al-

lowed (by the copyright owner) to be reproduced. If
the final protection level is E, then no audio output sig-
nal is produced.
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A third method of audio signal reproduction pro-
tection will be described referring to the rightmost col-

umn in Fig. 12. In this case, protection control is exe-
cuted by effecting control of the number of gradation
levels provided bythe audio data samples, in a similar
manner to that described hereinabove for the video

data. Generally, a digital audio signal has 16
bits/sample. When the final protection level is A. then
all of these 16 bits are utilized. i.e. there is no limits-

tion of audibility. If the final protection level is B, then
the number of effective bits/sample is reduced to 12

(i.e. the low-order 4 bits of each 16-bit sample are
fixed at 0), causing a lowering of quality ofthe repro-
duced audio signal. If the protection level is C, the
number of effective bits is further reduced to 8, if the

final protection level is D then the number of effective
bits/sample is reduced to 4, and ifthe final protection
level is E, then no audio output signal is produced.

It can thus be understood that the invention en-

ables precise limitation of reproduction of a recorded
audio signal together with limitation of reproduction of
the recorded video signal, in accordance with a com-
bination of medium protection data and apparatus

protection data.

Fig. 13 shows an example of the internal config-
uration of the audio reproduction control section 16d
of this embodiment. For the purpose of description, it
is assumed that each of the above-mentioned three

methods of protection control of the audio reproduc-
tion control section 16d is utilized, although in prac-

tice only one of these could be utilized. The circuit
consists of a digital low-pass filter 61 which receives
the output data samples from the sub-band combin-
ing section 16c via an input line 60, a sample-and-
hold circuit 62 which can be controlled to hold and out-

put each dala sample for a specific interval. a grada-
tion control section 63 which effects the aforemen-
tioned control of low-order bits of each audio data

sample, to thereby control the gradation levels which
can be expressed by each sample, a memory 64 for

temporarily holding successive data samples. and a
digital-to-analog converter 65 for converting the digi-
tal audio data to an analog audio signal. The grada-
tion control section 63 is controlled by a protection

control signal to provide varying degrees of gradation
in accordance with the final protection level that has
been determined for the audio data, by setting vary-

ing numbers of low-order bits of each 16-bit audio
data sample to a fixed value as described above.

As shown, the protection control signal can also

be applied to control the sample-and-hold circuit 62,
to effect the above-described method of reproduction

protection control utilizing sample-and-hold process-

ing of the audio data samples. Similarly, the protec-
tion control signal can be applied to control the LPF
61, to achieve reproduction protection control by

varying the bandwidth of the audio signal. It will be
clear that a simpler circuit configuration can be util-
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ized thatthat shown in Fig. 13. ifonlyone of the above
three methods of protection control is applied.

In each of the embodiments described above.

there is a fixed relationship pattern between combin-
ations of the protection levels which can be ex-

pressed by the medium protection data and the pro-
tection levels which can be expressed by the appara-

tus protection data. and the respective final protec-
tion levels which are thereby obtained, i.e. the rela-

tionship pattern which is stored in the matrix ROM of
the final protection level detennining section 13. an
example of which is shown in Fig. 2. However in some

cases there may be a requirement for enabling such
a relationship pattern to be selected from a number
of different relationship patterns, which have varying

degrees of protection severity. Specifically. it may be
advantageous to provide the reproduction apparatus
with a switch which can be operated by the person

who is in charge of the reproduction apparatus. such
that the switch can be used to select from a plurality

of different relationship patterns, so that the degree

of reproduction protection can be flexibly determined

bythat person. in thatway, the person in charge ofthe
reproduction apparatus can ensure that the reproduc-
tion protection will be appropriate for the viewing au-
dience. For example, an adult can set the switch such
as to ensure that unsuitable scenes cannot be viewed

by any children who may use the reproduction appa-
ratus. In that case. assuming for example that the re-
lationship pattern which is the least severe is that

shown in Fig. 2, the entire range of possible relation-
ship patterns is illustrated in the table of Fig. 14. Here,
for each combination of protection levels obtained

from the medium protection data and apparatus pro-

tection data, there is a corresponding range of one or

more "possible values of final protection level. with

that range extending from a least severe value to the
most severe value (i.e. protection level E). One meth-

od of implementing such a capability would be to pro-

vide a plurality of matrix ROMs (or todefine a plurality
of separate matrix regions in a ROM), for storing the

respectively different relationship patterns. However
an embodiment of the invention will now be described

whereby such a capability can be easily implemented
by a simple modification of any of the embodiments
of the invention that have been previously described.

The embodiment, which is a modification of the

embodiment of Fig. 5. is shown in Fig. 15. The em-

bodiment differs from that of Fig. 5 in being provided

with a severity modification circuit 30 and a severity
modification setting switch 31. The severity modifi-
cation circuit 30 is connected between the final pro-

tection level determining section 13 and the protec-

tion control signal generating section 14a, and func-
tions to selectively modify each protection level value
which is read out from the matrix ROM of the final pro-

tection level detennining section 13 (as described
hereinabove for the embodiment of Fig. 5). and to
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supply a resultant modified final protection level to
the protection control signal generating section 14a.
The severity modification setting switch 31 can be

adjusted by the person who is in charge of the CD
player. to select one offive possible switch conditions
which will be designated as PA to PE. respectively.

The severity modification setting switch 31 is coupled
to control the severity modification circuit 30 such
thatthe severity modification circuit 30 executes pro-
tection level modification in accordance with the spe-

cific position at which the switch is set. as described
in the following.

The relationships between the five possible val-

ues ofthe medium protection level (determined by the

medium protection signal detection section 11 as de-
scribed hereinabove) and the five positions PA to P;

of the severity modification setting switch 31. are
shown for each of the four possible values of the ap-

paratus protection level (determined by the appara-
tus protection signal generating section 12), in die-

grams (A) to (D) in Fig. 16. Referring first to diagram
(A), if the switch position is PA. then the relationship
between the medium protection level values. the ap-

paratus protection level values and the final protec-
tion level values is left unchanged from those of the
corresponding column in Fig. 2. i.e. this setting of the

severity modification setting switch 31 provides the

least severe degree of reproduction protection. If the
switch position is set to P3. then the least severe val-
ue which can be taken by the modified final protection
level becomes level B. That is to say, if a protection

level A is established by the final protection level de-

termining section 13, that is changed by the severity
modification circuit 30 to a modified final protection

level B. If the switch position is PC, then the least se-
vere value of the modified final protection level is

changed to C. If the switch position is PD, then the
least severe value of the modified final protection lev-

el is changed to D, and if the switch position is PE.
then the modified final protection level is fixed as E.

The same is true for each of the apparatus pro-
tection level values 2, 3 and 4, as illustrated in die-

grams (B). (C) and (D) in Fig. 16, which correspond
to the second. third and fourth columns in Fig. 2 re-

spectively.
it will be apparent that the severity modification

circuit 30 can be easily configured using a logic cir-
cuit. which implements a simple algorithm in accor-

dance with the setting of the severity modification

setting switch 31. i.e. the algorithm would begin:

[If the severity modification switch 31 is set at PA.
transfer the protection level value established by the
final protection level determining section 13 directly
to the protection control signal generating section
14a, as the final protection level.

If the severity modification switch 31 is set at P3,
and if the protection level value established by the fi-
nal protection level determining section 13 is level A,
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change that to level B and transfer to the protection
control signal generating section 14a as the (modi-

fied) final protection level. Otherwise, transfer the
protection level value produced from the final protec-
tion level detennining section 13 unchanged, as the
final protection level.

If the severity modification switch 31 is set at PC,
and ifthe protection level established by the final pro-

tection level determining section 13 is level A or level

B, change to level C. and transfer to the protection
control signal generating section 14a as the final pro-
tection level. Otherwise, transfer the protection level

established by the final protection level determining
section 13 unchanged, as the final protection lev-
el .... ..]. and so on.

Thus with this embodiment, if the severity modi-

fication setting switch 31 is set to its least severe pos-

ition (PA), then the relationship pattern between corn-
binations of the medium protection level and repro-

duction apparatus protection level values will be as

shown in Fig. 2. If the severity modification setting
switch 31 is set to the most severe position (PE), then

the relationship pattern will be such that the final pro-
tection level will always be the highest level, i.e. level

E. As the severity modification setting switch 31 is
successively changed from positions PA to PE. the

least severe degree of reproduction restriction (within

the range of possible degrees of restriction which can
be set by the final protection level) is increased to a
more severe degree, by successive steps.

For example if the apparatus protection level is 2
and the medium protection level is 4, then the final

protection level will be B. However by altering the set-

ting of the severity modification setting switch 31 , the
user can change the final protection level to a higher
value, in the range B to E. Hence with this embodi-

ment, although protection level values can be speci-
fied by the manufacturer or copyright owner of the re-

cording medium, and by the manufacturer or seller of
the reproduction apparatus, the final degree of pro-
tection can be delemiined by the person who is in

charge of the reproduction apparatus. Such a feature
is highly useful.

As can be understood from the above description

of embodiments, the invention enables afinal protec-

tion level to be established, for controlling reproduc-
tion of recorded or transmitted video or audio signals,
with that final protection level being determined
based on a combination of protection levels which are

respectively separately established by the manufac-

turer or copyright owner of recorded signals (or broad-
caster of transmitted signals, or copyright owner of

transmitted signal) and by the manufacturer or seller
of the reproduction apparatus. The final protection
level can be applied such as to achieve extremely pre-

cise protection of reproduction, whereby for example
specific frames of a video signal, and/or specific re-

gions within a frame, can be protected by restricting
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reproduction. with the degree of restriction being va-
riable in a stepwise manner. The invention can at the
same time provide corresponding protection of an au-

dio signal which is being reproduced in conjunction
with a video signal.

Although the invention has been described in the
above with reference to a CD player apparatus. it will
be understood that the invention is not limited in any

way to such an apparatus. and is in general applica-
ble to reproduction protection in any type of appara-
tuswhich reproduces a recorded ortransmitted video
and/or audio signal.

claims

1. A reproduction protection method comprising:

attaching medium protection data, which
are specific to a data medium, to main data which
represent an original signal. and conveying said
medium protection data and main data by said
data medium;

supplying said main data and medium pro-
tection data via said data medium to a I'eD|'OdUCr

tion apparatus;

generating apparatus protection data
which are specific to said reproduction appara-
tus, within said reproduction apparatus;

determining a protection level by combin-
ing the medium protection data and the appara-
tus protection data; and

controlling said reproduction apparatus to
utilize said main data to reproduce said original

signal in accordance with said protection level.

2. A reproduction apparatus providing reproduction

protection, for operating on main data which are
conveyed by a data medium and represent an

original signal and on medium protection data
which are specific to said data medium and are

conveyed by said data medium, the apparatus
comprising:

means for generating apparatus protecr
tion data which are specific to said reproduction
apparatus;

means for defining a protection level
based on said medium protection data and appa-

ratus protection data in combination; and

means for executing reproduction of said

original signal by utilizing said main data, includ-

ing means for selectively restricting said repro-
’ duction in accordance with said protection level.

3. A reproduction apparatus as claimed in claim 2,
wherein the apparatus further includes:

means (10.11) for detecting said medium
protection data to obtain a medium protection sig-

nal expressing said medium protection level;
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said generating means comprises means

(12) for generating an apparatus protection sig-
nal expressing an apparatus protection level
which has been assigned to said reproduction ap-
paratus;

said defining" means comprises means

(13) responsive to said medium protection signal
and apparatus protection signal for detemiining a
final protection level in accordance with a com-
bination of said medium protection level and ap-

paratus protection level, and generating a final
protection level signal expressing said final pro-
tection level.

A reproduction apparatus providing reproduction
protection, for operating on main data which are
conveyed by a data medium and represent an

original signal and on medium protection data
which are specific to said data medium and are

conveyed by said data medium, the apparatus
comprising:

means (10,11) for detecting said medium

protection data to obtain a medium protection sig-
nal expressing said medium protection level;

means (12) for generating an apparatus
protection signal expressing an apparatus pro-
tection level which has been assigned to said re-

production apparatus;

means (13) responsive to said medium
protection signal and apparatus protection signal
for detennining a final protection level in accor-
dance with a combination of said medium protec-

tion level and apparatus protection level, and

generating a final protection level signal express-

ing said final protection level;
means (15) for utilizing said main data to

execute reproduction of said original signal, in-

cluding means (14) responsive to said final pro-

tection level signal for selectively restricting said
reproduction in accordance with said final protec-
tion level.

A reproduction apparatus according to claim 2, 3
or4. wherein said main data are conveyed by said

data medium after having been compressed and
encoded. wherein said reproduction apparatus

includes means (15a. 15b. 15c) for decoding and
means for decompressing said main data, and
wherein said means for selectively restricting re-

production of the original signal comprise means
for controlling at least one of said decoding
means and said decompressing means in accor-

dance with said final protection level.

A reproduction apparatus according to claim 5.
wherein said main data comprise video data

which are conveyed by said data medium after

having been compressed by applying a transform
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operation upon each of fixed-size blocks of pixel
values within each frame of a video signal.

wherein said decompressing means includes

means (15c) for applying an inverse transform

operation, and wherein said means for selectively
restricting reproduction of the original signal
serves to selectively eliminate specific ones of a

plurality of transfonn coefficients utilized in exe-
cuting said inverse transform operation.

A reproduction apparatus according to any of
claims 2 to 6. wherein said main data are con-

veyed by said data medium after having been
compressed, quantized and encoded, wherein
said reproduction apparatus includes means

(1 5b) for dequantizing said main data, and where-
in said meansfor selectively restricting reproduc-

tion of the original signal comprise means for con-
trolling said dequantizing means in accordance
with said final protection level.

A reproduction apparatus according to any of
claims 2 to 7, wherein said means for selectively

restricting reproduction of the original signal
comprise means (52, 62) for periodically omitting
selected portions of said main data from use by

said reproduction control means in reproducing
said original signal.

A reproduction apparatus according to claim 8,
wherein each of said selected portions comprises

at least one digital data sample.

A reproduction apparatus according to claim 8 or
claim 9, wherein said main data express a digital

video signal, and wherein each of said selected
portions comprises at least one video signal
frame.

A reproduction apparatus according to any of
claims 2 to 10, wherein said means for selectively

restricting reproduction of the original signal

comprises gradation control means (51, 63) for
selectively varying a number of signal amplitude

gradations which can be expressed by each data
sample of said main data.

A reproduction apparatus according to any af
claims 2 to 11, wherein said means for selectively

restricting reproduction of the original signal
comprises controllable digital low-pass filter

means (61) forfiltering said main data, to thereby

controllably vary a bandwidth of a reproduced
original signal obtained from said apparatus.

A reproduction apparatus according to any of
claims 2 to 12, wherein said medium protection

data specify a medium protection level and pro-
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tection position infomiation. and wherein said
protection position information specifies a por-
tion of said main data which is to subjected to re-

production restriction in accordance with said fi-
nal protection level.

A reproduction apparatus according to claim 13,
wherein said main data comprise a digital video

signal. and wherein said protection position infor-
mation specifies at least one region within each
of a plurality of frames of said video signal.

A reproduction apparatus according to any of
claims 2 to 14, further comprising protection sev-

erity modification means, operable for modifying
said final protection level which is determined by
said combination of medium protection data and

apparatus protection data, to obtain a modified fi-
nal protection level.

A reproduction apparatus according to claim 15,
wherein said severity modification means com-

prise a manually operable switch (31) provided on
said reproduction apparatus, and severity modi-
fication circuit means (30) coupled to said switch

and coupled to receive a signal representing said
final protection level, for modifying said final pro-
tection level in accordance with a setting position

of said switch and thereby producing an output

signal expressing a modified final protection lev-
el.

A reproduction apparatus according to claim 16.
wherein said final protection level has a value
which defines one of a plurality of successively

increasing degrees of restriction of reproduction
of said original signal. extending between a mini-
mum and a maximum degree of restriction, and
wherein said severity modification means is re-

sponsive to a change in said setting position of
the switch for changing only said minimum de-
gree of restriction.

A data medium for transferring main data repre-

se nting an original signal to a reproduction appa-
ratus. to reproduce said original signal by said re-

production apparatus. wherein said data medium
further transfers medium protection data which

are specific to said data medium and wherein
said reproduction apparatus generates appara-

tus protection data which are specific to said re-

production apparatus. said medium protection
data and apparatus protection data in combina-

tion specifying a degree of restriction on said re-
production of the original signal by said reproduc-
tion apparatus.
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ABSTRACT:

A charging method in interactive on-line service where a server and terminals of users are
mutually connected by means of a transmission medium, and a predetermined service is
provided from the sewer to the terminals via the transmission medium, and the fee for such
service is collected from each user individually. The charging method comprises the steps of
opening, in the sewer, an imaginary account for a child of the relevant user with a limited

maximum amount, and withdrawing from the imaginary account the fee for the service provided
to the user's child. The server can provide a predetermined service to the relevant user's child
within a range of the limited maximum amount preset in the imaginary account. And when
withdrawing the fee from the imaginary account, the server can restrict the service providable to
the terminal. Thus, the parent enables his child to receive a desired on-line service, such as
on-line shopping or video-on-demand, on the basis of the child's own judgment by setting an
upper limit of a service utilisable by the child and still limiting the services providable for the child,
hence realising promoted utilisation of the service by children.
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(57) A charging method in interactive on-line service

where a server and terminals of users are mutually con-
nected by means of a transmission medium, and a pre-
determined service is provided from the server to the
terminals via the transmission medium, and the fee for

such service is collected irom each user individually.
The charging method comprises the steps of opening,
in the sewer, an imaginary account for a child of the rel-
evant user with a limited maximum amount, and with-
drawing lrom the imaginary account the fee for the serv-

ice provided to the user's child. The server can provide
a predetermined service to the relevant user's child with-

in a range of the limited maximum amount preset in the

imaginary account. And when withdrawing the tee from
the imaginary account, the server can restrict the serv-

ice providable to the terminal. Thus, the parent enables
his child to receive a desired on-line service, such as
on-line shopping or video-on-demand, on the basis of

the child's own judgment by setting an upper limit oi a 3
service utilisable by the child and still limiting the serv-
ices providable tor the child, hence realising promoted
utilisation of the service by children.
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Description

The present invention relates to a charging method
and a charging system adapted for use in interactive on-

line service or mail-order sale such as on-line shopping
or video-on-demand service.

in a conventional charging system where a central

server and home television receivers are mutually con-
nected by means of a cable and the server distributes

video or data to the television receivers and charges
each user individually for the service offered, it is gen-
erally customary that the charging process is executed
by utilizing the user's credit card. In this case, the user

acknowledges the charge by inputting the number ot his
credit card every time a service is received. Then the

service provider company receives the fee from a credit

company, and the credit company mails a bill with a de-

tailed account to the actual user tothereby demand pay-
ment of the tee.

Thus, in the conventional charging system, any per-
son other than the owner ot a credit card is unable to

receive the provision of a service. Since none of children

under age has a credit card in general, there exists a

problem that a child is incapable alone of receiving a
service.

In an attempt to solve the above problem, there may
be contrived an idea of giving general credit cards to
children as well. However, this idea is considered un-

practical under the present circumstances where a cred-

it card is usable similarly to cash. Meanwhile in a situa-

tion where any child is permitted to use his parent's cred-

it card, it may probably occur that some unnecessary
charge is demanded of the parent. Consequently, when-
everthe child wants to receive a certain service, the par-
ent is obliged to input the number of his credit card each

time to approve provision of the service, and therefore
it follows that the child is not allowed to receive the de-

sired service unless the parent is always with the child,

hence raising an issue that the child's independency is
impeded.

On the other hand, as viewed from the service pro-
vider company, there exists a problem of probable fail-
ure in promoting utilization of the service by children.

It is an object of the present invention to enable a
child to receive a desired on-line service on the basis of

his own judgment by setting an upper limit of a service

utilizable by children and still limiting the services provi-
dable for children, hence realizing promoted utilization
of the service by children.

According to a first aspect of the present invention,
there is provided a charging method in interactive on-
line service where a server and terminals of users are

mutually connected by means of a transmission medi-
um, and a predetermined service is provided from the

server to the terminals via the transmission medium,
and the tee for such service is collected from each user

individually. This charging method comprises the steps
of opening, in the server, an imaginary account for a
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child of the relevant user with a limited maximum

amount, and withdrawing from the imaginary account
the tee tor the service provided to the users child.

The server can provide a predetermined service to

the relevant user's child within a range of the limited

maximum amount preset in the imaginary account.

And when withdrawing the fee trom the imaginary
account, the sewer can restrict the service providable
to the terminal.

According to a second aspect of the present inven-
tion, there is provided a charging system in interactive
on-line service where a server and terminals of users

are mutually connected by means of a transmission me-

dium, and a predetermined service is provided from the
server to the terminals via the transmission medium,
and the fee for such service is collected from each user

individually. This charging system comprises a setting
means for setting an imaginary account of each user's

child with a limited maximum amount, and a charging
means for withdrawing from the imaginary account the
tee tor the service provided to the relevant user's child.

The server can provide a predetermined service to

the relevant user's child within a range of the limited
maximum amount preset in the imaginary account.

And when withdrawing the tee from the imaginary
account, the server can restrict the service providable
to the terminal.

in the charging method or the charging system of
the present invention where an imaginary account of
each user's child is opened in the server, the tee for the
service provided tothe relevant user's child is withdrawn

from the imaginary account. Theretore the charging
mode is changeable in accordance with the serviced us-
er.

In one modified charging method or system of the
present invention, a child is permitted to receive provi-
sion ot a predetermined service within the limited max-

imum amount preset in the imaginary account, so that
it is possible to prevent any excessive utilization of the
service by the child.

And in another modified charging method or system
of the present invention, the service to be provided is

restricted when the fee is withdrawn trom the imaginary
account. Consequently, it becomes possible to restrict

provision of any service that is not suited for participation
of children.

The invention will be further described by way of
non-limitative example, with reference to the accompa-
nying drawings, in which:-

Fig. 1 shows a constitution of an exemplary embod-
iment representing the charging system of the
present invention;

Fig. 2 is a flow chart showing a flow of equivalents
in the constitution of Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing a detailed consti-
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tution ol the charging system in Fig. 1;

Fig. 4 is a flowchan showing an example of a charg-
ing process executed when a child is serviced with
a game program;

Fig.5 is a flow chart showing an example of a proc-
ess executed on a closing day of a month in a serv-
ice provider company; and

Fig.6 is a flow chart showing an example of a proc-
ess executed when a parent sets a balance in his

child's imaginary account.

Fig. 1 shows a constitution of an exemplary embod-
iment which represents the charging system of the
present invention, and Fig. 2 shows a flow ol equivalents
in the constitution thereol. First at step 81, a parent sets

an imaginary account 2, which is to be used exclusively
for charging his child, in a server/processor 1 (setting
means, charging means) installed in a network service
company. As will be described later with reference to

Fig. 2, the server/processor 1 consists of a server (data
base) la and a management computer 1b. Next at step
S2, an adequate amount is preset in the charging imag-
inary account 2. Suppose nowthat an amount of $50 is
preset in the imaginary account 2.

Subsequently at step S3, the child operates a dis-

play device 4 such as a television receiver (hereinafter
relerred to as TV) and transmits a charge request for a

desired service to be received, such as on-line shop-
ping, video-on-demand orgame, to the server and proc-
essor 1 via a set-top box 3. And simultaneously the
child's identification data is also transmitted with the

charge request. As a result, the fee lor the desired serv-

ice relative to the charge request is withdrawn lrom the

child's imaginary account 2 preset in the server/proces-
sor 1.

In case the fee for the desired service relative to the

child's charge request is $20 tor example, an amount ot
$20 is withdrawn lrom the current balance $50 in the

imaginary account 2, whereby the balance is reduced

to $30. And at the end of each month, the service pro-
vider company submits a bill oi the total amount ($20 in
this example) during the month to a credit company as
a credit lor the parent.

Therealter at step S4, the credit company sends a
detailed statement and a bill to the parent at the end of

the month to thereby claim payment ol the total lee ($20
in this case) in that month. The present situation regard-

ing utilization of the service can be checked by inquiring
at the server/processor 1 without the necessity of wait-
ing lor arrival of the detailed statement from the credit
company.

Fig.3 is a block diagram showing the charging sys-
tem of Fig. 1 in lurther detail. The set-top box 3 installed
in each contractor home transmits or receives data to

or from a service provider company via a cable or the
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like and supplies the received predetermined data to the
display device 4 such as a TV, or transmits to the service

provider company a signal which corresponds to a pre-

determined command obtained by manipulation 01 an
undermentioned remote controller 6.

The display device 4 is capable of displaying char-
acters, patterns or pictures corresponding to predeter-
mined data supplied from the set-top box 3. The remote
controller 6 outputs a predetermined command to the

set-top box 3 for selecting a desired service such as a

game program to be transmitted from the service pro-
vider company, or for approving the charge.

in the server (data base) la oi the service provider
company, an imaginary account 2 of the contracted us-
er's child is opened, and there are recorded data of the
user inclusive of his credit card number and so forth

specified at the time oi contract. The management com-
puter 1b transmits or receives predetermined data to or
from the set-top box 3 installed in each contractor home

tor updating the balance ol the imaginary account 2
opened in the server la, or for reading out some other
data therefrom or writing predetermined data therein.

Further the computer 1b is capable ot transmitting or re-
ceiving other data such as charge data to or from the
credit company via a telephone line, network or cable.

in a server (data base) 5a of the credit company,
various data inclusive ol users names, addresses and

so forth are recorded. In response to an inquiry or a
charge request based on a predetermined credit card

number from the service provider company, a manage-
ment computer 5b retrieves from the server 5a the user's

name and address corresponding to the relevant credit
card number, and sends a bill to the address. In case

the credit company and the contractor home are mutu-

ally connected via a telephone line, network or cable, it

is possible to execute an on-line demand for payment.
For example, when a desired service such as a

movie is selected by manipulating th e remote controller
6 in a contractor home and a purchase ol the relevant

service is commanded, this command is supplied from
the set-top box 3 via the cable to the service provider
company. At this time, the set-top box 3 supplies also
an inherent user ID simultaneously to the service pro-

vider company. Then the service provider company rec-
ognizes a purchase demand ot the desired service by a
predetermined user who is identified by the user ID.

in the service provider company. the credit card
number stored correspondingly to the user ID, which is

supplied lrom the contractor home. correspondingly in
advance at the time ol contract is retrieved lrom the

server la, and an inquiry and a charge request are exe-
cuted to the credit company via a network or the like.

And a desired service demanded for purchase, i.e., a
movie in this example, is transmitted via a cable to the
contractor home.

In the credit company, the fee for the service is de-

manded to the user in response to the charge request
from the service provider company, while the lee tor the
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service is paid to the service provider company. As de-
scribed above, a demand for payment of the fee to the
user is executed by mailing a bill or by on-line transmis-

sion of the necessary data in case the credit company
and the contractor home are mutually connected via a
telephone line or the like.

In the case of an access by a child, it is regarded
as a partial charge to his parent and is so processed in
the credit company. More specifically, the imaginary ac-
count 2 of the child opened in the service provider com-
pany is set actually in his parent's account, so that the

fee withdrawn from the child's imaginary account 2 is
withdrawn actually from his parent's account.

For the purpose of enabling the server/processor 1
to recognize an access by a child, it is possible to devise

the system in such a mannerthat a child needs to input
a predetermined code number when making a charge
request, or that a remote controller is prepared to be
used exclusively by the child and, when a desired serv-

ice is selected or a charge request is made by manipu-
lating such a remote controller, it is regarded as an ac-
cess by the child, and then predetermined identification

data of the child is transmitted from the set-top box 3 to
the server/processor 1. Consequently, the server/proc-

essor 1 is rendered capable of recognizing whether the
accessing user is a child or not.

Fig. 4 is a flow chart for explaining the detailed op-
eration of the charging system performed when a child
is serviced with a game. First at step S11 , a child selects

a desired game program by manipulating the TV 4 or
the remote controller 6, and approves a charge for the
fee. Then the identification numberof the selected game
program and a charge request thereof are transmitted
from the set-top box 3 via a predetermined cable to the
server/processor 1.

Subsequently the operation proceeds to step 812,

where the server/processor1 recognizes a charge to the
service requested by the child, i.e., a game program in
this case, and makes a decision as to whether the fee

for the requested service is less than or equal to the bal-
ance in the child's imaginary account 2, that is, whether

the balance in the imaginary account 2 is sufficient or

not. And if the result of such a decision signifies that the
balance in the child's imaginary account 2 is insufficient

forthe fee of the game program, the operation proceeds

to step 816 where a message indicating insufficiency of
the balance is displayed on the screen of the TV 4. Then

the operation returns to step S11, and the steps subse-
quent thereto are repeated.

Meanwhile, if the result of the above decision signi-
fies that the balance in the child's account 2 is sufficient

for the fee of the game program, the operation proceeds
to step S13, where a check message of confirmation is

further displayed on the screen of the TV 4 forrexample.
Thereafter the operation proceeds to step 814,

where the server/processor 1 makes a decision as to
whether the child has pushed the check button or not.

More specifically, when the child has pushed the check
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button provided for confirmation on the TV 4 or the re-

mote controller6 while watching the check message dis-
played on the screen of the TV 4 at step 813, then a

corresponding signal is transmitted from the set-top box
3 via a cable or the like to the server/processor 1, so
that the above decision is made in accordance with this

signal.

if the result of the decision at step S14 signifies that

the child has not pushed the check button, the-operation
returns to step S11, and the steps subsequent thereto
are repeated. Meanwhile, if the result of the above de-

cision signifies that the child has pushed the check but-

ton, the operation proceeds to step S15 where the fee
for the service is withdrawn from the imaginary account
2, and the entire process is completed.

ln the fee charging process to the child in this em-

bodiment, it is not necessary for the child to input any
credit card number differently from a usual case where
a parent receives a service. Accordingly, there is no

method of ascertaining if the user is really a regular con-
tractor or not. However, the amount is not much since

the account is an imaginary one for charging a child and,
considering an advance approval of the parent who is

an actual owner of the credit card, a simpler means has

been selected for convenient utilization of any service
by the child. If this selection raises a problem, a modifi-
cation can be achieved with facility to further enhance
the safety by necessitating the child to input a code
number.

Fig. 5 is a flow chart for explaining the detailed op-
eration performed in the service provider company. First
at step S21, the situation of the service utilization and

the balance are referred at the end of each month by
the server/processor 1. Next at step 822, a decision is

made by the server/processor 1 as to whether any serv-
ice has been utilized or not.

If the result of the above decision is negative to sig-
nify no utilization of any service, the operation proceeds

to step 825, where the entire balance in the imaginary
account 2 is carried forward to the next month. Then the

operation returns to step S21, andthe steps subsequent
thereto are repeated. Meanwhile, if the result of the de-

cision at step S22 is affirmative to signify utilization of
some service, the operation proceeds to step S23.

At step S23, a detailed statement of the service and

the fee therefor are sent by the parent's credit card
number to the credit company.

Then the operation proceeds to step S24, where the
current balance in the imaginary account 2 is carried for-

ward to the next month by the server/processor 1. After

that, the operation returns to step S21, and the steps
subsequent thereto are repeated.

in this case, only the amount used is billed to the
card company, and the current balance is carried for-
ward tothe next month. lt is usual that the balance tends

to decrease as the child is provided with a service and

pays the fee for the same. However, in an exemplary
future case where the child receives a prize by giving a
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correct answer in a quiz program orthe like or by winning
in an on-line game, the balance may increase due to
transfer of the prize money to the imaginary account 2.
Since it is impossible in this system to cash the balance

in the imaginary account 2, the prize money is con-
sumed also in a form of on-line shopping or the like, so

that the service provider company can acquire a merit
that the cash never flows out therefrom.

Fig. 6 is a flow chart for explaining the operation per-.

formed when a parent sets a balance in a child's imag-
inary account 2. Initially at step S31, the parent opens
the child's imaginary account 2 in the server/processor
1 in the service provider company.

Then the operation proceeds to step S32, where the

parent inputs an initial amount to be preset in the imag-
inary account 2 and further inputs his credit card

number. Subsequently the operation proceeds to step
S33, where the server/processor 1 inquires of the cor-
responding card company to make a collation as to
whether the inputted credit card number is correct or not.

And if the result of such a collation signifies that the in-
putted credit card number is not correct, the operation
returns to step S31 and the steps subsequent thereto
are repeated. Meanwhile, if the result ot the above col-

lation signifies that the inputted credit card number is
correct, the operation proceeds to step S34.

Then at step S34, the balance of the amount input-
ted at step S32 is set in the imaginary account 2.

The processing flow for opening a new imaginary

account 2 is similar tothat for practically opening a bank
account. This idea is derived from a prepaid card such

as a telephone card, and the right of spending a fixed
amount of money, which is spendable freely by a child,
is purchased by his parent in advance using the parent's
card number. The service provider company first in-
quires of the card company to ascertain if the card

number is correct or not, then opens an imaginary ac-
count 2 and presets a predetermined amount therein.

Thus, in the service for providing information to
each home via a cable, telephone line or network as de-

scribed above, it becomes possible for a parent to easily
manage his child's utilization of the information provi-

sion type service by opening a child-charging imaginary
account in the server/processor 1 in the service provider
company.

In an example where a parent opens his child's im-
aginary account 2 in the server/processor 1 and, in the
same manner as to give a cash allowance to the child

per month, presets in the account 2 the amount equiv-
alent to the child's monthly spending money, the parent

is rendered capable of managing the child's expense
properly so that the child may not spend much amount

carelessly for the service, hence realizing prevention of
any trouble that results from purchase by the child in

mail order or the like, eg., any trouble relative to pur-
chase of unnecessary commodities or payment there-
for.

Meanwhile, as viewed from the service provider
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company, participation of children to the service can be

promoted to consequently increase expectable charg-
ing amounts, since the parent opens the abovede-

scribed imaginary account 2 and presets a predeter-
mined amount therein, whereby the child is permitted to
receive a desired service on the basis of his individual

judgment even in the absence of the parent in front of
the set—top box 3.

Further, any service can be provided in a state

where the independency of each child is respected, so
that it becomes possible for the child at home to have

quasi-experience of a business transaction extremely
similar to a real one.

it is a matter of course that the parent can grasp the
contents of the detailed account statement on the basis

of the bill sent from the credit company for settlement,

and is informed successively of the details by receiving
from the service provider company the report of the im-
aginary account 2 in the server/processor 1, without the
necessity of waiting for delivery of the detailed account
statement.

And due to the construction where the balance of

the imaginary account 2 is displayed on the display de-
vice 4 such as a television receiver, the child is enabled

to be conscious of paying an equivalent for the provided

service, and this brings about an advantage of raising
the independency of the child.

Opening the child's imaginary account 2 is quite
similar to the case of giving a lamily credit card to the
child and limiting the amount oi its credit. However, al-

though a general credit card is usable as cash in nearly
entire business transactions, this electronic imaginary
account 2 is totally different therefrom in the point that
it is available merely in the world of interactive on-line

service such as on-line shopping or video—on-demand.
Therefore, in contrast with the case of a credit card

where the situation of service utilization is transmitted

with a detailed account statement sent per month, it is

possible in the imaginary account to successively mon-
itor the situation with a merit of on-line service. For ex-

ample, a parent manipulates the TV 4 or the remote con-
troller 6 to transmit a command, which is used for mon-

itoring the situation of service utilization in the imaginary
account 2, to the server/processor 1 via the set—top box
3. Then, in response to the command from the TV 4 or

the remote controller 6, the server/processor 1 inquires
into the situation of service utilization in the imaginary
account 2 and transmits the result via the set-top box 3
to the TV 4. Consequently, the current situation of serv-

ice utilization in the imaginary account 2 is displayed on

the screen of the TV 4. Since the child's imaginary ac-
count is thus opened, an application program for ena-
bling the parent to successively monitor the child's serv-

ice utilization can be constructed with facility.
in case a child is permitted to carry an ordinarycred-

it card with him, it is impossible for his parent to limit the

place where the child may use the card. According to
the present invention, however, the parent is capable of
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preventing his child's access to any undesirable service
by previously restricting some programs which are se-

lectable by the use of the child's imaginary account 2.
Consequently, provision of any service or information
unsuitable for participation of children can be restricted.

Although in the above embodiment the sewer/ proc-

essor 1 and the set-top box 3 are connected mutually
via a cable, any other transmission medium such as a
telephone line, an optical fiber cable or a network cable
may also be employed for the connection.

Further, a monthly withdrawal from the imaginary
account in the above embodiment is changeable to be
weekly, daily or per service utilization.

Thus, according to the charging method or the
charging system of the present invention in interactive
on-line service, an imaginary account for a child of the

relevant user is opened, and the fee for the service pro-
vided to the user's child is withd rawn from the imaginary
account. Therefore the charging mode is changeable
depending on the person to be provided with the service,
whereby the child's utilization of the service is rendered

allowable under supervision of the parent. Consequent-
ly it becomes possible to promote participation of chil-
dren to the serviceto eventually enhance the added val-
ue of the service.

In one modification of the charging method or sys-
term the child is permitted to receive provision of desired
service within a range of the limited maximum amount

preset in the imaginary account, so that any excessive
service utilization by the child is rendered preventable

to consequently eliminate any excessive charge.

And in another modification, providable service pro-
grams are limited at withdrawal of the fee from the im-

aginary account, so that it becomes possible to restrict

provision of any service that is not suited for participation
of children, and therefore the content of the service can

be changed in accordance with the serviced person.
The invention may be embodied in other specific

forms without departing from the spirit or essential char-
acteristics thereof. The present embodiment is therefore

to be considered in all respects as illustrative and not

restrictive, the scope of the invention being indicated by
the appended claims rather than by the foregoing de-
scription and all changes which come within the mean-
ing and range of equivalency of the claims are therefore
intended to be embraced therein.

Claims

1. A charging method in interactive on-line service

where a server and terminals of users are mutually
connected by means of a transmission medium,

and a predetermined service is provided from said
server to the terminals via the transmission medi-
um, and the fee for such service is collected from

each user individually, said charging method com-
prising the steps of:
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opening, in said server, an imaginary account
for a child of the relevant user with a limited
maximum amount; and

withdrawing from said imaginary account the
fee for the service provided to the user's child.

2. A charging system in interactive on-line service

where a server and terminals of users are mutually
connected by means of a transmission medium,

and a predetermined service is provided from said
server to the terminals via the transmission medi-
um, and the fee for such service is collected from

each user individually, said charging system com-
prising:

a setting means for setting an imaginary ac-
count of the relevant user's child with a limited

maximum amount; and

a charging means for withdrawing from said im-
aginary account the fee for the service provided
to the relevant user's child.

3. A charging method according to claim 1, or system
according to claim 2, wherein said server provides
the predetermined service to the relevant user's

child within a range of the limited maximum amount

preset in said imaginary account.

4. A charging method according to claim 1, or system
according to claim 2, or any claim dependent there-
from, wherein, when withdrawing the tee from said
imaginary account, said server restricts the service
providable to the terminal.

5. The charging method according to claim 1, or sys-
tem according to claim 2, or any claim dependent
therefrom, wherein, in response to an input code
number preset for the relevant user's child, said

server identifies an access by the child and then
withdraws from said imaginary account the fee for
the service provided tothe relevant user's child.

6. A charging method according to claim 1, or system
according to claim 2, or any claim dependent there-
from, wherein, in response to input identification da-
ta indicative of the child and added in the temtinal
by a manipulation of the child's exclusive remote

control means. said server identifies an access by
the child and then withdraws from said imaginary
account the fee for the service provided to the rel-
evant user's child.

7. The charging method according to claim 1, or sys-
tem according to claim 2, or any claim dependent
therefrom, wherein, in response to an input request
generated by a manipulation in the terminal for con-
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firming the situation of service utilisation in said im-
aginary account, said server transmits to said ter-

minal the data representing the situation of service

utilisation in said imaginary account.
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SPECIFICATION

File Access Security Method and Apparatus

This invention is concerned with a method of

and apparatus for securing data files in storage.
Many known computer-controlled operations

on secured data files require verification of the
identity of an individual seeking to access a file
before the data (usually in encrypted fonn) can be
accessed (see, for example, U.S. Patents
3,938,091, 3,587,051. 3,611,293 and
4,198,619). In addition, many known record-
securing schemes including those associated with
credit cards, require verification of both the

authority of the using individual and the
authenticity of the data in the record, to protect
against unauthorized users and against
counterfeit or duplicate records. Schemes of this
type are disclosed in U.S. Patents 4,304,990,
4,328,414 and 4,357,429.

One disadvantage associated with computer-
controlled security schemes of these types is that
there is typically no indication left on file of who
gained access to a secured record.

The present invention provides a method of
securing data files in storage against unauthorized
access, the method comprising the steps of
encrypting file data as a selected logical
combination thereof with an initial one of a

plurality of encryption key codes to produce file
data in encrypted form for storage at selected file
address locations, establishing a record of
accesses to each selected file address location

and the one of the plurality of encryption key
codes with which the file data at the address

location is encrypted, processing a request for
access to file data at a selected file address ‘

location by determining from the record the
number of prior accesses thereof and the
encyrption key code associated therewith,
decrypting file data at the selected file address

location using said associated encryption key
code, re-encrypting file data for said selected file

address location using a new one of said plurality
of encryption key codes in said selected logical
combination, storing the newly re—encrypted file
data at the accessed file address location, and
modifying the record to indicate an additional
access to the selected file address location and

the new encryption key code associated
therewith.

In performing a method as set forth in the last
preceding paragraph, it is preferred that in
carrying out the step of decrypting, file data at a

selected filed address location is decrypted using
said initial encryption key code in response to
determination from the record that said selected

file address location was not previously accessed.

A method as set forth in either one of the last

two immediately preceding paragraphs may
further comprise the additional steps of
establishing a file of user access authorizations,
and prior to accessing a selected file address
location, determining the authorization status of a
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user to gain access to the selected file address
location.

A method as set forth in the last preceding
paragraph may further comprise the additional
step of selectively altering the access
authorization of a user to gain subsequent access
to the selected file address location in response to
re-encryption of the file data for storage at the
selected filed address location.

A method as set forth in any one of the last
four immediately preceding paragraphs may
further comprise the steps of reinitializing all the
file data by decrypting the file data at each
selected file address location using the encryption
key code thereof determined from the record, and
re—encrypting the file data at each such file
address location using a new initial one of a
plurality of key codes.

In performing a method as set forth in the last
preceding paragraph, it is preferred that in
carrying out the reinitialization step, the file data
at any file address location which is not indicated

in the record to have been accessed previously is
decrypted using the initial encryption key code.

The present invention also provides apparatus
for securing data filed in storage against
unauthorized access, comprising storage means
for storing file data in encrypted form at
selectable file address locations, encryption
means for supplying encrypted file data to a
selected file address location as the logical
encoding combination of file data and an
encryption key signal applied thereto, generator
means for applying selected encryption key
signals to the encryption means, record means for
producing indication of selected file address
locations and key code signals associated with
encryption of file data stored therein, circuit
means responsive to indentification of a selected .

file address location for detennining from said
record means the encryption key signal
associated therewith for setting the generator
means to supply the associated encryption key
signal, decryption means disposed to receive
encryption key signals from the generator means
and encrypted file data from the storage means
and operable in accordance with said logical
encoding combination to decrypt the file data at
said selected file address location, and means

operable upon the decrypted file data for altering
the generator means to supply a new encryption
key signal for re-storing the file data at the

selected file address location newly encrypted
with a new encryption key signal, said means
altering the record means to produce an
indication of the new encryption key signal
associated with file data in the selected file
address location.

In apparatus as set forth in the last preceding
paragraph, it is preferred that said circuit means is
responsive to the indication in said record means
that a selected file address location was not

previously accessed for setting said generator
means to supply the initial encryption key signal
to the decryption means.
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Apparatus as set forth in either one of the last
two immediately preceding paragraphs may
further comprise access record means for storing
data representative of the authorization of users

to selectively access file data in said storage
means, and means disposed to receive

identification data from a user, and coupled to
said circuit means for inhibiting the generator
means from supplying an encryption key signal to
said decryption means for an unauthorized,
identified user.

Apparatus as set forth in the last preceding
paragraph may further comprise means
responsive to re—storing of file data at the selected
file address location newly encrypted with a new
encryption key signal for altering the identified
user's authorization in said access record means
to access said selected file address location.

Apparatus as set forth in the last preceding
paragraph but three may further comprise

initializing means coupled to said generator
means, said encryption means and decryption
means and to said record means for setting the
generator means to selectively decrypt file data in
each file address location using the encryption
key signals from said generator means
established from the record means for each such

file address location, and for re—encrypting the
decrypted file data for each file address location

using a new initial encryption key signal for re-
storage at the respective file address location.

in apparatus as set forth in last preceding
paragraph, it is preferred that said initializing
means responds to indication from said record
means of no previous access to a selected file
address locations for decrypting file data therein
in using an initial encryption key signal and for re-
encrypting the decrypted file data using a new
initial encryption key signal to re-store the newly
encrypted file data at the respective file address
location.

The present invention further provides a file
access record produced by a process comprising
the steps of storing at selected file’ address

locations file data that is encrypted as the logical
combination of file data and selected ones of a

plurality of encryption key signals: decrypting file
data at a selected file address location using the
encryption key signal associated therewith in
accordance with said logical combination, re~
encrypting the decrypted file data as a logical
combination thereof and a new encryption key
signal for re—storing at the corresponding file
address location, and producing saidfile access
record as the compilation at least of the number
of times each selected file address location was
decrypted and information indicative of the
encryption key signals with which the file data at
each selected file address location was
reencrypted and re—stored therein.

ln accordance with the preferred embodiment
of the present invention, a dynamic record of
encryption control keys used to gain access
initially and at all subsequent occasions to
secured encrypted files is generated both as an
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active element of the accessing scheme and as a
secured. historic record for audit purposes of all
accesses to encrypted files. ln addition,

substitutions of outdated files are prevented once
a file is accessed, even merely for display without
alteration, so that a file once accessed, and
therefore with its security compromised, can be
resecured against duplication, substitition, and re-
use. Schemes of this type are particularly useful in
banking and funds-transfer operations where
proper access initially to an account file, for
example, to effect a withdrawal of funds, must
thereafter be carefully controlled to avoid such
disastrous practices as multiple replication of the
same operation coupled with substitution of the
original balance back into the file. Further, the

historic record of accesses to files produced by
the present invention constitutes an audit record
in encrypted fonn of such accesses.

There now follows a detailed description which
is to be read with reference to the accompanying
drawings ofa method and apparatus according to
the present invention; it is to be clearly
understood that this method and apparatus have
been selected for description to illustrate the

invention by way of example and not by way of
limitation.

In the accompanying drawings:
Figure 1 is a pictorial block diagram showing

one application of the apparatus of the present
invention ;

Figure 2 is a flow chart illustrating the
operation of the apparatus of Figure 1 ;

Figure 3 is a block diagram of the illustrated
embodiment of the present invention; and

Figure 4 is a chart illustrating the formation
and operation of the key usage control file
according to the present invention.

Referring now to Figure 1, there is shown a
pictorial block diagram of the present invention
illustrating the addition of an access-securing
module 9 to a typical computer system

comprising a central—processing unit 1 1, keyboard
controller 13, and memory means 15, 17 for

storing files. The memory means 15, 17 may use
any conventional form of storage technology such
as semiconductor memory, magnetic memory in
core, crystal, disc, drum, or,tape form, and any
combinations thereof, to provide means 17 for
storing the data to which access is to be

controlled, and to provide means 15 for storing
access authorization information about

individuals and entities that may access the
stored data means 1 7. The keyboard controller 13

provides manual-entry access to the computer
system in conventional manner and is

representative of other computer-accessing
schemes such as by another computer system,
and the like.

in accordance with the present invention, such
a typical computer system is modified to include
the access-securing module 9 which operates
with the computer system to progressively re-
encrypt the data in storage in memory means 17
each time a file is accessed, and optionally to
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update the access authorization information in

storage in the memory means 15 in response to
authorizations granted, and to generate historic
files in encrypted form of the encryption keys
used to decrypt and re-encrypt each file accessed
from the memory means 17. In addition, the
module 9 operates in a controlled reinitialization

mode to restore all files in the memory means 17
to a new, standard encryption key after numerous
accesses of files in the memory means 17 have
been authorized. The number of accesses before

requiring reinitialization is determined by the
memory capacity in the module 9.

Referring now to Figures 2 and 3 in addition to
Figure 1, there are shown a flow chart and a block

diagram, respectively, illustrating the operation of
the system of Figure 1 under control of a central
processing unit 11. in operation, a person or
entity, R, requesting access to a particular file may
enter personal identification numbers, information
about the particularfile, and the like, via the
keyboard controller 13. Optionally, a personal-
identity verification routine may be performed in
conventional manner (as disclosed, for example,
in US. Patent 3,938,091 or 4,198,61 9) and the
access-authorization files in the memory means
15 may be searched for authorization to access

the requested file. All such files in memory means
17 are initially encrypted with an initial key code,
K0, in a conventional manner (for example, using
the Data Encryption Standard module available

. from the National Bureau of Standards) by
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65

encrypting the file data in an encryption module
21 with key code, K,,, from a key code generator
23.

Vlflth authorization established 25, the

particular file #X may be accessed, but decrypting
the file #X requires the correct key code. For this
purpose, a key—usage control file 19, later
described herein in detail, is searched to

determine if the file #X was previously accessed.
The conditions of prior access, namely, that it
was, or it was not previously accessed, are
possible. If it was not, then file #X will not appear
in the key—usage control file, an indication that it
appears in storage provided by the memory

means 17 encrypted with the initial key code, K0.
The key code generator 23 is capable of

generating a sequence of different key codes K0,
K, K, K, . . . K,, and is set to supply key code KO to
a decryption module 27 (which, of course, may be
the same type of DES module, or may be the
same module, as the encryption module 21 ). The
requested file #X may therefore be decrypted in

conventional manner using the key code K0 to
provide accessed data 29 in clear text. The data is
then returned to storage, either without or with
new data modifications 31 that reflect a data-

oriented transaction such as sale, deposit,
withdrawal, or the like, and is re-stored in

encrypted form using a new key code K,. This is
accomplished by resetting 38 the key code
generator 23 to supply the key code K, to the
encryption module 21 and returning the data 33
with or without modifications for encryption in the
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module 21 with the key code K,. In addition, the
key—usage control file 19 is updated to reflect that
the file #X was accessed and now resides in

storage newly-encrypted with the new key code
K, in the sequence. Further, the access-

authorization in the memory means files 15 may
be updated optionally to inhibit further access to
file #X by user R, for example, to inhibit R's
further access until a "new date", or until
accessed by another user, or the like. Subsequent
access to file #X by user R, if continuously
authorized, or by any other user must be via

decryption with the key code K1.
lf file #X was previously accessed, then the

key—usage control file 19 will contain the entry of
file #X having been previously accessed and

returned to storage encrypted with a new key
code K,, K2. . . Kn, depending upon the number of
previous accesses to file #X. Thus, with reference
to the chart of Figure 4 which illustrates the
typical entries in the key—usage control file 19, if
file #X is file #00100, then the previous accesses
to this file resulted in its being re—stored
encrypted with key code K, (at entry 37). The
search of the key—usage control file 19 thus
indicates that file #00100 was previously
accessed twice and now requires decryption with
key code K1. If authorization of the requesting
user is still valid 39, then the key code generator
23 is set to supply the key code K, to the
decryption module 27 in order to furnish the data

in this file in clear text 29. Re—storing the data
from this file in modified or unmodified form is

accomplished by resetting 38 the key code
generator 23 to supply the key code K3 (entry 41
in Figure 4) to the encryption module 21 for
encryption therein of the returned data with the

new key code K3. All retrievals of data in storage
in the memory means 17 may be by destructive
read of information in the addressed file so that
data for restoring therein may be written in in the
newly-encrypted form. After numerous accesses
to files in storage in the memory means 17, the
key—usage control file 19 will typically include
entries as illustrated in Figure 4. Such a file
optionally may also include codes to identify the
particular users who gained access to each file.
The file 19 thus provides an audit record of the

accesses to the files in the memory means 17. In
addition, the key—usage controlfile 19 is in
encrypted form since it neither reveals the data in
storage in the memory means 17 nor the actual

key codes K, . . . Kn (only generated by the
generator 23) required to decrypt the data in

storage. Further, the key codes K0 . . . K,, which
serve as file—protect codes can be generated

internally in conventional manner, for example, by
a random-number generator 23 and therefore
need not be known to anyone.

After numerous accesses to the data in storage
17 which approaches the limit of the sequence of
key codes for any particular file, or on a periodic
basis, the entire collection of files in storage 17
may be re—encrypted with a new initial key code

K0’ of a sequence of new key codes K0’, K1’ . .. Kn’
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using the apparatusillustrated in Figure 3 under
control of the central processing unit 14.
However, since the files in storage 17 are
encrypted with different key codes, the key-usage
control file 19 must be consulted to determine

which key code to use to decrypt the data in each
file for re—encryption with a new initial key code
K0’. After completion of this reinitialization mode
of operation, the key-usage control file 19 for the
sequence of key codes K . . . K" may be retired to
serve as an historic record of access to the data in

storage 17 without compromising the security of
the system or of the data in storage 17 under new
encryption codes.

CLAIMS

1. A method of securing data files in storage
against unauthorized access, the method
comprising the steps of:

encrypting file data as a selected logical
combination thereof with an initial one of a

plurality of encryption key codes to produce
file data in encrypted form for storage at
selected file address locations;

establishing a record of accesses to each
selected file address location and the one of

the plurality of encryption key codes with
which the file data at the address location is

encrypted;
processing a request for access to file data at a

selected file address location by determining
from the record the number of prior accesses
thereof and the encryption key code
associated therewith;

decrypting file data at the selected file address

location using said associated encryption key
code;

re-encrypting file data for said selected file
address location using a new one of said
plurality of encryption key codes in said
selected logical combination;

storing the newly re-encrypted file data at the
accessed file address location; and

modifying the record to indicate an additional
access to the selected file address location

and the new encryption key code associated
therewith.

2. A method according to claim 1 wherein, in
carrying out the step of decrypting, file data at a
selected file address location is decrypted using
said initial encryption key code in response to
determination from the record that said selected

file address location was not previously accessed.
3. A method according to either one of claims

1 and 2 comprising the additional steps of
establishing a file of user access authorizations;
and prior to accessing a selected file address
location

determining the authorization status of a user
to gain access to the selected file address
location.

4. A method according to claim 3 comprising
the additional step of selectively altering the
access authorization of a user to gain subsequent
access to the selected file address location in
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response to re—encryption of the file data for
storage at the selected file address location.

5. A method according to any one of the

preceding claims and further comprising the steps
of:

reinitializing all the file data by decrypting the
file data at each selected file address

location using the encryption key code
therefor determined from the record; and

re-encrypting the file-data at each such file
address location using a new initial one of a
plurality of key codes.

6. A method according to claim 5, wherein, in
carrying out the reinitialization step the file data at ‘-

any file address location which is not indicated in ,~
the record to have been accessed previously is
decrypted using the initial encryption key code.

7. A method of securing data files in storage
against unauthorized access substantially as -
hereinbefore described with reference to the
accompanying drawings.

8. Apparatus for securing data files in storage
against unauthorized access, comprising:

storage means for storing file data in encrypted
' form at selectable file address locations;

encryption means for supplying encrypted file
data to a selected file address location as the
logical encoding combination offile data and
an encryption key signal applied thereto;

generator means for applying selected
encryption key signals to the encryption
means;

record means for producing indication of
selected file address locations and key code
signals associated with encryption of file
data stored th erein; .,

circuit means responsive to identification of a

selected file address location for determining
from said record means the encryption key
signal associated therewith for setting the
generator means to supply the associated
encryption key signal;

decryption means disposed to receive
encryption key signals from the generator
means and encrypted file data from the
storage means and operable in accordance

with said logical encoding combination to 5
decrypt the file data at’said selected file "
address location; and

means operable upon the decrypted file data
for altering the generator means to supply a
new encryption key signal for re-storing the
file data at the selected file address location

newly encrypted with a new encryption key
signal, said means altering the record means
to produce an indication ofthe new

encryption key signal associated with file
data in the selected file address location.

4: '1

9. Apparatus according to claim 8 wherein said
circuit means is responsive to the indication in
said record means that a selected file address

location was not previously accessed for setting
said genrator means to supply the initial
encryption key signal to the decryption means.
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10. Apparatus according to either one of
claims 7, 8 and 9 and further comprising:

access record means for storing data
representative of the authorization of users

to selectively access file data in said storage
means; and

means disposed to receive identification data

from a user, and coupled to said circuit
means for inhibiting the generator means
from supplying an encryption key signal to
said decryption means for an unauthorized,
identified user.

1 1. Apparatus according to claim 10 comprising
means responsive to re—storing of file data at the
selected file address location newly encrypted with a
new encryption key signal for altering the identified
user's authorization in said access record means to
access said selected file address location.

12. Apparatus according to claim 8 comprising
initializing means coupled to said generator
means, said encryption means and decryption
means and to said record means for setting the
generator means to selectively decrypt file data in
each file address location using the encryption
key signals from said generator means
established from the record means for each such

file address location, and for re-encrypting the
decrypted file data for each file address location
using a new initial encryption key signal for
restorage at the respective file address location.

13. Apparatus according to claim 12 wherein
said initializing means responds to indication from
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said record means of no previous access to a

selected file address location for decrypting file
data therein in using an initial encryption key
signal and for re-encrypting the decrypted file
data using a new initial encryption key signal to
re—store the newly encrypted file data at the
respective file address location.

14. Apparatus for securing data files in storage
against unauthorized access substantially as
hereinbefore described with reference to the
accompanying drawings.

15. A file access record produced by a process
comprising the steps of:

storing at selected file address locations file

data that is encrypted as the logical
combination of file data and selected ones of

a plurality of encryption key signals;
decrypting file data at a selected file address

location using the encryption key signal
associated therewith in accordance with said
logical combination;

re-encrypting the decrypted file data as a
logical combination thereof and a new
encryption key signal for restoring at the
corresponding file address location; and

producing said file access record as the
compilation at least of the number of times
each selected file address location was
decrypted and information indicative of the

encryption key signals with which the file
data at each selected file address location
was re-encrypted and re-stored therein. 
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(54) Protecting against the unauthorised use of software In a computer network

(57) The present invention provides to a software application the verification and licence check out functions which are
normally performed by a licence server. The encrypted licence information is contained in a licence token, and is stored in a
database 17 controlled by the licence server 15. in contrast to the prior art where the server either grants or denies the
request after verifying the users credentials, the server in the preferred embodiment of the present invention finds the
correct licence token torthe software application and transmits the token to a llcencing library. A licence access module
attached to the application decodes the token. Routines in the licendng library coupled to the software application verify the
licence information before issuing the licence and updating the token. The access module then encodes the updated token
before returning it to the server. Because the veriiication and issuing function ot a token are performed by a soltware
application, the application rather than the server becomes the point of attack by unauthorised users. Reverse engineering
the access module is less rewarding than attacking the server because the module reveals the contents of a small fraction
of a database of licences.
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MEIHOD FOR PROTECTING AGAINST ‘II-[E UNAUTHORIZED USE
OF SOFTWARE IN A COMPUTER NEIWORK ENVIRONMENT

 

1. 

The present invention relates to a method for protecting against

the unauthorized use of a software application in a computer network
environment.

2. ABLBAQKQBQUND

A computer network is typically an interconnection of machines or

agents over links or cables. The open access characteristics of a computer

network presents opportunities for the unauthorized copying of software. thus

eroding the licensing revenue potential of software developers. Traditionally.

either the entire network must be licensed (commonly referred to as a site

license), or each node where the software is mn must be licensed (commonly

referred to as a node license). A node refers to a single machine, agent or

system in a computer network. A license is an authorization given by a

software developer to a customer to use a software application in a specific
manner.

A site license lets all users at a designated location or network

use the software application, regardless of their position on the network. This

flat-fee approach is an overkill for a low usage software application. A node

license not only ties a software application to a particular machine in a

network. but also is not cost effective forthe infrequent use of a software

application. See. for example. U.S. Patent No. 4,688,169. Furthermore. if new

users of licensed nodes wish to use the software application, they are often

required to purchase additional licenses.

An alternative to a site’ license or a node license is the concept of

a concurrent usage license. A concurrent usage license restricts the number

of users allowed to use a software application at any given time, regardless of

their location on the network. Just as renters check out available copies of a

.1.
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movie video from a video rental store. users on a network check out a software

application from an agent on a first-come-first—serve basis. Thus. a concurrent

usage license charges a fee for the use of a software application proportional

to its actual use.

Methods to flcense a software application for concurrent use in a

network environment are currently offered by Highland Software. Inc. and

Apollo Computer. Inc. See, M. Olson and P. Levine. ‘Concurrent Access

Licensing‘. Unix Review. September 1988. Vol. 6. No. 9. in general, the

license for a software application is stored in a database controlled by a

license server. A license server is a program that not only stores the license,

but also verifies the user's credentials before checking out the license to the

authenticated user. To protect against the authorized use, these methods to a

license concurrent usage rely on secured communications such as

public/private key encryption. Under public/private key encryption. each user

of the system has two keys. one of which is generally known to the public. and

the other which is private. The private transformation using the private key is

related to the public one using the public key but the private key cannot be

computationally determined from the public key. See Denning, D..

Cryptography and Data Security. Addison-Wesley. 1982. The encryption key

is hidden in the license server to encrypt the database of licenses. Well

designed public/private key encryption schemes are difficult to crack,

especially if the license sewer is located in a trusted environment. A tmsted

environment is one whose access is limited to users having the proper

credentials. However. a license server is more likely to be located at a

customer's site and hence in an hostile environment. It follows that the license

sewer is vulnerable to sophisticated intruders. Once the private key is

decrypted. all sensitive information on the license server such as licenses are

compromised.
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It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide a more secure

method to protect against the unauthorized use of software in a concurrent use

licensing environment.
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The present invention provides to the software application the

verification and license check out functions which are normally performed by a
5 4 license server. The preferred embodiment of the present invention comprises a

computer network including a plurality oi agents running at least one license

server and at least one software application. The license sewer controls a

database of an agent containing the license information for the software

application. The license infonnation is contained in a license token. and is

10 stored in the database controlled by the license server. The license token is a

special bit pattern or packet which is encrypted by thesoftware vendor of the

application software. The software application communicates with the license

server through a licensing library. The licensing library is a collection of library

routines that the software application invokes to request or renew a license

15 from the license server. Before a software application obtains a license. the

license token must be decoded by a license access module. The license

access module. which is linked with the software application and the licensing

library is a program that decodes the license token from a vendor specific

format to a licensing library format.

20

When an user wishes to run a software application. the licensing library

invokes a call to request a license token from the license server. in contrast to

the prior art where the license server either grants or denies the request after

verifying the user's credentials. the license server in the preferred embodiment

25 of the present invention finds the correct license token forthe software

application and transmits the incense token to the licensing library. The license

access module attached to the flcensing library decodes the licensing token.

Routines in the licensing library coupled to the software application verify the

license information before checking out the license and updating the license

30 token. The license access module encodes the updated license token before

returning it to the license sewer.
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Because the verification and check out function of a license token are

perlormed by a software application, the software application rather than the

license server becomes the point of attack by unauthorized users. Reverse

engineering the license access module is less rewarding than attacking the

license server because the license access module reveals the contents of a

fraction of a database ot licenses. By the time most attackers crack the license

access module, the software vendors would most likely introduce newer

versions of the software application and new license access modules tor them.

Thus the present invention provides a more secure method for protecting

against the unauthorized use of a software application in a computer network -

environment without modifying the underlying computer network.
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Figure 1 illustrates a network environment employing the present

invention.

Figure 2 describes the architecture of a network licensing scheme

employing the preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 3 describes the installation of a license token in the preferred

embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 4a illustrates the use of a license token to request a license from

a license server in the preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 4b illustrates the use of a license token to renew a license lrom

a license server in the preterred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 4c illustrates the use of a license token to release a license from

a license server in the preferred embodiment of the present invention.
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The detailed description that iollows is presented largely in terms oi

algorithms and symbofic representations of operations on data bits and data

structures within a computer memory. These algorithmic descriptions and

representations are the means used by those skilled in the data processing arts

to most effectively convey the substance oi their work to others skilled in the
art.

An algorithm is here. and generally, conceived to be a seli-consistent

sequence oi steps leading to a desired result. These steps are those requiring

physical manipulation of physical quantities. Usually. though not necessarily.

these quantities take the iorm of electrical or magnetic signals capable oi being

stored. iransierred. combined. compared, and otherwise manipulated. it proves

convenient at times, principally for reasons oi common usage. to reier to these

signals as bit patterns. values, elements. symbols. characters, data packages.

or the like. it should be borne in mind, however, that all of these andsimilar

terms are to be associated with the appropriate physical quantities and are

merely convenient labels applied to these quantities.

Further. the manipulations periorrned are often referred to in terms. such

as adding or comparing. that are commonly associated with mental operations

periormed by a human operator. ‘No such capability of a human operator is
necessary, or desirable in most cases, in any of the operations described

herein that iorrn part oi the present invention: the operations are machine

operations. Useiul machines for periorming the operations oi the present

invention include general purpose digital computers or other similar devices. In

all cases there should be borne in mind the distinction between the method oi

operations in operating a computer and the method oi computation itseli. The

present invention relates to method steps ior operating a computer in

processing Nectrical or other (e.g. mechanical, chemical) physical signals to

generate other desired physical signals.

-7.
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The present invention also relates to an apparatus lor performing these

operations. This apparatus may be specially constructed tor the required

purposes. or it may comprise a general purpose computer as selectively

activated or reconfigured by a computer program stored in the computer. The

algorithms presented herein are not inherently related to any particular

computer or other apparatus. In particular. various general purpose machines

may be used with programs written in accordance with the teachings herein, or

It may prove more convenient to construct a more specialized apparatus to

perform the required method steps. The required structure for a variety oi these

machines will appear trom the description given below.
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The following detailed description is divided into several sections. The

first of these sections describes a general network environment for accessing a
5 database of licensed software programs. Subsequent sections discuss the

details of a method for protecting against the unauthorized use of a software

application.

L 
1 0

Referring to Figure 1. computer network environment comprises a

plurality of data processing devices identified generally by numerals 10

through 10" (illustrated as 10, 10' and 10"). These data processing devices

may include terminals, personal computers. workstations, minicomputer,

15 mainframes and even supercomputers. For the purposes of this Specification,
all data processing devices which are coupled to the present invention's

network are collectively referred to as ‘agents’. it should be understood that

the agents may be manufactured by different vendors and may also use

different operating systems such as MS-DOS. UNIX. OS/2, MAC OS and

V 20 others. Particular examples of suitable agents include machines manufactured

by Sun Microsystems. Inc.. Mountain View. Calif. Each of the agents has an

, input device such as a keyboard 11. 11' and 11" or a mouse 12. 12' and

12". As shown, agents 10 through 10" (illustrated as 10. 10' and 10") are

interconnected for data transfer to one another by a common cable 13. it will be

25 appreciated by one skilled in the art that the common cable 13 may comprise
any shared media, such as coaxial cable, fiber optics. radio channel and the

like. Furthermore. the network resulting from the interconnection of the cable

13 and agents 10 through 10" (illustrated as 10. 10' and 10") may assume a

variety of topologies, such as ring, star, bus, and may also include a collection

30 of smaller networks linked by gateways or bridges.
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Referring again to Figure 1 is a license service 14. The license

service 14 is a resource shared by every agent connected to the network. In

the preferred embodiment of the present invention. the license service 14

comprises license servers 15 through 15'“ (illustrated as 15. 15' and 15'“)

and databases 17 through 17'“ (illustrated as 17. 17' and 17"‘). where m is

less than or equal to n. A license server is a program that n.rns on an agent with

a memory storage capability. Each ficense server 15 (illustrated as 15. 15'

and 15'“) communicates with a database 17 stored in memory on the agent

over an interface 16 (illustrated as 16. 16‘ and 16'"). As will be described in

detail below. the database 17 stores licensing information for various software

applications which are purchased and authorized to run in the computer

network environment. The license server is not limited to run on a specific

agent. but can operate on any agent including the agent on which the user is to

operate the application. Thus. any agent connected to the network may

function as a license server as well as a device on which a user may operate

application software. As will be described below. the license server does not

perform verification of licenses of application software: rather the rrcense server
is passive and provides storing. locking. logging. and crash recovering

function for the application software.

Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of a network licensing scheme of

the present invention. The architecture comprises a database 18. database

interface 19. license server 20. licensing library 24. License access module

27. license administration tool 21, license service binder 29. and license

production tool 34.

The database 18 stores licensing information and application usage

data. Preferably the database 18 comprises a plurality of records which

contain the following information:

.10.
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Unique Key Table Keys for all othertables

Vendor Table Vendors ID and name

Product Table ’ Product number and name

5 ‘ Version Table Version number and_ date

License Table License #.,exp date. total units

License Token Table Stores encoded license token
Unit Group Table A group's allocation of license

Group List Table Name of the group

I 10 Allowed Users Table Credentials of allowed users

Current License Use Table Applications using a license

Lock Table Locked records in database

Authorized administrator Table Login names of administrators

License Operation Log Table Administrators log information

15 License Usage Log Table Request handle plus Client Log

License Queue Log Table License wait queue

Application Message Log Table Application specific messages

20

A database intertace 19 provides communication between the license

server 20 and the database 18 in order to prevent concurrent access to the

same database record by multiple users which can cause the data in the

record to become corrupted. _Thus, only the owner of the lock can read from

25 and write to the locked record during the usage of the application.

The license server 20 operates on an agent and interfaces the database

18 to license administration tool 21. licensing library 24 and license service

binder 29. The license server 20 communicates with the license

30 administration tool 21, licensing library 24 and license service binder 29 via

an interface 23. Preferably the interface 23 is a remote procedure call

.11.
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mechanism which permits a process operating on one device or agent

connected to the network to request a resource or service from a remote device

or agent connected to the network. See A. Birrell and 8. Nelson. ‘Implementing
Remote Procedure Calls.‘ ACM Transaction on Computer Systems. February

1984. Vol. 2. No. 1.

Multiple ficense servers may reside on multiple agents. Preferably the

license server 20 operates in a background mode of the agent such that its

operation is transparent to a user of that agent. More particularly. as will be
described below. the license server 20 provides the following functions: 1)

servicing the requests from the licensing library 24 for license token; (2)

maintaining a wait queue for requests to the database 18 when no licensing

units are available: (3) generating locks for exclusive access to database

18; and (4) providing access to information in the database 18.

The licensing library 24 is a set of fibrary routines which enable the

application 26 to request licensing service from the license server 20. Upon

receiving the request for service from the licensing library 24, the license

server 20 retrieves a license token from the database 18 and transmits it to the

licensing library 24. The licensing library 24 is linked with the application 26

and communicates with the license server 20 over a path 28 with. preferably,

a remote procedure call mechanism 23. Among the major library calls in the

licensing library 24 is the application's request for a license from the license

server 20. other important library calls include the request to renew and to

release a license. The use of the license token to accomplish the request for

the various licensing service will be described in detail below.

The license access module (LAM) 27 is prepared by the software

vendor 24 to decode the license token. Once decoded. the application 26 via

routines in the licensing fibrary verifies the licensing information in the license

token and determines whether a license may be checked out. The LAM 27

.12.
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also encodgs the license token before the application returns it to the database

18 via license sewer 20. The license access module 27 is described in

further detail below.

The license administration tool 21 is utilized by the network administrator

to perform administrative functions relevant to the concurrent usage of a

software application. The license administration tool 21 may run on any agent

connected to the computer network The license administration tool 21 is

primarily used to install the license token into the database 18 through the

license server 20. The functionality of the ficense administration tool 21

includes: (1) starting or tenninating a license server. (2) accessing a database

controlled by a license server: and (3) generating and printing reports on

license usage.

The application 26 may not access the database 18 directly; rather. the

request for a license is made through the licensing library 24 to the license

server 20 over a path 28. Most network ficensing schemes employ secured .

communication between the licensing library 24 and the license server 20. In

contrast, the present invention uses the license access module (LAM) 27 the

license library 24 and a plurality of license tokens to protect against the

unauthorized use of software application in a computer network.

Fieterring once again to Figure 2, a ficense service binder 29 is shown

coupled to the license server 20 over a path 30. The license service binder

29 is invoked by means known in the art. such as a network service program.

The license service binder 29 locates all agents that are designated as servers

on the network. and keeps track of which server is servicing which application.

The license service binder 29 contacts each server on its table of available

servers and requests a list of products it serves. Finally the license service

binder 29 writes the contents of the table oi available license servers and the

list of products into a binding file 32 over a path 31. in Figure 2, the binding

tile 32 is coupled to the licensing library 24 over a path 33. The application 26

. 13 .
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queries the binding file 32 to see which license sewer can service its request

for a license.\

A license production tool 34 is used by the software vendor to create a

license token for transmittal to the network administrator. Receiving the license

token. the network administrator installs it with the license administration tool 21

into the database 18 through license sewer 20.

1l._Li.cens.e_Iolsen

Referring to Figure 3. the creation of a license token in a computer

network employing the preferred embodiment of the present invention will be

described. A computer network 38 is shown coupled with a license

administration tool 39 and a single license server 44. The license sewer 44

communicates with a database 45. Applications 41. _42. and 43 are shown

requesting licensing sewice_ from the license sewer 44. When a customer

purchases a license for an application, such as a CAD/CAM program for its '

research and development department. the software vendor creates a license

token with a license production tool, and delivers the license token to the

customer's network administrator. A license token is a special bit pattern or

packet representing a license to use a software application. The network

administrator installs the license token 46 into the database of the license

sewer using the license -administration tool 39. Unlike the token used in a

token ring which is passed from agent to agent, a license token in the preferred

embodiment of the present invention is passed only between a license sewer

and a licensing library for a predetermined amount of time. The predetermined

amount of time corresponds to the time the license token is checked out of the

license sewer. Currently, the license token is checked outto an application for

no more than ten seconds, and the license token is returned as quickly as

possible to the issuing license sewer. The license token 46 contains

information encrypted in the vendors format such as .vendor identification.

product and version numbers as well as the number of license units purchased

-14-
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for the license token. A license unit corresponds to the license weighting lor an

agent connected to the computer network. For example. powerful workstations

could require more license units to use a software application than an average

personal computer.

The software vendor produces a license token using a license

production tool 40. A path 47 illustrates how a license token 46' makes its

way to a license administration tool 39 at the customers site. There. the

system administrator installs the license token 46' as license token 46 into the

license database 45 of the license server 44. A path 48 indicates the transfer

of the license token 46' from the license administration tool 39 to the license

server 44 and into the database 45 as license token 46. The license server

44 is now ready to entertain requests from applications 41, 42. and 43 for a

license to use the application corresponding to token 46 as well as other

applications represented in its database 45.

It should be understood that each network may have a plurality of

license sewers and each license server may have in its database a plurality of

license tokens for a variety of software applications. Referring again to Figure

3, If application A 41 requests and checks out the license token 46 for less

than ten seconds, applications B and C 42, 43 would be unable to check out

. the license token 46 if their requests were made during the same time

application 41 is checking out a license from the license token 46 because of

the locking mechanism provided by database interface 19. Thus. to achieve

concurrent license usage in network 38. it lspreferred that the network

administrator installs more than one license server. To minimize the task of

recovering from license server crashes. it is also preferred that the system

administrator spreads the license units for any one application among a

plurality of strategically located license servers. For instance. if a network has

four license servers. the network administrator may want to allocate the twenty

license units for a particular popular application among four license tokens with

.15.
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five license units for each license token. In the event one license server

crashes or the license token is checked out, the other three license servers

may provide licensing service to other applications.

Figure 4a illustrates the use of a license token to request for a license.

As shown. a network 50 is provided. and is coupled to Appfications 52. 54

and 56 respectively. Application 56 succeeded in requesting a license token

from the license server 58 in step 59. The license token is transmitted to

application 56 in step 60. When done. Application 55 returns the license

token to the license server 58 in step 61. Aside from the license request

function performed with the license token as shown in Figure 4a. the license

token is also used in other critical stages of the licensing process. For

example. an user may wish to run an application beyond the initial allocated

time. As shown in Figure 4b. Application 63 makes a license renewal

request 71 from the license server 70 with license token 72. Similarly, in

Figure 4c the user makes a license release request 83 when the application
no longer needs the license units. As such. the user updates the license token

84 by returning the updated license token to the license server 82 in step 35.

llL.Li.canse.As:cess_Mnstu1e

In Figure 2, a license access module (LAM) 27 is linked with the

application 26 and the licensing fibrary 24 to tom the executable code that

software vendors ship to the customers. The license access module 27

decodes and encodes the encrypted license token as it is being passed

between the license server and the licensing library 24. Thus the level of

security of an application from unauthorized use depends heavily upon how
secure the license access module is.

Conventional network licensing schemes use publiclprivate key

encryption to encode sensitive information. Such a scheme is effective it the

license server is in a trusted environment. However. the customer has the

.16.
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same access to any agent in a network, including the license server. The

security of the licensing scheme can be compromised by a user who decrypts

the license sewers private key. Once the unauthorized user determines the

sewers private key, he can decrypt all sensitive information on the license

5 server. Should all license servers use the same. key, as is frequently done,

then all the security of the applications served by all the license servers will be

compromised.

The license access module 27 first translates a license token from a

10 vendor specific format to a format usable by the licensing library 24. The

license access module accompflshes the translation in two modules. One

module translates or decodes a license token from a vendor specific format to a '

licensing fibrary format. The second module translates or encodes the updated
license token from the licensing library format to the vendor specific fonnat.

15 The second module is invoked anytime the licensing library updates the
information in a license token.

Upon receiving the license token in the licensing library format, the

licensing library invokes routines which verify the correctness of the license by

20 reviewing the following license information stored in the token: (1) flag. (2)

maintenance contract date, (3) host name and domain, (4) product name, (5)
host id number. (6) license serial number. and (7) expiration date of license.

This is compared to the information maintained by the application. If the

information matches. the flce_nse is verified. After completing the verification

25 process. a routine in the licensing library is initiated which checks out the

license by decrementing the license units in license token by the number of
licensing units being checked out.

The decoding and encoding routines allow software vendors to

30 implement their own security mechanism to protect their licenses from

unauthorized use even though they reside at the customers site.

.17.
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40

45

50

Below is an example of a sample application using the licensing library

and the license access module written in C language:

#detine LlC__FlENEWAL_TIME (60) /set renewal time tor this session!
tdetine EST_LlC_RENEWAL_TlME (LlC_FlENEWAL_TlME x .9)

/set vendor lll

/set product #/
/set version id #/

NL_vendor_id NL_Vendor_id . 1223;
NL_prod_num NL_Prod_num - '02‘
NL_version NL_version = ( 12/20/88. '1.0' );

status -_- NL_init (vendor_id, NULL. &job_id); frnitialize license service/
it (status l= NL_NO_ERFlOR) [accept job id it no error/

l
fprintf (stderr, 'nl__init tailed - error =
%d\n'. status ); /error message if error and

return/

return;

l

units - 3:

code_funcs.encode_p -= nl__encode; /pointer to encode tunctionl
code_tuncs.decode_p = nl_decode: /pointer to decode lunctionl
it (signal (SIGALRM), alarm_intr) == (void ') -1) /set alarm if no

error/

l
perror (‘Cannot set SlGALRM"); /otherwise, error message/
return; -

l
status -= NL_request (job_id. NL_Prod_num. /request a license/
&NL_Verslon,
units. LIC_RENEWAL_TlME. NL_L2_SRCH.
&code_tuncs, NULL.
&req_J\andle. NULL. &app_inlo);

/no error. license checkedit (status l= NL__NO_EFtROFt) -
{ out from license serverl
tprintt (stderr, 'nl_request tailed - error .=
%d\n'. status): /otherwise, error message/
return;

l

I O

' We got a license /license request successlull
' I

/set alarm tor license renewal
timel

/runs application!

alarm (EST_LlC_-FlENEWAL_TlME);

Application Runs

status = NL_release (req_handle): [request to release a license/
if (status ls NL__NO_EFtROR)

{
tprintt (stderr, 'nl__release tailed - error = /otherwise, error

~ -13-
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%d\n'. status); ‘ messagesl
, return:

i

5 lnt
alarm_lntr ()

I

’ status . NL_confirm (req_handle. /renew licensing unit with
L|C_FlENEWAL_TlME, NULL); licensing server/

10 I‘ - '

' Verify vendor private information
‘I

l

ll (statuslz NL_NO_ERROFl)
15 tprintt (stderr. 'nl_confirm tailed - error = Iotherwise. error

%\n'. status); message/
i

puts (‘license renewed’) Isuccesslul license
renewall

20

The sample application given above is accompanied by sell-

explanatory annotation to the right margin of the codes. 01 particular interest

are code_tunc.encode_p and code_lunc.decode_p. Encode_p and decode_p

are pointers to the software vendor's encode and decode routines.

25 respectively. Taking the pointers in the code_tunc variable, the licensing

fibrary can use the pointers to invoke the decoding and encoding routines in

the license access module. The three major licensing library routines. request

tor a license (NL_request), release a license (NL__release_) and renew a license

(NL_conlirm) invoke the decocfing and encoding routines. For example ol a

30 license access module, see Appendix 1.

In implementing the license access module. the license server becomes

merely a repository tor license tokens. The licensing nbrary coupled to the

application pertorms the procedure ol authenticating the license token prior to

35 granting a license and therefore access to run the application.

Because the level at security at the system is dictated by the license

access module, the software vendors are tree to make the license access

module as simple or as complex as they desire. In particular, they are tree to

-19.
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adopt any oi the encryption schemes as pan of their encryption routines. If the

‘security mechanism is broken, and the encryption known to others. then the

software vendors can easily remedy the situation by releasing a new version of

the product with a new license access module.

While the present invention has been particularly described with

reference to Figures 1-4 as well as Appendix 1, and with emphasis on certain

language in implementing a method to protect against the unauthorized use of

software application in a computer network environment. it should be

understood that they are_ior lllustrationuonly and should not be taken as

limitation upon the invention. In addition. it is clear that the method of the

present invention has utility in any application run in a computer network

environment. It is contemplated that many changes and mocfiflcations may be

made. by one skilled in the art. without departing from the spirit and scope of

the invention disclosed above.

-20.
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1. In a computer network environment including a

plurality of software applications licensed to run on at

least one network of agents, said applications located on

said agents wherein use of the application on a particular

agent is permitted upon the grant of a license, said

license being requested by a user from said agent of said

applications, a system for protecting against the

unauthorized use of said applications comprising:

license token means for storing licensing

information of said applications; license ‘server means

connected to said agents for .communicating with said

applications, said license server means having a database

which stores said license token means, said license server

.means further retrieving said license token means from

said database upon a request for a license by said

applications, said license server means further

transmitting said license token means to said

applications;

license access means connected to said agents

for decoding and encoding said license token means from

said license server means, said license access means being

integrated with said applications, said license access

means receiving said license token means from said license

.server means; and

licensing library means connected to said agents

for verifying said decoded license token means before

access to said license is granted, said licensing library

means being integrated with said applications.

2. The system as defined in claim 1, wherein each

said license token means containing licensing information

for at least one version of each said applications.
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3. The system as defined in claim 1, wherein the

contents of said license token means is encrypted.

4. The system as defined in claim 1, wherein said ,

license token means is passed between said license server

means and said licensing library means for a predetermined

time period.

5. The license token means as defined in claim 4,

wherein during said predetermined time period, only one

said applications may check out one said license token
means 0

6. ' The system as defined in claim 1, wherein said

license server means receives said request for a license

from said applications, said license server searches in

said database for a license token means storing the

license requested by said application before retrieving
said license token means.

7. The system as defined in claim 1, wherein said

license access means decodes the contents of said license

token means before said licensing library means verifies
said license token means.

.8. The system as defined in claim 1, wherein said

license access means encodes said license token means

after said licensing library verifies said license token

means and prior to returning said license token means to

said license server means.

9. ' The_system as defined in claim 1, wherein said .
licensing library verifies said license token means by
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comparing the licensing information stored in said license

token means with the licensing information maintained by
said application. 1

10. The system as defined in claim 1, wherein said

licensing library means checks out said license of said

application in response to a positive comparison of the
license information.

11. The licensing library means as defined in claim

10, wherein said license for said application being
checked out after said licensing library verifies said
license token means.

12. In a computer network environment including a

plurality of software applications licensed to run on at

least one network of agents, said applications located on

said agents wherein use of the application on a particular

agent is permitted upon the grant of a license, said

license being requested by a user from said agent of said

applications, a system for protecting against the

unauthorized use of said applications comprising:

license token means for storing licensing
information of said applications;

license server means connected to said agents

for communicating with said applications, said license
server means having a database which stores said license

token means, said license server means further retrieving
said license token means from said database upon a request

for a license by said applications, said license server

means further transmitting said license token means to

said applications;
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license access means connected to said

application and accessible from said agents for decoding

and encoding said license token means from said license

server means, said license access means being integrated -

with said applications;

licensing library means connected to said

application and accessible from said agents for verifying

said decoded license token means before access to said

license is granted, said licensing library means being

integrated with said applications; and

license binding means connected to said license

server means and to said licensing library means for

constructing a binding file, said binding file informing

said licensing library means which of said license server

means may grant a license to said application.

13. The system as defined in claim 12, wherein said

licensing library means are located on the same agents as

said applications.

14. The system as defined in claim 12, wherein said

license sever means are located on the same agents as said

licensing library means.

15. The system as defined in claim 12, wherein each

-said license token means contains licensing information

for at least one version of each of said applications.

16. The system as defined in claim 12, wherein the

contents of said license means is encrypted.

17. The system as defined in claim 12, wherein said

license token means is passed between said license server
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means and said licensing library means for a predetermined

time period.

18. The license token means as defined in claim 17,

wherein, during said predetermined time period, only one

of said applications may check out one said license token
means.

19. The system as defined in claim 12, wherein said

license server means further transmit said license token

means to said licensing library means.

20. The system as defined in claim 12, wherein said

license access means decodes the contents of said license

token means before said licensing library means verifies

said license token means.

21. The system as defined in claim 12, wherein said

license access means encodes said license token means

after said licensing library verifies said license token

means and prior to returning said license token means to

said license server means.

22. The system as defined in claim 12, wherein said

license binding means constructs said binding file by

_ contracting each said license server means to request for

a list of applications it serves, said binding file

containing said list of applications available from said

license server means.

23. In a computer network environment including a

plurality of software applications licensed to run on at

least one network of agents, said applications located on
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said agents wherein use of the application on a particular

agent is permitted upon the grant of a license, said

license being requested by a user from said agent of said

applications, a system for protecting against the

unauthorized use of said applications substantially as

hereinbefore described with reference to the accompanying

drawings.
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METHODS AND DEVICES FOR STORING,

DISTRIBUTING, AND ACCESSING

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN DIGITAL FORM

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent application

serial no. 09/175,559, filed October 20, 1998, which is a continuation—in-part of U.S.

patent application serial no. 09/049,321, filed March 27, 1998, which is a continuation

of U.S. patent application serial no. 08/687,292, filed July 25, 1996 (now U.S. Patent

No. 5,734,823, issued March 31, 1998), which is a continuation of U.S. patent

application serial no. 08/367,056, filed December 30, 1994 (now abandoned), which

is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent application serial no. 08/296,120, filed August

25, 1994 (now abandoned), which is a continuation of U.S. patent application serial

no. 07/787,536, filed November 4, 1991 (now abandoned), all of which are

incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to methods and apparatus for the secure

consolidated electronic storage and distribution of Intellectual Property in digital form

and more particularly to methods and apparatus for electronically storing and

transmitting information in consolidated, digital form to and from centralized storage

facilities and users.

As used herein, ‘_‘Intellectual Property?’ (“IP”) refers to that, which in

non-electronic form, would be referred to as books, text, pictures, photographs,

videos, movies, films, audio, music, software, computer games, video games, and

other types of expressions of ideas or concepts that can be stored and distributed in

digital form. IP also includes all material that is capable of being protected by

copyright, as well as other materials. In some embodiments, IP’s include
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compilations and/or portions of one or more of the above types of works as well as the

works themselves.

Current networks for dissemination of IP lack a unifonn disuibution

system. There are, for example, several different encryption technologies providing

digital security (i.e., prevention of piracy or illegal copying of IP) for different media

such as books, video, software, and multi-media. Similarly, there are different

network distribution systems competing with each other to provide IP with little or no

compatibility between the systems as seen from the standpoint of users, publishers

(i.e., content providers), or the IP itself. Each entity has its own website, data center,

and encryption algorithm. Uniformity is lacking because many different publishers,

studios, and intellectual property owners have their own information retrieval service.

Present methods and systems available for electronically distributing [P are not

believed to provide a sufficient level of security against unauthorized use and copying

to be acceptable vehicles for the commercial disuibution of 11’. This fragmentation

produces inefficiencies in the distribution of intellectual property. There is currently

no operator of an overall distribution network capable of providing publishers

assurance of IP protection and easy-to-use, efficient, inexpensive, and universal '

dissemination of IP. There are currently no standards available that establish a criteria

for the development and operation of the infrastructure, networking and systems for

the commercial electronic delivery of IP with a level of security that would be

desirable to most commercial providers of IP.

Traditionally, each type of [P has had its own unique way of being

provided to the consumer. Intellectual Property (hereinafier referred to as IP) have

been printed on paper and in books, for example, and music has been “burned” onto

CDs. Retrieval methods for obtaining [P via digital readers, MP3 music hardware

players and other hardware are currently specialized for the particular forms of IP for

which the reader, player or other hardware is adapted. This form of specialization

further fragments the IP market into specialized content data centers and reduces

efficiency in distribution while failing to provide a level of security against

2
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redistribution and copying that would be desirable to most commercial providers of

IP. In addition, a proliferation of web-sites and market access locations make it more

difficult and confusing for a consumer to access the available choices in a meaningful

manner. Furthermore, a lack of uniformity in methods for identifying particular

digitally—formatted IP makes it more difficult to track the flow of use of IP, because

multiple tracking methods must be employed to accommodate multiple methods of

identification. However, information provided in each case can be reduced,

ultimately, to binary information. It would therefore be desirable to provide a

distribution network designed for distributing various different IP types and a

distribution method that can securely deliver .each of these various IP types to the

consumer, while safeguarding the transmitted IP types from illegal reproduction.

Present methods for distributing LP rely upon straight-forward transfer

of data without inherent security built into the transferred data files. These methods

provided adequate protection before the proliferation of public networks and the

Internet. However, if one person were to “crack” a security code, any or all of the [P

distributed in a file would be available for unencrypted transfer for all to have and use

without regard for licensing and ownership. It would therefore be desirable to provide

methods and devices for securing transferred data files that avoid making the IP

available for unencrypted transfer alter a code is cracked. Further, it would be

beneficial to provide a disuibution system and mechanism that regularly and

automatically updates and/or changes encryption and decryption algorithms, keys,

and/or formulae applicable to each IP electronically distributed to recapture security

features for any 11’ for which previous encryption and decryption algorithms, keys,
and/or formulae have been broken or compromised, to thereby inhibit cracking or

compromising of IP encryption and decryption mechanisms.

Furthermore, the present proliferation of web sites and the Internet

increases the difficulty of the user in finding and accessing specific IP’s. There is

currently a lack of uniformity in methods of identifying particular IP in digital form.

This lack of uniformity makes it more difficult to track the flow and use of 11’ because

3
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multiple tracking methods are required to accommodate multiple methods of

identification.’ Lack of uniformity in electronic storage and distribution of [P also

make distribution and delivery of LP more expensive and less efficient. Moreover,

users of IP are inconvenienced because they must acquire multiple devices or

software programs to read many different IP data formats.

It would therefore be desirable to provide methods and apparatus for

consolidating all forms ofdigitally distributable IP.

It would further be desirable to provide methods and apparatus that

provide a consistent interface between IP organizations and content owners on the one

hand, and consumers of IP on the other.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In one embodiment, the present invention is an apparatus for

facilitating obtaining text of an IF, the apparatus including a storage device having

stored therein text of a plurality of IP, wherein the text includes electronically stored

representations of printed text works, movies, films, video presentations, television

programming, music, audio works, audio presentations, radio programs, graphic

material, art works, plays, operas, novels, writings, photographs, pictures, images,

advertising copy, computer games, video games, or sofiware, or portions and

combinations thereof; a processor connected to the storage device, the storage device

further having storedtherein a program for controlling the processor to: receive an IP

selection request; receive a user identification associated with the IP selection request;

and output encrypted text of the selected IP if the user identification and IP selection

are valid utilizing a determined level of IP encryption.

As is explained below, the terms “text” and “IP” as used herein are to

be interpreted broadly. For example, a “IP” that is a musical recording includes “text”

that is audio, or more specifically, music. Other types of “IP” may include more than

one type of “text.”
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This embodiment of the present invention consolidates various fonns

of digitally distributable IP and provides ‘a consistent interface between [P

organizations and content owners on the one hand, and consumers of IP on the other.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 illustrates one embodiment of the present information

5 distribution system architecture;

Fig. 2 illustrates information flow in the system architecture shown in

Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 is a block diagram illustration of a point of purchase delivery

system;

10 Fig. 4 is a more detailed block diagram illustration of the host

fileserver shown in Fig. 3;

Fig. 5 is a perspective view of an H3 Bank embodiment;

Fig. 5A is an alternative IP Bank embodiment;

Fig. 5B is yet another alternative IP embodiment;

15 Fig. 6 is a block diagram illustration of the IP Bank circuitry;

Fig. 7 is a block diagram illustration of an end user’s storage medium;

Fig. 8 illustrates the information flow for the point of purchase

configuration;

Fig. 9 is a block diagram illustration of certain elements of a point of

20 rental delivery system;

Fig. 10 is a block diagram illustration of certain elements of an IP

Bank subsystem;
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Fig. 11 is a block diagram illustration of _certain elements of a

promotional delivery system; and

Fig. 12.is a flow chart illustrating the encryption process implemented

in accordance with the present invention; and

Fig. 13 is another IP Bank embodiment.

Fig. 14 is a representation of a network showing, in one embodiment of

the present invention, how [P fiom content suppliers is provided through a central

data center to a user device.

Fig. 15 is a more detailed block diagram of the user device shown in

Fig. 14.

Fig. 16 is a block diagram of the user device shown in Fig. 15 to which

an external authentication device is attached.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

As used herein, ‘the term “network” refers to any electronic

interconnection between two or more electronic devices over which data is

transferred, including, but not limited to, the Internet, an intranet, a land line or

traditional telephone network, a cellular or wireless mobile network, a wireless

microwave network, television or radio wave transmissions, a cable network, a

wireless connection (for example, infrared or microwave connections), satellite, a

localized land network system, induction connection using electric lines, a wireless

network using lasers as the transmitting medium, any combination of any of the

preceding or_any other system for the transmission of data between two or more units.

A “secure rretwor ” is a network employing security measures against unauthorized

access to data being transmitted via the network or data stored within a memory

storage area of a device connected to the secure network.
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The term “I? Bank,” as used herein, refers to an interface between a

network and a user. Such interface may be physically located in proximity to a

central information storage facility, at a location remote from a central information

storage facility (for example, in a physical housing such as a kiosk located at a retail

establishment), or in proximity to and directly connected to a user’s computer. In one

embodiment of the invention, the IP Bank is wholly or partially a virtual device

generated from an interaction a software program stored on a user’s computer and

software located at another IP Bank or a central information storage facility. In

embodiments involving a virtual device, some of the hardware necessary for operation

of an IP Bank is located proximate to or within a user’s computer, or proximate to or

within the IP Bank or the central information storage facility, depending upon a

location at which user contact is made. For example, in one embodiment, a “IP Bank”

comprises memory storage, a processing unit, a keyboard, slots for credit cards, slots

for storage media on which downloaded digital data such as electronic versions of

printed IP texts are stored, and a printer (for bills and receipts). A virtual “IP Bank”

comprises, for example, only a memory and a processor (located at, e.g., a retail

establishment, a data storage center, or at a security encryption compression module.

Keyboards, slots for credit cards and storage media, etc. are supplied. in this

embodiment by the user’s device and the user’s software. Although the term ‘TP:

Bank” and “text” may suggest book-type or written material based upon a reader’s

prior notions of the subject matter to which these terms refer, the tenns are not

intended to be so limited in this description. Other types of material, such as movies,

music, voice, video, graphic images, natural language and other text, audio, computer

games, video games computer software material, and any other type of intellectual

property capable of being converted to and stored in digital form is intended to be

included when the terms “IP” and “text” are used, unless otherwise specified or made

clearly obvious from context. (For example, “natural language text” does not refer to

video or music.) An IP Bank is a self-service, user interactive information vending

device, which, in one embodiment, is a separate, stand-alone device. In another

embodiment, an IP bank includes hardware and software located at a central data
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storage facility and hardware and sofiware located within or proximate to a user’s

computer, with both being in electronic communication via a suitable network,

thereby providing operation coordinated in a manner such that the components

function in the same manner as a stand-alone IP bank. In yet another embodiment, an

IP bank is a device located proximate to a user’s computer or a computer board

located within the user’s computer and which is electronically connected to the user’s

computer via a suitable network connection, and which is also connectable to a central

information storage facility using a suitable network. In another embodiment of the

present invention, for example, each IP bank contains a high capacity, local memory

storage having a customizedlportfolio of the most demanded information products for

a particular site at which the 11’ Bank is located. In another embodiment, each [P

Bank comprises a processor, a monitor, a network connection, and one or more slots

configured for insertion of a portable memory storage medium and/or a connection to

a user device, for example, a portable digital assistant (PDA). Other information is

transferred via a network to an IP Bank for supplemental, secondary, and less

demanded purposes. A processing unit within the IP Bank and coupled to the [P Bank

local memory and storage controls downloading and dynamic encryption of
information.

The term “IP,” as used herein, includes all different types of

intellectual property that is capable ofbeing electronically stored in digital form. The

term “I?” includes traditional printed text works, movies, films, video presentations,

television programming, music, audio works or presentations, radio programming,

graphic material, art works, plays, operas, novels, writings, photographs, pictures,

images, advertising copy, computer games, video games, computer software, any

portion of combination of the above, and/or other types of intellectual property.

The term “JP file,” as used herein, refers to a digital version of an IP.

The description is ‘not dependent upon the format of the stored digitized material, and

is equally applicable whether the digitized material is stored using HTML, XML,

Adobe PDF (portable document format), SHOCKWAVE® format (Macromedia, Inc.,

8
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San Francisco, CA), or any other format. Where the context so indicates, the term “IP

selection request” refers to a request made by a user to obtain a copy of a given IP

"file. The term “selected IP,” as used herein, refers to a particular IP file for which a

user has made a request for a copy. The term “text,” as used herein, when used in

connection with a selected IP or IP file, refers to the content of the digitally stored IP

file under consideration. Because the term “IP” is used herein includes not only

traditional printed text works, but also other types of intellectual property capable of

being electronically stored in digital form, the term “text” as used herein is intended

to be interpreted with equal generality so as to include the content of the “IP,”

whether it be traditional printed text or the content of another type of IP to which the

general term “LP” is applied herein. The general applicability of various of the

embodiments of the invention disclosed herein will be appreciated if it is understood,

for example, that a “l?” that is a television program includes “text” that is television

programming. As another example, a “I?” that is a musical recording includes “text”

that is audio, or more specifically, music. Extending the analogy further, it is easily

understood that one “reads” the “text”. of the musical recording “IP” by playing the

music via a system that converts the digitally encoded audio into sound. Some types

of “[P’s” may include more than one type of “text,” for example, digital

representations of printed text, music, and pictures. All uses herein of the terms “IP”

and “text” are intended to be generalized in a similar manner, unless it is explicitly

stated that such use is intended to refer only to printed text or natural language text, or

the context is such that the term “text” is obviously limited thereto.

The term “user’s computer” or ‘“user’s device,” as used herein, refers

to any electronic device performing some or all of the functions traditionally

associated with a typical desktop computer, including, but not limited to, a traditional

desktop -computer (such as an IBM PC, a MacIntosh® (Apple Computer, Inc.,

Cupertino, CA) or a clone of either), a laptop computer, PDA device, wireless

connecting device, lntemet connecting device (e.g., WEBTV7“ (WebTV Networks,

Inc., Palo Alto, CA) or others), digital telephone, video gaming device, ebook, or

another electronic device capable of being electronically connected with a network.
9
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The terms “user’s computer” and “user’s device” do not necessarily refer to different

types ofunits.

As used herein, the term “nonvolatile memory” refers generally to a

type of memory that does not depend upon power being continuously applied to retain

information. For example, static RAM, segregated hard drive, floppy disk, CD~RW,

magnetic optical disk, flash memory, electronically erasable programmable read only

memory (EEPROM), and WORM (write once, read many time) memories are types

of nonvolatile memory. ROM (read only memory) and field programmable gate

arrays are also typesof nonvolatile memory that are sometimes mask-programmed. A

circuit designer would be able to choose a suitable type ofnonvolatile memory for use

in a circuit, giving due consideration to voltage, current, data access rate, data transfer

rate, physical size of the device desired, and memory density requirements, and to

whether the application requires the nonvolatile memory to be field programmable,

erasable, and/or reprograrnmable.

Also as used herein, the term “encryption algorithm” unless otherwise

stated, includes methods for encryption, keys used for encryption, and formulae used

for encryption. The term “decryption algorithm,” unless otherwise stated, includes

methods for decryption, keys used for decryption, and formulae used for decryption.

However, keys and/or formulae are sometimes explicitly mentioned along with the

algorithms in the explanation to add emphasis.

In one embodiment, a user may select portions or entire contents of

one or more IPs. The selected information is then combined and downloaded to the
9: xi

user’s storage device, for example, a “cartridge.” A “cartridge, memory module,”

or “storage medium,” as used herein, refers to any device capable of electronic

storage of digitized data and which is capable of providing access thereto in aH

controlled manner. The terms ‘-‘cartridge, “memory module,” and “storage medium”

are interchangeable, unless otherwise indicated by context. The terms encompass, for

example, devices such as appropriately configured compact disks (CDs), DVDs

10
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(including DVD-‘R, DVD-RAM and DVD-RW), flash memory cards, and removable

storage devices (including floppy disks, memory chips, ZIPTM disks, and other units),

where “appropriately configured” means, for example, having instructions or data

recorded thereon to control access by an access device to data recorded thereon. Also

included are protected segregated portions of a data storage portion ‘of a hard disk, and

any other device for the storage of data electronically in digital form and providing

controlled access thereto. In one embodiment, a cartridge includes a unique

identification number and a predetermined amount of memory for storing the selected

information. In another embodiment, a cartridge also includes specialized software

‘(cartridge controlling software, or “CCS”) stored in nonvolatile memory, either on a

separate memory chip of the cartridge, or in a segregated protected space within a

general memory storage space of the cartridge. The CCS is electronically linked to ‘

the cartridge on which it is stored, and controls and regulates reading and use of

encrypted and tagged data information files stored within the general memory of the

cartridge. As long as any portion of encrypted data stored on the cartridge is being

accessed, CCS. remains functioning and regulates and controls functions that the user

is permitted to perform with regard to encrypted data in question. For example, in

most cases, when an encrypted data file is accessed for reading, CCS operates to

restrict the ability of the user to copy the data in a decrypted form or to print data onto

hard copy. CCS also restricts the user from copying any portion of the decrypted data

to any data file other than a temporary file in that is automatically erased when

CCS stops operating as an encrypted file that is only readable using CCS operating on

authorized equipment. When the user ceases accessing encrypted data files, and CCS

ceases operation, just prior to closing down, CCS totally erases all record of any

decrypted data and all temporary files in which such data may have been stored.

“Once CCS has ceased operation, the user is no longer able to access any of the

temporary files generated during previous operation, as all record of such files ever

existing and the content contained therein will have been permanently excised from

the user’s system. Thus, in connection with related application software stored within

the user’s device, CCS utilizes one or more of the dynamic encryption and decryption

ll
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features, a unique serial or registration number, and various data registration headers

to regulate and govern any use the user makes of encrypted files and the data stored

within. Without CCS operating, a user is unable to gain access to the encrypted data.

In one embodiment of the invention, CCS contains monitoring features that prevent

operation of CSS should any attempt be made to alter its operation. In one

embodiment, when CCS becomes inoperable for any reason, the user of the device

has to bring the affected cartridge to an authorized agent for repair or replacement.

In one exemplary embodiment of CCS, CCS finds the infonnation

necessary to decrypt an encrypted text. While the user device in which CCS resides is

operating, CCS restricts what the user device is capable of doing. For example, it

restricts the user device so that it cannot write information to an external storage

device while an internal storage device having an encrypted text is being used. When

a cartridge is disengaged from the user device by removal, CCS shuts downs the user

device, for example, either by shutting down its program or by operating an electronic

switch to remove power from the user device. CCS also removes all temporary files

related to the program from the user device. In addition, CCS reads a secure real-time

clock in the user device to determine whether the user device is presently authorized

to access data on a cartridge. CCS also registers when tampering occurs, such as a

change in the real-time clock data caused by an obvious backdating attempt.

One embodiment of the invention enables a user to obtain updates to

any data infonnation file he or she has acquired, by utilizing a dial-upnetwork to dial

into an IP Bank or a central data storage facility, or by using the Internet to access an

[F Bank or a central data storage facility through an appropriate link via a web site, or

the use of a wireless network (e.g., digital satellite, cellular, wireless mobile,

microwave, infrared, etc.) to gain access to an IP Bank or the central data storage

facility over any network or connection. In one embodiment, a Secure Universal

Resource Locator (SURL) is used, including both a secure phone number as well as

an Intemet-based URL. The same restrictions apply to obtaining an update as to

acquire the data information file being updated.
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The following sections provide a brief overview of one embodiment

and a detailed description of its architecture. Following the detailed architecture

description is a detailed description of point of sale delivery embodiment
configurations. A detailed description of the various levels of encryption which may

be used in the present system is then provided.

A. Brief Overview

In accordance with one embodiment of the present invention,

information is distributed from a central information bank to a user’s personalized

storage medium. Information to be so distributed by the present system is received

from outside sources either electronically, over various communication networks

(e.g., telephone lines, cable systems,_cellular systems, wireless mobile systems or

other similar commercial communication networks) or from various storage mediums

(e.g., magnetic or electronic disks, cartridges, or tape reels or compact disks, laser

disks, tape cassettes, etc.), or in hard copy format. If information is received in a hard

copy format, it is initially converted to a standard digital format (e.g., ASCII text,

DOS text or other similar standard commercially available text format) by scanning or

direct transcription. If information is received in a videotape, NTSC or PAL format

video, then the information is digitally encoded in a ".avi" file, a Quicktime file, or

other format, including the application of appropriate MPEG-X compression as

needed. A content provider, i.e., an outside source, providing infomiation can specify

instructions relating to authorized use, access, and cost of the provided infonnation

that can be pemianently linked to a master data file of the information when it is

electronically stored or accessed. In one embodiment, instructions are electronically

generated when information is received electronically. These instructions include a

description of allowed uses (e.g., copy generation, printing limits and/or

authorization, rental options, if any, purchase options, etc.), desired level of security

against unauthorized copying or use (from level zero [virtually no security] to a

maximum level [most robust security available]) and cost to a user, optionally as a

function of user—selected access right. Whenever a request is made to obtain a copy of
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the information file (i.e., IP File), the instructions are used in connection with the

choices made by the user, within the allowed options, to generate user-specific

electronic instructions for limiting use of the requested copy of the IP File. Then the

infonnation is digitized, formatted, compressed and initially encrypted to form an

electronic master copy which is stored in the central information bank. The master

copy is duplicated electronically and dispatched electronically through a

communication network, such as a telephone or satellite network, to a point-of-sale

delivery system. 1P Banks form a part of such a delivery system, and the electronic

copies are retained in the IP Banks for downloading into a user’s personalized storage

medium. Initially, a user selects the information to be downloaded and a tracking

entry is made into a transactional database to record the transfer. Prior to and during

downloading of "the copy on the user’s storage medium, the information is

dynamically encrypted utilizing a varying level of encryption which is dependent

upon a variety of variables, for example, an economic value of the information. A

“dynamic” encryption process is utilized so that only the electronic reader associated

with the user card used to access the information from the IP Bank and download the

information to the user storage cartridge can be utilized to display the information in

an understandable text format. In one embodiment, the “dynamic” encryption process

creates, encrypts, and transmits data files, in real time, to one or more different user

devices or storage media located in one or more different physical locations using a

network. For example, in one embodiment, an instructor’s lecture notes are

electronically encrypted and transmitted in a secure manner to devices and/or storage

media of students attending a lecture in real time. The notes are stored on these

devices and/or storage media for current or later use.

As explained in greater detail below, in one embodiment, the dynamic

encryption process uses a unique serial number (or other identification, for example,

an alphanumeric or binary identification) associated with the particular user’s storage

medium to which the encrypted data is to be downloaded, the unique registration

number given the user on registration, and the unique file number associated with the

file to be downloaded, to secretly generate the encryption and decryption algorithms
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and formulae to uniquely encrypt the copyiof the data file as it is downloaded to the

user’s storage medium and to allow the user’s system to decrypt the data for later

reading. A copy of the algorithms and fonnulae are secretly stored at the central data

storage facility in a portion of the memory storage having limited access. A copy of

the algorithms and formula necessary to decrypt each of the acquired encrypted data

files is stored in read-only form on the user’s storage medium. Storage space for this

read-only copy is designed so that any attempt to access the data stored thereon other

than using an unaltered CSS program renders the data stored thereon unreadable. In

another embodiment, instead of utilizing a unique registration number permanently

tied to the storage medium being used for developing the unique encryption and

decryption algorithms and fonnulae, a unique electronically-generated electronic

number is assigned to the storage medium at the time of initial registration with the

system, and that assigned number is used in developing the applicable encryption and

decryption formulae and algorithms. In this embodiment, the unique electronically-

generated number is a number that is randomly generated by the system and checked

for uniqueness. In another embodiment, the unique electronically-generated number

is generated by a system program that searches features of the user data storage

medium to find a unique representation of the device, from which a unique electronic

registration number is developed. In other embodiments, other methods, including

combinations of these methods, are used to generate unique numbers.

In another embodiment, software programming periodically changes"

the applicable encryption and decryption algorithms and formulae associated with a

particular encrypted [P file to provide enhanced security. In this embodiment, the

changes in the applicable encryption and decryption algorithms and fonnulae occur

when a user logs on and connects with the system through an IP Bank connected to

the central information storage facility. ‘The changes occur afier expiration of a

predetermined period of time from a date on which the particular encrypted IP file is

initially created, or after expiration of a predetermined period of time from a date on

which the applicable encryption and decryption algorithms and formulae are last

changed, whichever last occurs. The periodic changing of applicable encryption and
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decryption algorithms and formulae makes it more difficult for the encryption to be

broken and allows recapturing of IP files into the encryption system if previous

encryption has been broker. The frequency of such encryption changes is dependent

upon a time value of the [P involved and a length of time that a user of the 1P file in

question has been authorized to access the particular encrypted [P file.

In one embodiment, security is enhanced through the use of an external

authorization device affixed or linked to the reader device and a related identifier.

Examples of suitable, currently-available authentication devices include parallel port

software locks, iButtonsTM (Dallas Semiconductor Corp., Dallas, TX), and “Smart

Cards” plugged in via a pc—card.

In another embodiment of the invention, when one or more IP Banks

are operated in conjunction with one or more retail establishments, each retail

establishment is given a unique identification number that is used to tag each user

device, user storage medium and/or encrypted IP file acquired at the retail

establishment or through an IP Bank linked to the retail establishment. Using the tag

information, particular user devices, storage media and/or IP files, a predetermined

portion of the system revenue generated in regard to such tagged user devices, storage

media and/or IP files is allocated to and shared with the retail establishment in

question. In another embodiment, the tagging is further delineated to allow revenue

sharing with manufacturers and distributors of user devices and/or storage media.

1}’ digital data transmission can occur between two or more than two

mobile wireless or cellular devices. The devices can be multipurpose, for example,

they may have a combination of PDA, cell phone, visual display, and/or audio

capabilities. The devices transmit IP in a secure manner whether the IP is digital

audio, video, text, sofiware, or multimedia. The mobile device can also

asynchronously obtain, through a wireless access portal (VVAP), music, video, text,

and other [P through various databases. For example, if a user wishes to access his or

her favorite songs, the mobile wireless browser can be used to browse the music
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database, access a music title by artist, CD title, or by some other fashion and

customize thegdesired transfer of music IP. An actual order and payment then takes

place after the user requests whether they wish to rent (and thus, autoerase) or own a

copy of a requested song. A similar mechanism is used, in one embodiment, for

ordering natural language texts (e.g., an "ebook"), software games, video and movies.

Asynchronous transfer refers to the downloading of IP from one or more than one

database using the wireless mobile device. The actual transfer of data takes place and

is stored in a customer's SEC (security encryption compression) device. A user could

utilize the IP at his or her discretion as opposed to real-time usage with a data stream

transfer.

In one embodiment, multiple databases and portals with transparent

links can be used and accessed with the mobile wireless device. It is immaterial to the

practice of this embodiment of the present invention whether access is through mobile

wireless or cable, fiber optics, telephone access to an Intemet portal or database. The

same end—to-end security as described this invention for IP is consistent with the

invention. The same dynamic encryption and mechanical and/or technical means

exists throughout the data transfer distribution cycle. After the transfer occurs, the

user (i.e., customer) SEC unit contains data and rules linked to data governed by the

"smart" storage device. The smart storage device determines the time of autoerasure,

watermarking, level of security from the highest strata to a more open system and

other rules directly linked to that data or piece of the IP data. The rules can apply as

minutely as a note, word or bit, etc.

Synchronous data transfer refers to a continuous stream of IP data to

the mobile cellular device. Here, the same rules for the IP exist in real time and the

wireless connection must be maintained throughout its transfer. A combination of

synchronous and asynchronous transfer could exist within the database and

multipurpose consumer device. A single purpose device, for example, one providing

mobile wireless access to an intemet music data portal without other fimctional

abilities is also within the scope of the present invention.
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In one embodiment, the wireless device can also be linked to other

devices synchronously or asynchronously. For example, data transferred on the

mobile wireless device after downloading a music D’ could be transferred to a car or

home stereo system, when music (audio) is played. Various transfer mechanisms can

be used for the transfer of music or other IP. One embodiment of the present

invention includes the transfer of 1? through radio frequency to a car stereo or a home

stereo, and the transfer of movies and television programs through radio frequency

transfers to television sets and/or computers. In the case of a mobile wireless device

such as a car stereo, the mobile wireless device is equipped with radio circuitry that

can interface with the car stereo's AM or FM frequency. Transfers to this circuitry

can be either synchronous or asynchronous. In a similar manner, the mobile wireless

device could access other forms of IP, such as video, movies, software, “text, and

multimedia, etc., and transfer the IP in an encrypted manner, digitally secured as

stipulated by a content owner's rules regarding the IP.

Digital content security can be produced and distributed in real time

"on the fly." Professors, musicians, authors, instructors, film producers and any

individual or organization or corporation can secure "their" content from

redistribution when producing the content in a live setting or to be released on the

web or other method of business-to-business or business-to-consumer digital

distribution. The scope and quantity of content can be a word, note, picture frame

based on D01 (Digital Object Identifier) or a complete or part of an entire work of art

or content. Course packs present a classic example of bits and pieces of information

gathering. The scope could also mean "on the fly content."

In one embodiment, rules formulated by content providers are matched

with technological capabilities. The rules applied toward a certain content will

constantly adjust in accordance to market demands, functionality and use of content

as well as with technological advancement. The rules relative to a D01, text, audio,

visual, or content form will be tied to the content in a secured manner.
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Digital content rules will be assigned with digital security to each and

all content in any form (text, music, video, software, multimedia.) Such rules will be

established by content owners and providers and will not be alterable or capable of

manipulation by digital content users.

Functionality is defined as how content is allowed to be used. For

example, the content (i.e., "text") can be autoerased, allowed to be printed or

transferred to another user (or not), watermarked, and a host of rules applied

governing activity, use, and manipulation of the content. The content can include

natural language text, music, video, software, or multimedia. The rules regarding

digital content and security also includes the tracking, accounting and verification of
transactions.

Consolidation of intellectual property for content providers can exist in
one master database or several databases or subsystems. Transparent links to outside

databases to reserve intellectual property are used in one embodiment of the present

invention to provide a customer with greater depth while giving content providers a

sense of database control and management. Security, uniformity and integration are

maintained throughout the system's network distribution chain. Customers may not

know the location from which content is ultimately accessed." This seamless transfer

greatly enhances content-driven access and continuity.

Since intellectual property content is fragmented into thousands of

providers, content continuity and access is important to help mediate content sourcing

and availability. A smart browsing and retrieval system that will, in effect, assist a

consumer in accessing information. by title, subject, author, artist, studio, publisher,
etc., is built into the platform to be standardized. Embodiments of the present

invention develop systems integration and an active digital distribution database that

apply security access rules if needed, and then redistribute the information to business

users, household users, and/or organizational users.
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Customization, business users, household consumers, etc., can, if

content providers allow via rules applied to the content, customize their content. This

customization of content can extend to any form of digital intellectual property and

polarity. In one embodiment, customers or content providers and integrators can add

music to text material, animation, software, pictures, video, or multimedia.

Cumulative printing or release play - music, video, etc. - is determined by content

owners percentage of total content. A certain percentage of a song could be taken out

of security, for example.

Advertising and promotions can be used to supplement supplier's

income fiom IP and/or reduce the cost to customers. Content owners will decide, as

will customers, to what extent advertisement will be embedded or linked to content,

and thus, how much income will be supplemented and/or cost reduced.

Because of content security and use rest.rictions, digital content returns

are made possible.

In one embodiment, autoerasure is provided based on a secured,

unalterable (by a user or customer) calendar clock. The cloclt ca.n be reset when the

customer retrieves information via wireless, intemet, or other means. Autoerasure

rules include the elimination of title (i.e., file) access when time is expired. A

customer could then reactivate the affected title access for an additional period of

time. If a customer does not choose to renew a rental IF, the content of the IP is

totally removed from the system.

B. System Architecture

Figure 1 illustrates one embodiment of the present information

distribution system. The system is shown, for illustration purposes only, as being

implemented across the world. Refening to Figures 1 and 2, one of the facilities

provided is one or more “central data centers” or “central information banks” 100.

Each central data center 100 acts in conjunction with any others present in the
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network to store and control delivery of IP. Additional data centers 100 each

comprising one or more computers acting in conjunction with each other are

provided. A central infonnation bank 100 is a central “library,” or storage location, ’

for information. Peripheral information banks l02A—F, coupled to central information

bank 100, are libraries, or storage locations, for community oriented information. For

example, the information stored in central information bank 100 accessed most often

from the San Francisco bay area peripheral information bank l02A may not be

accessed ofien from the peripheral information bank for Rome, Italy 102E. In any

event, central information bank 100 islcoupled to each peripheral information bank

102A-F to enable sharing of information. As explained in more detail hereinafter

with respect to peripheral information bank l.02F, each peripheral information ban.k

102A-F is coupled to one or more point—of-sale sites.

A central transactional database 104 coupled to the central information

bank 100 and the peripheral information ba.nks l02A-F, serves a central record

keeping function for central information bank 100 and peripheral information banks

102A-F. Central information bank 100 and central transactional database 104

preferably, are commercially available main frame computers, such as an IBM main

frame computer. The particular main frame model selected depends on the amount of

information to be centrally stored in the network, the extent of record keeping

fimctions to be performed, and the speed at which transfer and processing of

information is to occur. Importantly, the present invention is not limited to any one

particular computer to serve aslthe central information bank and/or the central
transactional database.

As shown in Figure l is an exploded view of the various couplings

between central information bank 100 and transactional database 104, peripheral

information bank l02F and various point-of—sale delivery sites, particularly, point of

purchase sites 108A-C, point of rental sites 110A-D, promotional sites ll2A-D, and

IP Bank subsystem sites ll4A-C. Each point of purchase site 108 includes a point of

purchase transactional database, represented by a box, and a user interface,
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represented by a circle. As explained above, the user interface is sometimes referred

to herein as the “IP Bank.” Specifically, point of purchase site 108A contains 1P

Bank 116A and transactional database 118A, site 108B contains [P Bank 116B and

transactional database 118B, and site 108C contains [P Bank 116C and transactional

database 118C. Since the central information bank 100 and peripheral information

bank 102F, and specifically peripheral information bank memory storage unit 106A,

also could serve as IP Banks, such units are illustrated as circles. Further details

regarding 11’ Banks and transactional databases are provided below in Section C.

As illustrated in Figure 1, each point-of—sale delivery system, such as

systems 112A, l08A—B, 110A, and ll4A-B, may be networked directly to peripheral

information bank 102F, or the point-of~sale delivery system, such as systems 108C,

110B-D, 112B, 112D and 114B-C, may be networked to the point of purchase site

108B, which is networked to the peripheral information bank l02F. Point-of-sale

delivery system configurations are explained in more detail below in Section C. At the

level illustrated in Figure 1, however, it is important to understand that the delivery

systems may be integrated into various combinations, such as a promotional point of

rental system as shown by 110B and 112B, or a promotional point of purchase system

as shown by 108B and 112C or a combination of a promotional, point of purchase,

and point of rental systems as shown by 108C, 110D and 112D.

Communication network links between the central information bank

100 central transactional database 104, peripheral infonnation banks 102A-F, and

point of sale sites can be made utilizing one or a combination of many commercials

available networks such as telephone, satellite or cable networks or any other medium

suitable for transmitting information in digitized format. Many well-known protocols

could be used in connection with the present system. For example, if the Internet is

used as the “backbone”network, the well-known TCP/IP protocol could be used.

Figure 2 illustrates the flow of information in accordance with the

embodiment of the system architecture illustrated in Figure 1. For ease of illustration
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only, peripheral memory storage unit ]06A is consolidated into central information

bank 100, and peripheral transactional database 106B is consolidated into central

transactional database 104. It should be understood, of course, that communication

links between the peripheral information bank l02F and central infonnation bank 100

and central transactional database 104 are provided.

As illustrated by the inputs provided to block 202, a publisher will

receive inventory reports from the central information bank 100 and sales data fiom

central transactional database 104. Based on this and other information the publisher

can determine whether to place additional infonnation on the network. For ease of-

reference such information is sometimes referred to herein as “infonnation titles” as

shown in block 204. If the information is not present in air electronic format, then the

information is digitized 206, disposed in an electronic fonnat 208 and then undergoes

electronic authoring 210. The digitized information is‘ then transmitted to a data

converter 212 for converting the digitized information into a uniform format. -For

example, if the central information bank 104 and central transactional database 104

are DOS- or UNIX-based systems, the data converter will convert the information

into a DOS orUND( format, as appropriate. If the information titles are in a digitized

format, the information titles are transmitted directly to data converter 212 for direct

conversion into the uniform format as illustrated by line 214.

Once the data is in a uniform, digitized format, it undergoes an initial

encryption and compression to both reduce the amount of storage space required to

store the data and to make the data ready for being transmitted with less risk of

unauthorized use while being transmitted through a communications network. The

compression is accomplished through the use of one of the commercially available

compression protocols. The initial encryption is performed using one of the standard

available encryption protocols as discussed below in Section D.

Once in uniform, encrypted and ‘digitized fonn, the information titles

are stored in central information bank 100. An electronic index listing all titles
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available and accessible by author, title, subject or ISBN codes and/or ISSN codes is

prepared. As new information titles are added, the electronic index is updated to

include the new titles. The information titles may then be downloaded to IP Bank

116A. The information titles and corresponding electronic index information may, in

addition to or rather than being stored in central information bank 100, be disposed on

laser disk masters as illustrated at block 216. Laser disk masters 216 can then be

installed directly into IP Bank 116A.

In one embodiment, as desired information data titles are being

downloaded from IP Bank 116A to a user’s storage medium 218, each file is being

dynamically encrypted and encoded with authorization and user identification data to

restrict access and user of the information being transferred. The encryption process

uses algorithms and formulae generated using a combination of the unique serial

number of the storage medium to which the encrypted file is to be downloaded, the

unique registration number given the user requesting the downloading at the time of
registration and the unique hidden number given the file, a copy of which is to be

downloaded. In this manner, the data being downloaded is tied to the user requesting

the downloading and the storage medium on which the encrypted data is to be stored.

The unique serial number of the storage medium may be anumber that is permanently

associated with and stored upon the storage medium at the time of manufacture or

initial fonnatting or may be a number that is electronically generated and assigned

_ when the storage medium is initially registered with the system. In both cases the

number will be electronically readable and stored on a nonvolatile portion of the

memory storage space associated with the user storage medium. In one embodiment,

a current time and date are included with the data titles downloaded from IP Bank

116A so that a check is made of a clock associated with user storage medium 215 or
an associated user device to ensure that no backdating of the clock in end user's
device has taken place.

Prior to downloading desired information titles, the user may access an

electronic index which contains all the information titles available for downloading
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from IP Bank 116A. Through the electronic index, the user obtains the listing for

available information titles by author's name, by specific title of the work, by ISBN

code or by subject matter. Once compiled, a listing of the available information titles

included in the index category selected and the other necessary information to allow

the user to purchase or_rent any information title contained in the index category listed

is displayed on the video screen. Using the video listing, the user selects any title

listed thereon and obtains a printout of the relevant information through the printer

slot 342.

downloaded from IP Bank 116A onto a user’s storage medium 218.

Upon proper access by a user, the information titles may then be

—

After downloading of information and corresponding electronic index

information form central information bank 100 or installation of laser masters 216 to

[P Bank ll6A,'inventory reports are generated by IP Bank 116A and transmitted to

central inforrnation bank 100. These inventory reports reflect the information titles

presently stored in IP Bank 116A. These reports are then are sent to publisher 202.

Also, a download completion report is sent from IP Bank 116A to transactional

.database ll8A, sometimes referred to herein as a host frleserver, which in turn

generates a status sales report. The sales report is transmitted to central transactional

database 104. Transactional database 104 sends the-necessary action instruction back

to host frleserver 118A and a transaction report to publisher 202 for uses such as

accounting and auditing.

The cartridge also contains programming (CCS) that regulates access

and use of encrypted data files, decrypted an encrypted file when selected for

opening, controls the operation of the user’s computer when a decrypted version of an

encrypted file is being accessed, and removes all trace of any decrypted version of an

encrypted file from the_ user’s hard drive or RAM when being closed. (RAM may

include or consist ofDRAM, SDRAM, and/or VRAM).

In one embodiment, a content provider can specify instructions relating

to authorized use, access and cost of the provided information that can be permanently
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linked to a master data file of the information when it is electronically stored or

accessed. Instructions are electronically generated when information is received

electronically. These instructions include a description of allowed uses (e.g., copy

generation, printing limits and/or authorization, rental options, if any, purchase

options, etc.), desired level of security against unauthorized copying or use (from

level zero [virtually no security] to a maximum level [most robust security available]) _

and cost to a user, optionally as a fimction of user-selected access right. Whenever a

request is made to obtain a copy of the information file (i.e., IP File), the instructions

are used in connection with the choices made by the user, within the allowed options,

to generate user-specific electronic insnuctions for limiting use of the requested copy

of the IP File. For example, content providers who wish to allow a user to be able to

produce a hard printed copy of a portion of an information file for study purposes,

when the information files are being downloaded into the master file, can select that

special authorization codes be included with the master data file. Once established,

the instruction codes so generated accompany the information file to the storage

medium, or cartridge, of the user and regulate the use of the infonnation file by the

user. The cartridge retains infonnation relating to such printing and restricts further

printing once the limits have been reached. The user determines, within the defined

limits, or authorized purposes, the portion of the text (natural language text or other

IP) to be produced as a hard copy by using the high lighting features of the reader

programming to make a selection. In one embodiment, if no special codes are

selected, default codes apply that embody the most restrictive instruction selections.

In another embodiment, the content provider can allow the user to select the

applicable use and access instructions from a variety of authorized choices with the

selection being made at the time of acquisition.’ The costof acquisition to be paid by
In onea user will vary based upon the user choices regarding desired use.

embodiment, rules -can be updated or adjusted by a content provider.

In another embodiment of the present invention, when one or more IP

Banks are operated in conjunction with one or more retail establishments, each retail

establishment is given a unique identification number that is used to tag each user
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device, user storage medium and/or encrypted IP file acquired at the retail

establishment or through an IP Bank linked to the retail establishment. ' Using the

tagged information, particular user devices, storage media and/or IP files, a

predetermined portion of the system revenue generated in regard to such tagged user

devices, storage media and/or IP files is allocated to and shared with the retail

establishment in question. In another embodiment, the tagging is further delineated to

allow revenue sharing with manufacturers and distributors of user devices and/or

storage media.

C. Point-of-Sale Delivery System Configurations

The point-of-sale delivery systems, as previously discussed, are

classified by function. The functions include one or more of the following: (1) point

of purchase delivery system, (2) point of rental delivery system, (3) D’ bank

subsystem, and (4) promotional delivery system. The configurations for each of these

functions are separately discussed in detail below.

Point ofPurchase Delivery System

A point of purchase system is illustrated in block form in Figure 3.

The point of purchase system is described herein for illustration purposes only as a

system from which [P can be purchased. As pointed out above, however, the system

is not limited to a particular type of [P and other media capable of being expressed in

electronic form such as computer sofiware, music and video could be purchased

utilizing the present system. In addition, although the system described here is a

point-of-purchase delivery system, other embodiments employ either synchronous or

asynchronous IP network protection, or both, making possible real-time IP

transmission.

The point of purchase system illustrated in Figure 3 includes an [P

Bank 302 coupled to host fileserver 304. Server 304 is coupled to a customer service

terminal 306 (of course, there could be more than one terminal) and a cashier’s station
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308A which is further interconnected to other cashier stations 308B-D. Server 304

also is coupled to an institution network 310, which in turn connects to institution

terminals 312A-E. Service terminal 306, cashier stations 304A-D and institution

network 310 are connected to server 304 via a computer communication link such as a

commercially available computer networking system such as CompuServe, a public

network such as the Internet, an intranet, or a virtual private network (VPN). [P Bank

302 and server 304 are connected to central information bank 100 and central

transactional database 104 as explained above with reference to Figs. 1 and 2.

Cashier stations 308A—D are in serial, linear networking connections

which allows the addition and removal of a number of cashier stations at any time.

This configuration accommodates extra cashier stations required during rush seasons

or rush hours and the desire to remove cashier stations for better utilization of space

after the rush seasons. Customer service terminal 306' has local processing capability

that provides customer services such as personal identification initiation, personal

identification number changes, processing of complimentary IP, IP refunds, customer

information entries and updates. The customer services terminal 306 can also provide

the retail outlet with internal administration and the management fiinctions, such as

the IP inventory cards management, the [P list management, IP requests, IP reports,

financial reports, and e-mail and Bulletin Board management.

Referring now to Figure 4, point of purchase fileserver 304 is shown in

more detail. Particularly, server 304 includes one or more central processing units

(CPUS) 316, alprimary power supply 318, an uninterrupted power supply 320 to

assure continuous operation during power failure, and a high density storage 322 that

holds all the programs and the databases required for server 304 operation.

Server 304 has four (4) interfaces, i.e., a network interface 324, a

maintenance interface 326, a customer service station interface 328 and a cashier

station ‘interface 330. CPU 316 transmits instructions to IP Bank 302, creates
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transaction databases and reports, and processes orders fiom cashier stations 308A-D

and customer service terminals 306A-D.

From network interface 324, server 304 communicates with central

transaction database 104 for electronic filing of transaction reports and communicates

with [P Bank 302 to give IP Ba.nk 302 downloading instruction orders and to receive

» the status reports and the inventory reports from [P Bank ‘302. Server 304 also is

coupled, through network interface 324 to an IP Bank subsystem to receive subsystem

reports in order to give instructions and orders whenever necessary, as hereinafter

discussed. External network systems such as institutional or corporate network

systems with local merchants temiinals, community bulletin board services and others

can also be coupled to the network interface 324. The network interface 324 also

allows two-way connecting with inter-bank networks such as Cirrus, Plus or other

similar data transfer network. Coupling to merchants’ terminals, promotional system

provides local merchants and the local business direct access to update their

promotions and coupons. Maintenance interface 326 enables remote or on—site

diagnosis and repair ofserver 304.

Customer service station interface 328 provides for communication

between server 304 and customer service terminals 306A-D to handle customer

service transactions. Customer service terminals 306A-D are illustrated as being

coupled through a data switch 332 to a printer 334. Cashier station interface 330

provides that cashier stations 308A-D can communicate with server 304.

Figire 5 illustrates one embodiment of IP Bank 302. IP 302

includes a high resolution color graphic display 336 which is a touch screen device

used to display, for example, instructions, messages, and status reports to the user,

indexing information and to receive the user’s touch screen input selections. IP Bank

302 also has a keypad 338 that is for the user to input a personal identification as well

as other inputs. A magnetic code or other generally accepted card reader 341, shown

as an insertion slot, is provided for customers’ transactions with a bank card, credit
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card or some other form of debit card. A bar code reader 340, shown as an insertion

slot, is provided to allow users to insert cards containing ISBN and/or ISSN codes for

desired information titles for reading by the IP Bank. ISBN and/or ISSN codes may

also be manually inserted, for example, by typing the relevant numbered keys on the

keypad 338 or with a joystick type device (not shown). A printer slot 342 also is

provided to enable the user to access the output of 1}’ Bank 302, a printer (not shown

in Fig. 5), as hereinafter described, to retrieve receipts and transactions reports and

ISBN access vouchers. IP Bank 302 also includes a base member 344 with a cut-out

portion 346 to enable a user to stand comfortably at keypad 338. Other configurations

are possible for users having special physical needs. Importantly, IP Bank 302 also

includes a cartridge slot 348 for the user to input a reading cartridge, as explained in

detail hereinafier, to obtain a copy of the information selected for downloading.

In another embodiment and as shown in Figure 5A, the physical

embodiment of [P Bank 302 may be altered.

embodiment, 1}’ Bank 302 is positioned on a desk 339 using a personal computer 349,

More specifically and in one

for example those available from IBM Corporation or Dell. The user operates IP

Bank 302 as described above with reference to Figure 5 except, the user may for“

example, sit in a chair (notshown). Such a configuration may be used, for example,

in a corporate, dormitory, library, or other similar environment where the user may be

accessing information for longer periods of time or in a professional type

environment. In other embodiments, readers 340 and 34land cartridge slot 348 each

may be located within computer 349 or in separate devices which are electrically
coupled to computer 349.

In yet another embodiment of the invention, and as is shown in Figure

5B, a different physical embodiment of the [P Bank 302 is provided. More

specifically, [P Bank 302 is placed in proximity to central information data storage

facility 100 and is in electronic communication with central information data storage

facility lO0 via any suitable means (e.g., cable, wireless, etc.). In this embodiment, IP

Bank 302 is contained within a housing 500 for combined central storage 100 and IP
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Bank 302. User access to [P Bank 302 is via dial-up modem 502, 512 over the

telephone, via the Internet through a web site 504, 506 maintained for that purpose,

via satellite linking, via wireless (such as narrowband wireless, broadband wireless,

infrared, microwave, radio wave or other similar connection) or via any other network

capable of electronically transmitting data in digital form, for example, a cable g

modern, ADSL-X or broadband wireless network. Once IP Bank 302 is accessed by

the user using specialized sofiware contain in a WORM (write once, read many times)

memory or other nonvolatile memory on the IP Bank and on the user’s storage

medium 218, a virtual IP Bank is generated for viewing and access using the user’s

computer. The virtual IP Bank then performs all of the same functions as [P Bank

302 in another embodiment, except that memory of central information storage

facility 100 is used as storage for the information titles and the transaction

information, the appropriate hardware connected to the user’s computer operates as an

access port to IP Bank 302, and specialized sofiware programming stored on the

user’s storage medium in connection with specialized software programming stored

on the WORM (write once, read many times) memory of the IP Bank operates as the

software programming to drive the [P Bank.

In yet another embodiment of the invention, IP Bank 302 is a special

board configuration located within the user’s computer or a separate device

electronically linked to the user’s computer by a cable, a phone line, a wireless

connection (infrared, microwave or otherwise) or any other suitable means. In this

embodiment, IP Bank 302 is configured in such a manner that any attempt to read the

data contained thereon other than as authorized renders the data totally unreadable. IP

Bank 302, in this embodiment, is connected to the central information storage facility

100 or another [P Bank 302 using a secure network. In one embodiment, [P Bank 302

also fiinctions as a controller of the user’s computer when being used to access

encrypted files or the secure network. In this embodiment, IP Bank 302 also contains

operating software that is stored in WORM (write once, read many times) memory

within [P Bank 302.
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Figure 6 is a block diagram description of IP Bank 302 circuitry.

Particularly, IP Bank 302 includes a central processing unit (CPU) 350, which is

coupled to display 336, keypad 338, magnetic strip reader 341 and bar code reader

340. Although CPU 350 is illustrated as one unit, it is contemplated that CPU 350

could be a parallel processor or distributed processor arrangement. Selection of CPU

350 type depends on the amount of information to be processed, the desired speed of

processing and costs. CPU 350 also is coupled to an automatic teller machine (ATM)

module 352 to allow transactions with ATM cards. CPU 350 is coupled to a media

driver 354 which enables users to insert personalized media for acknowledgment or

other functions as hereinafter discussed. IP Bank 302 also includes a primary local

storage device 356 provided for the storage of all information masters selected for

loading into [P Bank 302 and related index information. A secondary storage device

358 is provided to hold other programs, instructions and transaction related

information. A buffer memory 360 is utilized to speed up downloading in order to

accommodate high volume users during the peak seasons. A printer 362 is provided

to print coupons on demand, receipts and various reports for the users. A power

supply 364 provides power to printer 362. CPU 350, secondary storage device 358

and local storage 356. An uninterrupted power supply 366 coupled to primary power

supply 364 assures continuous operation even during power down time.

CPU 350 is coupled to a network interface 368 to provide

communication to central information bank 100, host fileserver 304 or an IP Bank

subsystem, as hereinafter discussed. CPU 350 also is coupled to a wireless

communication port 370, which in turn is coupled to an antenna 372. Wireless

communication port 370 enables compatibility with an alternative communication

medium in the event that such medium is required.

Figure 7 illustrates, in block diagram fonn, the structure for a user’s

personalized media storage cartridge_374. As explained hereinafier, a user inserts

canridge 374 into cartridge slot 348 for downloading of the information selected from

D’ Bank 302. The downloaded information is stored, in an encrypted format, on
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caruidge 374 together with relevant basic index information copied from the

electronic index contained in IP Bank 202 at the time of initial downloading.

Cartridge 374 is compatible with readers to enable the user to view information stored

on the cartridge. Cartridge 374 includes reading software 376 that, as explained in

more detail hereinafier, performs sequential encryption and decryption of information.

Regisny correspondence segment 378 also is provided. an IP file registry 380 is

created at the time of downloading information onto cartridge 374. Encrypted IP files

382 together with relevant electronic index information are stored on cartridge 374 as

well as a non-erasable pennanently marked serial number 384. Cartridge 374 also

contains a commercial operating system environment 386 and free disk space 388.

In another embodiment of IP Bank 304, slot 348 is a part of a device

connected to the user’s computer being used to access the encrypted files.

Figure 8 illustrates the user process and component processing which

occurs when a user utilizes the point-of-purchase system described above.

Particularly, once the user enters the site 390, and if the user a first—time patron 392,

the user will complete a user’s application fonn 394. The user will then take the

completed application and a picture I.D. to customer service station 306A, where the

user will select and input a personal identification number (PIN) and a password 396.

The customer service clerk will open an account for the customer 398. The user-

selected password is automatically matched with a sequentially created customer

account number within the central data banks. Using the keypad accompanying the

cashier station, the clerk types in the name, address and social security number for the

user. The written application will then be inserted into the printer slot accompanying

the cashier station. While loading the customers’ information, the central data bank

reviews the infonnation to determine if there are any prior problems with the

customer or other discrepancies. When the verification process is completed, theI

designated customer account number for the user is printed on the user’s application.

Then, the clerk places, into the card slot, a user identification card (for example, a

plastic card having dimensions of the standard credit card and containing a magnetic
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strip on the back on which can be placed magnetic coded information). The card is

then embossed with the user’s name and account number and the magnetic strip is

encoded with the applicable user codes (account number, card number and designated
password information). The written application is then transmitted to the central data

storage center for retention. The user now is able to use the issued card to make

purchases or to rent the use of information titles. The machine used to emboss and

encode the cards is a standard commercially available machine of the type currently

being used in connection with the issuance of a bank’s card, credit cards or debit

cards. Using the password supplied by -the user and the application registration

number, a unique user identification number is electronically generated. This

identification number is then magnetically stored on the magnetic strip on the back of

the user’s card and within the data files of the machine generating the embossed card.

This information is stored in an encrypted file later transmitted to central information

storage facility 100 using a suitable secure network. The unique number so generated

is used to represent a personal signature (system registration number) of the user with

regard to access to the system and encrypted files.

A user may also obtain a personal identification card by accessing the

system, through a network, and by supplying the necessary information for the

generation of a user identification file. Upon completion of the registration process,

the user electronically receives a digital identification file and identification number

(or password). At the time of registration, the user is assigned a unique account

number that is associated with his or her data files within the system for accounting

and tracking purposes. A digital file containing the assigned account number, the user

identification number and the applicable selected password information represents the

identification file. Afier the identification file has been stored, the user may obtain a

printed copy of the relevant information contained in said file. At the same time as

the identification file is being generated, the system programming generates a unique

number using a combination of the user account number and the numeric equivalent

of the user password. An electronic version of that unique number represents the

electronic personal signature (registration number) for the user. A digital copy of the
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unique number is stored with the user’s identification file using a ‘special encryption

method. Only the public (non-hidden) portion of the data is available for printing to

hard copy. The digital identification file is available to be used in tagging and

encrypting data files and allowing access to the network and encrypted data files. A

copy of the registration file, including a copy_ of the identification file, is stored at

central information storage facility 100.

In addition to obtaining a personal identification card, a new enrollee

purchases a reader/computer_ or other acceptable reading device (such as a special

computerized interface, or an audio or video playback device). Each such device is

assigned a unique serial number and a special code number. In one embodiment, the

serial number is contained on a read only memory chip enclosed within the device.

All of the many cartridges which accompany each such reading device is encoded in

such a maruier that information recorded on the cartridge can only be read by the

related reading device. In one embodiment of the invention, this is accomplished by a

simple program contained within the pennanent memory of the device. In another

embodiment, if the special code on the device is not the same as the number which the

cartridge is seeking, then the cartridge will cause to be displayed in the reading device

the words “cartridge cannot be read by this device” and to not allow any further

access to any information contained on the cartridge by the particular reading device

in question. If the numbers match, further access will be allowed. At the time a

reading device is purchased, the clerk enters the serial number for the device into the

central data bank through the cashier’s station. The central data bank contains a list of

the serial numbers of all approved reading devices and the corresponding special code

number. The personal identification card for the customer purchasing the reading

device is placed by the clerk into an appropriate slot on the cashier’s station and the

magnetic strip on the identification card is encoded with the applicable serial number

for the reading device being purchased. Thereafier, whenever the user desires to

obtain additional cartridges for reading by his or her reading device, the user needs

only present his personal identification card and the cartridge to be properly coded to

the clerk and by inserting the cartridge into the cartridge slot and the identification
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card into the card slot and pressing the designated button on the cashiers station, the

new cartridge will be correctly encoded to be readable by the user’s reading device.

In another embodiment of the invention, the personal identification

number given a user at the time of registration, the unique serialnumber of the user’s

storage medium being used to store the downloaded files and a hidden unique number

given the content being copied for downloading are used to generate unique

encryption and decryption algorithms and formulae. A copy of the algorithms and

formulae so generated are stored in the central information storage facility. The

encryption formula so generated is used to encrypt the data files as they are being

downloaded and stored on the user’s storage medium. The decryption formula and

algorithms are stored in nonvolatile memory associated with the user’s storage

medium and are available for decryption when access to an encrypted file is

requested. The memory unit and the housing thereof, where the decryption formula

and algorithms _are stored when downloaded to the user’s storage medium, are

con.figured so that any attempt to read the information so stored, other than through

the use of the CCS sofiware and related operating programming, renders the data

unreadable in any manner. WORM memory is used in one embodiment of the

memory unit.

The requirement that reading device codes and cartridge codes match,

before access will be allowed, means that issued cartridges will not be readily

readable by multiple reading devices. Multiple device reading will require special

programming and the granting of special allowances, or approved purposes. In one

embodiment, by purpose encoding the information, a publisher may expand or limit

access to those users having a proper authorization or defined purpose. For example,

a publisher may purpose encode a portion of a selected [P to be readable by any user,

i.e., any purpose encoded. This type of purpose encoding may be used on, for

example, promotional IP or some governmental publications. Other information may

be purpose encoded to limit access to a single user to only view the information, i.e.,

classified material. The requirement reduces the possibility of unauthorized use of
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information titles. Special allowances also can include various security code levels

that allow publisher studios and content owners the ability to choose between a wide

A variety of security from completely open to the highest level in which the content of

an IP can only be utilized by one individual. Security codes and special allowance

rules for content owners could, for example, be determined by the market value of the

content. The life cycle of the content can also be considered, so that new edition

music, movie release, and new computer games have different security compared to

content that has been in the market for an extended period of time. In staging security
related to time value, market value, control level, type of intellectual property, or even

legality, the highest level of security, in one embodiment, is the use of the highest

security encryption algorithm with a hardware smart chip or smart storage device

controller chip or processor.

In another embodiment in which IP Bank 302 is located either in

proximity to central information storage facility 100 or in proximity to the user’s

computer, the user’s storage medium is encoded with the applicable registration codes

and numbers by use of the appropriate slot on either the user’s computer or D’ Bank ’

302, were a separate external unit is being used as such. With the appropriate

software activated, the user inserts the applicable storage medium into the appropriate

slot and using the appropriate sofiware menu selects the appropriate instruction. The

software programming then develops the appropriate registration information and

encodes it on the storage medium in the appropriate manner. As part of the initiating

process, the software programming checks the storage medium to make sure that it

already contains the appropriate CCS. A user storage medium that does not already

have a unique serial or identification number is given one and, and any user storage

medium that does not accept electronically being tagged with a serial number in a

i appropriate manner is rejected and so marked. Only user storage media containing

the proper software programs and registration information are usable to store data

information files.
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In operation, the customer takes the customer identification card to the

IP display area for shopping 400. If the customer previously opened an account, the

customer will not have to go through the above described process and can proceed

directly to shopping area 400, where the customer will select an IP inventory card

matching his IP selection. The IP inventory card has the IP ISBN and/or ISSN

numbers, a bar code and information related to the particular information title, author,

publisher, and edition date printed thereon. The customer brings the selected IP

inventory card to the cashier’s station 308A. The cashier magnetically reads the

codes on‘ the customer’s I.D. card and scans or manually enters the bar codes on IP

inventory cards 402. The customer then makes a proper payment, and the customer

codes and information title ‘bar codes are transmitted to host fileserver 304. Server

304 searches the existing customer account file to match the identification (i.e., pin

and password) and will generate a downloaded IP list file based on the bar codes from

the IP inventory cards or as manually loaded. Server 304 downloads the file to IP

Bank 302 which electronically generates a portfolio of information titles ready to be

downloaded on demand. The user can then proceed to IP Bank 302 at any later time

and insert the identification card into the slot 340 of [P Bank 302 and a coded point-

of-purchase cartridge 374 into IP Bank cartridge slot 348 to identify himself with a

personal identification number, as illustrated in step 404. The user also enters a

password 406 into the keypad 338. When IP Bank CPU 350 matches the personal

identification number with a downloaded list portfolio, IP Bank CPU 350 starts

downloading the requested information from local storage 356, through buffer

memory 360, to media driver 354 which copies the information onto cartridge 374.

As part of the downloading process, the data is dynamically encrypted to make the

data uniquely readable only by authorized reading devices. The dynamic encrypting

is described below in Section D. After downloading, the user removes cartridge 374

and then inserts cartridge 374 into his personal reader/computer to access the

information acquired. The reader/computers are configured for long-term reading

applications. The reading application software is stored on cartridges with the ability
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to read the applicable software on the cartridges permanently stored within the

memory of the reader/computers or other authorized reading device.

A user may select portions of selected information to combine and

download. In one embodiment, the user may select at least one IP and select at least

one portion of each selected IP. If more than one portion is selected, where each

portion includes up to the entire selected IF, the portions are combined and

downloaded to user’s cartridge 374. For example, for a specific college course, a

student may be required to download specific chapters from ten different IP. After

selecting the ten IP a.nd ten specific chapters of the selected -11’, the selected

information is combined, encrypted using the determined level of protection, and

downloaded to the students cartridge 374. Similarly, a user may select individual

tracks from music information to combine and download the selected tracks to a

single cartridge 374 for playback at a later time.

In another embodiment in which IP Bank 302 comprises hardware and

software in the user’s computer'« and hardware and software located other tha.n in

proximity to the user’s computer (e.g., an IP Bank located proximate to central

information storage facility 100 or a stand alone IP Bank located apart from the user’s

computer and central information storage facility 100), after connecting to the [P

Bank unit 100, using the appropriate browser software, the user will access the central

storage facility 100 index of available titles and select the desired titles or parts of-

titles that the user wishes to purchase. From this information (from which a work is

created that represents a portion of several different works), IP Bank 302 will cause to

be generated a unique identification number for the newly created work. This unique

identification number is generated in addition to any hidden code that is generated and

serves as an index reference for the work. lP Bank .302 also uses the user’s request to

generate a shopping list with appropriate price information, which the user may.

accept as generated or change. When the list is accepted by the user, the menu

requests payment information. Generally, at the IP Bank level, payment is via pre-

generated credit voucher or via credit or debit cards. Afier payment approval, IP
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Bank 302 ca_uses copies of the requested titles to be generated, encrypted, and

downloaded on to the user’s storage medium. While connected to the user’s computer

and storage medium, 1P Ba.nk 302 examines the appropriate log files to determine

whether there has been any misuse or unauthorized activities. If such a determination

, is made, the account is flagged for further investigation.

Point of Rental Delivery System

If a user is not interested in obtaining a permanent copy of a particular

work but requires a copy for a period of time, e.g., a semester, the user may prefer to

visit a point of rental site rather than a point ofpurchase site. A point of rental system

is illustrated in Figure 9. The rental system is identical to the point of purchase

-system previously described herein (e.g., includes a host fileserver) except with

respect to the differences pointed out below. In many instances, a_ single site or ‘IP

Bank may serve as a point of purchase system site and a point of rental ‘system site

and a point of delivery system for promotional or commercial information site or any

combination thereof. As shown in Figure 9, the point of rental system includes IP

Bank user terminal hubs 410A-B coupled to terminals 4l2A—E, and customer service

station 414. User terminals 4l2A—E allow a customer to do an information title search

and index search of the IP Bank memory and to transmit other information between [P

Bank 302 and himself Customer service station 414 combines the function of

customer service as well as the cashier’s station. For example, at customer service -

station 414, a credit customers’ debit card can be credited and the ATM operation can

be overridden, via ATM module 416, if necessary. Information can be printed out

from customer service station 414 via printer 418.

Point of rental storage medium 420 is used in the rental system. Point

of rental medium 420 is the same as point of purchase medium 374 except that

medium 420 includes an automatic erasure mechanism that erases the information

downloaded after the expiration of a preset time interval. More specifically, when

information is downloaded from IP Bank 302 onto medium 420, IP Bank 302 also
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downloads a “time stamp” (using a nonvolatile, time-encoded chip that carmot be

manipulated) equal to the time period for which the user has paid to retain a copy of

the information. The time stamp could take the form of a value loaded into a memory

location on medium 420, which value corresponds to the rental time period. During

usage, the actual usage time elapsed is subtracted from the electronically stamped

time period. Once the user has consumed all of the usage hours or other time units

authorized, the information title will self-destruct, i.e., be deleted from medium 420.

This can be achieved simply by calling a stored program which erases the information

associated with the memory location where the time value is_ stored. For example,

when the value of the memory location where the authorized usage'time is stored is

zero, the stored erase program would be called upon to erase the information

associated with the “zero” time usage authorization. In one embodiment, an advance

alert feature is provided to allow the user time to pay for additional authorized use

before the information is erased.

V Another method for automatic erasure is for each rental or library

cartridge to contain a real time clock and independent rechargeable power supply.

When the cartridge is initially encoded for use, the real time clock mechanism is

activated. As rented'information titles are being downloaded, an expiration date is

logged into the index information for each title. Any time afier the real time clock on

the cartridge reaches the designated expiration date, access to the relevant information

title is denied. If use of the title is not extended, after the expiration of an additional

number of days, use of the cartridge will cause a permanent erasure of the information

title from the cartridge memory. With this method, if the real time clock falls to

operate, the cartridge will become unreadable without repair. To repair a defective

cartridge, the user need only bring the cartridge together with his personal

identification card to the nearest service center where the real time clock will either be

repaired or the relevant information titles will be loaded onto a replacement cartridge.

The user will be credited for any lost time while the cartridge was unreadable. A

service center could be located, for example, near each separate point of delivery site.
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In one embodiment, GMT clock verification is added to the user

device, to provide additional IP security in case the user travels with his device

through time zones. An encrypted GMT code is added in another embodiment to

compare and verify erasure dates and times with actual GMT.

The automatic erasure program could be created as an operating

system module or as a separate executable program designed to ‘be “terminate and

stay resident” (TSR). A module integral with the operating system is preferred since

such a structure ensures that if the operating system .is viable, the automatic erasure

module is viable.

Ifthe user still needs more time with any particular information titles, _

the user may return to the point of rental site and “re—rent” ‘the infonnation.

Alternatively, it is contemplated that the user could renew the rental via a modem

coupled to the reader.

With respect to the user process for renting information, when a point

of rental patron enters a point of rental site, the user will use a valid ATM card, bank

, card, credit card, or some other debit card and proceed directly to a user terminal

4l2A—E. Using such a terminal, the user can perform information title searching and

download an order entry to II’ Bank 302. When the download entry is complete, the

user will go to IP Bank 302, insert a rental medium, an identification card, and a

credit card, bank card, or debit card into IP Bank 302 for the transaction approval. If

the transaction is not cleared or if the ATM system is not working properly, the patron

can ‘proceed to the customer service center and have the attendant manually override

the ATM process, if appropriate. If the user does not have a valid ATM credit card or

debit card, the user will go to the customer service center, pay the service clerk to

receive credit on the IP Bank debit card. Then the customer may proceed to the user

terminal where the user downloads the order entry.

After the transaction approval is cleared, the patron inserts point of

rental medium 420 into IP Bank media driver 354, has his personal identification card
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scanned and enters a password. The information is dynamically encrypted and

downloaded from [P Bank 302 to medium 420 with an electronic stamp of the number

of hours of usage authorized for each information title or an expiration date. Afier the

downloading, the user will apply this medium on the personal reader/computer to

access the information on the medium.

Typical examples for the point of rental site are libraries (commercial,

education or public access) and IP rental shops. The information downloaded by the

user may be free of charge to the users such as in the case of a library, or may incur

certain rental fees at a predetermined rate, such as in the case of-a rental shop or

library charging on a per page use basis. Any given point of rental site may operate as

a traditional library in allowing free use to library members for a limited period of

time or may operate as a rental shop where fees are collected from users in

accordance with the period ofuse allowed.

IP Bank Subsystem

A IP Bank subsystem couples to an IP Bank and host fileserver as

described in more detail below. The central ‘element of the subsystem is an IP Bank

which is a modified version of the point-of-purchase [P Bank 302. The subsystem is

specifically configured for the collective use by members or the staff of a commercial

or business entity or a corporation. It delivers and it recalls information titles among

authorized users within the business or corporate entity, and provides the capability of

limiting the number of copies of a given work that may be distributed to other

authorized users. If all of the licensed copies of any information titles have been

checked out by the staff of anorganization, then no other users may access the same

information title within that particular subsystem until one or more of the licensed

copies of the particular information is uploaded or recalled to the subsystem or

additional copies are purchased. In one embodiment, the information is purpose

encoded so as to limit a purpose to which access by a user to the information is

' allowed. For example, a central corporate library may allow specific users, i.e., R&D
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personnel, to selected information, i.e., pending patent applications. All non-R&D

personnel users without the proper purpose, or authorization code, are prevented from

accessing the information.’

Instead of purchasing the unlimited use of a limited number of copies,

a commercial or business entity may lease the limited use of an unlimited number of

copies or the use of a specified portion of a given information title. Under such

circumstances, the commercial or businessgentity would be charged each time the

subsystem is accessed from a participating work station for the portion of a specified

information titled accessed and for the period of time the access occurs. By

restrictions encoded on the interface between a participating work station and the

subsystem, while accessing information from the subsystem, the ability of the work

station to perform certain operations would be restricted. The restricted operations

would be those related to the duplication or transmission of data related to

infonnation titles being accessed through the subsystem.

More specifically, and referring to Figure 10, IP Bank subsystem 422

contains a high resolution color graphic display 424 coupled to CPU 426 to display

the instructions or status of subsystem 422. Subsystem 422 also includes a keyboard

428 with limited access to the system for keying selections for operating certain given

functions such as product display. (In one embodiment, a voice recognition system is

used for input in place of keyboard 428 or to provide additional input capability.)

Subsystem 422 has a media driver 430 for the downloading of information and a local

storage 432 which holds a portfolio of information the business entity has ordered for

use. A secondary storage 434 is also provided to hold all the software programs that

control and perform the functions of subsystem 422. Subsystem 422 further includes

a power supply 436 and an uninterrupted power supply 438 to assure continuous

operation during power failure downtime. A printer 440 is provided to print various

reports.
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IP Batik subsystem 422 has a network interface 442 that connects

subsystem 422 to IP Bank 302 and host fileserver 304. Network interface 442 also

may couple to the corporate or business entity network system 444. With such a

structure, the corporate entity may transmit or download its own corporate proprietary

information through LP Bank subsystem 422.

Media port extension interface 446 provides access by an adequate

number of media drivers to the desired corporate terminals for corporate network

stations. Media driver 430 is connected to the terminals or stations by a proprietor

driver card. The corporate administration can utilize the dynamic encryption and the

dynamic downloading function of IP Bank subsystem 422 to incorporate and

accommodate the corporate proprietary information. The corporate proprietary

information may be transmitted to [P Bank subsystem 422 using an encryption

process and then downloaded selectively to the destination port and to the properly

identified authorized personnel. IP Bank subsystem 422 is not only a customized

corporate library of copyrighted and proprietary information, but also is a corporate

document security device that encrypts and dispatchesthe corporate documents and

the corporate confidential proprietary information in the corporate network system.

As part of the network interface connection linking each participating work station to

the subsystem and allowing access to encrypted information, a separate unit, e.g., a

memory storage unit restricts certain operations which may be performed from the

work station so long as the work station has access to encrypted information from the

subsystem. The restrictions limit or prevent operations related to the duplication or

transmission of data.

Promotional Delivery System

The promotional system is a point of delivery system for promotional

and commercial information; It distiibutes promotional and commercial information

in electronic format and users may either view the digitized promotional and

commercial information at the site or download the information to their personalized
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media for later viewing. User’s call access the promotional and commercial

information including the dynamic viewing electronically of advertising available

discounts, commercials, special promotional events, sofiware demos and product

catalogs. Users may even shop electronically by manipulating the promotional and

commercial information and placing orders through e-mail from a personal

reader/computer or by ordering directly from an interactive promotional IP Bank.

The promotional IP Bank has the sa.rne structure as IP Bank 302 for the point-of-

purchase system.

A promotional system in accordance with the present invention is

illustrated in block diagram fonn in Figure 11. As in the other point-of-sale systems,

11’ Ba.nk 302 is networked to host fileserver 304. The promotional system further.

includes a number of promotional units 448A-D which electronically display and

promote products. Unit 448A is coupled directly to central transactional database 104

and central information bank 100 whileiunits 448B-D are coupled to host fileserver

304. Unit 448A receives information from merchant terminals 450—A-D and host

fileserver 304, receives information via merchant terminals 450E—G. More

specifically, host fileserver 304 receives advertising and special offer updates from

the local businesses, national or regional advertisers, and corporate sponsors through

merchants terminals (MT) 450E-G. The host fileserver 304’ is also networked to a

central transaction database which, in turn, provides a report to the publishers,

advertisers, accounting, auditing firms, merchandise vendors, and others.

The promotional [P Bank allows selective downloading of promotional

‘ and commercial information to the user’s point of rental medium (see discussion in

Section B, System Architecture, for explanation of such downloading) for the user’s

private review and personal shopping at his convenience. The promotional and the

commercial information downloaded will self-destruct (i.e., automatically erase) at

the expiration of a pre—determined time interval as explained above with respect to

point of rental delivery systems. The promotional 1P Bank also provides a user

interactive self—service vending feature. The user may order products or information
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electronically via the network. Some of the promotional functions are: coupons on ’

demand, virtual shopping, catalog sales, demos, subscription orders, electronic

applications of credit cards, calling cards, or other types of services. Some public
domain information distributed such as community events, ticket sales, institutional

events or even public bulletins could also be distributed with the promotional

infomiation as a free or low cost service to the community.

The promotional and the commercial information flow is very similar

to the information flow within the point—of—sale delivery system. , However, rather

' than a publisher or copyright information owners, the information sources are local

businesses, national or regional advertisers, and appropriate sponsors through

advertising agents and other entities.

Information Traclcing

In one embodiment, for each exchange, or download, of information, a

tracking entry is transmitted, or stored, in an appropriate transactional database, for

example central transactional database 104, to record movement, or transfer, of

information from a first location to a second location. By reviewing these traclcing

entries, an information owner may monitor movement of the information and take

appropriate action. For example, a tracking entry may be recorded in transactional

database 104 each time any information is copied into, removed from, or copied from,

IP Bank 362. Based upon the tracking entries, the information owner may charge the

receiving or transferring party a fee as defined by the owner of the information. The

fee charged may be based on a variety of factors including, but not limited to, an

economic value of the information, use or purpose of the information, number of

users, and the availability from other sources. Thetracking entries may also include

additional data so that the information owner mayidetermine who transferred the

information, the amount of‘ information transferred, type of transfer, i.e., rental for

specified period of time, and the time of transfer. Tracking entries, in one

embodiment, are recorded for all transfers, i.e., IP Bank 302 to cartridge 374 and
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central information bank 100 to IP Bank 302. Utilizing these entries, an information

owner may also determine the type of infomiation that is being transferred, the

number of transfers, and the identification of the information receivers. For example,

the information may be used to determine whether targeted users are receiving certain

promotional materials are being received by targeted users, or to determine responses

to different information pricing strategies.

D. Encryption

‘The above-described point—of-sale delivery systems have the capability

of perfonning dynamic encryption of data as the data is downloaded onto a user’s

storage medium. Dynamic encryption refers to the process in which the IP Bank

works together with the storage medium to perform a proprietary encryption of

downloaded data. In one embodiment, different levels of encryption are utilized

‘ based on a series of factors or variables. These variables include, but are not limited

to, an economic life, a market value, a general availability, a replacement cost, time

sensitivity, and potential number of users, of ‘the information. For example, today’s

TV listings may have a low level, or complexity, of encryption as a result of the low

market value, low replacement cost, and general availability from many sources.

_ Conversely, a multi-volume legal treatise may, for example, have a high, or complex,

level of encryption as a result of the limited availability, replacement cost, and long

economic life of the information. Based on the described factors, a source, i.e.,

publisher, of information may decide the appropriate level of encryption for each

portion of information from the initial transmission to cenu-al information bank 100 to

a user’s cartridge 374. The level of information encryption, in any location, i.e., bank

100, may be higher or lower than another location, i.e., cartridge 374. More

specifically, each time information is downloaded, or transmitted, the level of

encryption may be independently altered, or detemiined. For example, the level of

encryption at central information bank 100 may be different, i.e., higher or lower, than

the level of encryption of an IP downloaded to a user’s cartridge 374.
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In addition to dynamic encryption, other encryption may be performed

as illustrated in Figure 12. Figure 12 illustrates a three level encryption process. For

example, prior to transmitting information on the network, the data may be encrypted.

This facilitates preventing unauthorized users from accessing the transmitted

. information on the network. In addition to the pre—transport encryption, the data, may

be encrypted prior to being placed in an IP bank. Publishers or other owners of the

information may have approval authority over this level of encryption to provide such

information owners with satisfaction that the data is adequately protected.

Once the data is stored in the [P bank, dynamic encryption techniques

may be used when downloading the data onto storage media. The storage medium

(Figure 7) includes a proprietary environment for building, reading, viewing and

processing. The medium also has alcommercial operating system environment for

processing information files. An information file directory registry forms a part of the

proprietary application, and a file directory pointer is contained in the operating

system application.

The dynamic encryption process, in one form, uses the permanent

serial numbers stored in the storage medium, the user’s personal identification

number, a personal signature code number, and a password to firrther encrypt the data

stored in the [P bank as the data is downloaded to a user’s storage medium. The

personalized variables and codings are combined with various individualized

information file variables to form an individualized data structure for the data

downloaded to the user’s persona.lized'medium. As a result, those information files

are individualized pertaining to the medium, the version of software, the information

file itself, and other variables.

The dynamic encryption assists in reducing the possibility of the

unauthorized use of proprietary or other information by causing all information

downloaded through the point-of-sale delivery system to be readable and accessible

by a selected number of user .readers/computers. Specifically, data storage medium
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accessible from one reader/computer will not be accessible using another

reader/computer unless such access has been prearranged such as by providing the

other reader/computer with an identical user identification number and password.

Examples of well-known encryption algorithms which may used in

performing the above describedthree level encryption include the Z8068 Data

Ciphering Processor (DCP). The DCP contains the structure to encrypt and decrypt

data using National Bureau of Standards encryption algorithms. It may be used in a

variety of environments including in dedicated controllers, ‘communication

concentrators, terminals and peripheral task processors in general processor systems.

DCP provides a high throughput rate using cipher feedback, electronic code IP or

cipher block chain operating modes. The provisions of separate ports for key input,

clear data and enciphered data enhances security. The host system communicates

with the DCP using commands entered in the master port or through auxiliary control

lines. Once set up, data can flow through the DCP at high speeds because input,

output and ciphering activities can be performed concurrently.

In alternative embodiments, encryption and decryption may be

performed in dedicated hardware and/or software functions. For example, each

reader and cartridge 374 may include a dedicated encryption integrated circuit (IC)

and" a dedicated decryption IC to maximize the transfer speed of the information. The

level of encryption and decryption may be altered by adding additional fimctions and

by enabling or disabling the additional levels.

With respect to dynamic encryption, the following describes one of

many methods of dynamic encryption that could be used. Particularly, each regularly

used alpha or numeric symbol is assigned a corresponding number as_ illustrated in

Table 1.
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The serial number stored on the cartridge would be used todetennine

14

 
 

   

how many slots the code should shift to the left at the startthe encrypting. For

example, if the serial number ended with six, before starting of encryption, the code

would be shifted to the left by six places. Table 2 illustrates the code table afier the

shifi. '
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The selected user password then is used to determine afier how many
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symbols the code should again shift to the lefi. As an example, if the password were

ROSE, then using the codes from Table 2, the numeric statement for rose would be

24212511. When the corresponding numbers are added together until reaching, a

number between 1 and 10, the number reached in our example is 9 [18.9]. So after

every 9th letter, the codes would be shifted another 6 spaces to the left. After the

encrypting of 9 letters, the codes would be set as set forth in Table 3.
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_ Because the fact that the encrypting tables are constantly shifting,

under this simple method, the phrase “My brown dog has fleas.” would be encrypted

5 as follows:

19 31 , 6 8 24 21 29 20 6

16 27 19 12 20 g '13 31 18 24

23 ' 19 37 11

Decoding using only Table 1, the coded phrase would read as follows:

10 « S 4 F H X U 2 T F

P 0 S L T M 4 R X
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Without knowing other information, it would be very difficult to find a

pattern that would allow one to decode the symbols.

Knowing the placement of the codes relative to the symbols at the start

of the encryption process and the number of symbols between shifts, decoding an

encrypted phrase is simply a reversal of the process applying each of the tables in

ICVCISC.

There are any number of other methods of dynamic encryption that use

different methods to vary encryption codes as one proceeds through the data to be

encrypted. The objective, of course, is to make decoding difficult by avoiding

obvious patterns associated with conventional language and number usage, so one

would simply select a suitably difficult to decode dynamic encryption method.

In another embodiment, the unique dynamic encryption and decryption

algorithms and formulae are generated using a unique combination of the personal

signature (identification number) of the user, the serial (registration) of the storage

medium and the registration number associated with the master data file being copied

and encrypted using commercially available encryption programming or services.

The electronic copies of the encryption and decryption formulae so generated are then

stored at the central information storage facility for later use. With this embodiment

of the invention, a unique set of encryption and decryption algorithms or formulae are

so created for each separate copy of IP file requested. A copy of the unique

decryption algorithm and formula is stored on nonvolatile memory on the cartridge

(user storage medium) for later use. The nonvolatile memory on the cartridge (user

storage medium) is so encased and configured that any attempt to read data stored

thereon in an unauthorized manner will cause the memory to become totally

unreadable and unusable. The unique encryption algorithm and formula so created are

used to dynamically encrypt the selected IP file as the file is being copied and

downloaded to the user cartridge (user storage medium) for storage and later use.
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‘At the same time, a unique electronic header file is created for

association with the encrypted copy of the requested IP file. The header file contains

the user registration information, the rules and restrictions on use of the encrypted

requested IP file and the electronic address for finding the appropriate decryption

algorithm and formula and the location of the applicable CCS for decryption and use

of the data within the encrypted IP file. Afier generation, the header file is wrapped

within the encrypted [P file as the dynamically encrypted file is being generated, is

attached to the electronic copy of the encrypted file as a separate part, or is written as

a separate distinct data file that is electronically linked to the encrypted IP file. The

manner in which the special header file is attached to the encrypted IP file depends

upon the desired level of security and the hardware configuration.

E. Tamper Protection

In one embodiment of the present invention, access to the information

- is monitored, or recorded, to determine attempted unauthorized access to the

information. If an unauthorized access is recorded, or stored, onto a user’s medium,

for example cartridge 374, the next time that user attempts to download additional

information to cartridge 374, an unauthorized access message may be transmitted to

notify the appropriate party, for example the cashier. As a result of the unauthorized

access message, the cashier may revoke user’s cartridge 374, notify the proper

authorities, or record an entry into the user’s account for future action. More

specifically and in one embodiment, the unauthorized access is determined by first

reading, or recording, the specific identification data from the information requester,
or receiver. If the data provided by the infomiation receiver is determined to not

match, i.e., is unequal, predefined values, the unauthorized access message is

recorded and information exchange is prevented. The data determination may be

completed using known comparison hardware and/or software functions.

Additionally, the unauthorized access message may be generated if a

user having an incorrect purpose, or authorization code, attempts to access
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unauthorized information. For example, in a corporate environment, if a user

attempted to access information for which the user did not have the proper

authorization code, an unauthorized access message is generated and may be sent to,

for example a system administrator or a security official. Different level of

unauthorized access messages may also be generated. For example, a high level

message may be generated if a user attempts to decrypt the infonnation stored in

various locations within the system, for example IP Bank 302 using an unauthorized

device. A lower level message may be generated if a remote user has attempted to

access data that is one level above that user’s authorized level.

G. Other Embodiments

In another embodiment, IP Bank 302 may be configured to capture and

exchange real-time information. For example, as a professor presents material to

students in a classroom, the professor’s presentation may be captured and converted

into copyrighted text and exchanged with remote users. This conversion may be

completed using known voice to text conversion systems using a known computer

system. The professor’s presentation may be supplemented with previously prepared,

or concurrently prepared, written text. The text may be digitized and properly

_ integated into the text using known methods. Remote users may receive information

fi'om the professor’s lecture in real-time as the material is presented or may receive

the information at a later time. Remote users receive only that information which the

remote user is authorized to receive from IP Bank 302 as described above.

In yet another embodiment IP Bank 302 is configured to receive audio,
video, and/or computer software code. For example and in one embodiment shown‘

in Figure 13, IP Bank 302 is coupled to a Video Cassette Recorder (VCR) 600, a

stereo system 610 including a cassette recorder/player 620, a Compact Disk (CD) or

DVD-X player and/or recorder 630, a television 640, and a computer 650. As

described above, authorized information is received from IP Bank 302, and in one
embodiment is stored to a storage device, for example a memory device 660. The
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memory device 660 may be a plurality of memory cells, for example Read Access

Ram (RAM), Read Only Memory (ROM), a rotating storage unit, i.e., a hard disk, a

magnetic storage medium, i.e., magnetic tape, or other storage media, for example an

optical storage medium. After the remote user has selected the appropriate

information to receive from [P Bank 302, the information is stored in device 660.

Device 660 is configured to transfer the stored information to the selected playback

device, i.e., Video Cassette Recorder (VCR) 600,. stereo system 610, cassette

recorder/player 620, CD or DVD-X player/recorder 630, television 640, or computer

650. For example, in one embodiment, the remote user downloads, or receives, the

entire contents of atop ten music album. The contents of the album are stored in

device 660. As described above, the information may be permanently stored or may

be stored for a fixed period of time or number of uses. After downloading the

information to device 660, the remote user may transfer the information to stereo «

system 610 for listening. In another embodiment, the information may be transferred

to, or through, device 660 to one of the other components, i.e., cassette recorder 620,

VCR 610, CD or DVD-X recorder '630, or computer 650. To limit unauthorized

copying or playback, the information may be playback using only those components,

i.e., cassette recorder 620, VCR 610, CD recorder 630, or computer 650, coupled to

device 660. For example, the remote user may download a feature movie by saving

the movie on a tape using VCR 610. The remote user may then playback the movie

as authorized as long as the tape is playback in VCR 610 that is coupled to device

660. Similarly, the remote user may download a software program so that the

information is- stored in device 660 or in a storage medium in computer 650.

Depending upon the authorization code of the software, the program may be

configured to execute only from computer 650 when computer 650 is coupled to

device 660.

The above-described system facilitates controlled and monitored

exchange of information between many types of information owners, distributors, and

users. By using the described system, a user may obtain many types of authorized

information. The user may, as determined ‘by the information owner, purchase, rent,
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or obtain without charge, the authorized information. The information, in one

embodiment, is encrypted using various levels, or complexities, of encryption to

prevent unauthorized access. The level of encryption depends upon a variety of

factors or variables, for example, the economic life of the information. For example,

1? Bank 302 may include information representing a reference dictionary and a top

ten music album. Information from the reference dictionary and the album may have

the same or different levels of encryption. In addition, students from a determined

class may access the reference dictionary information without charge as the result of

the school purchasing an unlimited use copy of the information, however, those same

students would be required to purchase any information downloaded.from the album.

Additionally, the type of access may differ for different portions of the information.

For example, a first track of the album information may be coded so that anyone may

download the information without charge, however, the remaining tracks of the album

information may be coded to require payment to download.

In still another embodiment, ‘and referring to Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, the

present invention relates to a storage and retrieval system that is vendor, product, and

IP independent. This embodiment provides an object-based system that packages any

type of data on a network. The type of data in the package is immaterial to this

embodiment. However, accurate, timely, and secure delivery is ensured by the

facilities provided by this embodiment of the present invention. Each separate 1? is

stored in digital form, and a consistent interface is used for its delivery. Various

levels of standardized encryption are available. [P so encrypted is distributed and

read in a uniform manner.

One of the facilities provided is one or more central data centers or

central data storage facilities 100. Each central data center I00 acts in conjunction

with any others present in the network to store and control delivery of IP from IP

content providers 707. In some embodiments, additional data centers 702 are

provided, each comprising one or more computers acting in conjunction with each
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other. Computers 704 need not be in the same location. Each data center 702 either

services one or more local clients 706 or acts as part of central data center 100.

Local public devices, or kiosks 708, are networked to and controlled

by the data center. Kiosks 708 are examples of interfaces or access ports by which

consumers have access to central data center 100 and by which they acquire desired

IP’s. Besides kiosks, other examples of access ports are computers (mainframe,

desktop, and laptop), personal digital assistants (PDAS), electronic books or ebooks,

modems, and other devices designed for accessing electronic networks such as

telephone, Lausat, Internet, intranet, and cable networks for electronic transfer of

digital data.

A security encryption compression (SEC) module 710 is provided in

each consumer product or user device 712 to control access to, and use of lP’s. To

obtain an 11’, a consumer must have a registered SEC module 710 and a.n

authentication password that is recognized by kiosk 708. addition, the consumer

must have a data storage medium 714 to hold alrequested IP afier downloading. SEC

module 710 will securely store the IP for use in an appropriate manner. SEC module

710, in one embodiment, provides its own user interface (for example, a screen and/or

speakers, etc.). In another embodiment, SEC module 710 provides one or more

external adapters 716A, 716B, to provide a signal for display by one or more other

user devices 712A, 712B, 712C, 712D. External devices 712A, 712B, 712C, 712D,

communicate with SEC module 710 through, for example, infrared ports, RCA plugs,

headphone jacks.

SEC module 710 provides security through an ‘fonion” approach, i.e.,

one that is made up of multiple protection layers that surround the IP. A first such

layer is a hardware layer. SEC 710 comprises, in one embodiment, a chipset having a

unique serial number, nonvolatile random access memory (NV-RAM) 718, read-only

memory (ROM) 720, and a programmable logic controller/processor 722 with

electrically erasable programmable read only memory (EEPROM) 724. The unique
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serial number provides part of a public/private encryption key along with a user’s

access code stored in NV-1‘{AM 718 and the IP being accessed. Each IP is

specifically encoded to work only with a specified piece of registered hardware

accessed by a specific user’s security code. For some IP products and in some

embodiments, transfer from one SEC module 710 to another is possible, but only

through an authenticating interface such as a kiosk. Hardware protection provided by

SEC module 710 is also the first authentication required by the network before it

permits [P to be exchanged. If an SEC module 710 is bypassed to obtain direct access

to storage medium 714, the physical interruption is archived and transmitted to the

_ network during a subsequent communication, for example, the next communication.

A second layer of security is provided by SEC 710 firmware. This

layer is provided by a programmed EEPROM 724 that decrypts stored IP flowing to

an output device. Public/private key encryption is dynamically controlled by each 11’.

In one embodiment, this control is monitored as well as modified each time SEC

module 710 communicates with the network.

A third layer of security is in the 11’ itself. It is encrypted and

compressed while downloading to storage medium 714 in an SEC module 710.

Information obtained from a participating publisher 707 in digital form

is enveloped with a uniform electronic signature that uniquely marks the version,

creating a master copy for distribution. The signed master copy is then encrypted

using a custom encryption algorithm and stored in a centralized data storage facility

100 or facilities (depending upon the size of the distributionvnetwork) for later

retrieval. Each stored work has a title, which is added to a master table of contents or

index 726.

Central storagefacility 100 is electronically accessed by a user via an

access port using secure, encrypted application-layer protocols. These protocols are

independent of network transport and physical layer protocols, and thus, usable on

any transmission network. Utilizing these application—layer protocols, the user
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communicates with and receives instructions from central storage facility 100 for

acquiring an electronic version of one or more selected IP’s. In preparation for

downloading the selected IP’s, central storage facility 100 further encrypts 728 the

[PS selected for distribution in accordance with a level of encryption selected by the

publisher of the IP.«

Encryption is provided in several different forms. For example,

public/private encryption keys are used for data storage. Watermarking is used when

sending data to an unsecured device such as a headphone, a television set, or a word

processor. For example, a watermark code is injected by a digital-to-analog (D/A)

converter into an analog output signal, which, when analyzed, identifies a source of

the IP and its purchaser or licensee. The D/A converter code is determined by the

serial number and personal ID code in NV-RAM 718 and from coding in the 11’ itself,

thereby uniquely identifying a combination of user, device, and IP. The secure

transfer of IP from the network is done, for example, via RSA encoding, which is

described in detail in U.S. Patent No. 4,405,829. This secure transfer ensures that

each packet is uniquely encrypted as well as monitored for possible hijacking and

other data stream tampering.

In this embodiment, compression is provided both to maximize storage

capabilities and to provide another layer of security for the IP.

SEC 710, in one embodiment, is an integrated storage device, with at
least one of a hard disk, a RAM disk, an NV-RAM card (e.g., a compact flash

memory card) or other storage medium as medium 714. One or more interfaces

716A, 716B, 716C, 716D are provided between the integrated storage device 714 and

one or more output devices 712A, 712B, 712C, 712D. SEC 710 is designed to permit

storage device manufacturers to incorporate the chipset into their storage devices, so

that the storage devices can accept [P from the network.

_ In one embodiment, SEC 710 comprises a storage medium 714, an

SEC chipset 718, 720, 722, 724, a USB (universal serial bus) port 730 to interface
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with a kiosk 708 for [P transfer, an A/D converter 7l6A, and a headphone jack 7l2A.

Another embodiment provides both a USB and a USB2 connection. In yet another

embodiment, SEC 710 includes a infiared (IR) port and an RCA jack. In still other

embodiments, SEC 710 is built into a device such as a personal digital assistant

(PDA) or a single-function reader that serves as a device for reading digital IP or

ebooks. In yet another embodiment, SEC 710 is built into a user device such as a

laptop or desktop computer. For example, half of the hard drive of the computer can

be set aside for a traditional operating system and the other half dedicated for storing

IP, for example, user video, books, and audio. Still other embodiments include other

wireless couplings, iLink, Firewire, and/or IEEE' 1394 connections, £6: example.

Encryption ensures protection for IP by allowing downloaded IP to be

read only on a particular SEC 710, and only by a user knowing a particular password.

This limitation is provided, for example, utilizing a decryption formula provided by a

key generation company 732 such as Verisign, Inc. The key generation company

creates a formula that enables a decryption key to reverse the encryption 728 provided

the network. This formula is sent during registration of an SEC module 710 and

burned into NVRAM 718 or other limited access memory in one embodiment. In

another embodiment, the formula is preprogrammed into SEC module 710. In one

embodiment, the formula is stored in an encrypted form and decrypted by SEC 710

hardware only while it is being used. In one embodiment,_'the same formula is used

by the network to encrypt IP at the central data center and by SEC 710 to decrypt the

encrypted IP, using different keys determined by key generation company 732.

In one embodiment of the present invention, modem algorithms and

appropriate key lengths are used to protect the IP when an IP file is initially created,

during its distribution, and throughout its existence. In addition, system programming

regularly and automatically ‘updates and changes encryption and decryption code

algorithms, keys, and formulae both to recapture IP for which such protection has

been broken or compromised and to inhibit the cracking or compromising of IP

protection. The frequency and/or number of times that algorithms, keys, and/or_
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formulae are changed depends, in one embodiment, on one or more factors such as the

length of time a user has rights to an IP, a level of security that is assigned to the IP,

and a preassigned schedule that is based upon the level of security assigned to the IP.

Employing key generation company 732 independent of the network

operator to generate keys is not necessary, but may be preferred by owners of IP who

believe that extra security and accountability is provided by such companies. It is not

necessary to employ the services of a key generation company, however. Thus, in

one embodiment of the present invention, key generation facilities are provided within

the network itself.

In one embodiment, operation of the network proceeds as follows.

Digital IP of various types and from various sources 708 is obtained and stored at

central data center 100. Users (or potential users) of the digital IP obtain a SEC

module 710 with a. unique serial number (USN) permanently "bumed” into the

electronics of the module. Each user also chooses a personal password (PP) to

identify himself or herself for registration. The user-selected PP, in some

embodiments, is constrained within limits selected for security and practicality by the

network operator. For example, in one embodiment, the PP is constrained to be no

less than 6 characters and no more than 12.

A user with an SEC module 710 and a selected password then connects

SEC module 710 to a kiosk 708 or other access port. SEC 710 transmits the USN and

the user-selected PP to the network for registration, where the USN and PP are

combined (for example, by concatenation or by a mathematical or logical operation)

into a unique code (UC). In at least one embodiment, the UC is sent to a key

generation company 732, for example, Verisign, Inc. The network itself also

generates a hidden private key (HPK) andisends it to key generation company 732.

Key generation company 732 then computes a private encryption key (PEK) from the

I-IPK and the UC and sends the PEK to the network, where it is used for encryption of

IP as it is sent to the user of SEC 710. The user then enters the PP into SEC 710,
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where it is combined with the USN (as combined by the network) to decrypt the [P for

the user.

In one embodiment, servers 734 at the centralized storage facility or

facilities 100 determine a most efficient cost effective path to distribute IP, including,

but not limited to, books, music, video, computer software and multimedia, and

automatically tracks, verifies end user tampering, freezes the end users access, and

regulates distribution method requirements. The regulation varies for each account

and industry. For example, a retail establishment will use a different set of rules

requiring different distribution limitations, retrieval and viewing methods, and

security and encryption specifications when distributing IP than an institution or an

individual is likely to require. Also, methods of electronic distribution and security

requirements vary in accordance with the types of IP that are distributed. For

example, digital music transfer and retrieval is performed differently from digitally

retrieving, and reading an elecuonic IP, or transferring, retrieving and viewing video.

A portion of the verification prograrmning is devoted to checking and verifying the

readability of the IP file after being encrypted and downloaded to the user’s storage

medium. The verification programming also attempts to correct correctable errors

automatically and indicates detectable, but uncorrectable, -errors. If uncorrectable

errors are found during verification, the downloading and encryption process is

repeated for a predetermined number of times oriuntil no uncorrectable errors are

detected within the predetermined number of attempts. If uncorrectable errors remain

afier the predetermined number of attempts is exhausted, the user is directed to a

service representative to provide assistance. In one embodiment, CCS is also

programmed or otherwise configured to automatically verify the readability of an

encrypted IP during access for readingand automatically attempts to correct any

errors discovered that do not relate to functioning of the security mechanism. For

example, CCS is programmed to detect and correct errors‘ resulting from media

deterioration. Such errors can result from passage of time or from repeated access or‘\./
1156.
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In one embodiment, the current invention consolidates distribution all

forms of IP into one network that is transparent to the end consumer. The network

includes transparent links that feeds to various IP web-sites 736 requested

information. When an end user orders IP works via a web site 736, central repository

100 storing the requested data links the request and transmits the IP to a user’s

computer 738 (or other apparatus) with a secure dynamic encryption code that adds

another layer of security to the secondary repositories. Participating IP retailers’ web

sites, kiosks, or other terminals, depending upon the needs of particular retailers, are

also transparently linked to the centralized repository. Thus, a retail customer can

continue to purchase IP content from a favorite retailer’s web site or store, while the

retailer links to the central IP data repository “behind the scenes.”

Depending upon the most efficient and cost effective distribution

method, the one or more centralized repositories 100 are locally based, regionally

_based or centrally based. Each central repository tracks [P data and credits sales 740,

742 to retailer sites. Key locking is provided so that individual retailers have access

to their own sales tracking information at the central depository, irrespective of

whether sales transfers occurred via lnterrret, microwave, infrared, satellite, cable,

telephone, or other medium.

One embodiment of the present invention is linked to various web sites

736 in a manner transparent to consumers. When purchases are made through various

web sites, stores or organizations, corporations, etc., an earmarked transactional fee is

tracked, accounted for, and distributed to that particular entity through a universal

tracking system 740, 742. In this embodiment, the central information storage facility

is a grouping of separate servers or storage facilities at one or more physical locations

that are physically operated by one or more persons and that are linked together via a

network arrangement and by appropriate software such that they appear to the user to

be a single functioning storage facility. Retail companies are thus provided with

income, irrespective of whether their customers receive downloaded IP products via a

web site 736 of the retailer, from a high-bandwidth kiosk 708 at a traditional store, or
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recorded on media by the retailer on demand at a retail establishment. Using this

embodiment of the present invention, retailers can provide a usefiil, profitable service

by distributing IP. through in-store kiosks or on media recorded by the retailer on

demand to customers lacking high-speed Internet connections. Providing this service

may be a decisive advantage to some retailers. The additional flexibility afforded

retailers by the present invention may also help retailers avoid market base erosion as

Internet bandwidth to the home continues to expand.

In one embodiment, IP’s and/or links to lP’s (i.e., pointers to another

location where the IP is stored, such as on a server of an [P content provider 707) are

obtained from content providers 707. Refening to Fig. 16, when IP is stored 800, a

format conversion 100] is performed. Format conversion 1001 includes “system

encryption,” so that the IP is unreadable on other systems. When a request is

received, personalized encryption 1002 is applied, followed by dynamic encryption

1003 as the IP is transmitted over a network 804. (Encryptions 1002 and 1003 are

configured so that they can be performed at essentially the same time, even though a

temporary storage 802-is shown between them.) In the case of H’ link, format

conversion 1001 is triggered by a user request. The result is stored in a temporary

storage 812 (rather than a permanent storage in central data center 100, as is the case

when the IP is stored, rather than linked). Personalized encryption 1002 and dynamic

encryption 1003 is then applied before transmission over network 1003. (Temporary

storage 814 is not necessarily different from temporary storage 802.) As the user

downloads the 1P, it is stored in user storage 714, where decryption of encryption

algorithms 1003, 1002, and 1001 are performed, in the reverse order to which the

encryption 1001, 1002, 1003 were applied. Decryption 1002 is perfonned from

temporary storage 806 into a secure RAM 808, using SEC 710. The content of secure

RAM 808 is displayed 810, afier encryption 1001 is decrypted. Storage 806 and 808

are erased when the IP is no longer needed. Userstorage 714 is also erased under

some conditions, such as when tampering is detected.
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The registration, security, tagging (or watermarking), verification and

use analysis programming produces a data trail logging the creation and use of a

particular IP file by a user, thereby providing evidence of accountability in the event

of an actual or attempted breach of the security features associated with the IP file.

The registration, security, tagging verification and use analysis programming creates a

permanent linking of a given copy of an IP file to a user requesting its creation and a

user device used to create the copy in question. A permanent log of use of the IP file,

in digital -form, is stored in a separate memory storage area associated with the CCS

programming and a copy of the log is periodically transferred to the central

information data storage facility for storage and later analysis.

As illustrated in Figure 1, in one embodiment of the invention, security

is enhanced through the use of an external authentication device [302A] affixed or

connected to the user's device and a related identifier. Examples of suitable, currently

available external authentication devices include parallel port software locks,

iButtorns““ (Dallas Semiconductor Corp. of Dallas, TX) and “Smart Cards” plugged

in via a pc-card. In such embodiment, upon registering a user is physically given an

identification code disk, card or button that is encoded with user identification

information that is electronically readable when the code disk, card or button is

inserted in an appropriate slot associated with the external authentication device. If

the externally inserted electronic identification codes match the required codes for

access, access to the encrypted files is allowed. If the externally inserted electronic

identification codes do not match the required codes for access, access is denied.

In yet other embodiments of the present invention, user device 712 is a

cellular or other wireless mobile telephone or wireless communications unit, for

example, a cell phone with a wireless browser. With this type of user device, 1? text

can be downloaded directly to the wireless communications unit via the appropriate

cellular or other type of wireless mobile network. In one embodiment, for example,

the IP text is written text, pictures, or other visual content that is displayed in a

browser window. In another embodiment, the IP text is music that is downloaded
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directly to a cellular or other wireless mobile telephone. (One embodiment of a

wireless telephone usefiil for this invention includes stereo headphones, or has a jack

for such headphones.) The [P text undergoes dynamic encryption, as in other

embodiments of the invention, and is decrypted but not stored in the telephone or on

other media. When a call is received, an audible or other type of indication is

provided on the wireless telephone user device 712, and the music is interrupted when

the call is answered. In yet another embodiment, music is selectively streamed to

headphones or speakers, saved to a recording medium in the wireless telephone user

device 712, or both. Telephone 712 is configured so that the music can be selectively

saved via downloading to the recording medium when a call interrupts music being

streamed for listening.

It will thus be seen that one or more embodiments of the present

invention provide one or more 1}’ consolidation features such as overall "mothership"

[P encryption, open web selection and browser access, user screening ID and control,

transfer verification, transaction purchase, attachment of secure rules, functionality

While the present

invention has been described with respect to specific embodiments, many

and user allowances, auditing, and feedback and updating.

modifications, variations, substitutions, and equivalents will be apparent to those

skilled in the art. Accordingly, the invention is to be considered as limited only by the

spirit and scope of the appended claims.
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CLAIMS:

1. Apparatus for facilitating obtaining text of an IP, comprising:

a storage device having stored therein text of a plurality of IP, wherein

the text includes electronically stored representations of at least one member of the

group consisting of printed text works, movies, films, video presentations, television

programming, music, audio works, audio presentations, radio programs, graphic

material, art works, plays, operas, novels, writings, photographs, pictures, images,

advertising copy, software, and portions and combinations thereof;

a processor connected to said storage device, said storage deviceI

further having stored therein a program for controlling said processor, said processor

operative with the program to:

receive an selection request;

receive a user identification associated with the IP selection request;

and

output encrypted text of the selected [P if the user identification and IP

_ selection are valid utilizing a determined level of [P encryption.

2. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 1 wherein said processor

is further operative with the program to purpose encode the text of the selected [P so

as to limit a purpose which access by the user to the text is authorized.

3. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 1 wherein said processor

is further operative with the program to encrypt the text of the selected IP utilizing an

identifier associated with the user.

4. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 1 configured to

electronically associate instructions provided by an IP supplier and relating to allowed
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use, access, and pricing of [Ps supplied by the supplier with the [P5 supplied by the

supplier.

5. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 4 further configured to

receive use and access choices from the user associated with the [P selection request,

and to use the instructions provided by the IP supplier and associated with the text of

the selected [P to generate an electronic IP instruction file linked with the outputted

text of the selected [P to regulate use of and access to the outputted text.

6. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 1 further configured to

receive a determined level of security including the determined level of encryption

from a supplier of the selected IP, the determined level of security being selected from

a range of security levels.

7. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 1 wherein said detemiined

level of IP encryption isbased on at least an economic value of the selected IP.

8. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 1 wherein said processor

is further operative with the program to encrypt the text of the selected [P utilizing a

unique identification number associated with at least one of a user device and user

data storage medium used to download or store the encrypted text of the selected IP.

9. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 1 wherein said processor

is further operative with the program to cooperate with a user device being used to

download and read a selected [P text, to restrict and regulate operation of the user

_ device to limit. reading and copying of the selected IP text.

10. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 9 wherein said processor

is further operative with the program and the user device to determine whether lP

texts downloaded to the user device have been used in an unauthorized manner, and to

at least one of restrict or deny access to such IP texts when such unauthorized use is

determined to have occurred.
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11. A Apparatus in accordance with Claim 10 wherein said processor

is firrther operative with the program and the user device to cause the user device to

permanently erase an IP text from memory of the user device when such unauthorized

use is determined to have occurred.

12. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 9 wherein said processor

is further operative with the program and the user device to cause the user device to at

least one of temporarily restrict or deny access to an IP text in a memory of the user

device.

13. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 1 further comprising at

least one local unit communicatively coupled to said processor, said local unit

comprising a memory for storing, in electronic form, information transmitted to said

unit from said processor, and a local unit processor for controlling transfer of

information stored in said unit to electronic storage media of system users, said local

unit configured to encrypt the information when the information is to be transferred to

the electronic storage media, said local unit configured to encrypt the information.

utilizing a determined level of information encryption. '

14. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 13 wherein the

information stored on a user's storage medium comprises a personal signature code

number and serial number.

15. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 13 further configured to

receive a determined level of security, including the determined level of encryption,

from a supplier of the selected IF, the determined level of security being selected from

a range of security levels.

16. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 15 wherein said

determined level of information encryption and security is based upon at least an

. economic value of the selected IP
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17. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 16 wherein the level of

information encryption is not equal to the level of the IP encryption.

18. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 13 wherein the memory of

the local unit is configured to regulate the use of information stored therein in

encrypted or decrypted form so long as an electronic connection exists between the

local unit and a user data storage medium, and to permanently erase selected files

A from the memory of the local unit whenever the electronic connection is no longer

active.

19. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 1 wherein said processor

is further operative with the program to determine attempted unauthorized access to

the output copies of the text of an IP.

20. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 1 further configured to

receive information identifying an establishment from which the IP selection request

originated, and to tag the encrypted text of the selected [P with an identification of the

establishment. I

2]. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 20 wherein said processor

is further operative with the program to utilize the tag to trace [P text to an

establishment.

22. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 1 wherein said processor

is fiirther operative with the program to determine and store information relating to

usage of the encrypted text by the user and which will cause said usage information to

be encrypted and stored in a segregated section of the memory associated with the

user storage medium or local unit and which will cause said usage information in

encrypted form to be transmitted to the central data storage facility when said local

unit and/or user data storage unit are later electronically connected to the central data

storage facility.
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23. A method for operating a computer to obtain text of an IP, %
comprising:

inputting into the computer an IP selection request;

inputting into the computer a user identification associated with the IP

selection request;

inputting a unique identification number associated with at least one of

a user device or user storage medium being used to at least one of download or store

an encrypted copy of a selected IP corresponding to the [P selection request,

generating a unique encryption algorithm and a corresponding

decryption algorithm, using the user identification and at least one member of the

group consisting of: (a) a digital identification number associated with at least one of

the user device or a user data storage medium, and (b) a digital identification

associated with the selected IP;

communicating encrypted text of the selected [P to the user device for

storage on the user storage medium using the unique encryption algorithm for

encryption, wherein text of the selected IP comprises electronic representations of at

least one member of the group consisting of: printed text works, movies, films, video

presentations, television programming, music, audio works, audio presentations, radio

programs, graphic material, work, plays, operas, novels, writings, photographs,

pictures, images, advertising copy, sofiware, and portions and combinations thereof;

generating a header associated with the encrypted text of the selected

IP file that contains, in digital form, a user identification, anidentification of at leastQ IL

one of the user device or user data storage medium 11 which the encrypted digitalt\r

copy of the selected [P is to be stored, a usage authorization indication, and an

electronic address of the corresponding decryption algorithm;
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validating the user identification, authorization indication, and IP

selection, alter the unique encryption algorithm and corresponding decrypfion

algorithm have been generated; and

decrypting the digitally encrypted text of the selected IP using the

corresponding decryption algorithm, conditioned upon said validation.

24. A method in accordance with Claim 23 wherein inputting to the

computer an IP selection comprises the steps of:

selecting at least one of the IP in the memory storage; and

selecting the text of at least a portion of each the selected IP.

25. A method in accordance with Claim 24 wherein inputting to the

computer an IP selection further comprises the steps of:

determining if more than one portion of an ll’ is selected; and

if more than one portion of an IP is selected, then combining the

selected portions.

26. A method" in accordance with Claim 23 further comprising the

step of generating tracking information corresponding to the selected portions and the

selected 1?.

27. A method in accordance with Claim 23 further comprising the

step of purpose-encoding the encrypted text of the selected IP so as to limit a purpose

for which access by the user to the text is authorized.

28. A method in accordance with Claim 23 further comprising the

step of determining a level of IP encryption.
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29. A method in accordance with Claim 28 wherein determining a

level of H3 encryption comprises the step of selecting at least one of a plurality of

levels of encryption code.

30. A method in accordance with Claim 29 wherein the step of

generating the unique encryption algorithm and corresponding decryption algorithm

comprises the step o_f obtaining the uniqueiencryption algorithm and corresponding

decryption algorithm from an independent key supplier.

31. A method in accordance with Claim 30 further comprising the

step of storing copies of the obtained encryption and decryption algorithms in a

memory of a central information storage facility for later use.

32. A method in accordance with Claim 30 wherein the at least one

of the user device or user storage medium has a write once, read many times

(WORM) memory unit contained therein, the WORM memory being configured to

become inoperable when unauthorized access thereto is attempted;

said method further comprising . the step of storing a‘ digital

representation of the unique encryption algorithm and of the corresponding decryption

algorithms in the WORM memory for later use.

33. A method for operating a processor communicatively coupled

to a network to obtain text of an 1]’, the network being coupled to a memory storage

having stored therein text of a plurality of IP wherein the text of an IP comprises

electronic representations of at least one member of the group consisting of: printed

text works, movies, films, video presentations, television programming, music, audio

Works, audio presentations, radio programs, graphic material, art work, plays, operas,

novels, writings, photographs, pictures, images, advertising copy, computer games,

video games, sofiware, and portions and combinations thereof; said method

comprising:

V determining an IP selection request;
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inputting into the processor the IP selection request;

inputting into the processor a user identification associated with the IP

selection request;

inputting a unique identification number associated with at least one of

5 a user device or a user data storage medium in which an encrypted electronic copy of

the text of the selected IP is to be stored;

outputting encrypted text of the selected IP if the user identification

and IP selection request are valid utilizing a determined level of encryption.

34. A method in accordance with Claim 33 wherein determining

10 the IP selection request comprises the steps of:

reviewing the IP in the memory storage;

selecting the text of at least a portion of at least one of the IP in the

memory StOI'3.gC.

35. A method in accordance with Claim 33 wherein determining

15 the IP selection request comprises the steps of:

selecting at least one IP in the memory storage;

selecting the text of at least a portion of each selected [P in the memory

storage;

combining the selected portions of the selected IP.

20 36. A method in accordance with Claim 35 wherein selecting the

text of at least a portion of each selected IP in the memory storage comprises the step

of selecting the entire IP.
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37. A method in accordance with Claim 35 wherein selecting the

text of at least a portion ‘of each selected IP in the memory storage comprises the step

of selecting at least one word of each selected IP.

38. A method in accordance with Claim 35 wherein selecting the

text of at least a portion of each selected IP in the memory storage comprises the step

of selecting at least one section of each selected IP.

39. A method in accordance with Claim 35 further comprising the

step of generating tracking infomiation corresponding to the selected IP in the

memory storage.

40. A method in accordance with Claim 39 further comprising the

step of generating tracking information corresponding to the selected portions of the

selected H’.

41. A method in accordance with Claim 39 further comprising the

step of generating tracking information relating to usage of selected H’ relative to a

retail establishment location.
I

42. A method in accordance with’Claim 33 further comprising the

step of purpose encoding the encrypted text of the selected IP so as to define a

purpose of use which access by the user to the text is authorized.

43. 4 A method in accordance with Claim 33 further comprising the

step of determining unauthorized access to the encrypted text.

44. A method in aocord_ance with Claim 33 wherein the step of

outputting encrypted text of the IP comprises the step of generating a unique

encryption algorithm and a corresponding decryption algorithm using the user

identification and at least one member of the group consisting of: (a) the digital

identification number associated with at least one of the user device or the user data

storage medium, and (b) a digital identification associated with the selected IP.
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45. A method in accordance with Claim 44 wherein the step of

generating the unique encryption algorithm and corresponding decryption algorithm

comprises the step of obtaining the unique encryption algorithm and corresponding

decryption algorithm fi'om an independent key supplier.

46. A method in accordance with Claim 45 fiirther comprising the

step of storing copies of the obtained encryption and decryption algorithms in a

memory of a central information storage facility for later use.
\

47. A method in accordance with Claim 46 wherein the at least one

of the user device or user storage medium has a nonvolatile memory contained

therein, the nonvolatile memory being configured to become inoperable when

unauthorized access thereto is attempted;

said method further ‘comprising the step of storing a digital

representation of the unique encryption algorithm and of the corresponding decryption

algorithms in the nonvolatile memory for later use.

48. A method in accordance with Claim 45 wherein said step of

outputting encrypted text of the selected [P comprises the step of using the unique

encryption algorithm to encrypt a digital copy of the selected IP as the copy is being

made and downloaded to a user’s data storage medium.

49. A method in accordance with Claim 33 further comprising the

step of outputting, in association with the encrypted copy of the selected IP,

information from which at least one member of the group consisting of: (a) access

authorization codes, (b) usage authorization codes, and (c) a decryption algorithm for

decrypting the encrypted text of the IP can be determined.

50. Apparatus for facilitating obtaining text of an IP, wherein the

text includes electronic representations of at least one member of the group consisting

of: printed text works, movies, films, video presentations, television programming,

music, audio works, audio presentations, radio programs, graphic material, art work,
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plays, operas, novels, writings, photographs, pictures, images, advertising copy,

computer games, video games, sofiware, and portions and combinations thereof; said

apparatus comprising:

a storage device having stored therein text of a plurality of IP;

a processor connected to said storage device, said storage device

further having stored therein a program for controlling said processor, said processor

operative with the program to:

receive an IP selec1:ion request;

receive a user identification associated with the [P selection request;

and

dynamically encrypt text of the selected IP as the text is output from

the apparatus, using an encryption algorithm.

51. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 50 wherein said‘ apparatus

is configured to communicate via a network connection selected from the group

consisting of: electronic cable connections, wired connections, commercial telephone

connections, commercial cable network connections, cellular and other wireless

mobile network connections, infrared connections, microwave connections, radio

wave and other wireless connections, television wave connections, local device

generated infrared signal connections, laser connections, and connections allowing for

transfer of data in digital form from one point to another, and combinations thereof.

52. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 50 wherein said processor

is further operative with the program to purpose encode the text of the selected IP so

as to limit a purpose which access by the user to the text is authorized.

53. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 50 wherein said processor

is further operative with the program to access encode the text of the selected IP so as

to regulate access to the encrypted selected IP. .
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